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GREG MacALEESE: MacAleese was born in Canada on
January 23, 1947 and attended the University of New
Mexico, where he majored in journalism. He gave up a
potential career as a major league pitcher to become a
successful sports writer for The Associated· Press. In
1973, Greg joined the Albuquerque Police Department
where he served as a patrolman and later as a violent
'
crimes detective. He was the founder and coordinator of
the first Crime Stoppers program, begun on September 8,
1976. The New Mexico Legislature created the first State
\
Crime Stoppers Commission on July 1, 1979 and Greg
\ \became and remains its Executive Director. He was the
\tirst President of Crime Stoppers· USA, Inc., organized in
1979. and is a member of its Board of Directors. He was
named the 19'77 Police Officer of the Year by the
International Association of Chiefs of Police for his part
in creating Crime Stoppers.

~~I

shall pass through this world but once: any
good, therefore, that l can do or any kindness
that I can show to any human being, let me do it
now: Defer nor neg!ect it not, for 1 shall not pass
'.--- '
this way again."
........

--Anonymous

I)

H. COLEMAN TlLY: THy was born .JulY 23, 1.919. directly
across the zodiacal circle from ~IacAleese, Leo and
Aquarius making a good combination as astrologists will
tell you. He graduated from Pdnceton University in 1940
and ft'om the University of Pennsylvania Law School in
1947, after 4-112 years in the At'my Air Corps. Following
five years of practice in Philadelpia, he joined the Law
Department of RCA COl'poration and worked there until
he retired in 1970. Moving to Albuquerque in 1974. THy
became a member of the Albuquet'que Crime Stoppers
Board in 1976 and was its Chairman in 1978-79. He has
been the only Chairman of the New M:exico Crime
Stoppers Commission. From 1979 until October 1982, THy
served as Chairman of Crime Stoppers - USA, a post he
relinquished to become Secretary-Tt'easurer and
Chairman Emeritus.
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pared to 1980 levels. While this may be a healthy indicator,
we must !Concede that it still is a small consolation when we
stop to consider that the volume of reported crime had reached
an all-time high in 1980. It's clear to all of us that the
current rate of crime in the United states is unacceptable.
Those of us in the law enforcement profession
realize that we cannot solve the crime problem alone -- we
need the help of private citizens. While we do not want
v~gilante. groups, we encourage vigilant citizens who will
cooperate with us in dealing with crime as a community
problem., The Crime stoppers Program described in this manual
pro~ides an effective vehicle for positive, meaningful
actl.on. The successes enjoyed by Crime stoppers organizations across the country are indeed impressive and exemplify
voluntarism at its best.
'.
We in the FBI are most appreciative of your
cooperati9nand assistance.
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'-'"'-------PREFACE
The purpose of this manual is to present the information necessary to establish and
operate a successful Crime Stoppers program in any community, regardless of its size.
The material is a distillation of the experiences of more than 350 programs located in the
United States and Canada.

The first of these Crime Stoppers units began on

September 8, 1976. New ones begin weekly.
Communities do have the resources to launch an attack on unsolved crimes. They
all have citizens, the meqia and a police department.

Underlying all Crime Stoppers

programs, and indeed our entire constitutional system of criminal justice, is the principle
!that citizens have the repsonsibility to assist police in protecting::' themselves from
criminal offenders.
A second principle is that when citizens are given an easy opportunity to provide
police with information about criminal activity, more crimes are solved. Crime Stoppers
provides the easy opportunity, with anonymity and rewards as the incentives. Meanwhile,
the media--whether TV, radio or newspaper--keep the public informed about the Crime
Stoppers program, on a regular basis, through a "Crime of the Week."
This concept of media and citizenry combining forces with the police is fundamental

~

to all Crime Stoppers programs. The proper meshing of these h~ree powerful community
segments, each using its unique talents, virtually assures success.

All individuals must

-

understand and accept this concept before any attempt is made to put a program into
action.
Most of this manual is devoted to starting and operating local Crime Stoppers
programs.

V

However, one chapter tells of regional operatio/is, created primarily to
I

increase the number and effectiveness of local programs and to help solve crimes which
involve gover-nment agencies or which are not normally handled by' a local program.
The last cl:!:apter outlines the accomplishments ~.nd goals of Crime Stoppers-USA,
Inc., whose mission is also the creation of new prografils and the support of existing ones,
on an international basis.

0

This is done througlr, the eJ(change of information at

f

newsletter, "The Caller"; and by maintaining a ;/centraloffice to answer questions.
Publication of this manual is but one of the metti~ds used to accomplish the mission of
Crime Stoppers-USA.

~,)

!

conferences; by publication monthly of the operatiOil statistics of local programs and of a

!
U·

' \ ','
~)

Join the many thousands of Crime Stoppe,fs who tind satisfaction in making their
communities safer through this effective and ~x('liting crime-fighting activity.
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INTRODUCTION

conviGtion of a murderer--and a second call to the capture of an escaped cOnlrict, the
skeptics were stilled.

"It's terrifying," lament Americans from lar-ge urban areas and once peaceful rural

I became a Board Member, then Secretary of Crime Stoppers - USA, Inc" and in

communities. "Men, women and children are no longer safe on our streets, in our stores or
offices~

October 1982, was elected Chairman of the national organization.

no--not even in their own homes--not even in their places of VJorshi!?"

The people I've met in this endeavor, while very different in background--law

Criminal activity has been escalating and, while law enforcement officers on all

enforcement, the professions, education and business--l1ave one very important common

levels are doing their best, there is just too much crime for the overworked police to stem

bond--THEY CARE ENOUGH TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT CRIME!

the tide alone.

Crime Stoppers has grown in unbelievable increments--exposure in newspapers,

Many of the suggestions and proposed solutions advanced in recent year's have been

radio and TV presentations have helped greatly, but in the final analysis it takes concerted

helpful, but the most exciting of these has been Crime Stoppers. It has been of increasing

action by people like you, the readers of this Manual, to turn things around and make us

assistance in solving crimes, over 32,000 of them since 1976.

aU feel safer and more secure.

In that year, Detective Greg MacAleese and H. Coleman THy, a retired attorney,
first joined forces in Albuquerque to breathe national life into a program that has
captured the imagination and respect of criminal justice experts and literally millions of
people in the United States and Canada.
v'

Anonymity is offered to those who call a special Crime Stoppers phone in the police
armed robbery and burglary. Rewards are offered if it leads to arrest and indictment.
Volunteers form a nonprofit corporation to run the program and the media
participate on a regularly scheduled basis.

It is my fervent hope that in the not too distant future, Crime Stoppers will become
an even greater tool in combatting narcotics traffic, white-collar and:prganized crime and
all the other despicable crimes that destroy the quality of our lives.
In conclusion, I would like to thank Greg and Coleman for their myriad sacrifices in

department and give information about major crimes, such as homicide, rape,arson,

\!'

;)

this great effort. They've spent countless hours in transforming t~is dream into reality.
Complaining to others won't slow the proliferation of crime nor aprehend criminals.
I challenge you to come aboard--to join a movement that has proven itself and help us
make a difference.

All funds for rewards come from private

citizens,

busines~,

industry, and civic, fraternal and veterans' organizations.

My

persoi~!'ll

involvement in Crime Stoppers dates back to the summer of 1978 when

~~~~

Roy L. Soloff
Chairman
Crime Stoppers-USA, Inc •.

~

my friend. Mrs. Chon Edwards, a concerned Korean-American housewife, read about the
organization. Pertinent material was sent to her from Albuquerque Crime Stoppers, and
we then presented the concept to the Prosecutor for Atlantic County, New Jersey, to the
County Association of Chiefs of Police, and to the Editor and Publisher of the Atlantie.
City Press. All were enthusiastic and supportive from the outset.
A small board of directors. was formed, fund raising projects were developed, and in
October 1978 the Atlantic County Cr'ime Stoppers Foundation publishE;!,d its first "Crime of.
/,-'

the Month"--nine months later it be2ame "Crime of the Week." I was elected Chairman
and served four years. Early in 1979 THy flew to Philadelphia to confer with us in detail
about programs operating elsewhere in the country.
The opening of the first casino in Atlantic City in 1978 paralleled the inception of
our program. Although crime was rampant., many people were
Stoppers concept.

skep~ical

about the Crime

However, when the first tip led to the arrest, indictment and
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CHAPTER [
THE CRIME STOPPERS STORY
by Greg MacAleese
i

Director -- New Mexico Crime StofJpers Commission

j

I
!

UMany people who give information have been
\\
victims or witnesses of crimes, or they may have
a strong desire to aid law enforcement. There
are others motivated purely by selfish interests.
However, regardless of their motivation, the use
of informants is a basic weapon in the fight
against crime, and they are a judicially
recognized source of information."

When the first crime was committed back in the days of Adam and Eve, chances are
pretty good that the first citizen wasn't fa.r behind ¥:lilling to tell all to God.

II

The use of information, whether from concerned citizens or paid informants, has
played a vital role in the success of police work since the earliest times.

In

I

studies prepared by criminal justice theoreticians, the Federal Bureau of

!

Investigation, and other law enforcement agencies, citizen information is credited with

I

assisting in the solution of a vast majority of all the major crime that is solved in the
United States.

I

With this type of success in mind, it should not be surprising that police departments
have nurtured this special relationship with its citizenry. However, much of this contact
was by nature highly secretive-- behind closed doors and in dark alleys.
In 1976, a program was created in Albuquerque, New Mexico, which gave this vital
police/citizen relationship a completely new twist.

The program was called Crime

Stoppers and now, more than six years later, it has become recognized as one of the
nation's most cost-effective anticrime efforts.

National Advisory Commission on Criminal
Jl~Gti~e Standards and Goals Task Force Report,
Police, January, 1973, Appendix C Paragraph
544.10, Page 607.

In order to understand how Crime Stoppers works and why it has been such a

l

f,.1

success, one must understand the conditions under which it was created.

t.~

of recording one of the nation's highest per capita crime rates in the mid-1970s.

·{.!·.i

public expressed a lack of confidence in the police department's ability to curtail the

J

. I
!

I

.]

!

I l
l.''iI

!r

A

,I

Morale within the Albuquerque Police Department was abysmally low. I know. As a
four-year veteran in the department, Lielt equally helpless.
Many crimes were going unsolved because .no one seemed willing to provide
information on the identity of the offenders.

And a large number of crimes were not

being reported by Victims, who felt that it was an exercise in futility to do so.

II
II

needed to turn the public's
tions with its citizenry.

...

toward crime.

\

j~lj
I
!

\

, !

i

i

H
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The

surge in crime1 which had spiraled steadily since the mid-1960s •

f~

I

xiv

Albuquerque, a southwestern city of 330,000 residents, had the dubious distinction

II
1-1

It was not surprising, then, that crime continued to flourish.
att~+!lde

Drastic steps were

around and renew the police department's communica-

A chance conversation at home prompted me to take these drastic steps.

As had

become a custom in my residence, I was ranting and raving about the community's apathy

1-1

\ ,
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,

I

)
[

I was cut off in mid-sentence by my wife, Jo, who obviously was tired of this nightly

Putting the program on paper took less than an hour.

haranguing with, "Why don't you do something about it?"
Why not indeed!

Getting the Albuquerque

Police Department to accept the plan took three months. Police Chief Bob Stover wanted

As it turned out, it certainly was easier said than done.

Her

greater control by a civilian board of directors over the reward fUlid. Several supervisors

statement had the immediate effect of shutting me up. It also started me thinking.

within the department's administration expressed skepticism that the concept would work.

My thoughts turned to what prevented people from cooperating with our police

One deputy chief was concerned that the department would be put in the position of

department. Two reasons jumped to the forefront -- fear and apathy.

paying citizens for doing their civic duty.

Fear of involvement or fear of retaliation from the criminal element has little

Gradually the original Crime Stoppers concept was changed to overcome this

basis in statistical fact. Very few citizens ever have been physically harmed because of

opposition. The board of directors was streamlined. It was decided that the board should

their cooperation with law enforcement agencies. This does not diminish the perception

not be comprised solely of contributors to the program, as had been originally proposed,

that the average person has, however, that such activity is unhealthy.

This fear is

because there was no guarantee that members of the criminal element w!=>uld not "buy"

accentuated by various movies and television shows where the hero is chased across. five

their way onto the board. It also was decided that rewards would only be paid upon the

continents by bandits who want to kill him because he has witnessed a crime.

grand jury indictment of an offender, instead of the original concept of paying rewards

To counteract this fear, a system had to be created to allow citi~ens to communi-

for the arrest of an offender. This would have the effect of requiring a more important

cate information about criminal activity and still allow them to feel relatively secure

result before a reward would be paid, thus ensuring still another "check and balance"

from retaliation. It was obvious that their identities would have to be protected.

within the program. The reward amount allocated to each caller was to be decided by

Developing this still further, a system had to be created whereby one caller could be

the board after consultation with the police coordinator.

differentiated from another. A simple coding system was the answer. A chronological log

The boar'J also would be

responsible for payment of rewards to callers.

would be kept, with each. caller being given a code number, in the order that the call was

After three months of meetings and sessions "back at the drawing board," Crime

r.eceived. Thus, if a person was the 250th person to call Crime Stoppers, the code number

Stoppers was approved -- somewhat skeptically -- as an Albuquerque Police Department

would be 250.
Attacking apathy was a more difficult proposition.

project.
In Albuquerque, apathy had

There was one condition.

Qhief Stover told me that I would have to raise the

created an artificial impotency among its citizens. As long as they weren't the victims

necessary money for the reward fund before he would give it his final approval. He also

of a crime, why should they be bothered just because one of their neighbors had been

added that I would be the program's first coordinator and would be expecteo to continue

victimized? Somehow, motivation had to be provided to get these people involved. Ca.sh

to investigate the various violent crimes that were assigned to me.

rewards seemed to be a possible solution.

appeared to be a Pyrrhic victory.

Would someone provide information about a

crime if the prospect of a cash reward was available? It was time to find out.
There was one other aspect that had to be addressed.

At the time, it

Fund raising turned out to be the hardest part of the bargain. Selecting a board of

How would we make the

directors proved to be rather simple. Following a speech to the Albuquerque Chamber of

public aware of the program? Obviously, the rp.edia's support was necessary_ We would

Commerce Crime Prevention Committee, I was approached by the Regional Director of

need regular publicity that would maintain the public's interest as well as the media's.

Security for Circle-K Corporation, Carl Jones.

Gradually the idea evolved that the most simple approach to regular publicity was to
select an unsolved crime each week and highlight it in the media. For television, why not
reenact the crime at the original crime scene, using actors, and actresses who closely
resembled the actual participants? For newspapers, a detailed synopsis of the case would
be provided to reporters. And ror radio, a 60- or 120-second rendition of the crime would
be presented.

supporter of the concept and offered his assistance.

\'I
I,

l

Carl Jones was a diamond in the rough.

He enlisted the aid of several more

concerned citizens, including businessman, Norman Maisel.

This led to the addition of

several membel.'sof the Albuquerque Junior League, a very active national womens' group.
The Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce was asked to select a representative, as was the
American Association of Retired Persons.

1-2

He turned out to be an enthusiastic

1-3

Then a retired deputy chief of police

~,
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volunteered his assistance, as did members of several service organizations, such as the

collected in the area.

Optimists, Lions and Civitan clubs.

September 8, the film showed two armed robbers drive up to the gas station, approach the

In five weeks, a board of directors

compri~jed

of 15 individuals had been created.

When the reenactment was shown on television at 10:00 p.m.,

attendant with shotguns, simulate the murder of the attendant, then drive out of the

Carl Jones was elected the first chairman of the board, a position he held until his

station -- with hundreds of youngsters clearly visible

untimely death in the fall of 1977.

volunteered its support. Ralph Looney, editor of the Albuquerque Tribune, pledged that

robbers on their way!
Fortunately, the innerworkings of the Crime Stoppers office were much more

Crime Stoppers would have its "Crime of the Week" on the front page of his newspaper

successful. At 10:05 a.m. on September 8, the first call to Crime Stoppers was logged.

every Monday afternoon. This pledge was kept without fail for 250 consecutive weeks.

The caller had some information about a gang rape that was eighteen months old.

By April, 1976, the Albuquerque media had

Max Sklower, Station Manager of KOAT-TV, was excited by the concept of
reenacting crimes on his station.

0,11

the screen wildly cheering the

A

young woman, who had been stranded in Albuquerque's downtown area because of a mal-

He assigned Neil Murray, a very popular news

functioning auto, had been abducted by three men and raped repeatedly.- Investigators

personality, and Larry Barker to coordinate his station's efforts. Murray was a brilliant
selection as the on-air spokesman for Crime Stoppers. A dynamic, forceful individual,

had few leads in the case -- until that first call to Crime Stoppers.
The caller provided the names of the three offenders and where they were living.

Murray championed the program's cause for more than two years before leaving KOAT in

The information was turned over to a sex crimes detective, who announced several weeks

1978 to join KSTP-TV in Minneapolis, Minnesota. One of the first things he did upon his

later that all three men had been arrested and had confessed to the crime. They were

arrival in Minneapolis was to initiate a Crime Stoppers program in that city.

convicted within the year.
The program proved it could work.
This was shown even more dramatically on September 13, 1976, when the second

Albuquerque's radio stations provided the most concerted media enthusiasm, with
every station carrying a synopsis of the "Crime of the Week."

Crime Stoppers was

translated into Spanish for the thousands of Hispanic listeners throughout the city.

"Crime of the Week" was aired. We had selected a series of rapes at one of Albuquerque's

reward fund. By August, less than $8,000 had been raised. Few citizens and businessmen

major shopping centers to be our "Crim~ of the Week."
A total of thirteen women had been raped over ~ four-month period by a young

were willing to commit hard cash to an unproven program, especially since two other

white male who, at gunpoint, had abducted the victims as they were walking to their

Still, fund raising was a problem. The board had set a goal of $25,000 for its initial

reward programs had failed in Albuquerque in

;~,rtel1rior

four years.

vehicles in the Winrock Shopping Center. The rapist would drive the victims to a deserted

After much soul-searching, the board decided to get Crime Stoppers under way,
hoping that if it was successful then fund raising would be much easier.

area of the city, rape them, take their' purses, then force them out of the car. He would
drive back to the shopping center, park the I,victims' car in the lot and drive away in his

A target date of September 8, 1976, was selected. The first "Crime of the Week"
was selected -- the murder of a gas station attendant during an armed robbery.

own vehicle.
The police department had been under considerable pressure to nail the "Winrock

On September 3 a reenactment of the crime was filmed at the crime scene. It was

Rapist" and had tried a variety of methods to track him down -- including the use of the

a shambles. The two actors who were to portray the offenders failed to show up, so two

police airplane over the shopping center, roving patrols of both uniformed and plainclothes

police detectives were drafted for the parts.

provide a duplicate vehicle to the one used by the offenders, called just before the filming

officers and rooftop surveillances.
The department had even, in a moment of extreme desperation, dressed one of its

and said that he had sold the car. An unmarked pelice car had to be substituted.

police women in a most provocative manner and had her walk through the shopping center

A used car dealer, who had promised to

To further compound the problems, the filming ran. longer than anticipated and
/,-:'.,

.

and the parking lot at regular intervals. The rapist Showed a great deal of discretion by

hundreds of youngsters spilled out of a n{~arby grade school. They were attracted to the

avoiding the undercover officer, but the attractive lady -- armed only with a .38-caliber

television cameras shooting the reenactment just down the street and im mediately

revolver and a wireless microphone -- received more than 150 solicitations from other
male shoppers!
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As a last resort, the "Winrock Rapist" came under the scrutiny of our Crime
Stoppers program.

A composite sketch of the suspect was printed prominently on the

front page of the afternoon newspaper and a reenactment was filmed with one of the
The reenactment was not

victims insisting on being there as a technical advisor.
necessary.

At 3:15 p.m. on September 13, Crime Stoppers received a call from a citizen who
said he knew someone who closely resembled the sketch he had seen in the newspaper.
The only difference between the individual and the sketch was that the sketch showed the
rapist with a moustache.

The caller said the person who resembled the sketch used to

have a moustache, but had shaved it off about ten days earlier.
The information created a tremendous flurry of excitement because, unknown to the
caller, our "Winrock Rapist" had been clean-shaven when

ra~ing

his thirteenth and last

victim -- ten days prior to our "Crime of the Week."

$1,000 to the Winrock Rapist caller -- the accompanying publicity about the first payoff
generated a flood of telephone 'calls to Crime Stoppers.
We were on our way, or so it seemed. But within a month, Crime Stoppers almost
came to a sudden end.
The .critical juncture for the program came in early October, 1976, when a 19-yearold heroin dealer named James Garcia was brutally murdered. Crime Stoppers received a
call the morning after the shooting. The very nervous caller said he had witnessed the
.

It turned out

th~,t

this

His mug shot and fingerprints were :::>n file in our Identification

Section. Mug shots of other individuals who closely resembled the suspect were selected
for a photo lineup.

McGuinness, an ex-con who recently had been released from prison.

photo array. Both of them immediately picked out our suspect as the man who had raped
Based on their positive identification of the suspect, a search warrant was

prepared, and at 5:30 p.m. the same day, we executed the warrant at the suspect's

caller, McGuinness had an old vendetta against James Garcia involving previous heroin
addicts shoot up their heroin -- in Albuquerque's Northwest Valley.
McGuinness shot Garcia once inside the house, then chased him down the stseet
before finally cornering his prey. The caller said that while Garcia begged for mercy,
McGuinness coldly fired nine shots into the victim's head. Of course, as is typical with

sight.
The caller, who admitted he waS a heroin addict, saidhe was calling Crime Stoppers
because no one deserved to be "shot down like a dog." He was given a code number and
the information was passed on to Detective Joe Garcia, who had been assigned the case.

residence.

Garcia, a veteran homocide detective, felt that the information could be valuable.

Found at his home were credit cards belonging to the victims, clothing worn by the
offender during his rape spree, and a revolver used by the suspect in abducting the
victims.

The caller had given Crime Stoppers the names of several eyewitnesses, so Garcia and I
decided to check them out. After two strikeouts, we hit pay dirt with a young man who
admitted he had seen the shooting. He verified that McGuinness was the offender in the

Later the suspect was positively identified by the remammg VICtims.

He subse-

quently admitted his guilt in court. The "Winrock Rapist" was sentenced to more than 300
years in the New Mexico State

PenitentiarJl:~

one of more than 1,000 persons who have

been convicted and received prison sentences with the help of information to Crime
Stoppers programs in New Mexico.

case.
Based on the information from both Crime Stoppers' caller and the other eyewitness,
Garcia and I prepared a search warrant for Charlie McGuinness' residence.

When we

executed the warrant, McGuinness almost saved us the trouble of a trial by bolting out a
back door -- and coming face to face with a .44-magnum revolver in the)capable hands of

An amazing change in attitudes took place within the Albuquerque Policta,pepartDetectives who had been openly scornful of Crime Stoppers now approa'ched me

with requests to have theI'r
.
1/ cas e s use d as th e "C'
rIme

0

f the Week."

Citizens and

one of our detectives. McGuinness forgot about trying to escape.
It turned out that having McGuinness in custody was only the first part of the battle.
He was indicted in late October, 1976, for first degree murder. An attorney named Lou
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Stewart was selected to defend McGuinness.

u

According to the

narcotics-related murders, by the time police arrived at the scene, there was no one in

Sex crimes detectives hurriedly found two of the victims and had them view this'

mente

v

shooting along with almost a dozen other heroin addicts.'
He said the man we were looking for in connection with the shooting was Charlie

\,

suspect had been arrested by the Albuquerque Police Department for some - minor

them.

I

unsolicited checks, some for as much as $1,000. And when the first reward was paid --

transactions. The caller said McGuinness trailed Garcia to a "shooting gallery" -- where

The caller gave us the name of this "look-'alike" suspect.
narcotics offenses.

II

businessmen who had been reluctant to contribute to the reward fund now' sent in

t-;
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One of Stewart's first moves was to' file a number of pre-trial motions, including a

i

I

motion for discovery of the identity of the Crime Stoppers' informant. It was to be the

Stoppers would

Ironically, we happened to know the name of the informant. In a rare instance, the

called me. He wanted to

Detective Garcia and I discussed how we would respond if we were asked to identify

Detective Garcia and I contacted the District Attorney's office.
charges dropped against him if he testified in the McGuinness trial.

Due to the circumstances surrounding the case and the potential that our informant

The motions were heard in early December before District Court Judge, Gerald

would get cold feet and fail to appear for trial, we decided to take depositions from him

After some preliminary questions regarding

and his wife.

"Detective MacAleese, who

One week prior to taking the depositions, we followed proper legal procedure and

was the person who called Crime Stoppers regarding Charles McGuinness as a suspect in
the murder of James Garcia?"

advised McGuinness' attorney that our informant would be deposed

th~

following Friday.

That same night, I received an emergency telephone call from our ipl'ormant. A car full

Visions of spending Christmas in jail for contempt of court

of men had driven past his small apartment and fired more than a dozen shots inside,
narrowly missing him.

"I respectfully decline to reveal the name of the informant, Mr. Stewart,"
answered.

Hysterically, the informant said he was leaving town and told us what we could do
with the deposition. I calmed the man down and finally housed him and his family at my

Stewart turned to Judge Fowlie and asked, "Your Honor, would you please instruct
the witness to respond to th.e question?"

place that night.

The next day, with the 'help of one of the Crime

Stopp,~rs

board

members, we quietly checked the family into a motel where they remained during the

Judge Fowlie announced he would t~ke the matter under advisement.

next six days' until the deposition was taken. 'l'hen Crime Stoppers provided enough money

Crime Stoppers remained safe, at least for a few da~s.
Ii
Meanwhile, the case was becoming something of a cause celebre for the local media.

for them to leave town until the trial began.,
It was a hectic period. We were fearful that another attempt would be made on the

The Albuquerque Tribune printed a lead editorial urging Judge Fowlie to rule in Crime

informant's life. He didn't help matters by constantly sneaking out of the motel to score

Stoppers' favor, saying the program was far too valuable to be bushwhacked by legal

heroin. While on one of these "shopping" trips, he was attacked by a man armed with a

This was echoed by a number of radio stations and the management at

1-8

After discussing

the case with narcotics detectives, it was agreed that our informant would have the

Stoppers. If we were forced to reveal the informant's identity in court, it would certainly
kill the program.

o

a deal. He had just been arrested for possession of heroin.

murder -- would testify in the McGuinness trial.

Chief Stover supported our position. We all knew this was a critical test for Crime

they stirred public support for Crime Stoppers. The telephone calls to the program
increased from an average of five per day to as many as twenty a day.

m~:I(e

If I could get the charges dismissed, both he and his wife -- who also witnessed the Garcia

our Crime Stoppers informant. We decided we would decline to reveal the name of the
caller, who at that time had absolutely no desire to be identified.

I'm sure that these media comments had little effect on Judge Fowlie's decision, but

It also turned out to be the last time in

There is aG)ironic postscript to this. In early March, our Crime Stoppers informant

That made it impossible for me to testify that I had forgotten his name.

maneuvering.
KOAT-TV.

It was the best early

Stoppers informant.

was on the automatic tape recorder kept on permanent file by the police department.

I took a deep breath.
danced before my head.

have to reveal the name of its informant.

Albuquerque that a defense attorney tried to fOl'ce us to reveal the name of a Crime

after giving the dispatcher his name, asked that I call him at home. The informant's name

Crime Stoppers procedure, Stewart got right to the point:

n~t

Christmas present I've ever received!

informant called the Communications Section of the Albuquerque Police Department and,

I was called as the first witness.

1'he defense had

failed to prove that the informant would be helpful to the defendant. Therefore, Crime

first, and most serious, court challenge to the Albuquerque Crime Stoppers program.

Fowlie.

A week before Christmas, Judge Fowlie rendered his decision.

knife. He escaped with some scratches and scrapes.
The travail was worth it, however. With the help of the inforn1;p.nt's testimony and
that of his wife, McGuinness was convicted of murder and received a

lif,r"~entence.

I

years that have brought increasing success not only in Albuquerque, but

11

United States and Canada.

1

1

1

Six years have passed since those early months in the life of Crime Si'bppers .
thi'~ughout

'"'\"
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Orlando, Florida b'ecame the first 1\llOinmunity outside

NE~w

st{L~'t

Mexico to

,i

8L

I

PreSident of the Nafional Counc:~i on Crime and Delinqu.en(,~y; R. E. Thompson, U.S.

'i

"

program, which they mimed Central

Flori!~Bi

Crime Watch..

The six-cQ,unty pr()gram

!

reenactment concerning the theft of

BOrne!

Since there weJ.;e only fortyleight existing programs at the time of the first national

Known as the "Elird Cap'!er,'1 be(;ause a
.;

:rare tropical birds had been sholWn on

conference, most 01: the

,~Orlando

case gained national pUblicity.
m~.medl

International Association. of Chiefs of PC/lice and Pal'ade Mllgar.dqe
Officer of the Yea;!'."

wher~

nationaJI, attention

The National COlJlnci'.l on Crime and

:lDelinquen~','Y' pir(~sentep

Albuquerque Crime Sitoppers program witll i.ts 'IISpecial Award' of Med't""in
bE!g~nl

T~I~x(is,

O~::tobel~',

in

j,

the:

sec'lOne!! National Crime Stoppers. Cor;iference,
h'eld in
.

J.981, prov,ided the springboC'Lrd to the rilpid expansion of

Sto~l?pers:1

I

in Septdrnber,;;1978.

I,
!,
I

"

Montgomery C,<)unty, MllI'yland. Phoenix,! .Arizona jf.)ine(i the g-rOIJp in Jallua,ry, ,i197S, and

ell

By ~;.~;ptember, H~82" Just sb~ yea:lrs after Crime St1o'ppers was m,'st initia't/ad, more

~I.

than 300¢O'ml1.lunitles

r:

A month lat.er, Atlantic County, New Jrersey b,egan oper'aticm l• follclwed slilor1.:ly by

Tulsa, Oklahoma carnie aboard in February, H179"

l

tl"w

iprograms thjroucl~mut the United States.

,

including Dllrango, Colorado, and EI Pasol!Texhs, Mth ofwhic:h

an,d,

il

1197'ia'~

That prompted a numbeir of other c:itie!s to become inlteresltled. inCritrie
I

Austin,

the

"~ioli(~e

Itle

to start a Crime Stoppers program

.,

cl;mfer~mc'e,

That
mor~:

sUbjef,cti~~a.'tter dealt with how

and how to adminis'l:e;r one eifeQ'/tivel:y.

television and had led to a call telling' tll'El whereabouts of the J!'Elathery, crefltt'lres', the
In October, 1977, Crime StoPPEirs received

i/

A~:torney for' New Me:tdco; and ?a.~;. Senator Harrison Schmitt, R-N.M.

started in July, 1977 and burst into promine1CIC'E\ about a year later when it helped rlel:!oVer
more than $4, million worth of stolen prOlplerty.

I,)·

Stoppers

I'

II:

"!,

II

(

!I

Canada

,

t~~6\)ghout th;l~ United States had similar programs."
!

~Ii?'call'te in.t(~rm;Ltil!:mal

tl,~(~aIllel'the

in JulYi 1982, wMn Calgary in the Priovincf.: elf Alberta,

fil'st;(PN),gJ:am oufr:side the Uni.'ted States to epjoy the benefits of

starti1~g

.,A qui~lkglla.n(!e al;;

the. following s1;:atistics shc\uld show just how)nuch Cr,ime Stoppers

has groVfnn:

Lubbock, Texa:s sta('ted up'in ,April,

1982

in 1979 incll\.c\edFairfax County,

Virr~in\\.a,

in

Q'i!tob~:r':;

\

ailld. AUI\stin, T.ieJ;[as, il1'

Cases. ~)olved I
•.
v;tolen :Prope~'ty/andN~lrcotics Recovered
. iDefiendlants Tdf~d,
.
Def(~lndlmts Cotlvict'ed
i

November.
\

i

Combined with thl: fourtEien programs alr~ady t-misting in New MI~:.d~~o, the,r(~ welj,e

.'

iii

If

twenty-eight Crime Sto~lper~) In'ograms in operafl,ion! ariound the' tJniteQI ~?tates by tl;te end
of 1979.

j,

Still, the expansion of thie cooc,ept was .,beiI\(5 aClcomplisnec,lthrough
rather than through any Ol\gani~ed eff,tlrt.
With that in mind,

~::olel'!lan

'.

' .

\\

I~,!

Cl'\?ated to ,enhance thisexp~~nsioo.

..

"

I

som~! me.~!hanismi~l~O\l~.d

The resu1\t was the. formaticm of Cr·im.e Stoppefs~'USA, Inc., ~.~

i

\

i

t

: if

little

I

Octoher,

I

se,~med nat\lral tQ select Alb1,lquerq,1-Ie as the first ~~te:r.I'

~B~

programs. ;We

/'

I

to hear

suchspeak\~rs

as Willihm

~rebster, Direc~!ori of

the

"

.',

Ii

(1.101'~

di.{ificult for crii.\linaJs

a~1d a.

liittle more enjo!rable for honest citizens

everywhere.
I

' . Evans, Regional Director for the 1;)rug Enforc\t>.me~lt Administr~tiol~;. !'IIilton . Rt(\lcta.t~
'~
~

.:\

.,

',I
,

\\'

\\"

,I

:,

jI
i'

F'Bl!;'; J'ohll
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'

The conference gucceed~\d beyond our wild,est d~\eams. A totaY;!ofi:225 attend\l!~l~ ~!\ad

th~ opportui~ity

~eght ~~veIli, :see

truly has been'.\fitqpped. But ·.in, the mieantime, this progTam iii; Ilvlailable to make life a.

fOil'

It

I'

We might,!!~!ven see a da~1 \Vh.en C~iime SV;oppers no longer (Ileedfl to exist r when crime

c'alted for Crime Stoppel's-'QSA tlO organize\ a natiqnal Crime Stoppeirs ciDnfElrE:1:n<~e'

1~80.

'

t'{

.

:!'
t',

'/

Wiell, ·'cert.~Hnly· .the con/tinued

the efforts of ~~'ijl(~ryone associo\ttec; with: the pl'O~rf.Lm.

be

The or'igi\'a~l \?lan
'l

,~

! ' . '
,
traver across ~.ihl~·seas to Eur(lpe lemo Asia. We a~/e limited onl~:i b~ pur imag'inatilons and
!~

u9 nll?rofit cpr~,o~iaUon~

b~T 'rily, Arnie Olson, AlbuquerquE) Crime Stoppers Treasurer, and:·m~i.
,

\~\

,iI

6,~05

I

,

i

if

computerized 'i,ilin~:-up. among all of

Albuquerque Crime Stoppelt's prvgram and current ehaiirman of the newXy-opeJ)•. ati\~naH New
Me'xico CrimI: Stoppers Comm\!ssion --- Hnd I agreed that

I

j

expa;l1siOn of t}le p(iogT'Jam intQi otbercol:nmunities :throu'ghouit: Arhe:irica}•... possibly even a

,~i

)!'

j

I

l'il\y --. who WaS the imme:';liate pas'~ cha1.ri'ni:m ~)f the

,

23,19.3
$95,920,641
, 6,9~)4

$1:7:,870,6313
'1,838
:t,826

,'What d()es tTie {future hold fO/r G:riltle Stoppers?

W()~'.p-of-,\nou/th,

\\

~1:,683

/1.'

I

, I ·

\

It

I

Crim,e StoPI?elliSo

I

Jacksonville, Flori&\, and Oklahoma Cit.y both" began in Au gu:s:t , HI7\~., ()ther ~)rqtgrams.:

,,

Crime

'

Minn.eapolis-St. .Paul. was the mext lin line, r beginning in ,Jlln1e" 197'9, whitle

1979.

\

I
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CHAPTER II

I

HOW TO START A PROGRAM

I

A.

THE FIRST THING TO DO
The first thing to do is to learn how Crime Stoppers works.

Perhaps the quickest

and easiest way to do that is to study substantial portions of this manual.

Begin with

Chapter I: THE CRIME STOPPERS STORY, written by Greg MacAleese, who founded the
program. It tells how the program was conceived, how it developed in Albuquerque, and
the progress that has been made since 1976.

I

Read the Foreword, Preface, and

Introduction and glance through the Table of Contents. Then read this chapter carefully
and go through the rest of the manual, studying those portions which are applicable to

I

Ii
~~Every

American can translate his cone·ern
about, or fear of crime, into positive action.
Every American should/'

your particular interest.
Next, purchase from Crime Stoppers-USA a c:npy of its new "15-minute video
cassette tape (1/2" VHS or Beta Max - 3/4" professional) which graphically presents the
basic concepts. Review it with others who are interested in the program. These two tools
should convince anyone that Crime Stoppers will be a great asset to law enforcement and
should be supported with individual effort and private donations.
Since a

su~cessful

program requires the full cooperation of the chief and his

department, it is important that he and his staff be made aware of the following:

President's Commission on Law Enforcement
and Criminal Justice· 1965.

(1)

Crime Stoppers has proved to be an effective weapon in the war against crime.
In the more than six years it has been in operation (from September 1976 to
May 1983), the number of programs in the United States and Canada has
jumped from one to over 350.

These programs protect almost 65 million

people and those reporting their statistics have helped police attain the
following results:

(2)

(a)

32,373 Major Crimes Solved

(b)

$128,178,654 Stolen Property and Narcotics Recovered

(c)

9,055}~rosecutions

(d)

8,867 Convictions (98 percent)

The number of programs continues to grow for one simple reason --

CRIME

STOPPERS WORKS!!
(3)

By tackling dead-ended cases as the "Crime of the Week" the program helps
police solve crimes that would otherwise remain mysteries. No statistics can
illustrate the increase in morale experienced by police officers when they are
able to solve a crime which has stubbornly eluded them.
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THE MEDIA --press, radio and TV--publicize the program on a regularly scheduled
(4)

(5)

(6)

Receiving and compiling information on criminal activity through the Crime

basis, usually weekly, through a selected "Crime of the Week."

Stoppers program frequently leads to the solution of crimes which might be

articles, and success stories are a regular part of the media treatment. Crime Stoppers

solved later, or not at all. This saves the police valuable investigative time

offers the media a unique combination of news, drama, and public interest material, along

and, consequently, one chief in a community of over 400,000 has stated that
"having a Crime Stoppers program is like adding three or four detectives to

with the opportunity to serve their communities as well as their business purposes.
THE CITIZENS, who make up the board of directors, are primarily responsible for

the force."

seeing that the program runs properly and that the public understands all of its basic

A tip from a caller which leads to an arrest and indictment frequently results

principles.

in a number of cases being cleared.

This "domino" effect is another

expense, determines the amount of reward to be paid, and makes the. payment through °one

illustration of the cost effectiveness of the program. It also accounts for the

of its members. The chairman and other members maintain good relations with the chIef

difference between the number of cases solved and the number of prosecutions

and his staff, with the media, and they resolve problems which may arise from time to

shown in the statistics.

time.

For every dollar paid out in Ct'ime Stopper rewards, police recover, in

Editorials, feature

The board raises the funds for rewards and some modest administrative

Each of these three segments is treated in greater detail in the following chapters.

different communities, an amount which varies from $12 to $100 in stolen
property and narcotics.
(7)

C.

relationship between the police and the citizens they serve, and between

B.

Fortunately, there is now a remarkable success story, which did not exist when the

enforcement agencies has been a frequent and happy consequence.

Orst programs were begun, and the chief of police is the first one to whom this story
fl
should be presented. His full cooperation and support are needed if the program is to

Informants often call and give information which alerts the police to a

succeed. A telegram from the President and Letters supportive of Crime Stoppers from

potential crime, permitting action before the crime is .com mitted.

governors, Chiefs of Police and others are in the "Appendix.
The Crime Stoppers program has the support of many nationally known leaders and

police and the media.
{8}

THE SUCCESS STOR~

In most communities, an unanticipated positive result has been an improved
Also, increased cooperation among various law

THREE ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS

authorities in the criminal justice field. The Honorable William H. Webster, Director of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation, has written the Foreword to this manual.

It is important to understand the different functions of each of the three elements

which are essential to the success of a Crime Stoppers program: LAW ENFORCEMENT,

He was

also the featured speaker at Crime Stoppers First National Conference in Albuquerque in
1980. Other featured speakers a.t major Crime Stoppers events have included:

the MEDIA and CITIZENS. Just as "separation of powers" and "checks and balances" are

(1)

U.S. Senator (Texas) Lloyd Bentsen (1981)

built into the three branches of government under the United States Constitution, so a

(2)

U.S. Senator (New Mexico) Pete Domenici (1982)

similar system exists in every successful Crime Stoppers program.
LAW ENFORCEMENT personnel, usually the assigned Police Coordinators, receive

(3)
(4)

U.S. Senator (New Mexico) Harrison Schmitt (1980)
James K. Stewart, Director, National Institute of Justice (1981 and 1982)

the information about felony crimes from callers on a special Crime Stoppers telephone

(5)

Milton G. Rector, President, National Council on Crime and Delinquency

located in the police department. The coordinators process that information preliminarily
Police

(1979, 1980, and 1981).
New Mexico Govecnor Toney Anaya and D. Lowell Jensen, Assistant Attorney

select the "Crime of the Week," participate in drafting the press releases and radio feeds,

General, Criminal Division, U.S. Department of Justice are scheduled to speak at the 1983

and are advisers for the TV reenaGtments.

Conference in Atlantic City.

before turning it over to the appropriate detectives for further investigation.

They recommend the amount of reward for

callers when a successful conclusion, usuaUy arrest and indictment, has been reached.

II-5
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There are seven members of the Advisory Board of Crime Stoppers-USA~ Inc., all
The only times there have been real problems in getting new programs started are

well-known experts in their respective fields of criminal justice, who give freely of their
time and knowledge:
(1)

when the "tried and true" principles that have worked so well in so many places are riot
followed. A few of these essential principles are:

Milton G. Rector, President Emeritus, National Council on Crime and
Delinquency.

(1)

Form a nonprofit corporation (see Chapter III).

(2)

Maurice Acers, Chairman, Texas Crime Stoppers Advisory Council.

(2)

File IRS Form 1023 for 501 (c)(3) Tax-Exempt Status (see Chapter III).

(3)

Jerry N. Jensen, Director, National Training Institute, Drug Enforcement
Administration..

(3)'

Make sure that the chief and his staff are committed to the program; that he

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

has assigned a first-rate officer as its coordinator and will give the support
needed.

John E. Otto, Executive Assistant Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation,
Law Enforcement Services.
The Honorable Orm J. l{etcham, Superior Court Judge, Washington, D.C.
(Retired).

(4)

Make sure that the political leaders are committed, but keep politics out of it.

(5)

Use all segments of the media and don't pay anybody for any advertising.

(6)

Have a broad cross-section of the community on your board of directors,
including representatives of minorities, but avoid politicians, active police,

William F. Quinn, President, International Association of Chiefs of Police
(1980-81)

and members of the media. All should be willing to work, and prima donnas
and self-seekers are out.

Brigadier General P. Neal Scheidel, Chief, United States Air Force Security
Police.

Stick to these principles and a successful program will follow.

On February 26, 1981, the Na~iQnal Council on Crime and Delinquency presented its

E.

Special Award to Crime Stoppers-USA "FOR SUCCESSFULLY INVOLVING CITIZENS,

IF MORE THAN ONE COMMUNITY IS INVOLVED

MEDIA AND LAW ENFORCEMENT IN EFFECTIVE CRIME CONTROL PROGRAMS."
If more than one community is involved there will probably be more than one law

The National Institute of Justice, U.S. Department of Justice, has advertised

enforcement agency to consider.

for proposals to conduct a $250,000 national evaluation of Crime Stoppers programs.

Although this may complicate some of the "getting

started" activities, by injecting additional pt:!rsonalities and logistical problems of

D.

telephones, coordinators, and media coverage, there are a number of successful Crime

THE NEXT STEP

Stoppers programs which work with numerous political and police agencies.
Assuming that the support of appropriate law enforcement personnel has been

In determining how far the boundaries of a particular program should extend, one of

received and that enough members of your community have been stimulated to take

the most important factors to consider is the area covered by the media. It is difficult to

action, the next step would be to call for an organizational meeting.

combine community law enforcement activitier. if they are not served by the same radio

invite a select

or TV stations, or the same newspaper.

number of individuals who are likely to take an active part, including some "movers and
shakers."

entities with one another? If there is an unhealthy competitive or noncoo!?erative situation, it may be better not to try combining forces.

Plan to have a qualified representative from a nearby Crime. Stoppers program, or
fl,'om Crime Stoppers-USA, attend, to help explain how it works.
and have a question and answer session.

forward and have persons assigned to start performing various tasks, such as incorpora-

On the other hand, some Crime

Stoppers programs have acted as the catalyst that has done away with, or ameliorated,

Show the video tape

Decide right then that the program will go

How cooperative are the adjacent political

II

those problems which had deterred effective cooperation between such communities or
their police departments.

tion, drafting of bylaws and standing rules, publicity, selection of coordinator(s) by the

If the program will include more than one governmental entity and involve several

law enforcement agency(ies) involved, contact with the media for commitment to

law enforcement agencies, arrangements should be made for appropriate representation

promote on a regular basis, fund raising, and selection of a logo and an appl,'opriate name.

on the board of directors and for the proper sharing of the police coordinator function.
Cooperation in just these two areas will lead to cooperation elsewhere.

II-6
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CONCLUSION

Crime Stoppers encourages the increased involvement of citizens on a volunteer
basIs in support of law enforcement activity.
Enforcement Administration (1980) entitled:

In a Fact Sheet, published by the Drug
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION:

HOW

COMMUNITIES AND INDIVIDUALS CAN HELP LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT, a forceful
argument is made for just that involvement:
"But the heart of the problem continues to lie in the community.
"Public apathy,or general reluctance to become "involved' in local problems,
can only encourage a proliferation of undesirable effects or crime within a
community.

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER II
HOWTOSTARTAPROGRAM

liThe police, prosecutors, courts, schools, and other public agencies cannot be
expected to discharge their functions and responsibilities without the help and
support of the people.
"A society must be capable of developing those measures which are necessary
to protect itself.
"By means of a broad and united community effort an environment or climate
may be created which is hostile, unattractive, and potentially dangerous for
the criminal element ••• "

I

I

Many of the questions which this chapter may raise in the mind of the reader are
answered elsewhere in the manual.

If answers are not found, a call to Crime

Stoppers-USA, Inc. will probably suffice.
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AIA233 (1712) (1~18708I2g2)PD 10/09/81 1707
TWX WHITEHOUSE WSH~~LY PD
020 DLY GOVT WHITE HOUSE DC OCT 9
PMS MR. H. COLEMAN TILY, PRESIDENT, DLR DONT DWR
CRIME STOPPERS USA
ANNUAL CONVENTION
SHERATON CREST HOTEL (C/O ASST MNGR ON DUTY)
111 EAST FIRST STREET
AUSTIN. IX 78701
I AM PLEASED TO HAVE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO SEND
GREETINGS TO ALL THOSE PARTICIPATING IN THIS SECOND
ANNUAL CONVENTION OF CRIME STOPPERS USA.
SELFLESS VOLUNTEERISM SUCH AS YOURS SUBSTANTIALLY
ENHANCES THE ABILITY OF LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT AUTHORITIES
TO COMBAT CRIME IN OUR COMMUNITIES.
TODAY, MORE THAN EVER, OUR NATION NEEDS THE COOPERATION
OF INDIVIDUAL CITIZENS IN THE FIGHT TO MAKE AMERICA A SAFE
AND SECURE ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH OUR FAMILIES MAY THRIVE.
YOU CAN TAKE GREAT PRIDE IN YOUR WORK AND IN THE FINE
EXAMPLE YOU SET FOR ALL AMERICANS. YOU HAVE MY EVERY BEST
WISH FOR A FRUITFUL CONFERENCE. MAY GOD BLESS YOU rOR
YOUR GOOD EffORTS.
SINCERELY,

TONEY ANAYA

Date

t

!

Governor John Doe
Address
City, State
Zip
Dear Gov:ernor
pI( Ii

I'm pl~sed to enclose a flyer setting forth the details of the CRIME STOPPERS 4th
Annual Conference which is being held in Atlantic City, New Jersey from October 9th
to 13th. 1983. I've watched the development of this fine law enforcement assistance
program since it began in New Mexico in 1976, first as the State's Attorney General,
then as a private citizen and t'lOW as Governor. From all three perspectives it has
much to offer any community or state. What appeals to me most is that it involves
citizens and communities in the apprehension of criminals and the solution of crime,
all in a very proper and cost-effective manner.
During the past four years, our State Crime Stoppers Commission has been responsible
for the creation of 22 programs within the state and has given substantial publicity
and other support to all 34 or our Crime Stoppers programs. It has also helped solve
directly 557 crimes and recover more than $9,002,025 worth of stolen property and
narcotics. At the same time 142 of the 143 defendants tried have been convicted.
All of this has been accomplished with only three employees and at a total fouryear cost to the state of less than half a, nlillion dollars. Rewards for this state
program do not come from taxes but are rai!:1ed by the State Commission, mostly
tbrough corporate contributions.
Similar programs have been adopted in Texas, Iowa and Delaware, while a number of
other states have it under consideration. r encourage you to take a good look at
it also, keeping in mind that the heart of the whole operation is the creation of
many local programs.
The Conference presents an ideal opportunity for your criminal justice representatives
to learn about Crime Stoppers and to meet with law enforcement, media and citizen
delegates from the 356 programs which now operate in the United States and Canada.
I'm delighted to be the guest speaker at their banquet Wednesday evening and look
forward to meeting you or your representative there. If there are any questions
you would like to have answered about Crime Stoppers they may be directed to the
Chairman of the Commission, Coleman Tily, or to its Director, Greg MacAleese at
505/841-6556. They have both bd)~n involved in this on a local, state and national
level since 1976 and are directing the Conference activities.
Sincerely,

.RONALD REAGAN
W.U. 1201-SF IR5-59)
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STATl~ OF TEXAS
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
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AUSTIN, TEXAS 78701

May 17, 1983

MARK WHITE:
GOVERNOR

April 7\1 1983
l\1s. San(ly Ekberg
Montana Farmers Union
p .0. Bo;" 2447
Gre~t :F9Us, MT 59407
Dear Ms i~ Ekberg:
I '\'~~sh to express my support and appreciation for Montana's Crimestoppers
programs.

Dear Maurice:
Just a short note of thanks for your recentlette~ , il
regarding the Crime, Stoppers program. C~ime .stoppers 1S
one of our State's most b~neficia~organ1zat10ns, and I
look forward to working wlth you ln any way I can to help
guarantee the success of your program.
Please feel free to call on me with any specific " ,,'
projects you may have for Crime Stoppers. I l?ok forward
to hearing from you soon, a~~ I send my best wlshes.
'"

Yours truly,

You are to be ,congratulated for your hard work and dedication to
crime prevention in our communities. Informing the citizens of Montan,a of
the crime problem is the responsibility of our state and local law enforcement
officials . Crime prevention and the apprehension of those involved in
criminal activities CBn be achieved only when each individual understands
his role in crime prevention. The concerned citizens of Crimes toppers are
to be commended for its achievement in making our communities a safer
place in which to live.
I wish you continued success!

White
Governor of Texas

r~ark

,Governor

o

Mr. Maurice Acers
Chairman of the Board and General Counsel
Ebby Halliday Inc.
P.O. Box 12348
Dallas, Texas 75225
11-12
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Dr. Roy L. Soloff
Page Two

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA

COUNTY OF FAIEFAX
In my role as chief of police, I am committed to
providing reliable and professional police services to
the citizens of Fairfax County. The police department
alona, however, cannot ensure a safe community. Effective
police protection must of necessity rely on the support
and involvement of the community itself. The Crime
Stoppers program is unique in that every segment of the
community is involved in the crime fighting effort. The
Fairfax County Crime Solvers ?rogram is very successful
and I know similar results are being achieved in communities
across the nation where.Crime Stoppers programs have been
implemented. I would strongly recommend Crime stoppers to
any jurisdiction considering such a program.

Fairfax County Police
10600 Page Avenue
Fairfax, Virginia 22030
April 18, 1983

Dr. Roy L. Soloff, Chairman
Crime Stoppers - USA
Atlantic County Crime Stoppers
2306 New Road
Northfield, New Jersey 08225

,~~

Dear Dr. Soloff:

Carroll D. Buracker, Colonel
Chief of Police

I have been intending to convey to you for some time
my thoughts about the value of Crime Stoppers programs.
Crime Stoppers programs throughout the nation have served
as a highly successful catalyst for an ongoing cooperative
effort between law enforcement agencies, the business
community, the media and the public. These programs also
have served as a tool by which law enforcement agencies
have been able to close numerous crimes which otherwise
would have gone unsolved.

CDB/pav

As you know, the Fairfax County Police Department has
actively supported Crime stoppers - USA since the inception
of our own program, called Crime Solvers, in october 1979.
As a result of our program the Fairfax County Police Department has been able to close many very serious crimes in which
all other investigative leads had been exhausted.
I am
pleased to report that during this past year we witnessed a
substantial decline in both the rate and number of major
crimes occurring within Fairfax County. Our clearance rates
have also increased over this same period. I am confi.dent
that Crime Solvers can share in the-~redit for making Fairfax
County the safest community in the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area in which to live and work.
We share a common goal of initiating new Crime stoppers
programs in areas not already benefiting from them. In
working towards that goal, the Fairfa~ County Police Department
is pi'omoting a Virginia statewide coalition of Crime Stoppers
programs. I am optimistic that this coalition will be a
viable, proactive organization in the very near future.
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CITY

OF
BOULDER

CITY

0 F

ROCKFORD,

PUBLIC SAFETY BUILDING

POLICE DEPARTMENT

ILLINOIS

DELBERT E. PETERSON

PHONE 987-15911

CHIEF OF POLICE

420 WEST STATE STREET

DEPARTMENT OF POLICE

ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS 61101·1288

January

28~

1983

Mr. Greg MacAleese
Executive Director
Crime Stoppers USA, Inc.
4137 Montgomery NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87109

July 19, 1982

Dear Director MacAleese:
Greg MacAleese, Executive Director
Crime Stoppers Commission
4137 Montgomery, N.E.
Albuquerque, N. Mex. 87109

It has been two years this month that we formed our Crime Stoppers Program. here in
the City of Rockford and Counties of Winnebago and Boone. I am sure you w1ll
remember because you were instrumental in getting our unit formed. Having been a
Police Officer for 34 years, I, like many others in our profession, have developed
a firm belief that there are few crimes of any consequence where there isn't someone
besides the perpetrator of the crime who has some knowledge of that crime. T~e
difficult part over the years has been in getting thos~ indivi~uals wh~ have 1nformation concerning these crimes to come forward and prov1de the 1nformat1on to the
police. Several methods have been employed by a variety of departments, including
ours, but not with the hoped for results.

Dear Mr. MacA1eese:
I want to thank you for the assistancc~ you gave
two of my Crime Prevention Officers during the month of
June.
Both Officers Wieda and Jones returned with a wealth
of information and high praise for your "Crime Stopper Program".

A little over two years ago when I first received information on the Crime S~opper
Program that you had developed in Albuquerque, I immediately felt.tha~ here.1~ a
program that truly has great potential in involving citizens in f1ght1ng. cr1me.
I am happy to say without reservation that the Crime Stopp~r Program that we have
developed here in our City and County has been an extraord1nary success .. As recently
as New Year's Day of this year, we had an elderly lady murdered here dur1ng the
commission of a burglary. In a matter of a few days, in!or~a~ion wa~ given to our
Crime Stopper Coordinator, Charles Jackson, and the two 1nd1v1duals 1nvolved have
been arrested and charged with murder.

Both officers were impressed with your professional
attitude and your willingness to give all the information
needed to implement the "Crime Stopper Program" in Boulder.
Because of the information received and the enthusiasm
of both officers, I feel the program will soon be accepted by
our City officials. My officers have advised me that you
have extended your expertise and assistance in implementing
the Crime Stoppers Program in Boulder. I would hope that we
could start the program with information received. If, howE;ver, the need should arise, it's nice to know we can call
on you for further assistance.

We all know that everyone likes to play detective now and then and this program
certainly encourages the public to do just that and provide informatio~ to us. In
addition it has a unifying effect not only among law enforcement agenc1es but also
among the general public, the news media and agencies such as the Chamber of Commerce
and labor orgr zations. Also it generates additional support for the ef.forts of law
enforcement as the public can see the direct results of their efforts.
It is without question in my mind the most successful program that we have had here
in many years relating not only to the apprehension of criminals but also in the
prevention of some criminal acts.
,

JHP/rw

JUL 2 11982
POST OFFICE BOX 791

•

BOULDER, COLORADO 80306
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I want to personally thank you and .the Albuquerque~ Ne~ Mexico ~oli~e Department
for your vision in beginning this program and help1ng 1n extend1ng 1t to departments
and communities throughout the United States.
Very truly yours,

t2eturdz;?

TELEPHONE (303) 441-3300
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Delbert E. Peterson
Chief of Police

City of 'Winston-8a1em
POLICE
DEPARTMENT

919/727 -2581

January 14, 1983
Mr. Coleman Tily
President
Crime Stoppers, USA, Inc.
4137 Montgomery Street, N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87109

March 18, 1983

Dear Mr. Tily:
KETV is extremely proud to be associated with the Crime Stoppers
program. There is not a community service project or program on the air in
Omaha that receives the kind of positive recognition that Crime Stoppers gets.
During the first nine months of operation, Crime Stopper tips have led to the
arrest of more than 50 felons, the clearance of 70 unsolved cases, and the
recove~y of $175,000 in stolen property.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
It is with great pride that I endorse the Crimestoppers
Program.
I became familiar with Crimestoppers from its
conception in 1976. In 1981 we began a Crimestoppers
Program in Winston-Salem/Forsyth County. After 22
months we had cleared over 830 cases and recovered
over $400,000.00 in stolen goods and narcotics.

During a recent survey among 100 Omaha television news viewers, 48%
of them listed Crime Stoppers as the single most important service to Omaha
provided by our television station. That figure far out distanced other choices
given respondents.

The success rate is fairly simple because Crimestoppers
works. The program is highly adaptive to any community,
large, small, urban, or rural. Each community can
tailor a program to suit its needs and its resources.
The program is totally dependent on the community for
information and for financing, thus its citizens
recognize they have a stake in its success.

Our television station receives many letters and phone calls from
viewers commending the Crime Stoppers program. We are convinced that we have
added new viewers as the direct result of the Crime Stoppers program. Selfishly, that is good business. However, I must tell you that the time and effort
our staff puts into Crime stoppers is returned a hundred fold in satisfaction
when a case is solved because of our re-enactments.

Another reason it works is that Police investigators
realize that the program is a source of excellent
investigative leads to solve cases that might not
otherwise be solved.

KETV is committed to the Crime Stoppers program. He will do everything we can to maintain its successful operation in Omaha and look forward to
the future growth of the program.
Thank you for your encouragement and support.

Crimestoppers is a program that ought to be considered
by every community.

Si ncerely,
K?EVISION, INC..

x;e~

//

p=/.:: £ 44c%--.
Gary R. Nielsen
Genera 1 Manager

L. A. POWELL
Chief of Police

GRN:psc
LAP/kj
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KEN Television, tnc, C
Box 3114, Winston-Salem, North Carolina 27102

IL

27th & Douglas Streets

Omaha, Nebraska 68131

The Pulitzer Broadcast Group

Telephone 402-345-7777
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Presiding Judge

Official Court Reporter

Hon. Olen Underwood

Linda Wells

CHIEF OF POLICE
GORDON V. TORRANCE

HAMILTON-WENTWOR TH
REGIONAL POLICE

155 KING WILLIAM STREET, HAMILTON, ONTARIO, CANADA, L8R 1A6- TELEPHONE (416) 522-4925

June 17th, 1983

July 13, 1982
Mr. Greg MacA1eese,
4137 Montgomery, N.E.,
ALBUQUERQUE, New Mexico,
U.S.A.
87109.

Mr. H. Coleman Tily
Crime Stoppers - USA, Inc.
5208 Chambers Place, N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
87111
Dear Mr. Tily:
Thank you for allowing me to participate in the recent Crime
Stoppers Institute in San Marcos, Texas.
Over the years, I have been involved in every aspect of the
criminal justice system. I have been a victim of crime, defender,
special prosecutor and now serve as District Judge.
Because of the contact and interest I have with our criminal
justice system, I was especially pleased to learn of Crime Stoppers
program and to assist in the creation of this program for Montgomery
County.
After reviewing the various programs and tools available to
our citizens and law enforcement agencies and close review of Crime
Stoppers programs, I am convinced that, in this decade, Crime
Stoppers will be the most significant weapon we have in the arsenal
used in the war against crime.
Thank you for your efforts in this area and if I or my staff
can be of any assistance, I hope you will allow us the privilege of
doing so.

Dear Greg:
Crime Stoppers was successfully launched in
Hamilton-Wentworth through the efforts of a number of people in our
community but we particularly looked to you for advice and guidance in
stee'l'ing our progr:am to its successful launch. I am pleased to say that
the program is now working and I am sure its popularity and success will
continue to grow.
We are especially grateful to you for all of
the assistance and full co-operation you have given to us. You an~ a
true professional and. a credit to law enforcement everywhere.
Your coming to Canada and your presence hf!re
during the week when! our program was launched has greatly enhanced our
presentation and thla credibility of thle program in the eyes of the media
and the public.
Our sincere thanks and bf!st personal regards to
you and Mrs. MacAleese. We were very pleased that Edi was able to come
and join with us for the period of your visit here.
Sincerely,

Sincerely yours,

((~~~(

GordonV. Torrance,
Chief of Police.
GVT:rc

OU:lw

II-20
284th State District Court

Montgomery County Court House Conroe, Texas 77301
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CHAPTERll
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
A Crime Stoppers program is a cooperative effort among the police, the media and
the citizens of the community.

It is strongly urged that a nonprofit corporation be

created and operated specifically, preferably solely, for the Crime Stoppers program. The
role of the board members of this entity is crucial to the success of the program. They
are the ones who must ensure its proper administration. COMMITMENT is the key word
for these citizen volunteers, as well as for the police, and the media.
A.

~~One thing I know: the only ones among you who
will really be happy are those who will have
sought and found how to serve."

REASONS FOR INCORPORATION
There are a number of reasons for using a separate nonprofit corporation to carryon

the affairs of the Crime Stoppers program.

Perhaps the most important is that

incorporation lends to the operation a high degree of SUBSTANCE AND CONTINUITY.
Certain formalities and procedures, although not unduly burdensome, must be followed
throughout its life. These add to its permanence. Crime Stoppers programs which have

--Albert Schweitzer

formed such corporations will exist until formal action is taken for dissolution. The police
and the media, copartners in this venture, have already established their substance and
continuity in the community. The citizens must do likewise.
Unless there are compelling reasons for using an existing corporation or organization, which was created and exists for purposes other than Crime Stoppers, it should not
be done.

1\)

I

I

I
I~
!'
I

A chamber of commerce, a crime prevention commission, an association of

chiefs of police, or any similar entity, might start and run a successful program for a
period of time. However, unnecessary problems for the Crime Stoppers operation, with
various qUestions on priorities, financial and otherwise, and conflicts of interest are bound
to arise.
It may well be better to solicit and obtain the whole-hearted support of all these

organizations and run Crime Stoppers with a separate corporation. Once a program has
been started down the wrong path, it becomes extremely difficult to reconstruct it if it
falters.
There are a number of additional reasons for incorporation:

1II-2
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The members of the board of directors of a nonprofit corporation have

newspapers and in other areas. It should be tastefully designed and create an impression

LIMITED LIABILITY for the acts or omissions of the corporate entity, in almost all cases,

of dignity and permanence.

none at all.
(2)

merely the name Crime Stoppers at the top and right side of the police badge. The Crime
As a nonprofit corporation it is easier to obtain TAX-EXEMPT status from

Solvers programs in Maryland and Virginia have adopted a bust of Sherlock Holmes and it

federal and state authorities.
(3)

has been popular and effective. Samples of these are imlluded in the Appendix.

POTENTIAL CONTRillUTORS are sometimes hesitant to give to an unincor-

porated organization.
(4)

C..

ARTICLES 011 INCORPORATION

As a private corporation, a Crime Stoppers program will have its own legal

identity, not subject to control by the government, local or state. It is only because of

It is a relativE!ly simple matter to draft the articles of incorporation, bylaws and

this SEPARATION FROM GOVERNMENT, that some of the legal procedures necessary to
the operation of Crime Stoppers are possible.

(See Chapter VIII:

standing rules. The law may vary in different jurisdictions, but the general principles are

CRIME STOPPERS

the same. The expense of filing the papers is minimal. It has not been a problem to find

AND THE LAW.)
(5)

Many programs have copied the Albuquerque logo which is

attorneys who will handle the incorporation and help with the application for tax

The books and records of the corporation will be FREE FROM OPEN

exemption status, on a "no charge" basis.

RECORDS laws applicable to government agencies.

Copies of such documents, which have been

used as the model for most of the programs, are in the Appendix to this Chapter.
Even though state law may not require it, the inclusion of a "purpose clause" in the

B.

NAME AND LOGO

articles (or the bylaws) may be desirable. This establishes the parameters within which
the program will operate.

While making plans for incorporation consideration should be given to the name and

with appropriate law enforcement agencies in the apprehension of criminals, provide for

to a logo. The name recommended is the one which best describes the area covered and

rewards and awards to cooperating citizens and for all necessary administrative authority.

includes the words Crime Stoppers. Thus: Rockford Area Crime Stoppers, Inc.; Broward

For tax reasons the articles should state that one of the purposes is to "promote

County Crime Stoppers, Inc.; Winston-Salem/Forsyth Co. Crime Stoppers, Inc.; and

I

community welfare and lessen the burdens of government."

Houston Crime Stoppers, Inc. would all be appropriate.

excerpted from Revenue Ruling 74-246 (see Appendix).

Although a number of programs use other names such as Crime Solvers, Crime

"Crime Stoppers." Since a tremendous amount of publicity is being generated nationally

become an Associate Progrtlm of Crime Stoppers-USA. One of the benefits of being an
Associate is the ability to capitalize on the publicity by identifying the local program as
affiliated with the national operation.

(See Chapter X for additional information on

this.)
In selecting a logo keep in mind that it is the symbol which will constantly be a
reminder of the program's existence.

I

I
I

A

number of applications have been sent back for reprocessing because this language has
been omitted or improperly modified.
It is suggested that the Crime Stoppers entity be a non-member type ()f corporation.
Member-type corporations are appropriate for golf, tennis, or health clubs, where a
substantial portion of income is derived from payments for services furnished to members.
In such cases, the law places additional burdens on the corporation for thE! protection of
these members. A Crime Stoppers entity does not need this burden, nor do any of the
individuals who might be involved need the protection.

It will appear frequently on television, in the

..
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Also included in the sample

tion of funds, which is required by IRS when filing for 501(c)(3) tax-exempt status.

90 percent of the existing programs and almost all of the new ones starting are using

If there is a compelling reason for using a different name, a program may still

This phrase has been

Articles of Incorporation (VIII and XII) is material applicable to dissolution and distribu-

Watch, Crime Line, Crime Alert, Silent Witness, and SS-Crime (the phone number), over

for the name "Crime Stoppers" it is advantageous to use it.

The purpose should be specific as to geography, cooperation

III-5

Essential to fund raising operations is the receipt from the Internal Revenue Service
of a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt classification for the corporation. Such a classification permits
Bylaws are adopted in accordance with the articles of incorporation and usually

corporations and individuals to treat donations to the corporation as charitable contribu-

must be filed with them in the state's cl.Irporation office. Likewise, most states require

tions, on their own income tax returns. It is obtained by filing Form 1023, "Applieation

that amendments to bylaws be filed before they become operative.

Bylaws provide

for Recognition of Exemption Under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code." The

directives for the operation of the corporation's affairs. Glance through the ones in the

application for the Albuquerque program, which appears in the Appendix, is the one upon

Appendix and, after reading the balance of this chapter, determine if they will suit your

which almost all of the other successful applications have been based.

purposes. If not, they may be revised as desired.

revised from time-to-time, so use the latest one.

Bylaws are designed to provide orderly administration, not to act as legalistic
stumbling blocks.

In~lude

Form 1023 is

the budget information which is requested. Most programs will not have any

Care should be taken to ensure that they are not too restrictive.

operating experience, so make some reasonable assumptions, depending on the size of the

However, there should be reasonable certainty with respect to most procedural matters

community, as to revenues and expenditures for rewards, and for administrative purposes.

such as notices of meetings, the nomination and election of officers and directors, and

; The latter should be a relatively small percentage of the former. An accountant can be of

other items, unrelated to the day-to-day operation of Crime Stoppers. Bylaws should only

great help to you here.

be amended when it is clear that the good of the program is being served.

A number of programs cover administrative costs for such things as bumper stickers,
awards (as distinct from rewards) to especially supportive citizens, travel expenses of

E.

STANDING RULES

board members and coordinators to local and national conferences, and some expenses of
reenactments, by asking specific contributors to earmark their gifts for these purposes.

The standing rules, which are more flexible than either the articles or bylaws, might

This enables a program to say, when it has a com munity-wide fund raising campaign, that

cover several topics: (1) They detail the crimes which are covered or emphasized by the

I

program. These are usually felonies, sometimes enumerated ones, but there should be a

I1

provision covering any crime when the board deems it in the best interest of the program.

I

(2) Eligibility for rewards. (3) Amount of rewards. (4) The selection of the "Crime of the
Week." (5) The method of reward payment. (6) Suspension of rules when appropriate. (7)
An agreement signed by the chief and the board chairman which sets forth the police
department's specific commitment to the program. All of these items should be reviewed
on a regular basis by a committee.
F.

TAX-EXEMPT STATUS (LOCAL AND FEDERAL)

!

il

l

I

able to obtain exemption from most local and state taxes (e.g., in New Mexico, Crime
Stoppers does not have to pay the tax on supplies purchased, but does on services
rendered.) Have your local attorney check this out and take the necessary steps to obtain
the tax-exempt certificates for vendors.

111-6

Other programs take the position that all the funds received, unless specifically
restricted, are for proper Crime Stoppers purposes generally.

These programs do not

state in their campaigns that all receipts will be used for rewards. Some programs use the
income from their funds for these administrative purposes. Although these are matters of
individual choice, the more flexible approach is recommended.
The cdrporation will need an Employer Identification Number from IRS, which can
be obtained by attaching Form SS-4 to the 1023 application. This number may be used on

I

donor's tax returns and it might be useful on your letterhead. It usually takes from three

!
I

apply to IRS for a determination that it qualifies under Section 501(c)(3). If it files within

A

A nonprofit corporation, formed and operated as outlined in this chapter, should be

all of the money received will be used for rewards.

to six months to receive your 501(c)(3) classification.
A new entity has fifteen months from the date of its organization within which to
that period? the determination, when issued, will date back to the date of organization.
Therefore, contributions made to the corporation prior to the issuance of the determination may be treated by the donors as charitable for their own income tax purposes.

~
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The date of the charter or articles of incorporation issued by the state would
normally be considered the date of organization.

The corporation could be treated as

organized on an earlier date if, in fact, it was organized and commenced operations on the

----
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perform the tasks for which they exist - presenting news, often in a dramatic and
entertaining fashion, and performing a public service by doing this on a regularly
scheduled basis.

earlier date and applied for its charter or articles within a reasonable time thereafter.
Note that in the heading of the January 22nd letter there is an Advance Ruling

H.

WHO ARE THE MEMBERS OF THE BOARD?

Period which ends on a specific date, and that within 90 days thereafter (see paragraph 4
of that letter), information must be submitted to IRS for this status to continue. The IRS

The board is composed of a diverse group of individuals.

Since it represents the

letter' dated October 28, 1980 which sets forth the data required for a determination of

community, its membership should reflect a variety of viewpoints and backgrounds, each

continuing exempt status, the program's reply, and the IRS letter of April 16, 1981 stating

one with entree to a different segment of the constituency. Members of civic; minority

that the "exempt status" is still in effect, are also in the Appendix.

and youth groups should be considered.

An income tax return (Form 990) must be filed each year.

The board might include a student, retirees, a

An accountant or

fund raiser, a lawyer, an accountant, a minister, an educator, a member of the military

attorney should be able to help you set up your books in such a way as to make the

and representatives of local businesses, such as insurance, real E)state, restaurants and

preparation of these returns a relatively simple matter.

advertising. The list is endless.

TAX-EXEMPT DOESN'T ALWAYS MEAN TAX DEDUCTmLE.

See Appendix to

Chapter VI for a reprint from a pamphlet of the Council of Better Business Bureaus,
reproduced with its permission.

Most programs discourage elected officials and candidates for office from becoming
board members.

Board decisions should not be political and, as seen in Chapter VIII:

CRIME STOPPERS AND THE LAW, it is important to keep the legal entity of the board
separate from a political entity. Likewise, it is recommended that persons who work for

G.

WHAT DOES THE BOARD DO?

law enforcement agencies or the media be used in an advisory capacity rather than as
board members.

The board has a number of responsibilities. It sets policy within the framework of
the legal documents which create an.d control the program. It raises funds to pay rewards

maintaining the "separation of powers" and avoiding what might be, or appear to be, a
conflict of interest.

and covers some administrative costs, and acts as the trustee for investment and
disbursement of tne funds.

Note that tax money .Is not sought for these purposes. The

board determines the amount and method of reward payments, and one or more of its

Sometimes this has not posed a problem, but much can be said for

Board membership is a commitment of far more than time.
unstintingly of their energy, talents, and creativity.

Member::;

mu~t

give

Board members are not paid.

Dedication should motivate individuals to serve, not prestige or money.

members usually makes the payments. It has joint responsibility with the media and the

There is an important distinction between the board of a Crime Stoppers program

police in. the selection and publication of the "Crime of the Week.i! As a practical matter,

and the board of a profit corporation. In the latter, when the board establishes policy and

however, it generally limits itself to policy questions in the selection of the actual crime
and in the method of its portrayal.

determines what action is to be taken, there are paid employees who carry out these

The board oversees the administrative work of the police coordinator and ensures
that the program is accurately portrayed to the public on a continuing basis.

directives.

In most Crime Stoppers programs, board members make the same kinds of

decisions, but then they are the ones who must execute them.

Other

important tasks include speaking to civic groups, planning for awards to particularly

I.

HOW IS 'I'HE BOARD ORGANIZED?

supportive members of the media, the police, and other individuals and organizations.
With the board carrying out these responsibilities, the police are able to concentrate
on their job of investigating and solving crimes.

1I1=8

Likewise, TV, radio and newspapers

Translating Crime Stoppers goals into actual arrests and indictments, the apprehension of fugitives and the recovery of narcotics and stolen property, requires the
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completion of numerous non-Iaw-enforcement tasks.

Most of these are handled by

individual members and committees of the board.
The articles should provide for regular officers and such additional ones as the board

I

IDSTOR Y AND RECORDS - The success of a Crime Stoppers program can best be

I

measured by the number of useful calls it receives, the number of crimes it solves, the

I

amount of stolen property and narcbtics recovered, the amount of rewards paid out or

may create, from time to time. The duties of these officers are outlined in the bylaws.

refused, and the number of defendants tried and convicted. This committee should work

There will usually be a provision in the bylaws establishing standing committees and

with the coordinator on this.

providing for the creation of additional ones. The chairman of a committee should be a

PUBLICITY AND PROMOTIONS - This committee can help the police coordinator

board me,:ber. Other members may come from the community at large as well as from

with activity concerning the "Crime of the Week." It can set up a speakers' bureau of

the board. Some possible committees are:

board members to appear at functions with the coordinator or alone; prepare a slide show

EXECUTIVE - This committee is generally composed of the officers of the board

or flip charts; have bumper and store stickers, match books, placards and billboards

plus one or more additional board members. Although it has the authority to act on most

produced; arrange for feature news stories and public service announcements; and have the

matters between board meetings, this power should probably be reserved for urgent

program's message printed on supermarket grocery bags. Some of this activity will have

situations. The executive committee should meet on a regular basis, perhaps a few days

to be coordinated with others on the board.
BYLAWS AND STANDING RULES - Since bylaws and standing rules are designed to

before the regular board meeting, and make recommendations to the board. More often

facilitate the board in attaining the goals of the program, it is unfortunate if· they

than not these will be followed.

inadvertently hinder that attainment. Circumstances alter cases and time changes things.

FUND RAISING - Because of the importance of this function it is discussed in its

It is the function of this committee to monitor such circumstances and changes and to

own chapter.

recommend revisions in these documents when desirable.

NOMINATIONS - The bylaws should set forth nomination policies in some detail,
while retaining sufficient flexibility to serve the best interests of Crime Stoppers. Terms

Two examples will serve to illustrate. When Crime Stoppers started in 1976, it only

might be for three years, staggered like the U.S. Senate so that normally only one-third of

applied to five specific felonies (homicide, rape, armed robbery, burglary, and assault and

the members would have to be replaced at anyone time. When a new program is formed

battery). It did not apply to narcotics or arson. There were good reasons for this at the

initial terms should be designated as one, two or three years.

time. Narcotics investigations were highly specialized within the police department and
arson cases were handled by the fire department.

The desirability of having a continuous in, lUX of new blood must be constantly

With a new program the board and the coordinator agreed that Crime Stoppers

weighed against the advantages of having members who have served in a creative,

would have enough to do if it concentrated its efforts on the enumerated felonies.

productive and energetic fashion remain on the board.
The members of the nominating committee, particularly if single slates are used,

Likewise, the original plan for the "Crime of the Week" was to select only those crimes

should be elected by the board. The responsibilites of this committee are ongoing. Board

which had been unsolved for a long period of time and where the police had no more clues

members and others may submit the names of potential candidates, having first obtained
their consent.

All candidates should be told of the time com mitments involved and

advised that they are expected to attend meetings.
The committee should arrange for interviews and make recommendations to the
board for its review, and ultimately action.

A resume is required and time should be

to follow.

~.

~.

It soon became apparent that people were calling with pertinent information about
major narcotics dealing, arson and other felonies not on the list. Also, because several
relatively recent Cl'imes had been solved through the program, Crime Stoppers wanted to

,

experiment by publicizing a particularly brutal murder that had just taken place.

A

allowed for the police department to run a background check, so as to avoid potential

reward was offered shortly after the killing and through Crime Stoppers, information was

embarrassment. If the committee is functioning properly, there is much to be said for a

received that solved the case. Needless to say, the rules were revised to permit this kind

"single slate" which avoids having to reject some community leaders.

of flexibility.
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discussion ensues and action is taken. The wisdom of a decision necessarily rests upon the
AWARDS AND RECOGNITION - Most human beings enjoy and appreciate recognition for services that they gladly perform for their community. Recognizing this service
is the purpose of this committee. Plaques, scrolls, letters and other techniques may be
used to honor deserving citizens. In so doing you also may generate favorable publicity

knowledge which board members have concerning each case. They are expected to take
advantage of the information the coordinator has by asking appropriate and detailed
questions. Members should have no qualms about having the coordinator explain anything
that is not clear.
Criteria in determining the amount include the severity of the crime, the amount of

for the Crime Stoppers program.

property recovered, the number of crimes solved, the quality of the information,

J.

cooperation given and risk taken by the informant, whether he or she is a frequent caller

WHAT IS THE ROLE OF THE POLICE COORDINATOR?

and the informant's willingness to testify in court.
The police coordinator is the primary liaison agent between the board and the police
department, and is the board's expert on police and law 'enforCement matters.
rapport with this person is essential.

Good

However, interaction between the board and the

police should not be limited to contact with the coordinator. On occasion, the coordinator

Board members must carefully

consider each of these and other pertinent factors since they form the basis for asking
relevant questions. Changing the proposed amount should not be done just for the sake of
change.

The decision should be rooted in careful consideration of the circumstances

surrounding each case.
It is strongly recommended that a Crime Stoppers program not attempt to set a

might invite the detective who had solved a particular case to make a presentation to the

standard amount for each type of crime. The implications of a piece of information in

board.
The chief should have a standing invitation to all board functions, but specific
invitations should also be issued. Periodic reports should be made to the chief, with care
being taken not to damage relations with the coordinator, if that is possible in a given

solving a crime can differ dramatically from case to case.

members to decide on a reward which reflects the role of the informant in each situation.
After some experience the board will have an easy time in deciding on amounts.
Sometimes the police coordinator recommends that the reward be split by two or

situation. Certainly, the chairman and the chief ought to feel free to communicate with

more informants.

each other at any time.

Flexibility permits board

The main consideration here is the quality and importance of each

informant's piece of information weighed with the factors mentioned earlier.
K.

If 8.t ail possibie, board members should not let the amount left in the fund be an

HOW DOES THE BoARD DECIDE ON REWARDS?

influencing factor in their decision on the reward. If the fund is low, then more money
Central to any Crime Stoppers program are rewards.

Board members have the

major responsibility to decide the amount of a reward, or whether one should be given at
all. The board operates as a check or balance on the coordinator's recommendation.

should be raised.

L.

HOW IS THE INFORMANT PAID?

The coordinator's report might read as follows:
"Informant #637 called on July 10, 1980 and stated that Jane Shopper shot the clerk
at the Food Store on July 9, 1980. After working the case, Shopper and her husband were
arrested and indicted on July 28.

We recovered over $20,000 in stolen property and

cleared 55 residential burglaries, 4 auto thefts, 5 armed robberies, 2 aggravated batteries
and 10 auto burglaries. We're not finished yet. 1I
The coordinator then recommends an amount for the informant's reward. If board
members think that the amount is too low, too high, or that a reward is unwarranted, then

III-12

The board is the trustee of funds which have been donated by the community, and it
is recommended that a board member pay the rewards to informants. Methods of payment
vary from program to program but usually the police coordinator tells the informant to
call the board member who will make the payment. The two arrange to meet at a place
mutually convenient, but one where the board member feels comfortable. If they cannot
agree, then the informant should call the coordinator to try and arrange something else
that is also agreeable to the board and the member making payment.
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Payment is usally made in a public place such as a store, a bank, a dry cleaners or
other service establishment. It is advisable to give cash rather than a check in order to
help preserve the anonymity of the informant.

Immediately prior to payment, the

informant should specify the nature of the case, the informant number and the reward
amount. The cash, which is in an envelope, is counted by the informant. The informant
may then be asked to place his code number on a receipt form.
Although this method of payment is not recommended, an informant may insist that
the cash reward be left at a blind drop. That is, the money will be left at some place
where the informant can pick it up without having to make contact with a board member.

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER III

The informant is given a fixed amount of time to pick up the reward, after which the
board member returns to see if it has been taken.

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

When the board member leaves the

money at the drop, there should be another witness present. Blind drops are not advisable
since someone other than the informant might take the money. The informant cannot be
guaranteed payment under these circumstances and must be so advised by the coordinator.
(See discussion on this in Chapter IV.)
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CITIZENS UNITED
AGAINST CRIME
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This made a dramatic,
eye-catching, 4-color
billboard.
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ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION

n- FiJ.-f::'D IN OFFICE OF
,.nATE COF1~OflAT/O~j C01~iv'lISGIO'\;

01· NEW MEXICO·

OF

.,

NOV 2 'I' 1978

ALBUQUERQUE CRIME STOPPERS PROGRAM, INC.

CORPORATION JV\lD
FF-?ANCH!SE TAX DEPTS
In compliance with the requirements of the "Nonprofit Cor-"

poration Act", Section 51-14-43, et seq., New Mexico Statutes
Annotated (Supp. 1975)

f

the undersigned, all of whom are of

lawful age, have this day voluntarily associated themselves together for the purpose of forming a corporation not for profit,
and do hereby certify as follows:
ARTICLE I
NAME
The name of the corporation is ALBUQUERQUE CRIME STOPPERS

6RQWAI1D COUNTY, FLORIDA

E'.'RS

!'ROGRhl1, INC'

T

(hereinafter called "Crime Stoppers").
ARTICLE II
DURATION

The duration of Crime Stoppers shall be perpetual.
ARTlCLE III

CIl\~TOPPEAS

PURPOSES

,ttAWARt

The purposes for which Crime Stoppers is founded are to
promote community welfare and lessen the burdens of the govern-

I

ment of the City of Albuquerque by ussisting the Albuquerque
Police Department (APD) in the apprehension and conviction of
criminals through making funds available for use in offering

I
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r~wards;

by helping develop a community offensive against crime;

by motivating members of the public to cooperate with the Albu=
querque Police Department and other law enforcement agencies
within Albuquerque and Bernalillo County; and by providing for
rewards and awards for such cooperation.

REGISTERED OFFICE
The registered office of Crime Stoppers is located at 401
87102.

ARTICLE V
REGISTERED AGENT
Th~

87110

Ralph Burch,
420 Wellesley Place, NE
Albuquerque, New.Mexico

87106

Coleman Tily, Chairman
5208 Chambers Place, N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87111

ARTICLE IV

Marquette, NW, Albuquerque, New Mexico

R.ita Fitzgerald
9012 Aspen, NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico

registered agent of Crime Stoppers, whose address is

the same as that of the registered office of Crime Stoppers is

Arnie Olson, Treasurer
6705 Barnhard, N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

87109

Gene Shiplet
7013 Kiowa Avenue, N.B.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

87110

Karen Pharris
1404 Solano Ct., N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

87110

Frank J. Stephenson
503 Morningside, S.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

87108

Arthur L. Hunter
916 Madeira, N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

87108

Phillip Maloof
2125 Silver, S.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

87110

Gwynn Hoyt
2710 Veranda, N.E.
Albuquerque, 'New Mexico

87107

Greg MacAleese.
ARTICLE VI
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The affairs of Crime Stoppers shall be managed by a Board
of Directors, the number of members of such Board of Directors
to be fixed from time to time by the By-Laws, but at no t±me
shall the Board be less than fifteen (15) members nor more than
twenty-one (21) members.

The names and addresses of the persons

who are to act as the initial Board of Directors and Officers
of Crime Stoppers, and until their successors shall have .been

John B. Haverland
1509 Calle De Ranchero, N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106
Carrie-Mae Blount, Vice Chairman
7712 Pickard, N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110
Tom W. Kerl
1612 Stagecoach Rd., S.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87123

selected are:
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O. Mahlon Love, Jr.
Box 105
Cedar Crest, New Mexico

87007

Bob McElheney
2905 Tennessee
Albuquerque, New Mexico

87110

Charles G. Mathison
14D7 Hertz Dr., SE
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Walt Neiderberger
2916 Dorothy, N.E.
Albuquerque, New.Mexico
John Kulikowski
1115 Jefferson, N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Richard Nadolny
302 Solano, N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Tom Champion
401 2nd, N.W.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Carol Stahl, Secretary
1517 Arizona, N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

ARTICLE VIII
DISSOLUTION

87108

Crime Stoppers may be, dissolved upon the affirmative vote
of two-thirds (2/3) of the members of the Board of Directors

87112

of Crime Stoppers then in office taken at a meeting of the Board
'of Directors called for that purpose, or upon the written con-

87110

sent of all members of the Board of Directors entitled to vote
thereon.

87106

Upon the dissolution or other termination of Crime

Stoppers, no part of the property of Crime Stoppers, nor any of
the proceeds thereof, shall be distributed to, or inure to the

87104

benefit of, any of the members of Crime Stoppers, but all such
property and proceeds shall, subject to the discharge of valid
obligations of Crir~ Stoppers and to applicable provisions of

87110

The selection process for Board

ID~mbers

as well as their terms,

removal and duties shall be as provided for in the By-Laws of

law, be distributed, as directed by the Board of Directors of
Crime Stoppers to or among anyone or more corporations, trusts,
co~nunity chests, funds or foundations described in Section 501 (c)

Crime Stoppers.

(3) of the Internal Revenue Code or any successor provision.
ARTICLE VII
ARTICLE IX

INCORPORATOR
The name and address of the incorporator is as follows:
Tom W. I(erl
1612 Stagecoach Rd., SE
Albuquerque, New Mexico

I II-22

AMENDMENTS
Amendments to these Articles shall require the affirmative

87123
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vote of seventy-five percent (75%) of the members of the Board
of Directors of Crime Stoppers then in office voting at a special
meeting of the Board of Directors called for that purpose.

Crime Stoppers shall use its best efforts to have a Staff
Administrator of Crime Stoppers assigned by the Albuquerque
Police Department who shall provide professional advice, recommendations and assistance to Crime Stoppers.

ARTICLE X
FUNDING

ARTICLE XII

In order to carry out its purposes, Crime Stoppers shall
be funded primarily by private donations of money, goods, or
services from members of the public, including individuals, corporations, clubs, associations and other organizations.

When

appropriate, Crime Stoppers may also receive funding in the form
of money, goods or services from Federal, State and local governments as long as the receipt of such funds does not violate any
law or cause Crime Stoppers to lose its tax exempt status under
the United States Internal Revenue Code then in effect.

RESTRIc·rIONS
No part of the net earnings of Crime Stoppers shall inure
to the benefit of, or be distributable to its directors, officers,
or other private persons, except that Crime Stoppers shall be
authorized and empowered to pay reasonable compensation for
services rendered to it and to make payment or rewards and awards
in furtherance of the purposes set forth 'in Article III hereof.
No substantial part of the activities of Crime Stoppers shall be
the carrying on of propaganda, or otherwise attempting to influence legislation, and Crime Stoppers shall not participate in,

ARTICLE XI

or intervene in (including the publishing or distribution of

ORGANIZATION
The affairs of Crime Stoppers shall be managed by its Board

statements) any political campaign on behalf of any candidate

of Directors, and a majority of the number of directors then fix~d

for public office.

by the By-Laws, excluding vacancies, shall constitute a quorum;

year shall be distributed at such time and in such manner as not

provided, however, a quorum shall not be less than one-third (1/3)

to be subject to tax under Section 4942 of the Internal R7venue

of the number of directors then fixed by the By-Laws.

Code of 1954 and Crime Stoppers shall not engage in any act

The of-

The income of Crime Stoppers for each taxable

ficers of Crime Stoppers shall be a chairman, vice-chairman,

of self-dealing (as defined in Section 4941(d) of such Code),

a secretary and a treasurer, and such other officers as may be

retain any excess business holdings (as defined in Section 4943(c)

provided for in the By-Laws.

III-24
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of such Code), make any investments in such manner as to subject
Crime Stoppers to tax under Section 4944 of such Code, or make
BY-LAWS

any taxable expenditures (as defined in Section 4945(d) of such
OF

Code).
ALBUQUERQUE

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, for the purposes of forming Crime Stop-

of

PROGRM~,

INC.

NAME AND LOCATION

constituting the incorporator of Crime Stoppers has exeucted these

~() 0 day

STOPPERS

ARTICLE I

pers under the laws of the State of New l1exico, the undersigned,

Articles of Incorporation this

CRL~

The name of the corporation is: ALBUQUERQUE CRIME STOPPERS PROGRAM,
INC., hereinafter referred to as "Crime Stoppers". Th~ principal office
of Crime Stoppers shall be located at 401 Marquette, N.W., Albuquerque,
New Mexico 87102, but meetings of the Directors may be held at such places
within the State of New Mexico as may be designated by the Board of Directors.

-J/(JJIc#16vL-

1978.

ARTICLE II
Crime Stoppers shall have no members.

State of New Mexico

)

County of Bernalillo

)

)

ARTICLE III
sSG

Section 1: Composition: The number of Directors comprising the initial
Board of Directors shall be Twenty-one (21), and shall be those persons named
in the Articles of Incorporation. The number of Directors comprising the
Board may be changed from time to time by amendment of these By-Laws within
the limits fixed by the Articles of Incorporation. No member shall receive
any compensation for serving on the Board.

The foregoin~rticles of Incorporation were acknowledged
l;>efc;>r~ me this dO;.;;-- day of "1\ J!JMJ-tA ./
, 1978, by t~e .,ab.ove
~nd~ v~dual.
.lI--j
_ " .. , ._. ".

.

..-: . -.
"

"

."

,

.-

A former Director who is a member of the New Mexico Crime Stoppers
Commission shall be an ex-officio member of the Board with full voting rights,
but shall not be counted for the purpose of determining a quorum. (Paragraph
added September 12, 1979)

My commission expires:
~

/J

d)p £0= He ,,-<

, ' :.. ;': i . ~
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Section 2: Term of Office: A term of office shall begin at the close
of the annual meeting and shall normally be for three (3) years. A Director
may be re-elected for a one (1), two (2), or three (3) yea.r term, the objective
being, in so far as practical, to have no more than o~e-third (1/3) of the
Directors replaced at anyone time. (Substituted for original Section 2 on
June 15, 1979)

II 1-27
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Section 3: Removal: Any Director may be removed, with our without
cause, by a two-thirds (2/3) vote by ballot, at a regular or special
meeting of the Board, provided that notice of the intent to call for such
a vote, naming the Director, is given at least twenty-four (24) hours prior
to the meeting.

ARTICLE V
OFFICERS AND DUTIES

A Director shall be automatically dismissed from the Board upon missing
three (3) consecutive regular meetings, o~ five (5) regular meetings in any
fiscal year. A Director so dismissed may file a petition for re-instatement,
stating the reasons for the absence, at either of the next two (2) Board
Meetings, and upon a two-thirds (2/3) ballot vote in favor thereof shall be
re-instated. (Paragraph added June 15, 1979)

Section 1:
Directors, shall
and a Treasurer,
to time to carry

Section 2: Term: A term of office shall be for one year and shall
begin at the close-of th~ annual election meeting. No officer may serve
two (2) consecutive terms in the same office, except for the Treasurer.

Section 4: Enumerated Powers: In managing the affairs of Crime Stoppers,
the Board shall specifically have, but not be limited to, the power to:

A.

Adopt standing rules.

B.

Employ, individuals.

C.

Procure and maintain liability insurance to protect
its members in the performance of their duties, and
hazard insurance to protect Crime Stopper property.

D.

Procure and Maintain bonds for persons having custody
of funds.

E.

Authorize disbursement of funds.

I

Section 3: Vacancies: A vacancy shall be filled by ballot vote of
the Board from a slate presented by the nominating committee. The individual
elected shall serve for the remainder of the term of the member he or she
replaces. No name shall be placed in nomination without the consent of the
nominee.
Section 4: Duties and Powers: The officers shall perform the duties
and exercise the powers prescribed by the Articles of Incorporation, these
By-Laws, the parliamentary authority adopted herein and those assigned by
the Board or which normally pertain to the office. These duties and powers
shall include but not be limited to the following:
A.

ARTICLE IV
MEETINGS OF DIRECTORS
Section 1: Regular Meetings: The Board of Directors shall hold no less
that nine (9) regular meetings, including the annual election meeting in
September of each fiscal year. Normally, regular meetings will be held on a
monthly basis on the second Friday of each calendar month at 10:00 a.m. The
regular location for all meetings shall be at 401 Marquette, N.W., Albuquerque,
New Mexico. The date, time and location of the regular meetings can be changed
by the Chairman of the Board by twenty-four (24) hours' advance notice.
Section 2: Special Meetings: Special meetings of the Board of Directors
may be calD~d by the Chairman with at least twenty-four (24) hours' notice, or
by any four (4) Board members with at least five (5) days' written notice. Such
notice by the Chairman or a~ least four Board members shall include a statement
of the purpose of the meeting as well as the date, time and location of the
special meeting.
Section 3: Quorum: A quorum shall be a majority of the number of members
of the Board of Directors then fixed by these By-Laws, excluding vacancies;
provided, however, a quorum shall not be less than one-third (1/3) of the number
of Directors then fixed by these By-Laws'

Officers: The officers of Crime Stonners. who shall be
be a Chairman of the Board, a Vice ch~i~~n; -~ Secretary
and such other officers as the Board may elect from time
out the affairs of Crime Stoppers.

B.

The Chairman shall':
(1)

Be the principal officer of Crime Stoppers.

(2)

Preside at all meetings of the Board of Directors
and the Executive Committee.

(3)

Co-sign all checks, promissory notes and contracts.

(4)

Appoint standing committee chairmen and T,uembers,
except for the nominating committee, and create
special committees and appoint chairmen and
members thereof as the need arises.

(5)

Be an eX-officio member of every committee except
the nominating committee.

The Vice Chairman shall:
(1)

Assume such duties as may be assigned by the Chairman,
the Board of Directors or the Executive Con~ittee.

il
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(2)

(3)

C.

D.

In the absence of the Chairman, preside
at all Board of Directors and Executive
Committee meetings.

(2)

Provide each member of the Board with a copy
of the Minutes of each Board of Directors
meeting.

(3)

Assume such duties as may be assigned by the
Chairman, the Board of Directors, or the
Executive Committee.

Carl Jones Award.

Section 3: Executive Committee: There shall be an Executive Committee
composed of the four (4) Officers and one (1) additional Director, elected
by ballot vote of the Board of Directors at the first regular Board meeting
following the annual election meeting. The Executive Committee, in an
enlergency, shall have all of the powers of the Board between meetings, except
that authority denied it by Section 51-14-63 of the New Mexico Statutes
Annotated (1975 Supp.), as hereafter amended from time to time, or similar
provisions of applicable law providing for the authority of such Committee.
Meetings may be called by the Chairman or by any two (2) members of the
Committee and three (3) members shall constitute a quorum.

I

Section 4:

The Treasurer shall:
(1)

Be custodian of all funds.

(2)

Make financial report at each meeting of
the Board of Directors.

(3)

Co-sign all checks, promissory notes and
contracts.

(4)

E.

Section 2: Special Committees: Special Committees may be created
by the Chairman of the Board of Directors. The Chairmen shall be members
of the Board, but additional members need not be.

The Secretary shall:
Record the proceedings of all meetings of
Board of Directors and Executive Committee.

By-Laws and Standing Rules.

and additional ones may be created by amendment to these By-Laws. The
Chairmen shall be members of the Board of Directors, but additional
members need not be,.

In the absence of the Chairman, create
special committees and appoint chairmen
and members thereof as the need arises,
fill vacancies on standing committees
except for the .nominating committee.

(1)

D.

Disburse rewards to individuals as authorized
by the Board of Directors, after reasonably
satisfying himself as to the identity of the
recipient.

A.
Membership: A nominating committee of three (3) members of
the Board shall be elected by a ballot vote of the Board of Directors,
immediately upon adoption of these By-Laws and thereafter at the first
regular meeting following the annual meeting in September. A plurality vote
shall elect and the member receiving the highest number of votes shall serve
as Chairman.

I
Ii

ARTICLE VI

Nominating Committee:

r

B.
Duties: The nominating committee shall continually screen
and consider the qualifications of potential candidates for members of the
Board and Officers of Crime Stoppers. They shall, from time to time throughout the year, submit to the members of the Board, for their comnlent, the
names of persons recommended for membership. The Committee shall carry out
the responsibilities assigned to it under Article VII, Nominations and
Elections. To assure proper screening and consideration of candidates for
the Board, members of the Board should make recommendations to the nominating
committee at least thirty (30) days prior to the election.

COMMITTEES
Section 1: Standing Committees:
to deal with the following subjects:

A.

Fund Raising.

B.

History and Records.

C.

Publicity.

ARTICLE VII

There ohall be standing committees

NOMINATIONS AND ELECTIONS
Section 1: Nominations: The nominating committee, after obtaining the
consent of each candidate, shall distribute to each Board member, at least
twenty-five (25) days prior to the annual election meeting or any meeting
at which an officer or Board member is to be elected, a notice setting forth
the following ~

A•

. III-30

A proposed single slate of candidates for any officer
position to be filled.

III-31
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B.

I:
11

At least one candidate for each of the Board positions
to be filled, setting forth the terms of each, where
appropriate.

!i
1/
,1

ARTICLE XI

1I

Section 2: Additional Nominations for Officers: Additional nominations
for any officer position to be filled after obtaining the consent of the
nominee, may be made by petition signed by two (2) members of the Board and
delivered to the Chairman of the Nominating Committee at least one (1) week
prior to the election. No member may sign a petition for more than one candidate
for the same office.

Ii

H
Iir:
!

I

j!
!I

Section 3: Election: The ballot submitted to the Board by the
Nominating Committee shall include all the nominees selected under Sections
1 and 2 hereof and a plurality vote shall elect. A Board member may deliver
an absentee ballot to the secretary prior to the time the vote is taken.

PARLIAMENTARY AUTHORITY
. k_~~~er;'s R~les of Order, newly revised, shall be the parliamenta~r
autllu ......... y .Lor a . . .l matters or procedures fiot specifically covered by thle
A~ticles of Incorporation, these By-Laws or by special rules of procedure
adopted by the Board of Directors.

1!

ri

ARTICLE XII

II

Section 4: Vacancies: If vacancies occur, they shall be filled in
accordance with the provisions of this Article.

IJ

Section 5: Notification: The Nominating Committee shall promptly
notify candidates of the outcome of the election.

II

~

ARTICLE VIII
CONTRIBUTIONS AND DEPOSITORIES

If

tl

Section 1: Contributions: Any contributions, bequests or gifts made
to Crime Stoppers shall be accepted or collected and deposited only in such
manner as shall be designated by the Board of Directors.

~

AMENDMENTS
These By-Laws can be amended by a two-thirds (2/3) vote of the Bo;ard
of Directors at any regular meeting provided that the amendment has belen
submitted to the Board in writing at the previous regular meeting.
(Substituted for original Article XII, September 14, 1979)

We hereby certify that the foregoing By-Laws were adopted by the
Board of Directors of Albuquerque Crime Stoppers Program, Inc. on the
10th day of November, 1978 in their original form and have been amended
as indicated.

Ii

Section 2: Depositories: The Board of Directors shall determine what
depositories shaJl be used by Crime Stoppers as long as such depositories are
located within the State, are authorized to transact business by the State
of New Mexico and are federally insured. All checks and orders for the payment
of money from said depositories shall bear the signature of the Chairman, or
the Chairman's nominee, and shall be countersigned by the Treasurer or th,e
Treasurer's nominee; such nominees having been approved in advance by the
Board of Directors.

(!QHgJ-/Jld.t-~

Date'

CllAIR.MAN·=-------

J

ARTICLE IX
All contracts and evidences of debt may be executed only as directed
by the Board of Directors. The Chairman and the Treasurer shall execute, in
the name of Crime Stoppers, all contracts or other instruments so authorized
by the Board of Directors.
ARTICLE X
Crime Stoppers shall operate on a fiscal year

beginnin~

!

I

.~

~

I

I1

October 1st.
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ALBUQUERQUE CRIME STOPPERS PROGRAM, INC.
C.

Standing Rules Covering Rewards and the Role of the APD

The following persons will not be eligible for a reward:
1.

A commissioned law enforcement officer and members of his
immediate family.

These Standing Rules are designed to guide the Board of Directors in its
deliberations on matters pertaining to rewards and to provide sufficient flexibility
for the efficient handling of unique situations.

I~I

They also set forth the understanding

between the APD and the Board concerning the responsibilities of the APD and the
Police Coordinator in connection with the CRIME STOPPERS PROGRAM.

:!

II

Under unique circumstances, as determined by the Board, where the

B.

felon~

case, will be eligible for a reward.

Under unique circumstances, where the purpose of CRIME STOPPERS may best
be served by so doing, a reward may be approved and paid to an informant
prior to arrest, indictment, or apprehension, based upon the specific,
detailed request of the Police Coordinator.

i
i

1

I

Ih

1 Q

Up to $1,000 rewm"'d for each "solved" felony crime or arrested

B. The amount in each case shqll be determined by the Board and shall

I

Any person, except as restricted below, who directly contacts CRIME

(or equivalent) of an adult or juvenile, or to the arrest of a fugitive

If more than one person furnished information about the same crime

fugitive will be paid.

lj

STOPPERS and gives information which leads to the arrest and indictment

The fugitive.

Amount of Rewards
A.

~

Eligibility for Rewards

wanted in a

III.

tl

may deal with misdemeanors.

A.

4.

E. The reward shall be doubled if the informant testifies in Court.

purpose of CRIME STOPPERS may best be served by so doing, the Program
II.

The victim of the crime.

of the informants' information.

!

fugitives wanted in felony cases.
B.

3.

as the Board may determine, based primarily upon the relative importance

I

CRH1E STOPPERS will deal primarily with unsolved fel0r& crimes and

The perpetrator or co-perpetrator of the crime.

or fugitive, as set forth in A above, the reward money shall be divided

J
1

I. Areas Covered by CRIME STOPPERS
A.

D.

2.

depend on the importance of the information, the nature of the crime,
the ri sk to the informant, and the -importance of the informant as a

I1

regular source,nll as detailed by the Police Coordinator.

.1

~'j

L

I

IV.

Crime of the Week
A.

As the Board and the Police Coordinator may agree a specific, unsolved
felony crime or wanted fugitive shall be selected as the "Cdmeof the Heek."
,

B. The "Crime of the Week" will be publicized by the media with a $1,000.00
reward offered for information which "solves" the crime, or leads to the
arrest of the fugitive.

11
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V.

.

Method of Payment
A.

The Board shall be responsible for the
rewards to informants.

pa~ment

of approved

Payment shall be made by a member of

the Board (noY'mally the: Treasurer) and not by a member of the

6.

Maintaining records in the form of (1) Log and (2) questionnaire.

7.

Reporting monthly to the Board.

8.

Coordination and cooperation with other law enforcement agencies

APD; provided however, for good cause shown, the Executive

on Crime Stoppers matters, in New Mexico and elsewhere.

Committee may designate a member of APD or someone, other than

9.

Screening and referring fund raising requests to the Board.

a Board member to make payment.
B.

After following procedures designed to insure that it is the
correct persnn, the informant shall be paid in cash to help

!

i

ALBUQUERQUE CRtME STOPPERS PROGRAM, INC.

I
i

preserve anonymity.
C.

If a "drop" procedure is used, it should be Irlitnessed by at

CHAIRMAN

least two persons, one of whom shall be a Boal"d member.
VI.

The Board may suspend any of the fore\1oing rules at any meeting of the
Board or Executive Committee by a two-thirds (2/3) vote.

ALBUQUERQUE POLICE DEPARTMENT

VI1.Albuquerque Police Department1s Role in CRIME STOPPERS
A.

The APD will assign at least one qualified police off'ieer, full time,

CHIEF

as Coordinator of the: CRIME STOPPERS PROGRAM, and such additional,
full-time or part-time trained personne1~, as may be necessary to
~

carry out the responsibilities of t~e__ c,Jordinat6r.

"

--------------------------~-

B. The APD Coordinator is responsible for:
1. Having the CRIME STOPPERS phone (842-.8000) manneu during a
minimum period of 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. , Monday thru Friday.
2.

Liaison \,/iththe Board of Directors.

3.

Liaison with the Media.

4.'-;;roce!;ising raw intelligence received and coordinating it \,/ith
·'.

()

appropriate police department personnel.
5. Tracking each CRU1E STOPPER

informantl~Ldata.

I11-36
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26 CFR 1.501(c)(3)-I: Organizations
aanized and operated {Of religio~s, ,harltable, scientific, testing fOT publrc safety,
literary, or ~ducational purpo.ses. or fOT th.t
prer;ention of cruelty to chIldren OT ammals.

Community welfare; apprehension of criminals. An organization
assisting,the police departm~lit. in
the apprehension ~nd convlctl~n
of criminais by making funds available for use in offering rewards
qualHies for exemption under sec-

rr·5ilJrIclf-3l.-3e- Code.

.tw

Rev. Ru/. 7~,246

Advice a.s been requested whether
the activities of the organization described below ·qualify as charitable (or
purposes of exemption from Federal
income tax under section 501 ( c) (3)
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
where the organization othen... ise qualifies for such exemption.
The ortTanization makes funds avail.
able to the police department to asSlst
the department, as a regular part of
its operations in offering rewards for
information leading to the apprehension and conviction of persons engaging in criminal activity within a particular community. The fact that
rewards are being offered in specific
cases is publicized by the police department to save investigath·e time
and to cu;sist in obtaining prompt results. !n this 'manner the organization
assists the police department in the
prevention of crime and apprehension
of criminals in the community. In addition, it is expected that the rewards
will deter criminal activity within the
community.
~

Section 501 ( c) (3) of the Code p=:o
vides for the e:-:emption from Fede:-..
income ta.-.: of organizations organb:
and operated e;{clusively for chari:a::.
purposes.
.
Section 1.501 (c) (3) -1 ( d) (2) of C::
Income Tax Regulations st:.:.tes tb:
the term "charitable" is used iI:l :::
generally accepted legal sense, and i;.~
eludes lessening of the burdens of gc-..
ernment.
.
'The gratuitous performance of se:-.·.
it:es to Federal, state or local gO\·e,-=.
mencs is charitable in the gener~:
accepted legal sense. For example: "=.
organization assisting firemen, polk:
and other personnel to perform }he::
duties more efficiently during e:ne:.
gl~ncy conditions is p.erforming cb:·
it able services. See Rev. RuJ. i1·~:
1971-1 C.B. Ij1. By providing fur.:·
to enable the police department to ~.
form its r/:gular duties, the organiz::.
tiCln is. assisting the government:':'
carrying out its function.
Accordingly, the activities of the c:·
ganization qualify as charitable f::
purposes of exemption from Feder..:
income tax under section 501 (c) (3
of the Code.
Even though an organization co::·
siders itself within th~ scope of t:.:1
Reve,!nue Ruling, it must file an ::?
plicMion on Form 1023, Applic:lt!o~
for Recognition of Exemption, in c;·
der to be recognized by the Sen'ice ~
exempt under section jO 1 (c) (3) of t:::
Code. The application should be fi!~:
with the District Director
Intern:::
Revenut~ for the district in which ~
located the principal place of busine:!
9r principal office of the org:m.izatio:'.
See section l.j01(al-l of the tegu!::·
tions.

of

Application for Recog,nition of Exemption

Novemb.r 1972)

Under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code

'leDirtment of th. TraulllY
intemll Rlftlilll S~CYICI

fhis application, when properly completed, shall constitute the notice required under section 508(a) of the Internal Revenue Code
n order that organizations may be treated as described in section 501(c)(3) of the code, and the notice under section 508(b)
lppropriate to those organizations claiming not to be private foundations within the meaning ot section 509(a).
'art I.-Identification (See instructions)
2 Employer identification number
,. Full name of organization
(If none, attach Form Ss.4)

: AL.SU crvc..e.Qt.N:..

Ci< c: STOpp e2.S PRoq..eAM, kG.

Ifmtr::It"A

5.5-4

1(.1

3(a) Address (number and street)

J./.O /

IY1 AR Q~I iCo I ;J u.J
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I

r Month the annual accounting'period

1 ends

sept e bcAr\\

~

n1~x

~7 ID 2-

('olernA,J

6 Date incorporated ~n1'!.eQ)

Ocr

Ttl-V

i "

S(J.r/?!2-I-bQ ~1

7 Activity Codes tsee instructions)

Iq1~
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"art II.--Organizational Documents (See instructions)

I

I

Attach a contormed copy at the organization's creating instruments (articles of incorporation, constitution, articles. of asso·
ciation, deed of trust, etc.).
i7'AC- (-i:z: ~ - S1iQi?:,m ~'1 r q
Attach a conformed copy at the organization's by· laws or other rules for its operation. P.iil~CHet::>-Sn-nr 10
If the organization does not have a creating instrument, check here (See instructions)
·0

,..c.

...

~art

11I.-Act/vlt'e5 and OperatIonal Inf.ormatlon (See instructions)

What are or will be the organization's sources of financial support? Ust in order of magnitude. If a portion of th~ f'eceipts is
or will be derived from the earnings of patents, c(lpyrights, or other assets (excluding stock, bonds; etc.), identi1y such item
as a sepc¥rate source of receipt. Attach repre.sentative copies of solicitations for finanCial support.

_Cc.=
c::.
-Ii

I

Describe the organization's fund.raisi\-;~ program and explain to what extent it has been put Into effect. (Include Getails of
fund·raising activities such as selective mailings, formation of fund·raising committees, use of professional fund raisers, etc.)

I
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, his application, Including the accompanying statements, and to the best ot my knowledge it is true, correct and compleie.
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To be' tiled in the District
in which the organization
has its principal office or
place of business.
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r'art III.--Activities and Operational Information (Continued)
4

The membership of the organization's governing body is:
(a) Names. addresses, and duties of officers, directors, trustees, etc.

(b) Specialized knOWledge, training, ex.
pertise, or particular qUalifications

Part III.--Activities and Operational Information (Continued)
3

g

Give a narrative description of the activities presently r.arried on by the orgal'!izatio,)" ~nd also those that will be carried' on. If
the organization is not fully operational, explain what stage of development Its actlVltl~s have reached, what f~rther steps remain for the organization to become fully operational. and when such ,turt,her steps Will take place. The narrative shou!d specifically identify the services performed or to be perfC?rmed by the orgaOlzatlon. (Do no~ st~te ~he purposes of t~e orgaOlzat!on
in g'Clnerai terms or repeat the language of the organizational dOCUI!'C!1ts.) If the orgamzatlon IS a scho~l, h?spltal. or medl~l
research organization. include sufficient information .in your des,crlptlon to clearly show that the orga!1lzatlon, meets the defl'
nition of that particular activity that is contained in the instructions tor Part VII-A on page 3 of the instructions.

('" -~--;:: ., ~... ~
-.....1(1. /'-'; ," . I ,

...

(c) Do any of the above persons serve as members of the governing body by reason of being public officials
or being appointed by public officials? .

o Yes

~No

0

g

If "Yes," please name such persori's and explain the basis of their selection or appointment.

(d) Are any members -;,f the organization's governing body "disqualified. ptllrsons" with respect to the organi·
zation (other than by reason of being a member of the governing body) or do any of the members have

either a, bu!:ines$or family ~~Iationship with "dlsQ.ualified persons"? (See specific instructions 4(d).) .

Yes

No

1{"Yes," please axplain.
(}

5

Does the organization control or is it controlled by any ,Jther organization? •
Is tha organization the outgrowth ot another organization, or does It hnve a special relationship to another
•
organization by reason of interlocking directorates or other factors? •
If either of these questions is answered "Yes," please explain.

o Yes

~NO

0

Yes

!8l

No

0

yes

JXr

No

,I

6

I
f
I~

I

rII-40
"

7

'Is the organization finanCially accountable to any oth~r organization? •
•
If "Yes," please explain ancl identifY the other organization. Include details concerning accountability or
attach copies of reports if any have been rendered ••

'.

((
h
1"'(

!

>

\\

What assets does the organization have that are used in the performance of lUi exempt function? (Do not include income pro'
ducing property.) If any assets are not fully operational, explaio what stage of completion has been reached, what additional

~epsreCkh;et::;k:~;;.n~$.
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'art 'Ir.-Financial Data (Se~ instructions)
State.r:nent of Receipts and EXpenditures, for period ending ....*-..a;:.2Zi._...... , lS.:'];,r.-

'orm

I

~P~a!c.~4\

I

'C<

(a) What benefits, services, ,or products will the organization provide with respect to its exempt function?

~

I

Recl!ipts
Gross contributions. gifts, grants and similar amounts received •
Gross dues and assessments of members •

---

-g,1, Q75. {P ( _

3

(b) Have the recipients been required or will they be required to pay for the organization's benefits.
• • "
..,..."..,.
services. or products?
DYes
If ..Ye..... " plea,lTe explain and show how the charges are determined.

5

~NO
6
7

I

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

!

I

~9--D;'O:es~:o:r:w~'il~,1:th~e~o:rg=a~n~iza::t~io~n~l~im~it~i~ts~b-en-e~fi~lts--.-se-rv~ic-e-s-o-r-p-ro-d~U-c~ts~t-o-s-p-e-Ci~fi~c-c~la-s-5-e-s-o-f-i-nd-l-v-id-u-a-'s-l-.-----,--O---Y-es----~-- i
If "Yes," ploase expla'n how the ,"",p'ents 0' bene.daries .,. o,wlll be selectad.

No

o Yes

10 Is the organization a membership organization? .
if "Yes." complete the following:

ji"NO

I
I

. 0

.

Yes

If "No," ple'lse explain.

lS

20

iNO

political. campaigns?

•

•

•

,

,

•

.

•

,

.

•

.

•

,

.

.

,

,

•

,

,

•

,

,

.,

0

i

I

Part IV.-Statement as to Private Foundation Status (S~ instructions)
1
2

Is the orysanizatl

rivate foundation? .

ir

DYes

0

.. 1

2

3

If q; 'stion 1 is an answered "Yes," and the organization claims to be a private op
hen wand complete Part VIII.

»

'Ending datil

ct
1(,.,53i. +7- .
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Part VI . -Requlre
. d Sc hed UIes for Sp~fcia I Activities
.
(See instructions)

If question· 1 is answered I "indicate the type of ruling being requested as to the organization's status
under section 509 by checking the a~p
box below: '.j
.
Definitive ruling under section 509(a}(1), (2),
4) - complete Part VII.
Advance or extended advance ruling under section 509(a} J.I

o
o

3

29
30
31
32
33

No

If "Yes," please explain.

.

Uabilltfes
Accounts payable
, ••
,
Contributions. gifts, grants, etc., payable , ,
I
Mortgages and notes payable (attach schedule)
Other liabilities (attach schedule).,
••
Total liabilities , • • , . ,
•
Fund Balance or Net Worth
34 Total fund balance or net worth • "
••
,
35
Total liabilities and fund balance or net worth (line 33 plus line 34) ,

~

Yes

I

21
2.2
23
24
25
26 Land
.,
"
27 Other assets (attach schedule)
28
Total assets
•

(c) Attac~ a copy of the descriptive literature or promotional material used to attract members to the
organIzation.
.

11 Does or will the organization engage in activities tending to influence legislation or intervene 'in any way in

Assets
Cash (a) Interest be.aring ~ccounts ,
(0) Other' , [! ,
Accounts receivable, net .
I nventori~s.
•
Sonds and notes (attach schedule)
Cor:porate st~cl<s (attach schedule)
Mortgage loans (attach schedule)
Other investments (attach schedule)
Depreciable and depletable assets (attach schedule)
'I

,:',3
(b) Are benefits limited to members?

3 g, 7b I, q 5

<.f:" / ~ /. I q }

.. . .

8al.ance Sheets
Enter
13cginning dOlt"
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _•_ _ _ _ _ _
da_tes~~=__!--...;..q-....;:30-::-,7

l

(a) Please describe the organization's membership requirements and attach a schedule of membership
fees and dues.

Expenditures
Contributions, gifts, grants. and similar amounts paid (attach !lchedule)
Disbursements to or for benefit of members (attach schedule) ,
Compensation of officers. directors. and trustees (attach schedule)
Other salaries and wages
Interest .
Rent ,
Depreciation and depletion
Other (attach schedule) ,
Total expenditures .
Excess of receipts over expenditures (line 7 le~.s line 16)

•
_
Does the organization provide or administer any scholarship benefits. studel'\~·'ll;i. etc.? : ,
Has the organization taken over, or will it take over. the facilities of a "for pr;fit~;:;;s~l~ution~.

•
•

•
,

.~~:~~-"'.--,-.

he~:

Ischedul~

A
B

.
-1---C-'II

I~=O

=

4 Is the organization, or any part of it. a hospital? ,
-,-,_'____
..
5 Is the organization. or any part of it. a home for the age..d? •
.~
I
E
50 Is the organization. or any part of it, a litigating organization (public interest law"fir/in or similar "
--F"'-'
organization)? • , .

~,
;.;

- --"

--~~~-----

~---------------

~

!'lige 0

f'crm 1023 (Rev. 11-72)

Part' VII.-Non·Private Foundation Status (Definitive ruling only)

J

A.-Basis for Non·Private Foundation Status
The organization is not a private foundation because it qualifies as:
I

Iv'

~~~~-~-~

-----~------------~~~~~~~~

_____

113

Kind of organization

~~~-----------------------------------------------------I-----~~~~-t~~~~~
a school

3

a hospital

If thl! organization'S non'private foundation status is based upon:
(a) Sections 509(a)(1) and 170(b)(I)(A)(iv) or (vi).--Attach a list showing the name and amount contributed by each person
(other than a governmental unit or "publicly suppo.rtedU")OrganizatiOn) whose total gifts for the entire period exceed the
amount shown on line 11.
{S~C
4J....C.I.... I
(b) Section 509(a)(2).-With respect to the amounts incluaed on lines 1. 2. and 3, attach a list for eacp of the above years
showing the name of and amount received from each person who is a "disqualified person." /VOI.),sWith respect to the amount included in line 3. attach a list for each of the above years showing the name of and amount
received from each payor (other than a "disqualified person") whose payments to the organization exceeded. $5000. For
this purpose. "payor" includes but is not limited to any organization described in sections 170(b)(I)(A)(i} ~hr;ugh (vi)
and any government agency or bureau.

,s,·il.1.('...

I

2,

--

..~.~.~--~-~..~.--..~--~~-.~~~~~=_~~~~~-------------------------------------------iI ~.-~._B~.~~A.;.n;.;;a~'Y~s~ls~o~t~F~i.;.na~n~cl~a~I~S.::.up~p~o.;.rt~(~C:.:::o.;.;n.;.;ti.;.;n.;.ue~d~)~________________________________________________________
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,-

C.-Supplemental Information Concerning Organizations Claiming Non·Private Foundation Status Under Section 509(a)(3)
,

a medical research OI'C':=!lni""ti'nn

I"Inl~r.:t'tl>rf

in

ctlon with a hos

1

and 0

bein

Name and address ot supported

being operated for the benefit of a college or university which is owned or operated by
Sections 509(a)(1)
a
unit
...!!!!U7Q(b)(1) (A)(iv)

VII.-B

normally receiving a substantial part of its support from a governmental unit or from
the

Sectior:'s 509(a)(1)
and 170(b)(1)(A)(vi)

Part
VII.-B

Section 509

Part
VII.-B

Section 509(a)(;3)

Part
VII.-C

art from gross investment income
normally receiving not more than one-third of its
membership fees. and gross
and more than one-third of its support from co
r ..,.",;n:tc: from activities related to its exem
.__.,,_ •. to certain axce

,

being operated solely fo:r the benefit of or in connection with one or more of the organi·
zations described in 1 through 4. or 6. 7 and 8. above
B -Analysis of Financial Support
(a) Most reo
(Years next preceding
cent taxable
most recent bxable year)
year

9 ;

---.<]
..

19.•L
1

2

3

\3ifts. grants. and contribu·
tions received
Membership fees received
Gross receipts from admis·
sions. sales of merd1and;se
CI' services. or furnishing of
facilities in any activity which,
iSI not an unrelated business
wii,\hin the meaning of section

.

~I3

4
5

. .

"

Gr"ss income frcmru;s;;:;:;?
divl'd~ds,

rents and royalties

JI)Q75'.tol

(b) 19•.7].

I

(c) 19•..••..•

\

7

9
10
11
12
_
_

A t:..EUQ\}c.iZG UL

I,

-_.
-.
--- ----_..- ..
.--..._ - - - 2

(e) Total

-

,~

\

/lfJ

~ , '?"

I

'\' '
V" .
\,

,~

.. ,

------------------------

-

.---

-

-----

,

In what way do the s:tnp(JClrted organizations operate. supervise. or control the applicant organization, or in what way are the
and applicant organizations operated in connectic;m with each other?
•

~ujJported

1:;-

M
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Is the applicant organization controlled directly or indirectly by on~ or more "disqualified persons" (other
than one who is a disqualified person solely because he is a manager) or by an organization which is not described In section 509(a)(1) or (2)7.
• • 0 Yes ~ No

r~
Value of services or facilities
furnished by a governmental
unit to the organization with·
out charge (not including the
value of services or fa~i1ities
i,)
generally furnished the public
..
without charge)
Other income (not including
gain or loss from sale of cap·
ital assets)--attach sched·
ule.
I
0
7(~ 3'6 t I11,Qtf
.Total of lines 1 through 8
,
-,
9'Lme9!esshne3 • . • .
3g, 117.'1,1./\l.--L.£ ,1_,
/0
Enter 2%' of fine 10, column (e) only'. • • • • • • • •
"
•
"--L~~,..;/:....l.tf_'..;;..5_-J...I_
If :he crganizatfon has rec():'Jed any unusual grants during any of the above' ~axable yeats. attac:h a list for ea#, year showing
the n(lme of the contributor, tl1~ oat,e and amount of grant, and a brief descri~,tion of the ;'ature of such grant. 'po not include
-;;;.:c;u:.:c:.:.h~g:..:ra::.:.n.:.:t=.s.:.i:.;.n.:.l:.;.in:.:::e~j,.,;?::.:::b:.:::c;.;.v.::.e';...:,;(S;.;e:.;;e;...;;.in;.;;S'l~~;r;.;;u;.;;c;.;;;ti,,;;;o.;.;n.;.s.:..)...
' _--,/1~V~/',-r:_'_____•____,______________ \~.
/'J
-, -

-_... __._-

7~ti., Au3uqa..G~I-<.<'::- /~I/c.~

C;3.r. '1?.-

~.

--

-.-

-----..,:_-

#/4

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _•_ _ _ _ _...\~bl:..sIof:\'t_:.2,_ __:_~:_---:_---__:----__:~--_::_-:_-_:___:--_:_-------

3

.",loo..

~

..._---

What does the applicant organization do to support the abie organizatJonsl

--!~

I.

32,t"")0.

li.~.:.P/~ /2. T:llJ ~ I'Id..T
ill e:. Xl c.a
)

-'

\

g./o,~7

..,
La.., tv~./~1

orca~IZiltlon

l

--

'rax revenue':-.'i levied for and
either paid to ~r expended on
behalf of the organization •

p.~;c.G

iue, - A.J~

--.~:z:e U(i~t:c &

Has the supported organ/ution feceilled
a ruling or determination IlItter that it is
not a private foundation by reason at
sections 509(a)(1). or (2)1

btl, 7$! ,z.g

\

Net income from crganiza·
non's unrelated business ac·
tivities

.

S

(d) 19........

\

It:;;. So/ t

Part

I

.

~.71, 1:.07, IGt 7

.

6

Organizations supported by applicant organization:

If"Yes," please explain.
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Name and Address

tl-zo -7Z

Identification Number

Taxable Year Ended
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In May of 1977 about 75 Community leaders were invited tCI the Mayor IS
home for a presentation about the success of Crime Stop~~rs and how
it had helped the City in the apprehension of criminals. These leaders
were asked to make cont~ibutions to the program and tc encourage their
f~iends to do the same.
The only official fund raising committees for Crime Stoppers have consisted
of members of the Board of Directors of Crime Stoppers. No professional
fund-raisers have been employed nor is it anticipated that any will be.

/S'"

"v.trd1<J

The first fund ra~s~ng for thp- Albuquerque Crime Stoppers Program, Inc.
began in 1976 when a member o~: the Albuquerque Police Department and a few
interested citizens began soliciting contributions from the general public.
By October 1976, just after the program started, $8,596 had been collected
from numerous donors. Since October of 1976, as a public service, newspapers and television and radio stations have published announcements
extolling the benefits to the Community of the Crime Stoppers ,Program
and askiD,g' that contributions be made to that progr.am .
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Statement 2
Form 1023, Part III, Question 2
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Statement 1
Form 1023, Part III, Question 1
The sources of financial support have been contributions from the general
public and it is anticipated that these will be the continuing sources..
Attached is a copy of a solicitation which was mailed by the City of
Albuquerque with one of its water bills. (Attachment 5), The City of
Albuquerque plans to enclose a similar soliciation with its March 1979
water bill. A public give-away is also included. (See Attachment 6).
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ALBUQUERQUE CRIME STOPPERS PROGRAM,

________________,_____________~_=9=3=t==:9=S~~-._______________________________!

---------------------1

Local service organizations such as Kiwanis and Civitan have undertaken
fund-raising progrrums for Crime Stoppers. The Vaughan Company gave $50.00
to Crime Stoppers this year for every home it listed for sale during a two
month period. Uncle cliff's F~ily Land promoted a Crime Stopper Day and
gave the proceeds fram the rides to Crfme Stoppers. These promotions
were approved by the Board of Directors of Crime Stoppers.
Crime Stoppers has neither sought nor received local, state or federal
funds.
Statement 3

~ C_L_/_r_~_; ;:_~_'_"_"_:_I i_~,_~ _\_1_:

___________
{j_r._.r_____

__

__

i_'=~=I=~=~-:-6-'-'-S---------------------=-------_____.=-1

________

Albuquerque Crime Stoppers Program, Inc., which was conceived by Detective
Greg MacAleese, assists the Albuquerque Police Department in facilitating
the ~st, indictment and conviction of felons by making rewards available
to persons who furnish information which leads to arrest. and indictment.
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statement 3, Cont.

u

Statement 3, Cant.

Each week, under the Authority of the Board, a "Crime of the Week" is
publicized through the media, and a $1,000.00 reward is offered for
information which leads to the arrest and indictment of the felon. That
amount is doubled if the informant testifies at the trial.

!

The Crime Stoppe:r Progr'am is designed to make members of the public aware
of their civi.c responsibility in reporting criminal activity and has helped
to make them realize that something they saw might in fact have been a
crime. A significant number of informants do not wish to be rewarded for
giving information, but they do waut:. the anon.ymity.

The public is also told that they may receive rewards up to $1,000.00 for
information that leads to arrest and indictment in the case of other felo~y
crimes.

n

An essential part of the program is the guaranteed anonymity of persons
calling Cr~e Stoppers. Each caller is given a secret number when they
call Crime Stoppers and, in most instances, their identity is not e~en
known to the police officer who mans the Crime Stopper telephone. The
Board of Directors do not know the name of an informant unless it becomes
public knowledge if the person testifies at a trial. Informants are told
to call back at a specific time when they will be advised if they have
earned a reward. They are then given the telephone number of the Treasurer
of Crime Stoppers, told the amount they will receive and asked to set up a
time for payment. When they call the Treasurer,. they are asked for their
secret number, the amount of the reward'; the nam'e of the felon and the
nature of the crime. A meeting time is then arranged and the T'reasurer
pays the informant in cash after they again furnish the pertil1ent data~
The informant's secret number is signed by them on a receipt.
Since its inception to December 8~ 1~78, .information received by Crime
Stoppers led to the solution: of 617 felony crimf'!s, most of which would not
have been solved o. t:herwise, and to the recovery of $517,250 worth of stolen
property and narcotics. There have beeq 148 trials of "Crime Stopper"
defendants with 147 convictions.
One television station had featu:r:ed a re-enactment of the I1Crime of the
Week", created with the help of the Theatre Arts Department of the
University of New Mexico, ev~ry Monday night on the 10 0' cloc,k news for
more than two years. The evening newspaper has featured the "Crime of
the Week" on the front page every Monday for more than two years. This
publicity plus additional support from radio and other newspaper and TV
coverage has been a large factor in the program's success. A sL~ min~te
segment appeared on the NBC "Today" show in November 1~77.
'
.Detective Greg MacAleese, who creaced the program, received the Police
Chief's International Award of the Year from Parade Magazine in 1977.
The National Council on Cr~e and Delinquency had its President fly to
Albuquerque to make a special award to the Crime Stopper Program. There
have been a number of other honors presented to Greg Mac Aleese and the
Program.
All of this publicity has helped to educate the general public, not only
in Albuquerque, but throughout the nation, that there is something a
community can do about cr~e. Twelve cities in New Mexico and perhaps
25 more throughout the country have started programs similar to this one
as a re~ult of the publicity given.
')
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In fiscal year ending September 30, 1978, Crime S~oppers paid rewards
totaling $37,825.00, whereas applicant is advised. that the amount of
money budgeted for rewards to informants by the Albuquerque Police Department has averaged $2,500.00 ~\year for the last five years. Thus, the
program has resulted in a lessening of the burdens of city government, in
a decrea.se in crilninal activity and in the apprehension and conviction of
criminals.
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(Attention is direct to Revenue Ruling 74-246 which
similar to Crime Stoppers.)
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Os;partment oHlle Tr~asury

Internai Revenue Service
District Director

\

~"

Date:

JAN 2 2 1979

If Y9ur sources of support, or your purposes, character, or method of operation
change, please let us know so we can consider the effect of the change on your
exempt status and foundation status. Also, you should inform us of ,all changes in
your name or address.

Employer Identification Number:

eO"

lJS-3

o~,

Generally, you are not liable for social security (FICA) taxes unless you file
a waiver 0:" exemption certificate as provided in the Federal Insurance Contributions
Act. If you haye paid FICA taxes'without filing the waiver, you should call us. You
are not liable for the tax imposed under the Federal Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA).

Accounting Period Ending:

September 30
Foundation Status Classification:

5Q9{a}1(1) & 170 (b) (1) (A) (vi)
c>

Aifvance Ruling Period E"nds:

Albuquerque Crime Stoppers
Program, Inc.
401 Marquette, N.W.
Albuquerque, NM 87102

f

September 30, 1980

•

...--

". -

Organizations that are not private foundations are not subject to the excise
ta."1::es under Chapter 42 of the IPode". However, you are not automa~ically exempt from
other Federal excise taxes. If\.you.,have any questions about exc~se, employment, or
other Federal taxes,. please let- us~ ~\ow.
.

-~

.-

Person to Contact:

Judy Hitchcock
Contact Telephone Number:

.

(S12) 397-5716
AUS:EO:

Dear Applicant:

7f-/~~

Because you are a newly created organization, we are not now making a final
determination of your foundation status under section 509(a) ~f the Code. However,
we have determined that you can reasonably b~ expBcted to be a ~ublicly ~uppo4ted
oT"t7':1.l1izati(ll1
described in ::ectionS 509 (a) (1) <lnc. 170 (b) (1) (..;,,) (vi).
....
Accordingly, you will be treated as a publicly supported organization. and not
as a private foundation, during an advance ruling period. This advance ruling period
begins on the date of your inception and ends on the date shown above.
Within 90 days aftel'- the end of your advanco ruling period, you must submit to
us information needed to determine whether you have met the requirements of the
applicable support test dur~ng the advance ruling period. If you establish that you
have been a publicly supported organization. you will be classified as a section
509(a)(1) or 509(a)(2) organization as long'as you continue to meet the requirements
of the applicable support test. If you do not meet the public support requirements
during the advance ruling period, you will be classified as a private foundation for
future periOds. Also. if you are classified as a private foundation, you will be
treated as a private foundation from therdate of your inception for purposes of
sections 507(d) and 4940.
Grantors and donors may rely on the determination that you are not a private
foundatfon until 90 days after the end of your advance ruling period. If you submit
the required information within the 90 days, grantors and donors may continue to
rely on the advance determination until the Service makes.a final determination of
your foundation status. However, if notice that you will no longer be treated as a
section 509(a)(1)
organization is puhlished in the Internal Revenue Bulletin,
grantors and donors may not rely on this determination after the date of such
'Oublication. Also, a grantor or donor may not rel:if on this determination if he or
;he was in part responsible for, or was aware of, the act or failure to act that
resulted in your loss of section 509(a) (1)
status, or acquired knowledge that
t.he Internal Revenue Service had given notice that you would be removed from
classification as a section
509(a)(1)
organization.
E~

8th St., Austin, Tex. 78701

(over)
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. - Donors may deduct contributic:ms' to you as provided in section 170 of the Code.
Bequests, legacies, devises, transfers, o~ gifts to you or fc~ your use are
deductible for Federal estate and,igift tax purposes if they meet the applicable
provisions of sections 2055, 2106, and 2522 of the Code.

Based on information supplied, and assuming your operations ',vill be as stated
in your application for recognition of exemption, we have determined you are exempt
from Federal income tax under section 501(c) (3) of th~ Internal Revenue Code.

300

I

You are required to file Form 990, Return'of Organization Exempt from Income
only i f your gross receipts each year are normally more than $10,000. If a
return is required, it must be filed by the 15th day of the fifth month after the
end of your annual accounting period. The law imposes a penalty of $10 a day, up to
a ma..:<:imum of $5,000, when a return is filed late, unless there is reasonable cause
for the delay.
T~{,

I

You are !lot reauired to file Federal income tax returns unless you are subject
t.n t.hr t~x on unrRi~t8d business income u~d~r sect~~~ 511 ~f ~~~ Ccc~. I~ yc~ ~ro
subject to this tax, you must file an.:l.ncome tax return on Form 9S0-T. In this
letter, we care not determinin~ whether any of your present or proposed activities
are unrelated trade or business as defined in section 513 of the Code.

I

I

!
I

I

You need an employer identification number even if you have no employees. If
an employer identification number was not entered on your applicat;j,O'll, a number will
be aSSigned to you and you will be advised of it. Please use that number on all
returns you file and in all correspondence with the Internal Revenue Service.
,

Because this letter could help resolve any questions about your exempt stutus
ruld foundation stutus, you should keep it in your permanent ~ecords.

,

,

\

If you have any questions, please contact the person whose' name and t.elephone
number are shown in the heading of this letter.
Sincerely yours,
I

f~

I

Robert M. McKeever
District Director
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Internal Revenue Service
District Director

Date:

Department of the Treasury

9. A9s tatement shOwing the name of and amount reoeived from eaoh person
(individual, estate, trust, organization, or foundation) who oontributed
more than 2 pi3roent of the aggregate total in item 8 for the advance
ruling period. If such amounts wers",other than oash, please indicate the
nature or type of reoeipt and~he method of valuation.

Our Letter Dated:

OCT 2 81980

JANUARY 22, 1979

,.'

Advance RUling Period Ends:

c....

.J:".

ALBUQUERQUE CRIME STOPPERS
PROGRAM, INC.
401 MARQUETTE, N. W.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
87102

)

',' /

\

,~

" .

SEPTEMBER 30, 1980

lO.An;O~!1t of gross l'!;loeipts from admi'=)sioris, sale of merohandise, performanoe

Person to Contact:

of servioes, or furnishing of faoi~ities in ~ny activity that is not an
business within the meaning of seotion 513.
Furnish the following information unless you do not wisl1 oO:lsideration of
your status under'-seotion 509(a) (2):

ADVANCE RULING CLERK

unrelat~d

Contact Telephone 'Number:

(214)-767-1155
....

11

/7--

>l..

2,.0

_go

/}'Yt ~"
t\-<:,
C'
V &'1.....-1.....(.10
f'

DEAR TAXPAYER:

11. The

T)(
!

We also stated that at the end of your advance ruling period you would have
to establish that you were in fact an organization described in one of the above
sections.
Our records indicate your advance ruling period ends on the date shown above.
Therefore, to establish that you are an organization described in sections 170(b)
(1) (A) (vi) and 509(a) (1) or in section 509(a) (2), please send llS the following
information for each of the tax years in your advance ruling period:

2. Amount of membership fees received.
3. Amount of gross inoome from interest, dividends, rents, and royalties.

4. Amount of ne.t income from unrelated business aotivi ties. 0
5. Amount of tax revenue levied for your benefit and either paid to you or
\0

'"

0

6. The value of services or faoilities furnished to you by a governmental

unit without charge. (Do not inolude the value of servioes or facilities
generally f::.l~nished to thepublio without oharge.)

7. Amount of other reoeipts. Please specify their nature. (Do not inolude
gain (or loss) from the sale or exohange of capital assets or gross
receipts from the souroes described in item 10, below.)

(over)
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13. With respeot to the amounts included in item 10, above: the name of eaoh
!Jbureau or agenoy of a governmental unit and eaoh person from whom you
~'/;received an amount in exoess of the greate!' of $5,000 or 1 percent of the
~~ total amount~shown for eaoh year in item 11, above, and the amount
rece.l.ved frJ;.§zB~9h; There is no n~.ed to repeat information shown for item
12, . above. " '. /
The information requested in this letter is requ~red to support your olaim to
be other than a private foundation. ;t is needed in addition to any required Form
990 or other annual return or report. Please send it to us within 90 days from the
DATE OF THIS LETTER.
~n addressed envelope is enolosed for your
convenience.

If you have any questions, please contact the person whose name and
telephone number are shown in the heading of this letter.
rhank you for your oooperation.

r

8. The total amount of the above items for each year and the total for the
advanoe ruling period.
1100 Commerce St., Dallas, Texas 75242

,

12. A statement showing the name of, and amount reoeive~ in eaoh year from,
J& each disqualified person (as defined in section 4946 of the Code) and eaoh
~O organization desol"ibed in seotion l70(b) (1) (A) (vii) or (viii) of the Code
~rom whom you rec:.:;ived amounts inoluded in items I, 2, or 10, above.

If we do not receive this information, we will presume YQu are a private
foundation and you will be. treated as a private foundation as of the f.irst day of
your first tax year for purposes of seotions 507(d) and 4940 of the Code. In
addition, if you do not provide the information by the time requested, it will be
considered by the Internal Revenue Service that you have not taken all reasonable
steps to secure the determination you requested. Under s~ction 7428(b) (2) of the
Code, not taking all reasonable steps, in a timely manner, to seoure the
determination may be oonsidered as a failure to exhaust administrative remedies
available to you within the Servioe, and may pre'olude the issuanoe of a deolaratory
judgment in the matter under judioial prooeedings.

1. Amount
of gifts, grants, and 90ntributions received.
'/

spent on your behalf.

jI'

q

8 and 10 fo r each tax year.

/)Vi
A:

Our l~tter of the above date stated that you would be treated as a publicly
supported organization and not as a private foundation during your advance ruling
period. This was based on our determination that you could reasonably be expected
to be an organization described in sections 170(b)(1)(A)(vi) and 509(a)(1) or in
section 509(a) (2) of the Internal Revenue~, Code.

to't~l amount a f items

Letter 1046(DO) (6-77)

Sincerely
A. W. McCa,nless
District, D,irector

Enolosure:
Eny,elope
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Internal Revenue Service

ALBUQUERQUE CRIME STOPPERS
PROGRAM, INC.
401 Marq uett e NY
Albuquerque, New Mexico B7102

DateAP

10-1-78
thru
9-30-79
1•

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

Department of the Treasury

District Director-:;

10-1-79
_~ thru
S-30-80

$26,027.00

$21,864.00
o
0
588.00
588.00
o
0
o
0
o
0
o
0
26,615.00
+
23,757.00
$50,372.00
The Vaughan Co.
3,015.00
Uncle Cliff's Familyland
2,170.00
KOAT
3,120~00
Circle K Corp
1,500.00
none
none
26,615.00
23,757.00
Nothing received from each disqua~iri~a per~uu las U~I1liea
2:-1:'.' l:)ectlon lf9lfb 01' the code) nor amounts from any organizations
described in section 170(b)(1)(A) or (viii) of the code.
none
none

Arnold E. Olson,
Treasurer

R1 6 1981

Our Letter Dated:

JANUARY 22, 1979

Person to Contact:

\
f\

I .

:;
Contact Telephone Number:

"

l>

ALBUQUERQUE 9:tUME STOPPERS PROGRAM

INC.
401 MARQUET~E NW

ALBUQUERQUE,

~'lM

EE:EO:7215:WJ
D.AL:EO:81-~372

87102

I
i

I

Ij

This mod:L:fies our letter of the above date in which we stated that
you would be ,'l~reated as an organization which is not a private foundation
until the expir,ation of your advance ruling period.
Based 011: 't:he information you submi ttEld, we have determined that you
are not a pri~ate foundation within the meaning of section 509(a) of the
Internal Revenue Code, be.cause you are an organization of the type described
in section J.?,@(b)(I)CA)(vi) Your exempt !3tatus under section 501(c) (3) of the
code is still',:Ln effect.
Grantorsi :and contributors may rely on this determination until the
Internal Rev,el~1Ue Service publishes notice to the contrary. However, a
grantor or a Qontributor may not rely on 1~his determination if he or she was
in part respcmsible for, or was aware of, the act or failure to act that
resulted in your loss of section 509c..a)(~)
status, or acquired
knowledge tha~r:; the Internal Revenue Service had g,iven notice that you would
be removed ~raU[t olassifica tion as a section 509(a )(1)
organiza tion.
Because this letter could help resolve any questions about your private
foundation s~t,'~d;us, please keep it in your permanent records.
If you na1lre any questions, please cqntact the person whose name and
telephone nU!f;lbf~r are shown above.

Sincerely yours,
t
!

',I
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1100 Comrnerce;St., Dallas, Texas 75242
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CHAPTER IV
THE POLICH COORDINATOR
There is a fine line separating successful and unsuccessful Crime Stoppers programs.
Experience has shown most often the difference is in the quality of the person selected as
police coordinator.
The! coordinator is responsible for the internal operation of the Crime Stoppers
program and faces a demanding, time-consuming, multi-faceted task.

He or she will

handle most of the informant calls, screen and, djsseminate the information received from
these calls, follow up on investigations and act as the police department's liaison with the

\\

Crime Stoppers Board of Directors.

The coordinator usually is the most visible person

involved with the program and ordinarily is responsible for most, if not all, of the
publicity generated by Crime Stoppers.

~~The

duty to disclose knowledge of crime rests
upon all citizens."

These are critical functions and great care should be made in the coordinator's
selection.
A.

u.s.

Supreme Court Justice Rolbert Jackson
(1892·1954) Stein v. New York, 346 U.S. I5S, 184.

SELECTING A GOOD COORDINATOR
Due to the diverse nature of the job, not everyone is capable of being a good Crime

I

j

)1

I

Stoppers coordinator.

However, just about every police department has someone in its

ranks who could handle the position effectively.

For example, Chuck Jackson was a

veteran detective before taking on the Crime stoppers assignment in Rockford, Illinois.
Susan Moore was an investigator with the Pima County District Attorney's office before
she became coordinator of the SS-Crime program in Tucson, Arhmna. George Vanderhule
was a sergeant in Community Relations before he was assigned to the Austin, Texas,

il

Crime Stoppers program. And Jim Bishop was a patrol officer with the Orlando, Florida,
Police Department before being selected to coordinate the Central Florida Crime Line

I

program.

f

Stoppers coordinators around the United States and Canada, are outgoi.ng personalities,

What these four individuals have in common, along with several hundred other Crime
impeccable personal reputations and a great deal of self-motivation.

It is also very

helpful if the coordinator has prior investigative experience, since his most important
function will involve dealing with informants and developing their information into
workable 'leads.

IV-2
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An outgoing personality is invaluable because the coordinator usually is the public

B.

PROCESSING CRIME STrOPPERS CALLS

::

relatiohs representative and image-maker for Crime Stoppers. About 25 percent of the
coordinator's time involves public speaking to groups of individuals. Experience in public

Th~) most important responsibility facing a coordinator is processing citizens'

speaking is not necessary, but a person who is uncomfortable with the prospect of

telephone calls to Crime Stoppers.

speaking to small or large, groups will be less than .effective as a coordinator.

since it really doesn't matter how good the other aspects of the program are if the

The same principle is true in working with the media, one of the most important
partners in a successful Crime Stoppers program. Experience is not that important, since
members of the media usually will be happy to assist the coordinator in learning the basics
of writing a news story or appearing before a camera.

However, a coordinator who

This is the most critical moment for the program,

telephone calls are not handled properly.
After many years of experience in processing thousands of Crime Stoppers calls,
coordinators have the following suggestions:
1.

Put the caller at ease.

A nervous person will try to get off the telephone

freezes when appearing on television or one who has difficulty expressing himself, will not

quickly, will forget or withhold information and generally is not as reliable as someone

be very effective.

who is more relaxed.

The credibility of Crime Stoppers revolves around the personal reputation of the
coordinator.

A coordinator who is not respected by fellow law enforcement officers

probably will receive less cooperation than one who is trusted and respected. Due to the
publicity generated by Crime Stoppers, the coordinator also should remember that he or'
she will be thrust into a certain amount of limelight.

This should dictate many of the

2.

tion is relatively useless.

Overtime and interruptions of one's home life are commonplace when administering

Don't forget, people will not call back if they feel they were

treated shoddily. Important information could be lost In the future be(!ause of this.
3.

Reassure the caller that the call is confidential. Crime Stoppers programs do

not, and should not, tape or trace telephone calls.
4.

coordinator's private actions. Controv'Jrsy should be avoided.

Sound enthusiastic and interested, even if it is quickly apparent the informa-

Fill out a Crime Stoppers questionnaire for each call (see the Appendix). The

use of a questionnaire keeps information uniform and important questions will not be
The questionnaire is self-explanatory and easy to use.

The original

the Crime Stoppers program. It is not unusual for coordinators to work 60 hours per week

overlooked.

and be on call 24 hours a day. Some smaller police departments require coordinators to

questionnaire should be kept on file in the Crime Stoppers office and a copy forwarded to

continue to perform their regularly assigned duties.

the detective responsible for the follow-up investigation, or the detective's supervisor.

them.

This places still another burden on

While sharing assignments is understandable in smaller departments, it is not

recommended for the successful operation of a Crime Stoppers program.
What can a person expect by accepting an assignment as Crime Stoppers
coordinator?

Most coordinators say it is one of the most exciting, diverse positions

available in police work.

Since Crime Stoppers receives such a wide variety of

Some coordinator,l attach a follow-up form (see Appendix) to

th(!~

Crime Stoppers form.

This keeps information returned from the detectives consistent.
5.

Keep the caller on the telephone until you are satisfied the information is

correct and complete. Treat each call as if you never will hear from the informant again.
However, try to have the caller stay in contact with the program by asking each one to

The rewards are many.

call within a week so you can tell them where the information has been sent and the

The coorcUnator will playa major role in the solution of many fascinating, often complex,

status of the case. This also gives investigators enough time to evaluate the information

crimes that probably would not have been solved without the help of a call to Crime

and request additional clarification of any major points.

Stoppers. Not only is there a high degree of job satisfaction, but professionally it can be

the caller to contact the investigator directly, giving the Crime Stoppers code number as

very advantageous. Since the coordinator often is the most visible member of the police

identification. This can be very helpful when investigators need specific facts that are

department, personal prestige usually corresponds to the success of the program.

not readily apparent to coordinators or volunteers.

information from citizens, every day can be a new adventure.

6.

Occasionally, coordinators ask

Give the caller a code number, even if he is willing to reveal his identity.

Code numbers are used to track a case as it goes through the investigative and court
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process. Callers willing to reveal their identity should be aware they might possibly be

Another helpful area is the Traffic Violations or Magistrate Court office.

4 •.

contacted by invElstigators at a later date, and that anonymity cannot then be guaranteed.

Recent moving or parking citations might contain the suspect's current address and a

C.

vehicle description.
5.le 'If the police department has an Intelligence Unit, information might be on file

SCREENING CALLS

Not every coordinator has the time or the inclination to screen the information

about the suspect or his associates.
This entire screening process usually takes less than 30 minutes to complete and has

received by a Crime Stoppers call. It is a policy, however, that has been invaluable to a

dual value. First, it gives the cc;ordinator a m~lch better idea of the quality of the caller's

number of Crime Stoppers programs.

information. Secondly,.it saves. investigators valuable time. This creates better rapport
between the coordinator and other detectives. Investigators should not feel that Crime

The Houston program, for example, hfl.hcomputer terminals located in the Crime
Stoppers office. This allows the coordinator answering the call to retrieve original police

Stopper~ is a burden.

reports and detectives' supplemental reports while still talking to the informant.

investigative efforts.

Obviously, this is a tremendous advantage to the coordinator, since information can be

this concept.

It is a program specifically designed to help them in their

By performing the screening personally, the coordinator supports

verified or challenged immediately.
D.

Here are a few screening steps many coordinators take before passing the Crime

TYPES OF INFORMANTS

Stoppers report on to investigators:
The first stop usually is in the Records Section to see if there is an official

Informants come in all shapes, sizes and colors and cross all socioeconomic lines.

police report referring to the crime in question. By comparing the official report with the

However, there are three g~neral types ,of persons who call Crime Stoppers: the "Good

Crime Stoppers' information, the coordinator will have a good idea of the caller's

Citizen"; others who might be good citizens but exist on the periphery of the priminal

veracity.

If a suspect has been named by the informant, most departments have their

element and have been nicknamed "Fringe Players" by Crime Stoppers coordinators; and,

records cross-indexed to include names of suspects and offenders of other c,ases. Possibly
that suspect might be listed in other reports. This can give the coordinator an indication

of course, criminals themselves.
A check with many of the 350 major Crime Stoppers programs throughout the

of modus operandi, vehicle descriptions and associates •.

United States and Canada indicates that "Good Citizen" informants comprise about

I.

2.

55 percent of all callers.

If the suspect has been arrested locally, his mug shot and fingerprints should

remaining 20 percent of the calls come from members of the criminal element.

be on file. If he has a prior major arrest record, chances are he will have an FBI number
and a rap sheet.

"Fringe players" call about 25 percent of the time and the

These percentages, however, will vary from program to program.

This information can also be valuable in deter.mining the informant's

Houston Crime

reliability. In many cases, where there are known victims or eyewitnesses, a photo ar'ray

Stoppers, for example 1 report that a majority of their calls come from the criminal

containing the suspect's mug shot and at least four other mug shots of indivlduals of

And the State of New Mexico Crime Stoppers Commission receives a
element.
disproportionately high number of calls from "Good Citizen" informants.

similar appearance can be displayed. A positive identification bya victim or witness is
very helpful in securing search or arrest warrants, or in

crea~ing

Row can you tell the difference between these types of callers, when they remain

a basis for further

anonymous? It's really quite simple - .. it's how they approach you with information and

investigation.
3.

; .. ~.!

the type of information they have to discuss with you. Here are some examples:

A quick check with the W~.i·rants Unit often produces valua;;ie results. If the

"Good Citizen" callers aren't usually motivated by cash rewards. Anonymity seems

suspect has an outstanding misdemeanor or felony warrant, it provities all the probable

to be (the ,mjor reason why they call Crim~ Stoppers instead of going through normal

cause necessary to arrest him and might create an opportunity to question him.

',/
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police department channels. This type of caller is often fearful of retaliation from the

occasionally will embellish her story just to get her "ex" thrown in jail.

criminal element. Most of the time, information received from "Good Citizen" callers is
general in nature.

sometimes wanes with time so it is advisable not to expect the informant to testify in

Occasionally, however, a "Good Citizen" call will produce a major result. It was just

court if the trial is six to eight months down tile, road. By that time, the situation might
be reversed and you could have a hostile witness on 'your hands.

this type of caller whose information helped Omaha Crime Stoppers capture Michael E.
McGuire, 33, who was wanted in fOUF states on charges ranging from murder, kidnaping
and sexual assault to a sejJ'ies of armed robberies. Who \~~as the caller? He was the father
of a young woman who had accepted a ride to California with the suspect. The father said
he was concerned about his daughter's safety. McGuire was arrested in Burlingame,
California, within hours after the call to Omaha Crime Stoppers.
"Fringe Players" often provide valuable information to Crime Stoppers.

And the fury

But need more be said than a quote from a female informant who told Sgt. George
Vanderhule of the Austin, Texas, Crime Stoppers program that she was turning in her
boyfriend for some armed robberies because, "I can always get a new boyfriend, but I can't
always get

$200~"

The most productive Crime Stoppers informants, however, are criminals.
should come as no surprise.

That

Crooks are in a unique position to really know what is

Their

happening within their own environment. Law enforcement has alwa.ys been aware of this.

Often, they've overheard

In the past, most information from criminals was developed by what is known as the "hook

someone bragging about committing a crim~ or they've been told about a recent shipment

system." This simply meant that when a criminal was al'rested,he would be offered his

of narcotics.

freedom or reduced charges in exchange for information that might help investigators

information usually is pretty accurate, but somewhat limited.

Included in this category of callers are wives, ex-wives, girlfriends and

mothers-in-law of criminals, as well as other relatives, neighbors, business associates or

land a "bigger fish."

social acquaintances. Women have always been an excellent source of'information for law
enforcement officials.
down John Dillinger.

Don't forget, it was a woman who helped the FBI finally track

With Crime Stoppers,

~.~iminals

have a variety of motivations for talking.

At the

top of the list are money and anonymity. Revenge also can be a major factor, along with
the elimination of competition, Regardless of motivation, Crime Stoppers gladly accepts

The same is true with Crime Stoppers.

Crooks never have learned to keep their

information from criminals. Just about every program has an "E. F. Hutton!1 informant--

mouths shut around women and the old ada:ge that "hell hath no fury like a woman

when he talks, everybody listens. The program's policy always has been to evaluate the

scorned" is borne out time and time again through experiences of Crime Stoppers
programs throughout the country.

quality of the information, not the quality of the informant. Besides, what else is a crook
good for but to provide information that helps catch other crooks?

'One of the legendary cases solved by Albuquerque Crime Stoppers involved a call
from a woman who told Greg MacAleese, liMy husband just ra.n off to California with

E.

PUBLIC SPEAKING

another woman. Could you bring a truck over to my house and take some of these stolen
things that he has here?" The "stolen things" turned Ol),t to be cement mix~~s, television

In most Crime Stoppers programs, the coordinator is responsible for liaison with the

sets, a grandfather clock, some paintings and a gun or two -- total value around $30,000.

public and the media. This not only entails many public speaking assignments, but also the

Ir'onic'ally, MacAleese received a call from the same woman about two months later, who

selection and preparation of the "Crime of the Week."

told him,in a conciliatory tone, "Gosh, my husband returned home and he sure is mad at
me for giving you all those things he had.

Any chance we can get them back?"

husband now is doing 10-50 years in the New Mexico State Penitentiary.
that he wants a divorce.

T~is experience points out one of

The

Rumor has it

before groups of people

It is a depar'ture from their previous responsibilities.

As one

coordinator told an audience just after his Crime Stoppers program began: "The last time

),"\

th{:1 problems with' this type of informant.

Extreme caution should be used in evaluating the inforillation because the caller

IV-8

Initially, most Crime Stoppers coordinators are uncomfortable in making speeches

I talked to a group this large, they were trying to burn my patrol car-- with me in it!"
Still, here are a few hints on how to make public speaking a more palatable, even
enjoyable, chore:
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Remember that public Sl?~,,-(j{ing is a valuable tool for Crime Stoppers.

You

will be spreading the Crime Stoppers message to a variety of p,eople. Therefore, make

concept and the board member is in a better position to appeal for contributions for the

sure your audience knows you're interested and excited about your subject.

reward fund.

2.

In preparing for your speaking appearance, consider first of all what you want

contributions from the public.

to accomplish with your speech -- primarily, you want to inform your audience about

8.

Crime Stoppers and enlist their support. Be sure to include a thorough explanation of how
tJ
Crime Stoppers works.

3.

Keep your speech interesting.

work, particularly humorous episodes.

Leave enough time for questions from the audience. This should ensure that

no one leaves your presentation with any misunderstanding about how Crime Stoppers
works. Many times, coordinators report that questions and comments from the audience

Most citizens enjoy anecdotes about police

take up almost as much time as the original speech.

uVial' stories" about personal exploits or specific

It also is a fairly good device to

determine the enthusiasm you have generated from your presentation.

cases solved by Crime Stoppers can be both instructive and entertaining.
4.

In fact, many police chiefs frown on having their officers soliciting

9.

Don't be concerned about stage fright. Just about everyone who has to talk in

Know your audience. This could determine the content of your speech. You

public has some nervousness. This usually disappears shortly after you begin your speech.

probably would not make the same speech to a group of police officers at roll call as you

Besides, experts say some nervousness is beneficial because it makes you more mentally

would to the ladies at the weekly luncheon club. You should also be aware of how long

alert. After making your lOOth speech, you might even begin to enjoy the experience.

you are expected to speak. Many civic groups have only a limited amount of time to give
to a speaker since their meetings are breakfast or luncheon gatherings and their members
have to go to work.
5.

F. LIAISON WITH THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Don't try to memorize your speech. Experts say you are courting disaster if

In a sense, the Crime Stoppers coordinator serves two masters. Since he is a sworn

you try to memorize your speech word for word. You might forget a portion of it or you

police officer, he has a chain )f command within the department to follow.

He also

j,

might deliver it in a mechanical manner. It is best if you outline your speech with key

answers to the Board of Directors.

ideas, rather than in sentence form. Speaking is a spontaneous act -- you don't think of

manual, establishes Crime Stoppers policy. The coordinator carries out that policy. In

words when you talk, you think of ideas. Usually the words come naturally if the ideas are
clear.

order for him to be effective, the coordinator must develop and maintain good rapport

6.

with board members.

Use visual aids whenever possible. Crime Stoppers-USA has an excellent video

The board, discussed at length elsewhere in this

The coordinator should never make arbitrary decisions involving

Crime Stoppers on his own.

Rather, he should consult the Chairman or Executive

tape about the program and it's designed to be used when speaking before most

Committee in a mannJ~previously determined. Likewise, the board should consult with

organizations. Your local television station might also be willing to help you develop a

the coordinator before setting policy that could affect him.

documentary about your program. One word of warning, however, about the use of visual
aids.

Don't plan your whole presentation around your visual aids because if there is a

The primary contact between the coordinator and the board comes at the monthly
\

meeting.

The coordinator should be prepared to update the board on the operational

mechanical malfunction, you might be stuck without enough material to fill up your time

activities of the program.

allowance. It also is helpful to take brochures or othel.' written material about Crime
Stoppers along with you.

"Crime of the Week"; reward cases and payment

7.

Bring along a member of your Board of Directors. Crime Stoppers is a united

effort among the community, police and media.

Having a board member assist in the

presentation is invaluable -- it promotes the image that Crime Stoppers is indeed a team

This would include cases which are to be presented as the
recommenda~ions;

past and future public

speaking assignments; and any other items of interest to board members.
In outlining those cases eligible for rewards, the coordinator should include the
following items in his report (see Coordinator's Report in Appendix):

l
\

1.

The caller's code number BUT NO OTHER INFORMATION ABOUT THE

CALLER THAT MIGHT LEAD BOARD MEMBERS TO KNOW THE INFORMANT'S
IDENTITY. This is both protection for the caller and the board.
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2.

A brief sum mary of the caller's information and how valuable it was to

This kind of recognition and pUblicity is good both for the citizen and the Crime

investigators. This might also include the degree of cooperation the caller exhibited and

Stoppers program. It also avoids a common headache faced by most programs -- what to

the quality of the information.

do with citizens who help solve a crime but don't qualify for a Crime Stoppers reward

3.

The number and type

Of

cases solved through the call and the dollar value of

stolen property or narcotics recovered.
4.

because they didn't call the program.

Be sure to issue a press release before the board

meeting' giving the facts about your "Outstanding Citizen" and the fact that there will be

If the caller is a "regular", the coordinator might include a brief history of

a presentation. This shows that your board is emphasizing community involvement.

other cases he has helped solve.
5.

If the case is unique or involVes an unusually large reward recommendation,

G.

LIAJSON WITH THE MEDIA

the coordinator might have the investigator who worked the case available to answer
other questions the board might have for hirif.:r

With most Crime Stoppers programs, the coordinator is responsible for selecting the

Once providing a reward recommendation for the board to consider, the coordinator
should remove himself from discussion about the reward amount.

Essentially this is a

board decision and the coordinator should accept that decision gracefully.

"Crif'ne of the Week." .The "Crime of the Week" is the focal point of publicity for Crime
Stoppers. The board of directors should establish criteria the coordinator can follow in
selecting suitable cases for the "Crime of the Week," but the final decision in this matter

A few Crime Stopper's peograms have established a fixed reward scale where, for
example, a caller is paid $1,000 for information solving a murder; $750 for a rape; $500
for an armed robbery; $250 for a burgll':c'.,j etc. Most programs, however, feel that such

should be left to the coordinator's judgment. He is the one who is closest to the police
department and knows which cases should be included for publicity.
Most Crime Stoppers programs have similar criteria for selecting a "Crime of the

an approach is very inflexible and does not take into consideration any of those variables

Week."

which so often exist when crimes are solved. In a sense, establishing a fixed reward scale

exhausted. This avoids a problem that developed in Albuquerque during the early stages

is an abdication of the board's responsibility and it is not recommended for use other than

of its Crime Stoppers program.

as an extremely broad guideline.

start working on a case until it appeared as "Crime of the Week." Obviously, this defeats

One final word to coordinators and board members about reward amounts -- when in
doubt, go higher rather than lower in your reward amounts.

Crime Stoppers thrives on

The case should be unsolved and all possible investigative leads should be
One detective, make that ex-detective now, would not

one of the purposes of the "Crime of the Week," which is to generate new leads for
investigators after all other efforts have been exhausted.

repeat callers. Informants who go away disappointed with their payments probably will

It is advisable for the coordinator to rotate the type of cases used for the "Crime of

not call again and valuable information might be lost forever. Don't be guilty of being too

the Week." Although violent crimes have top priority, one can't ignore property crimes

cheap. If the program's reward fund is getting low, the board should get busy and raise

since they comprise the majority",_lJf crimes committed in our f:;ociety. Typically, a major

more money. And if the fund has been depleted due to cases being solved, fund raising

city Crime Stoppers program ~ill publicize a murder case one week, a burglary the next,

should not be that difficult a problem.

then anothel' violent crime such as a rape or armed robbery, and then follow that up with

\~"

""

When a program is well-established and well-funded, the poliqe coordinator and

possibly a fugitive or another property crime. This gives all investigative units a chance

board of directors may decide to expand its public relations by rewarding "Outstanding

to have a "headache" crime featured through the media. It also makes the public more

:)

Citizens." In Tucson, Arizona, the SS-CRIME program honors citizens who go out of their
way and risk personal safety to stop a crime or assist in the apprehension of a felon. The

aware of the entire crime spectrum.
Some co()rdinators have complained they sometimes have difficulty finding a
c~rime

"Outstanding Citizen" is given a plaque at a regular board meeting and often a merchant

suitable

provides a complimentary dinner at one of the city's finer restaurants.

communities where some programs have been forced to publicize a "Crime of the Month"

IV-12

to publicize as the "Crime of the Week." This is especially true in smaller
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instead of one weekly. Another problem some coordinators have is that certain detectives

COORDINATING A MAJOR CITY PROGRAM

don't want their cases publicized.
Trouble shooting is a daily task for each police coordinator. It becomes especially

In Austin, Texas, they solved this problem by creating a "Crime Reduction
Committee."

difficult in a large city the size of Houston, which has a population or more than 3 million.

Members of the committee include the supervisors of each investigative

Houston Crime Stoppers has 10 investigators assigned to its program. Sgt. John Gilbert

section. Each week they select one case from their section as a candidate for the "Crime

reflects on some of his problems:

of the Week." They then decide from the candidate cases which one will be featured by
Crime Stoppers.

The next week, the entire process begins anew.

-itThree things stand out as mandatory if our program is to have continued success.

This takes a major

First, in order to maintain an average of a $1,000 per working day payout (about

burden away from the Crime Stoppers coordinator.

$23,000 pel.' month) a constant fund raising campaign must be in effect inbrder to avoid

If your program encompasses multi-jurisdictions, be sure to assist these other

crisis management.

agencies by publicizing some of their unsolved crimes. Have regular meetings with liaison
personnel from other agencies and encourage their participation with the program.

"Second, in order to maintain community-wide awareness of the mechanical

If

operation of Crime Stoppers, the media must be constantly fed with new material. The

done properly, the coordinator can greatly increase communication and rapport between

'Crim~

all local law enforcement agencies.

"Finally, the program will not exist on any permanent basis without the support of

Chapter V: THE ROLE OF THE MEDIA.
The coordinator should remember that publicity is a two-way street.

the line officers as well as the detectives. Without either the program will go under, and

While the

rightfully so, because ultimately it is the ted!pus follow-up by both detectives and line

"Crime of the Week" is an important vehicle to keep Crime Stoppers before the public,

officers that ensures

even more valuable is publicity surrounding the solution of a crime through a call to the

espe~ially if

it is a "Crime of the Week" or was carried earlier as a

story. The media views this as

.

The coordmator can

.~
\

"Obviously, a communication line must be kept open between all law enforcement
personnel in order for c.ases to be worked and sources to be paid. This determines whether

to the

;e~lar

the program is window-dressing or a strong crime-fighting tool that can assist each and

news

every officer in making his job a little easier."

reaffirmation that their efforts are worthwhile.

ma~\<:e

especially on breaking stories.

ll~~ip

When a department has 3,300 like Houston's and

it fUrther are some 18 other tloHce agencies in the city and a total of 59 in the county.

News organizations associated with Crime Stoppers usually take a great deal of
personal pride in announcing that a major crime has been solved through

SUCC(~SS!I

approximately 600 square miles to cover, this can be especially difficult. Complicating

This kind of pUblicity shows that the program is successful and usually

generates even more calls from citizens and more contributions to the reward fund.

program,

The public must know their program is working, so

successful cases must be highlighted.

Details surrounding the production of a "Crime of the Week" is covered in

program.

of the Week' is not enough.

exceptional use of this relationship with the media,
Rewarding members of the media who support Crime

,

"

r.

COORDINATING A RURAL PROGRAM

Stoppers by giving them first break on a major crime being solved is an excellent way to
maintain close rapport.

It also provides a perfect opportunity to "stroke" fellow

detectives by having the media interview them when a case they have investigated is
solved.

Coordinators who go out of their way to praise investigators and field officers

usually avoid internal jealousy that often hfassociated with the position.·

While communication remains the biggest problem for major city Crime Stoppers
coordinators, law enforcement officers administering a rural program also face some
hurdles.
Detective Joe Kishur, who coordinates the Quay County Crime Stoppers program in
tiny (6,000 population) Tucumcari, New Mexico, reveals some thoughts about his
operation:
"The selection of a police coordinator for a rural community is of utmost
importance.

IV-14

Not only will the coordinator be responsible for answering the Crime
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Stoppers telephone and processing the information but, in many instances, he also will do
the follow-up investigative work.

the program's public image and offer a younger point of view when discussions are taking

"This is due to the limited manpower in rural police departments. Therefore, when

very willing and eager to help with fund raising and other events involving Crime

place during your board meetings. You also will find that these high school students are

selecting a coordinator, it would be advantageous to select an individual who not only has

Stoppers.

an extensive investigative background, but one who also can deal with the general public.

"When selecting high school students for the board, look for students who are getting

"In a rural community, the police coordinator will at times be away from the Crime

good grades and who are involved in extra-curricular activities at school. These students

Stoppers telephone for several hours at a time. Therefore, it is an advantage to have a

usually serve a one-year term, as most students you will be selecting will go on to college

second phone, or extension, located where it will receive maximum coverage. This could

J

~

be in thle offic'e of the Chief of Police or the Assistant Chief. When the coordinator is not

I

available to answer the Crime Stoppers telephone, one of these people can do it.
However, the coordinator should advise other assigned personnel when he is going to be
away from the office.

liAs the police coordinator, you will be the most visible representative of the Crime
Stoppers program in your community.

You will be called upon many times to speak to

civic groups and other interested persons about Crime Stoppers.

It is highly recom-

mended, when invited to speak to one of these groups, that a member of your board go

liThe coordinator will have a very close working relationship with his board of

along whh you. This will reinforce to the people in your community that Crime Stoppers

directors. As with other Crime Stoppers programs, the people who make up the board of
directors have their businesses to operate.

in the fall.

is a joint community effort and not just another operation of the police department.

They also will contact the coordinator for

"The coordinator also is responsible for seeing that the 'Crime of the Week' is

advice concerning the program, especially when it's being started in a community.

publicized by the local media.

Periodically, the coordinator should attempt to visit board members on an individual basis.

station, but you generally will have at least one radio station and one newspaper to deal

This way you will be able to listen to their problems and questions concerning Crime

with.

Stoppers without being interrupted by other people, as you would be at other times, such
as a board of directors meeting.

"It's best if the coordinator records the 'Crime of the Week' for the radio station.
They will have the facilities to do this and are usually very willing to assist with this type

IINo matter what the size of the community may be, the selection of the board of

of program.

directors is very important. The board must be made up of people who are interested in

and still not interfere with the general operation of the radio station.
"The sa.me is true with the local newspaper. Talk with the editor and find out when

IIIf you live in a small community, you probably will be familiar with the people in

he must have the written copy of the 'Crime of the Week.' If you are going to be late for

your town who are active in civic work. Some of these people would probably be willing

any reason, call and advise the m.

to serve on the Crime Stoppers board. However, you have to be careful not to get people

"As with every Crime Stoppers program, fund raising is of utmost importance.

who are so involved in other activities that they will not have time to devote to the

There are several ways this can be done. The most common is a direct appeal for funds.

One place to start looking for people who might be willing to serve is at the

One way to reach the entire community is to arrange with the local radio station manager

Chamber of Commerce. This is where you can usually obtain a listing of all civic clubs in
the c:ommunity. From the names that are provided on these listings, you should be able to
find several people who would serve on the board.
"Besides the civic clubs in the community, another source of possible board members

Try to arrange a specific time each week to go to the radio station and

record the 'Crime of the Week.' This way you will be able to use their recording facilities

the welfare of the community and who are willing to work to make that community a
better place for everyone to live.

program.

Most rural communities don't have a local television

f

for the use of his station for an entire day If you obtain this use, the coordinator and
several board members can explain the program and also ask for financial help at the
same time.

Also have some other board members who can go to people's homes or

businesses after they have offered a contribution and pick up the money or checks

is the local high school. Placing two to four high school seniors on the board will add to
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immediately.
radio.

Then, with the contributors' permission, announce their names over the

Most people like to get this type of recognition.

You will find that, if handled

a witness available.
AVOID PERSONAL MEETINGS WITH INFORMANTS. The coordinator is the

3.

correctly, a large amount of money can be raised in a relatively short time.
"Fund raising can also be done in a booth at the county fair. This will give you a
chance to hand out brochures and meet a lot of the people in your community and
surrounding areas.

alternative and the coordinator must make a payoff, it is strongly suggested that he have

You also will be able to answer questions about Crime Stoppers and

talk about success stories. This would be a good place to sell caps with your logo on them
or raffle off something in order to raise funds for your program."

most visible person associated with Crime Stoppers. He is sure to gain"- a. great deal of
notoriety 'in his community. For a variety of reasons, some informants want to meet the
coordinator in person. Unless there is absolutely no alternative, the coordinator should
avoid these personal meetings. He could be walking into a set-up. Of course, there are
exceptions.

In narcotics cases, some informants are willing to make controlled buys or

introduce undercover detectives to dealers.
J.

narcotics

SOME DOS AND DON'TS FOR COORDINATORS

detE~ctives,

This could necessitate a meeting with

the coordinator and an informant.

However, once an introduction

has been made, the coordinator should exit the picture. A meeting also might be justified
Over the course of seven years, Crime Stoppers coordinators representing more than
350 progra.ms have run into a number of problems and delicate situations. As a result of

this combined experience, here is a list of dos and don'ts for prospective coordinators:
1.

DON'T BARGAIN WITH AN INFORMANT.

Many callers will attempt to

bargain with the coordinator about the amount of money they will receive for their
information. This is particularly common among callers who are members of the criminal
element. It is strongly advised that the coordinator avoid setting a firm reward amount.
He can say in the past, the board of directors had paid anywhere from $100 to $1,000
for information solving armed robberies or murders, etc. This establishes a wide reward
range without backing the coordinator into a corner.

If he sets a firm price, the

coordinator is bypassing the authority of the board of directors and risks incurring its
AVOID HANDLING REWARD MONEY. One of the prime reasons the board of

direlctors was created simply was for the benefit of the coordinator and the police
department. It was felt that the police department should not handle reward monies -_
either collecting it or dispersing it.

There are countless ways of paying off a Crime

Stoppers informan1:. Austin, Texas, rotates banks and payments are made by the security
officer.

Albuquerque uses a dry cleaners owned by the program's treasurer.

Other

programs use restaurants or retail businesses and payoffs often are made by someone not
even associated with Crime Stoppers. Whatever the method, it should not include a direct
payment by the coordinator. Handling the reward money can leave the coordinator open
to charges of misconduct by either board members or informants.

IV-1B

cases involving personal meetings with informants, the coordinator should set the time
and place of the meeting and he should take another detective with him as back-up.
4.

AVOID PRIVATE REWARDS. Occasionally a crime victim, or some per"son, or

group will contact Crime Stoppers and offer to put up a private reward if a specific ca3e
will be featured as the "Crime of the Week." These offers, while no doubt made with good
intentions, can cause a number of problems for the program. First, many private rewards
have stipulations that do not parallel Crime Stoppers' guidelines, such as payment for
conviction instead of indictment. Secondly, it circumvents the seiection process used to
pick a "Crime of the Week." This should be an internal process involving detectives and
their supervisors. Thirdly, private rewards are outside the control of the Crime Stoppers
board of directors and therefore cannot be guaranteed.

wrath. The board sets the reward amount, not the coordinator.
2.

if the informant has some physical evidence he wants to give to the coordinator. In all

If there is no

Suggest to those interested in

putting up a private reward that they contribute to the Crime Stoppers reward fund
instead. Make sure there is no implication that their case will get special consideration.
If it is a major case, it probably will end up as a "Crime of the Week" eventually.

5.

DON'T USE THE PROGRAM TO PROMOTE YOURSELF.

presents an excellent career opportunity for the coordinator. Instant
and excellent professional contacts go with the job.

Crime Stoppers

rec;ognition~

prestige

However, the coordinator should

remember that he's part of a team. When making public speaking or media appearances,
he should make every effort to include a member of the board of directors and he should
be free in his praise of the media, the community, and the police officers who do the bulk
of the investigative work. Sadly, a coordinator's enlarged ego has damaged more than one
Cri me Stoppers program.
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6.

KEEP GOOD STATISTICS. This might seem like an obv\ipus suggestion, but

you would be surprised at how many coordinators have failed to keep t;~ack of the number
,I

of cases solved by their Crime Stoppers program or the amount of sll;olen property and
narcotics recovered. Th2 coordinator should keep a running statisti'<:!al "total because it's
the orily way the board of directors, the public and the media will be

a\}~e

to chart th.e

progress of the program. It is also suggested that the coordinator track Crime Stoppers
cases as they go through the court system. The District Attorney's office might be willing
to assist in this matter. Again, this is designed to see-just how well the Crime Stoppers
program is operating.
7.

KEEP YOUR DEPARTMENT INFORMED.

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER IV

Sometim~s/"it's easy to take YOllr

THE POLICE COORDINATOR

own police department for granted. You simply assume everyone-is knowledgeable about
Crime Stoppers. But in Albuquerque, current Crime Stoppers coordinator Detective Carol
Torbett discovered to her surprise thl:l.t a large number of new officers were very ignorant
'"

about the program. This lack of knowledge was the result Of an influx of new officers and
a new retirement system that had resulted in a disproportionate mlmber of veteran
officers leaving the force. Detective Torbett quickly remedied the situation by speaking

r

at every watch briefing for several weeks. A Crime Stoppers training program also has

r

been instituted in the Academy.
8,.

UTILIZE VOLUNTEERS WHEREVER PRACTICAL.

Trained volunteers can

greatly help unburden a coordinator's hect.ic task. Retired police officers can be utilized
to answer the Crime Stoppers telephone. Secretaries or other volunteers can assist with
the filing or statistical reporting.

Tucson's 88-CRIME program uses members of the

Fraternal Order of Police Women's Auxiliary. Coordinator Susan Moore reports that many
officers' wives are interested in their husbands' work and, with proper training, make
exceller:t
however.

vo;~mteers

(

to man telephones at night and on weekends. One word of caution,

All volunteers should be given thorough security checks and should be given

extensive training. But don't be afraid to consider them!

I
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CRIMESTOPPERS
WINSTON-SALEM/FoRSYTH COUNTY
727-2800

WINSTON-SALEM/FORSYTH COUNTY CIRt·1ESTOPPERS
When a call is received from an inform?lnt, a CrimeStoppers form (attachment #1)
is filled out with as much information as canbe obtained and a code number is
assigned to each new caller.

After determining who is handling the case (i .e.,

Ca 11 er Code #_ _ _ _ __

Call Taken By______~
Date/Time
Recei ved._________

Juvenile Section, Vice, Narcotics, County, or other jurisdiction), attachment
#2 (suspect cross ~~ference card) andattaQhment #3 are filled out.

l.

Type of Offense

pink copies of attachment #3 are forwarded to addressee, green copy is forwarded

2.

Location of Offense

to Commander of our BuY'eau, bl ue copy is forwarded to our Intell i gence Secti on,

3.

Date/Time Occurred

and yellow copy is retained in CrimeStoppers office filed in manila folders by

4.

Summary of Offense

Caller Code # along with original sheet (attachment #1).

White and

'''-.

Attachment #4 is filled

'c

out on all outgoing memoranda.

Attachment #5 is filled out for all solved cases

r'

LtJ

taken to.the CrimeStoppers Advisory Board.

::E:

Item IIArrestee is consecutively
li

t-4
0::

U

numbered in order to keep a running tal ley of number of cases solved.

Dollar

LI-

0

amount of recovered stolen property or seized drugs, etc. is recorded in
IIRecoveryll column.
1etters,

When

CI.

(/)

I-

u

w:

Attachment #6 is a sample of Qur stationery for thank-you

~

etc.

memorandum is received by a Division, Section, etc. of the Winston-Salem

-

Police Department, it is logged into a book in that unit, assigned to an officer
to investigate, and a reply is made on the bottom of the memorandum.

The white
SUSPECT # 1

copy is returned to CrimeStoppers and the pink copy is retained by that unit.

"

'./:

SUSPECT # 2

Name
Monthly we compile a report listing type calls received, etc.

z

Address

I-

Race/Sex/Age
Height/c'i
Wei ght/Bo'i 1d

0
t-4

~
0::
0

I..L.
Z
t-4

I-

u

LtJ
0..

(/)

:::>
(/)

z

0
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I..L.

t-40

UJZ

> .....

Hai r/Eyes
Identi fyi ng
Characteristics
- Additional
- Suspects
Make:

Model:

,.

Year:

Color:

Identifying Marks:
Owner:
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Lic.#:
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Were there other witnesses to the crime?

WINSTON-SALEM/FORSYTH COUNTY CRIMESTOPPERS

V"l
l.J.J
V"l
V"l
l.J.J

:z:
I-

1-4

3'

1.

Does Informant wish to remain anonymous? Yes
If no, Name

:z:

Address

Phone

l-

e::(

Will informant talk to Officer investigating case? Yes

3.

Date/Time for Informant to re-contact CRINESTOPPERS.

~

0

ll.-

4.

Does Informant have additional information relating to these particular suspect~

:z:

or any other criminal activity? Yes

1-4

I-

:z:
c:::(

No
Time

CODE :#5:
Suspect Address(es):

I

No

Details:

:E:
~

-

Date

INCIDENT(s):

Suspect Description:

2.

0

1-4

SUSPECT: (include aliases)

No

0

ll.-

:z:

Suspect Vehicle(s):
5.

Has Informant given this information to a law enforcement Agency or Officer?
Case #

Information referred to:
Officer
LLJ

V"l
e::(

u
.......

Date/Time

Victim(s):

Agency

Disposition of Information

:z:
0

t'-'I

le::(

:E:

Was an arrest made as a result of information received? Yes

a
ll.:z:

Arrest Data:

0::

t-1

Use Reverse for Additional Information
No

Grand Jury Indictment/Date

I...L.

0

:z:

\

0

1-4

I1-4

V"l

0

0..
V"l

1-4

0

Information Submitted to CRIMESTOPPERS Board of Directors: Date
Disposition:

>-

~o

-

e::(ll.-

::E Z
::E 1-4

II ~
>

I

::::>

V"l~

u

....Je::(
e::(co

:z:

Time

i,

'$J' ,

i

r

O....J
1-4 ....J
I-e::(
1-4 U

0
00::

e::(O
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WINSTON-SALEM/FORSYTH COUNTY CRIMESTOPPERS
P.O. BOX 3114

I
FILE NO· _ _ _ _ _1

WINSTON-SALEM, NORTH CAROLINA 27102 • PHONE 727-2800
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z:

0
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IV)

0
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Tol _______
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~\.I

SUWECT ___________

:J

.....
0

V)

--~---------.-.----
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If'
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~

0
I-

~

~

0
LLl

0:::

ILLl
LLl
:I:

c:::

LLl

I.J..

LLl

V)

c:::

c.!l
0

-l

-l
-l

c:c
U
I.J..

_-------------------------.----.-.----------~.-----.--. ___ . -- ___.. _ _ _ _ _ _-1

.-._-....-.- _---,--------------....

BY ________- - - - - - -

_________... _._ . ------1

0

~I

LLl

c:::

::::>
I-

c:c
2:

LLl
0..
0..

o

lV)

LLl

~

:E:

.....
c:::

LLl

• z:

u

00
I.J.. :x::
Zo..
..... LLl
-l

I - LLl
ZI-

C:C,

:l:

,:;-:.

c:::

V)
V)

OW
I.J.. 0::

DATE _ _ _ __

2:0
..... 0

c:x::
I

W

:E:

c:c
Z
LLl

::::
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I-

.~

- -

\

LLl
I'e

c:c
0
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CODE
NUMBER

-

DATE

TH1E

INFOR~1ANT INFO.
NAME-ADDRESS-TELEPHONE #

NATURE OF CALL

REFERRED TO:

DISPOSITION
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I
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DATE

CALLER #

ARRESTEE

CHARGE

RECOVERY

1'1 if"NT .s-

DISPOSITION

-
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I

N

(X)

I

.
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I
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Winston- Salem, N. C. 27107

Post Office Box 3114

"A COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT PROJECT"
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AUSTIN CRIME STOPPERS

PROGRM'~ COOF~DIIxATOR

CRIME STOPPERS PROGRAM

'j,'iii PF.OGRAj,1 COOF..DIi~A'l'OR, CF<Ir,:E; STOPPZP.S PhOGF,A!I~, SHALL PE UNDEft '1'HE
LIh.2..C',;: :";U?t;ti.VISIm~ OF 'l'IIE I~iAJOh OF .sPECIAL INVES'l'IGATION DIVISION.
'j,'HE COOIi.DIi-;ATOF. SHALL LE RESPONSIbLE FOR THE DAY '1'0 DAY OPERATION
OF THE Pl1.0GEAI,1, WHICH WILL INCLUDE, BUT NOT BE LIl-IilTED TO THE
FOLLO..IING DUl'IES AND RESPONSIBLIITIES:
'

Se:c. 12

Maintain a complete filing and records system of
the Crime Stoppers Program

Sec. 13

~andling

Sec. 14

Distribution of information received from
informants to the proper investigatigating unit

Sec. 15

Preparation of monthly reports on pro~ram for
director's meeting and Austin Police Department
records

and processing of
informants

incom~~g

calls from

Sec. 1

Selection of the Crime of the Week

Sec. 16

To attend the monthly'Board of Directors meeting
with progress reports on program

Sec. 2

Coordination between the media for the Crime of
the Week portrayal

Sec. 17

l'Jlake award re commendations to the Board of
Directors

Sec. 3

Preparation of all press release materials
relating to the Crime of the Week

Sec. 18

Serve as a laison betWeen the media, Board of
Directors, and the Austin Police Department

i

Sec. 19

Public speaking and promotion of the Austin
Crime Stopper3 Program

!

Sec. 20

Those duties not defined, but necessary for the
proper maintenance of the program

Sec. 4

,

I

I

i

Obtaining all necessary clear.ances and releases
from the victims and owners of filming locations
for-the re-enactment of the Crime of the Week

Sec. 5

Securing of large props necessary for re-enactment

Sec. 6

Securing of any weapons and blank ammunition
needed for the re-enactment

Sec. 7

Arrange for any security or traffic control needed
for the re-creation area

Sec. S

Assist in the location of actors and maintain
an active card file for location of actors

Sec. 9

Will have final approval of ~cript and video
material in the Crime of the Week

Sec. 10

Will select what information wilJ,. be released
in the Crime of the Week

Sec. 11

Will screen all reports and paperwork pertinent
to the pro gram-
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CRIME STOPPERS
CRIME OF THE WEEK

JUNE 14, 1983

....

CRIME STOPPERS HUNTS
KILLER OF STEPHEN TIPPIT
FOR NEWS RELEASE: TUESDAY, APRIL 20, 1982

MEMO TO:

AUSTIN CRIME STOPPERS BOARD OF DIRECTORS

FROM:

GEORGE VANDE RHULE , PROGRAM COORDINATOR

SUBJECT:

REWARD RECOMMEND.ATION FOR JUNE '83' BOARD MEETING

On January 27, 1981 the murder of Stephen Allen Tippit was featured as Crime

Stoppers Crime of the week. He had been killed in the winter of 1980. On
January 28, 1981 the Crime Stoppers office received a phone call from a subject
stating they had information on the Crime of the week, but was not interested in
the reward. The subject gave the name of Henry Johnson as the one involved in
the murder.

This week, Crime Stoppers is offering a $1,000.00 reward for information leading to the arrest and Grand Jury Indictment of the person or
persons responsible for the execution style killing of Stephen Allan
Tippit. Steve Tippit was murdered in the winter of 1980 and Police
still do not have any solid leads in the case.
On DecemQer 5, 1980, Stephen Tippit left his motorcycle shop located at 3600 South Lamar at approcimately 11:00 AM. Tippit had in his
possession the daily deposit from the business and had stated to employees that he was going to make the deposit at the bank, but that
he was going by a friend's house first. The friend was going to show
him the proper way to carry and use a . 45 caliber automatic pistol.
Tippit drove to the home of Henry Johnson at 602 B Kinney Ave. where
he remained for a short period of time before leaving to conduct his
business. At approximately 3:00 PM employees of Tippit's motorcycle
shop saw TipDit driving southbound on South Lamar in front of the shop
in his yellow 1972 Volkswagon 2 door, accompanied by a white male
passenger. The vehicle was headed in the direction of Oak Hill. This
was the last time Stephen Allan Tippit was seen alive.
On the afternoon of December 6, 1980 Steve Tippit's vehicle was
found abandoned in the Westgate Mall parking lot in front of Woolco
Department Store. Inside the vehicle was Tippit's wallet, bank deposit
and his .45 automatic pistol. Later that same afternoon two men driving down Cooke Road in Southwest Travis County near Oak Hill found the
body of Steve Tippit off to the side of the road. There appeared to
be no sign of a struggle and robbery did not appear to be a motive as
Tippit still had $400.00 cash on his person. Tippit seems to have
bees forced to get down on his knees and shot in the back of the head
twice in an execution style killing.
If you have any information as to who killed Stephin Tippit or can
help bring some light to this case, give Crime Stoppers a call at
472-TIPS. You could earn a $1,000.00 reward if the information leads
to an arrest and Grand Jury Indictment. Callers do not have to reveal
their names and all calls will be kept confidenta1. Crime Stoppers will
also pay rewards on other felony crimes.

Suspect Henry Johnson was questioned and volunteered to take a polygraph exam.
He took the test and did not pass it. Shortly thereafter he disappeared and left
no forwarding address. On April 20, 1982 the case was again featured as the
Crime of the week.
Two months ago Henry Johnson was arrested in Alabaml for two murders. He
gave an Austin address and Alabama investigators checked with Travis County
Sheriff's Offi.ce and learned he was a suspect in an Austin murder. The suspect
confessed to the Tippit murder after receiving a 25 year prison sentence for the
Alabama cases. He is also a suspect in a kidnapping and extortion case, in Georgia.
RECOMMENDA'I10N:
is made.

Since the informant did not wish a reward no recommendation

SUSPECTS ARRESTED:
1
PROPER1Y RECOVERED: NONE
REWARD RECOMMENDATION: NONE

CASES CLEARED:
CLASSIFICA TION:

,
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INVESTIGATION FOLLOW-UP
OF SS-CRIME CALLS

I

AUSTIN CRIME STOPPERS

C RIM E

S TOP PER'S

TUCSON, AZ

Note to investigating agency: These reports are sent to our Board of
Directors for their consideration in determining the amount of reward
to be given. Return within 10 days. If insufficient, check "A" under
disposition. f~ belng lnvestlgated, note same and return. We will ask
caller to CQntact you directly if they call again. Sena additional follow-up
upon arrest or close of case.

ACT 0 R S

SS-CRIME #

------------------------Da~e

NAME : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,
FIRST
LAST
HO~IE ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

of Call

--------------------------

Agency Assigned__________________Case Num0er ____________________________
Investigation assigned to Officer

-------------------------------------Badge number
-------------------Date assigned---------------------------Date of arrest or summons
-----------------------------------------------(circle one)

PHONE: HOME _ _ _ _ _ _WORK _ _ _ __
AGE __WHOM DO YOU LOOK LIKE ______
HEIGHT_ _ _ WEIGHT_ _BUILD_ _ __

I

HAIR COLOR
LENGTH_ _ _ STYLE _ __
EYE COLOR _ _ _FACIAL HAIR _ _ _ __

:

Name of Suspects
and/or Arrestees

Address

DOB

/

/

/

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES_ _ _ _ __
~(INCLUDE COMPLEXION)

/

~-----------------------------------------en

Charges

/
/

t-O

~ACCESS
0...

TO DIFFERENT STYLES OF CLOTHES ________

DISPOSITION- CHECK ONE

u..
1-0-------------------------------------------

~SHIRT/BLOUSE

A.
Information insufficient to initiate investigation-closed.
B. ----------Investigation initiated on O(date) ____________________
C.
Case closed by arrest of suspects.

PANTS SIZE
/_
g:JACKET SIZE
HAT SIZE
SHOE _ __
1AKE-UP EXPERIENCE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
o

SIZE

:r/

u
~RATE
~

YOUR ACTING ABILITY 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - I
LEAST
MO:

~LIST THE TIf~ES YOU \10ULD NORf~ALLY BE AVAILABLE
~TO

0...

DO A CRIME STOPPER'S RE-CREATION.
r'~ONDAY _ _ _ TUESDAY_ _ _ WEDNESDAY_ _
THURSDAY

FRIDAY

WEEKEND _ __

**IF YOUR PERSONAL VEHICLE COULD BE USED IN THf
RE-CREATION, PLEASE LIST MODEL AND COLOR BELOW.

I

Below give a brief synopsis of the case. Indicate how helpful information
was in solving case and whether or not case could have been made without
caller's information. Please note if there were outstanding warrants for
the suspect, prior record and if additional arrests are pending.Also note
how many other cases were cleared by this arrest.

I

I
J
I
Total monetary value and description of property/narcotics recovered$

Suggested reward for informantS
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CHAPTER V - CRIME STOPPERS AND THE MEDIA
By:

---1
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Joe Jerkins - General Manager, KVUE-TV - Austin, TX and Member of Board of
Directors Crime Stoppers- USA, Inc.
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CHAPTER V
CRIME STOPPERS AND THE MEDIA

Crime Stoppers began as an effort to use media to solve a spectacular unsolved
crime in Albuquerque in 1976. It has succeeded and spread because of its unique blend of
media, police, and public activity and interest.

Each plays a vital role and, where they

work closely together, the results are spectacular. The media role is principally to serve
as a link between the police and the public. Media build public support for the program,
citizen involvement in fighting crime, and constantly remind potential informants of the
way to pass on information anonymously and possibly receive cash rewards.
A.

~~In

a Republic, every citizen is entrusted in some
measure, with the public safety, and acts an
important part for its weal or woe."

GETTING STARTED

Crime Stoppers has four distinct "publics" it must influence. The largest, of course,
is the general citizenry of the area. The next is the group of potential informants. The
third is composed of the people who run the media. The fourth is made up of the police
officers, prosecutors, judges, and others in the law enforcement community.

Each

"public" deserves and requires some special attention.
Since this chapter deals principally with media, it is assumed that there is a

U.S. Supreme Court Justice Joseph Story (1779·
1845), Misc. Writings, 448.

covenant (at least tentative) with the chief executive of the appropriate police agency,
and that a good civilian board of directors is being recruited.

Select the media most

likely to produce immediate results.
Media come in many forms, but there are only two broad categories:

print,

including newspapers, magazines, billboards, bumper stickers, pamphlets, etc.; and electronic, including television (both over the air and cable) and radio. Each medium has its
own particular strengths and weaknesses.

Newspapers and magazines can carry longer

stories, and the reader can reread an article to pick up details, but they lack the sound
and motion that lend dramatic impact.

Radio has sound and drama and can schedule

announcements many more times, but it lacks a picture of the scene or the culprit that
might trigger a memory.

Television has the ability to reenact a crime with uncanny

realism, but it lacks the scheduling flexibility of radio, the "rereadability" of newspapers,
and has restrictions on the amount of time allowed for recreations.
The media are needed for two principal activities: 1) presentation of the Crime of
the Week, and 2) presentation of stories and announcements about the general operations
and successes of Crime Stoppers. Both of these activities will help produce information
about criminal activity, and the latter will help produce financial support.
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But what is the Crime of the Week? It is the presentation by television, radio, or

The exclusive arrangement usually makes the station's commitment stronger. It also

newspaper of a crime that has reached an investigative dead end in the police department.

will reduce some of the production problems.

Television can do a dramatic reenactment.

Newspapers and radio can carry a narrative

granted to one station, the Crime-of-the-Week news release must be distributed to all

description. The goal of Crime of the Week is to solve that crime, of course, but much

media, not only to avoid charges of public employees (the police) working for one medium,

more than that. It builds public interest and serves as a constant reminder that Crime

but to ensure the widest covenge.

But even if reenactment exclusivity is

Stoppers exists and pays rewards for clearing any felony crime. In deciding which media

Where one station doe£( a reenactment, other stations in the community may have an

to approach about Crime of the Week, you should aim for broad coverage of the

anchorman or "feature news" reporter do a stand-up or "walk-through" presentation at the

community, but you also must keep in mind that the quality of the reenactment and the

scene or an interview with the police eoordinator.

scheduling of the Crime of the Week will have a major effect on your success. We'll talk
about producing it later, but now let's talk about getting media to use it.

If there is only a cable system in the community, check to see if its management
would consider running the Crime of the Week on a channel. It may have to be produced
in a different way, but it could still do the job.

B.

GETTING MEDIA INVOLVED

If there is no television at all, radio and newspaper can be quite effective and they
are needed, even with television.

A Crime-of-the-Week reenactment is ideal television fare. It can be very dramatic.
It can attract the attention of the public.

community.

It can improve a station's image in the

department, the most popular radio station, and strongest newspaper, prepare a packet of

Carrying a

information. It should include a description of the way Crime Stoppers works, its success

reenactment every week is beneficial to the station, but it also requires commitment.

nationally and in other cities of comparable size, a listing of local board members, a

Producing a reenactment takes time and money. Normally the station bears that expense.

statement of why Crime Stoppers is needed., a description of responsibilities of a TV

Success depends upon a commitment to run the segment every week in the same place,

station (Appendix 2), a description of the advantages of association with Crime Stoppers

ideally in both early and late newscasts on the same day. Locating the Crime of the Week

(Appendix 1), and any other pertinent information. Make an appointment with the general

in the newscast does three positive things:

manager of the targeted television station. Take the head of the sponsoring police agency

(1)
(2)
(3)

It might even have some effect on improving ratings.

After identifying the television station with the strongest, most aggressive news

Ensures attentive audience (viewers are more likely to watch the Crime of the

and the chair of the civilian board to the meeting. Present the information packet. Show

Week along with other news stories than in an isolated public service position).

the promotional tape if possible.

Ensures a larger audience than does "public affairs" or other locally originated

machine to play back the tape when you set up the appointment.

programs.

arrangements to take a player and monitor with you.) Offer a list of TV stations in cities

Provides "legitimacy," or a "blessing," by the station's news department.

of similar size which produce and carry the Crime of the Week.

In some Crime Stoppers communities, several or all television stations do reenactments, sometimes pooling their efforts.

The Crime Stoppers Program and the police

should offer all segments of the print and electronic media the opportunity to participate.
A number of successful programs have worked out an arrangement for reenactments

(Note:

Inquire whether the station has the proper
If not, make

Remind the manager of the advantages of association with Crime Stoppers as shown
on the list in your packet. Advise him of the commitment needed from the station --

a

commitment to support the program with stories about its start-up, progress, and with
public service announcements as well as producing Crime-of-the-Week reenactments.

on a single station, usually the one with the strongest, most aggressive news department.

Finally, ask for the commitment. Don't be surprised if he wants to confer with his

Most of the time, the station would prefer an exclusive arrangement for reenactments

news director and others and check with stations in other cities. Stress the importance of

and, absent a "pooling" arrangement, it is probably not feasible for the police to

his station to the success of the program and the need to move as rapidly as possible to

participate in separate reenactments of the same crime.

make a commitment. This commitment is important. Giving him sufficient time to make
an enlightened commitment is also important.
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decision. After he has committed his station to the program, consider asking him to serve

program coordinator and

on the board. Regular familiarity with the successes and problems of Crime Stoppers will

Additionally, some cases may be selected for their crime prevention value (e.g., to

help keep him committed.

discourage a rapist from striking again, or more frequently, by featuring one of his recent

Follow a :o;imilar pattern with the publisher of each newspaper and the general

funnt~ling

it through the case investigators and their superiors.

rapes, or by selecting residential burglaries to run before the Christmas holiday season to

manager of each radio station. Make up an information packet similar to the one listed

alert

for television.

selection, the difficulties of production should be kept in mind. Among these are casting,

Use the appropriate materials from the appendices.

consuming but is necessary to ensure a polished presentation.

This can be time-

Ask the publisher for a.

citi~ens

to the increase in burglaries during that time of year.)

In making the

unusual costumes, props, or vehicles and difficulty of clearing locations.

front-page position. Ask the radio manager for multiple runs in newscasts over a broad

Before any other step is taken, the coordinator must obtain the permission of the

time span on the same day the television and newspaper features run. Always ask for a

victim (or the next of kin in homicides or cases where the victim is unable to give

commitment to the total program with start-up stories, follow-up stories, public service

permission). This is critical because bad publicity could be created for the program by

announcements (in radio), as well as Crime of the Week. Also, try to get the same kind of

having a rape victim or a business complain to unfriendly members of the press that they

series included if the paper publishes any kind of annual "newcomers" or city information

were "shocked" to see their crime reenacted on TV without their permission.

section.

permission can't be obtained, choose another case.

The fourth "public" is also important to the success of Crime Stoppers, but that

If

Sample release forms are in the

appendix to Chapter VIII.

discussion is saved until later.

Selection should be made a

couplr~

of weeks in advance of the publication date. This

is necessary to provide ample production time. Usually the actual location shooting will
C.

THE CRIME OF THE WEEK

be five to seven days prior to air date. By always having two cases prepared in advance,
there is a backup available in the event a case is solved before airing.

The Crime of the Week is the heart of the promotion for the program. It must be
selected with care.

Next, the coordinator should write a short narrative setting forth the facts of the

It is almost always an unsolved case which has reached an

investigative dead end.

case.

There is usually a sufficient number of such cases available to

It should include sufficient detail to describe the events, location! and persons

involved.

..

The release should always end with the offer of a reward in the case, the

achieve some variety in the presentation. A steady diet of the same kind of crime will

assurance of anonymity, the phone number, and a reminder that rewards are also paid for

likely produce a loss of interest in the public.

other felony crimes. It might read like this:

In selecting a Crime of the Week--

especially at the beginning of the program -- crimes should be evaluated on a "person"
ll

rather than a "business priority.

"Crime Stoppers is offering a $1,000 reward this week for information leading
to the arrest and indictment of the persons responsible for this homicide. Call
Crime Stoppers at 472-TIPS. You do not have to give your name. Crime
Stoppers will also pay for information on other felony crimes."

You want to create the idea that Crime Stoppers is

trying to help people, rather than solve business crimes. Don't show a lot of burglaries of
businesses, or even armed robberies of businesses, unless they can be done from the

1

The one-week limitation on the $1,000 reward is recommended because it puts a time

~

victim's (clerk/attendant/etc.) point of view. In order to perpetuate public support of the
program, try to continue having this "victim" sensitivity in every Crime of the Week.
Don't run off a series of crimes committed by members of a minority group which might
give an erroneous impression of bias.
Selection should AL WA YS be made by the police agency.
selection is made by the coordinator alone.

In some cities, the

In other cities, a group of commanding

pressure on people with information. If there is no time limit, the informant may feel

t

~

!

I

that he has "money in the bank" that he can draw on anytime. The seven-day restriction

I

makes the value perishable. Several major crimes have been cleared from tips received

I

late on the seventh day.
When the release is completed, deliver or man it to all media. Delivery is better
because it assures timely receipt and gives you accountability if the Crime of the Week is

officers make the selection from cases nominated by the various divisions. This system

not published or broadcast on time. It shows the importance attached to the medium and

has the advantage of removing the pressure for selecting the Crime of the Week from the

the mate:rial and it frequently offers an opportunity to give an oral report on the progres3.
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It is essential that the Crime of the Week run on the same day and the same place

~

each week, but the way it is done will depend on the medium.

IiH

lesser audio quality, is to make a cassette recording, connect the player to the phone with
alligator clips, and have the radio stations record over the telephone.
Radio stations can schedule this 60 to 90-second feature several times during the

D~

NEWSPAPERS

day; perhaps during early and late drive time, around noon and late night. The stations

know how to maximize the cumulative audience and the Crime of the Week can be a very
Whether there is a ·daily, or only a weekly newspaper in your community, it is what

good attention-getter. Again, there are distinct advantages in running it within the
newscasts, as noted earlier.

your citizens read for local news. Since a front-page position is preferable, ask for it.
H~mgygf,

it's Qrob!;!'bly

bgtt~r

to h!;!'Ye !;!, regul§'r

glg,Qg §:§,~h we~k

th§,n to

b~

left to flo!;!,t

F.

throughout the paper if front-page exposure is limited. There should be a logotype for

TELEVISION

your program. This piece of artwork serves as the symbol for the organization and the
newspaper or TV station.

A design used by Crime Stoppers in another city may be

The television station should be committed to running a number of things in addition

adapted, after first getting their permission.
newspap~r

to the Crime of the Week sueh as background stories describing the program before

story should always use the logo. It is most important that the story

operations actually begin; follow-up stories when cases are cleared; periOdic progress

to reward, anonymity, and other crimes. In addition to publication of

the Crime of the Week, the newspaper can help the program by dropping the logo into

reports on successes; and public service announcements for image building and fund
raising.

open spots instead of using other filler material, as well as by running background articles

Producing the Crime of the Week on television presents the greatest problems as

The
include

reference'~

explaining the program.
E.

RADIO
Radio presentation can take a number of forms.

announcers read the release.
record the release.
music.

Some stations prefer that their

Others prefer to have the Crime Stoppers coordinator

A few have produced reenactments with actors, sound effects, and

That approach is very time consuming and difficult.

Having the coordinator

describe the crime offers several advantages. It lends credibility; it offers variety from

I
I
I

well as the greatest opportunity. Try to have it run within the station's prime newscasts.
Ask for those positions!
Production problems will be eased if the station will assign the same personnel to
work on the feature each week or, at the very least, the same producer. Ask for it!
To be effective, Crime of the Week reenactment should be as faithful as possible in
reproducing the details of the crime -- the sequence of events, dialogue, and action. The

closer it is to being accurate and creating the proper mood, the better the chance of
solving the crime. Remember that the reenactment is trying to trigger a response from
an innocent and, often unknowing, witness as well as from someone with intimate

the usual station voices; and it builds familiarity with the name and voice of a person who

knowledge of the crime.

will be receiving information over the phone.

television that the "fight" he saw was really a mugging, or that the "college kids horsing
around l1 was really the beginning of a rape.

(See the Television section for more

details.) In addition to the standard. ending mentioned above, the coordinator should close
with "this. is Officer Ben Blue with the My town Police Department."
If the coordinator is going to read the release and there are many stations
participating, you may need to distribute the tapes along with the written release.
Frequently, a "master" can be recorded at

on~

Cases have been cleared by a witness who learned from

In preparing his news reles,se, the coordinator will usually pick up a copy of the
offense report and talk with the investigator to get any additional details which may not
have been included in the report.

It is most helpful if the report and the additional

station. Sometimes that station will offer

information can be shared with the TV producer so that he can accurately plan what needs

to "dub" or transfer enough copies for all the stations. Or you can permit the others to

to be included and excluded in the reenactment. SPECIAL NOTE: If the proposed Crime

"dub" their

co~ies

from the "master" you I?rovide. A most convenient method, although of

of the Week needs to be run longer than the ideal 60 to 90 seconds because of several
locations or descriptions of multiple suspects (or for other justifiable reasons), OR, if it
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contains graphic sexual or violent situations, this should be cleared with the television
station manager prior to taping the recreation. The coordinator should arrange a meeting

require more acting ability and untrained actors may not be realistic enough. They also
may be reluctant to be seen in that kind of role.

with the decision-making manager at the station (probably the news director, executive
producer, or perhaps the general manager) to review the case and explain the reason why

H.

LOCATION

a particular problem exists and why the added length or graphic scene may be needed to
solve the case. At that time, the problem will be resolved by determining the way it can

Try to shoot in the exact location where the crime occurred. Obviously, the owner's

be staged before the cameras to meet the prevailing community standards. Regardless, if

permission and cooperation must be obtained.

the crime d~als with a sexual matter, or ts of a violent nature, the introducti~m tQ th~

Drought to justice.

Crime of the W~ek should ALWAYS contain a "VIEWER DISCRETION" advisory.

See

wish to reenact the crime, look for an alternate location that could be made to resemble

Appendix 3 for Typical Schedule for production of Crime of the Week dealing with the

the true site in the important details by careful selection of camera angles. Try to take

areas of responsibility and preproduction requirements.
Experience shows that often there are discrepancies between the offense report and

the producer along when you check the site. In this way, he can plan the shooting of the
scenes by spotting important camera positions, electrical sources and potential problems

what may have actually happened. The coordinator or TV producer may want to contact

such as the need for crowd or traffic control.

However, if the

own~r!s

Most owners want to see the criminals

permissiefl is flet ferthceming and you still

the victim/witnesses directly to confirm facts and sequence of events. Also, most offense
reports do not include a physical description of the victim, witnesses and the clothing they

I.

PROPS

were wearing at the time of the crime. This is information that is vital to restaging the
event as closely as possible. Detectives often take pictures of victims of violent crimes
in order to prove in court that there was bodily injury. This photo can be valuable for the
producer to cast his actors and actresses. Casting of suspects may be facilitated by the
use of composite sketches, or mug shots of the prii'fl. l:! suspects in the case.

These too

should be gathered by the coordinator and supplied to the TV producer for casting.

Props and clothing are important.

Most of the pertinent items can be borrowed.

I

Some may be expendable or must be destroyed.

}
i

accounts until needed and use some of the interest for this purpose. Again, good camera

I
I

take care of these.

A small budget should be available to

Some programs place their reward funds into interest-bearing

angles can often simUlate destruction without destroying.

Auto dealers and individuals

will lend cars if the program is explained and there is liability insurance.

G.

CASTING

usually have this coverage.

Try to match key details and the "look" of the crime.

Weapons present a special problem.
Volunteer actors may be found in little theater groups, school drama departments,
the police department, supermarkets, shopping malls, . . • in fact, anywhere there are

Most stations

It should always be the responsibility of the

coordinator to secure needed weapons and blank ammunition, if required.

Again, the

weapon must closely resemble the one described in the offense report.

people. The most important consideration is that the key actors closely resemble the key
figures in the case in size, coloring, and other important features. An exact match is next

J.

SHOOTING

to impossible but the closer the better. Consider purchasing a collection of mustaches,
wigs, and make-up to alter appearances. Blond hair pieces can be temporarily darkened

Most stations will be shooting the crime on portable videotape equipment.

with eye liner, then washed out for use again.
The ability to act is less important. Usually scenes will be short and most people

equipment is quite versatile and can be used almost anywhere, but some lighting may be
required for night and interior scenes. The location must have sufficient power available.

can "play-like" for a brief scene. Obviously, certain scenes are more difficult, but many

In a remote location, a generator or battery-operated lights may be required.

amateurs respond well, especially if the sequences are shot in chronological order so that

reenactment should be shot at the time that closely simulates the time of the crime.

the "actors" know what motivates the action and diaiogue.

Often, twilight can have a nighttime look.

V-l0
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objects and only a little artificial light is needed on the actors. The producer should have

M.

FINISIDNG UP

!

prepared a "shot sheet," a list of the camera shots which will be taken, in advance. It is
desirable to have the investigating officer on hand to ensure that the details are correct.

Having the opening and closing narratives filmed at the crime scene adds greatly to

This also creates good internal relations and helps the officer to feel that the crime is
still "his" case. Often, it is desirable to have the victim or witness on hand to serve as a

the mood and also serves to separate the reenactment from the regular news. You should
also superimpose the word "reenactment" or IICrime Stoppers reenactment ll several times

"technical advisor" for the dialogue and action.

during the performance. The logo and phone number should also be used over the closing

But remember that he may wish to

of the feature mentioning anonymity and rewards for other felony crimes. Crime of the

"rewrite" the facts to make them more flattering to him.

TN ggk
K.

h~~

a tWQfQld

EDITING

other crimes.

Scripting and editing the reenactments should be the responsibility of the station.

N.

The producer knows far more about building drama and attention getting.

pur~Qse

-- clearing that dead-end case and encouraging calls about

FOLLOW-UP

But the

coordinator should check for accuracy and inclusion or omission of key details. It is not

When an arrest is made as a result of a Crime of the Week tip, call all media. Let

necessary to produce an "epic, 11 for a very creditable and successful job can be done in 90

them know what happened. Be sure to give credit to the line officers working the case.
I

seconds or less. Much longer than that may cause the viewer to lose interest.

"It was cleared by Sergeant Barney Miller acting on information furnished by a Crime

I

Stoppers tip as a result of the Crime of the Week presentation last Monday." Everybody
L.

NARRATION

Narration can be done by a station staff member or by the coordinator. Using the
coordinator offers several advantages and a few disadvantages.

Visibility of the trained

police officer lends credibility to the reenactment, and being on camera makes the officer
familiar to the public.

He becomes an instant IIcelebrityll welcomed into the homes of

thousands of families weekly.

When people meet him on the street, they are instantly

reminded of Crime Stoppers.

When informants call, they feel comfortable talking to a

"friend," not just a disembodied voice.

Yet this familiarity is also a disadvantage.

order to read the narration properly.

He may require some intensive work in

If the station decides that one of its own people

should do. the narration, then accept that decision.

I

I

gets credit and Crime Stoppers gains extra credibility with all of its publics.
Remember, because information gathered through Crime Stoppers is from anonymous sour'ces, it cannot be used alone as the basis for arrest and indictment.

It is the

investigator who gathers the evidence and makes the case and he deserves the credit.
Future relations will be improved by giving it to him and he should be the person called

1

upon if media want interviews.
O.

OTHER PROMOTION

He

cannot do undercover work. He will lose some of his privacy. Another disadvantage is
that he is not a trained television performer.

I
I

This alternative also has disad-

Continued success of a Crime Stoppers program will depend on what the four publics
think of it.

Initially, the image will be built on the success of Crime Stoppers in other

communities and the promises of future success. But promises will not last long.
most important that the publics are kept informed of progress.

It is

Publicizing the

vantages. The station newsperson will seem to be an advocate of the program, possibly

effectiveness is not only good for your Crime Stoppers, but it allows the media to "pat

diminishing his credibility as an objective journalist.

itself on the back" by offering tangible proof that the program they support is working.

Then, too, the public may be

tempted to call the station personality with the information rather than the trained police
investigator at the Crime Stoppers number.

When statistics are reported to the board each month, they can be sent to media
either in the same form or rewritten as a news release. Newspapers or. magazines might
print a table or a narrative story. Radio and TV might use a news story or convert it into
a public service announcement. Editorial comment might be forthcoming in any medium.
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Stoppers has cleared 35 felony crimes so far. That's 1.15 cases each day the program has

nager
and phone number. Talk to the store owner or r n
a . In addition., speak to the
newspaper advertising department. Their representatives might help sell the idea.

been in operation." Or, "Anytown Crime Stoppers has recovered more than $200 worth of

Postage Meters -- Some businesses have converted the Crime Stoppers logo to a

Statistics can be made more interesting by producing comparisons.

"Any town Crime

stolen property for each dollar they have paid out in rewards. That's a good investment."

postage meter ad and use it on their letters. Others rubber stamp tile logo on remittance

Any of the media may do gene'ral interest stories or features. These may be sparked
either by the statistical

progres~l

r'eport or by a particular case.

reporter may begin his investigation with a skeptical attitude.

advisories as they send checks to suppliers each month.

In some cases, the

Decals -- For store or car windows.
Placards or Posters -- For store windows and bulletin boards.

Many reporters are

idealists and tend to iook at any pro-law enfoi'c;ement activity as being' somehow antifreedom or of questionable morality. (See Chapter VII: ETHICS AND MORALITY OF CRIME

Match Folders -- For distribution, including jails.

STOPPERS.) Usually, the reporter is won over by the facts and the story becomes a true
reflection of the program.

P.

Prepare a pamphlet describing the local program"

THE FOURTH PUBLIC

It should include the salient

points -- rewards for arrest and indictment on felony crimes, complete anonymity, and

The police officers, prosecutors, judges, and others in the law enforcement

the sources of money for rewards. It should also ask for financial support. Most operating

community make up a fourth public which is also important. Without their cooperation,

programs have prepared such pamphlets and copies of these are available.

the program cannot succeed.

There are several other print media such as match folders and phone stickers which

As the program develops, spend time selling them that

Crime Stoppers can work in their area.

Most of the same tools will work here. Other

can give silent reminders of the Crime Stoppers telephone number. It could be as simple

cities have achieved success and "they certainly have no better law enforcement people

as "Crime Stoppers PAYS!

They ar,e seen often, if only briefly. Their cumulative effect is good and they reinforce

than we have."
It was assumed at the beginning of this chapter that the chief executive of the

other activity. A good way to get board members more actively involved in the program

police agency has agreed to support the program J but perhaps additional comment will be

is to ask them to approach the owners or managers of these media and enlist their aid in

helpful.
This officer is a vital part of the fourth public, so it is imperative that he fully

472-TIPS."

Most of these can carry little more than that.

making the program more effective.
Billboards -- Ftee sPace is freqUently offered

a local agency providing the

understand the progtam and hoW it will operate.

posters, either free or at cost.

He must be willing to make a full

commitment down the chain of command to his staff officers, bureau commanders, and on

Bumper Stickers -- A traveling billboard.

Also a good way to get the message

across in a language other than English, if one is prevalent in the area.

down to his line officers.

If the chief executive is committed to the program and has

Stickers are

made it clear to all of his supervisors that he expects from them the same dedication, a

Check the Yellow Pages under "Screen

great many of the potential internal problems will be eliminated before they can occur.

Printing." Ask the printer to donate the work or ask for a reduced rate and get someone

Once the program becomes operational, it is equally essential that the coordinator keep

else to pay for it.

the chief executive informed on the progress and successes of the program. In addition,

usually printed by the silk-screen method.

Have the stickers placed on police cars, taxis, delivery trucks and

buses.

'I

Grocery Sacks -- Many grocery clJ.ains have printing on bags which go into a lot of

the chief executive should be invited to participate in all public functions the Crime

homes. Talk to the store owner or manager. The additional cost of printing the Crime

Stoppers program may sponsor.
The same (or similar) team that calls on the media executives should make a

Stoppers message on them is relatively modest.

personal call on the chief prosecutor to explain the program and ask for his cooperation.

Newspaper Ads -- Many area stores use large amounts of newspaper advertising.
Often, there is room in that advertising to add a small copy of the Crime Stoppers logo

V-14

Take along a packet much like the media one. Be prepared to answer legal questions by
referring to Chapter VIII: CRIME STOPPERS AND THE LAW.
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telephone solicitation where he gets most of the money. If lotteries or raffles

A similar call might be made on the presiding judge or at a meeting of judges. It

are, or might be, illegal don't give away a car by selling chances.

could be most helpful if they know h,;)w Crime Stoppers works.

STOPPERS is a good name. Keep that good public image.

Within the lower ranks of the police department, selling Crime Stoppers may be
difficult before it is operational. A few successful arrests will do the trick IF you give
the officers who act on the Crime Stoppers information, do the investigative work, and
make the arrest, full credit for their work.
To ensure cooperation between Crime Stoppers and other law enforcement agencies
in the same or adjoining jurisdictions, a courtesy call should be paid to the chief executive
of each agency even though they may not be directly participating at that time. These
agencies should also include the local offices of federal and state investigative agencies
(FBI, Secret Service, State Police, etc.).

The resources of Crime Stoppers should be

offered to these agencies should they have important unsolved cases that they feel may be
good candidates for the Crime of the Week.

In doing so, you will ensure that other

investigative agencies understand your program, how it works, and you will create a sense
of "good will" between Crime Stoppers and these agencies.

In addition, you will have

opened the door to their offers of aid and assistance to the program.
Q.

A FINAL NOTE

A few reminders:
(1)

Never offer to buy time or space on media.
almost entirely to rewards.

Your funds should be devoted

The media representatives are good citizens of

the community and will provide assistance as a public service. Get their firm
commitment to the entire program when they agree to .air and publish the
Crime of the Week.
(2)

Don't become outraged if Crime Stoppers doesn't get proper credit on a case
or if it occasionally gets an unfavorable story.

Contact the editor or news

director and present the facts in a calm, rational, and helpful manner. Unless
the story was grossly in error, there probably won't be a retraction or a
correcting story, but better reporting will occur the next time.
righteous indignation will

~ave

Anger and

a negative effect. One story in one medium

probably will have very little long-term effect.
(3)

Protect your good name. In your zeal to raise money, don't lend it to methods
which might be questionable. Your media contacts will not protect yoti from a
bad public reaction.

Don't let a shady promoter use Crime Stoppers for a
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APPEI\TDIX 1

ADVANTAGES OF ASSOCIATION WITH CRIME STOPPERS

A.

APPEI~DIX

TO CHAPTER V

ADVANTAGES OF ASSOCIATION WITH CRI:ME STOPPERS FOR A TELEVISION
STATION
(1)

Crime is of great interest to the viewer,

(2)

Crime of the Week helps build audience.

(3)

Encoura.ges sampling of your product.

(4)

Projects a strong image of station involvement in the community by enabling

THE ROLE OF THE J.\tIEDIA

citizens to do something about crime.
(5)

Provides increased contacts and channels of communication with police
department and individual officers. (Leading to other stories)

(6)

Provides for positive follow-up stories on crime prevention and how a citizen
can reduce his exposure to crime.

(7)

Can help a leading station stay on top and help a lower ranked station move
up.

(8)

Low cost -- replaces a news story in newscast and takes about the same
amount of time to produce.

(9)
B.

Provides TV stations with positive supportive material at license renewal time.

AQVANTAOES OF ASSOCL~TION WITH CRIME STOPPKRS FOR A NEWSPAPER
(1)

Crime is of great interest to the reader.

(2)

Crime of the Week helps build readership.

(3)

Encourages sampling of your product.

(4)

Projects a stong image of newspaper involvement in the community by
enabling citizen to do something about crime.

(5)

Provides increased contacts and channels of communication with police
department and individual officers. (Leading to other stories)

(6)

Provides for positive follow~up stories qn crime prevention and how a citizen
can reduce his exposure to crime.

(7)

V=18

Low cost.
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ADVANTAGES OF ASSOCIATION WITH CRIME STOPPERS FOR A RAJ)IO
STATION

I

personnel) will be assigned ea.ch week in order to improve the product and

i

(8)
(1)

Crime is of great interest to the listener.

(2)

Crime of the Week helps build audience.

(3)

Encourages sampling of your product.

(4)

Projects a strong image of station involvement in the community by enabling

information or jeopardizing solution of a case by premature release of facts.

B.

citizen to do something about crime.
(5)

fI

Fl'ovides increasea contacts and channels of communication with police

~

Provides for positive follow-up stories on crime prevention and how a citizen

Low cost -- replaces a news story in newscast and takes about the same

Paper, Crime Stoppers Board).
(3)

I
i

1

I

!1

Crime of the Week will be run every week on the same day in early and late
Once a successful format, location, and time for Crime of the Week have been
established it will not be changed without the consent of all parties. (Station,
Police, Crime Stoppers Board)
how the program will work, its success in other cities, how it will be funded,
etc.

(4)

Station will run follow-up stories on progress of the program.

(5)

.Station will run promotional announcements for Crime of the Week.

(6)

Station will run public service announcements about Crime Stoppers and how

~

(I
t!
1'1
I

(2)

1

l
I

established, it will not be changed without the consent of all parties (Station,
(3)

Police, Crime Stoppers Board).
As Crime Stoppers is g(~tting started, station will run stories describing how
the program will work'i its success in other cities, and how it will be funded,

i

(4)

etc.
Station will run follow-up stories on progress of the program.

(5)

Station will run promotional announcements for Crime of the Week.

(6)

Station will run public service announcements about Crime Stoppers and how

(7)

to participate.
Maintain the integrity of the program by not compromising confidential

1

J

Crime of the Week each week.

If

q
l
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Once a successful format, Rocation, and time for Crime of the Week have been

{

Station will provide producer, equipment, necessary personnel to produce
Same producer (and preferably other

Crime of the Week will be run every week on the same day in several
newscasts spread across tM day. it win not be preempted or deiayed.

to participate.
(7)

RESPONSmILITIES OF A RADIO STATION
(1)

!

As Crime Stoppers is getting started, the station will run stories describing

c.

1

newscasts. It will not be preempted or delayed.

(3)

information or jeopardizing solution of the case by premature release 01 facts.

t

RESPONSmlLITIES OF A TELEVISION STATION

(2)

Maintain the integrity of the program by not compromising confidential

,

I

(1)

(5)

1,

RESPONSmlLITlES OF MEDU\.

A.

(4)

etc.
Paper will run follow-up stories on progress of the program.

.j

APPENDIX 2

As Crime Stoppers is getting started, the newspaper will run stories describing
how the program will work, its success in other cities, how it will be funded,

ij

amount of time to produce.

Once a successful format location and time for Crime of the Week have been
established, it will not be changed without the consent of all parties (Police,

i

up.
(8)

(2)

tl

Can help a leading station stay on top and help a lower ranked station to move

Crime of the Week will be run every week on the same day in all local editions
of the paper. It will not be preempted or delayed.

!l

can reduce his exposure to crime.
(7)

RESPONSmILITIES OF A NEWSPAPER

(1)

i:i

department and individual officers. (Leading to other stories)
(6)

reduce production time.
Maintain the integrity of the program by not compromising confidential

information

OT.'

jeopardizing solution of a case by premature release of facts.

f

I ,..
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APPENDIX 3
TYPICAL PRODUCTION SCHEDULE

DAY 4 (TUESDAY, OCTOBER 6)
MORNING OR AFTERNOON:

Preproduction check on responsibilities.

Each item is

reviewed to determine progress, and responsibilities are reassigned if necessary.

TV

DAY 1 (THURSDAY, OCTOBER 1)

producer writes up "proposed" shot sheet scenario for the "Crime of the Week" and

Pre-Production meeting, discuss wha.t possible crimes might be selected by the Crime

revieWS it with the Crime Stoppers coordinator.

Reduction Task Force. Review difficulties and direction.
Previous week's produced "Crime of the Week" airs.
DAY 2 (FRIDAY, OCTOBER 2)
8:00 a.m. -- Crime Reduction Task Force meets at police department; three unsolved or

DAY 5 (WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 7)

unsolvable crimes are presented to the "Crime Stoppers coordinator" at the meeting.

DAYTIME OR AT NIGHT (Right after sunset) -- whenever the crime took place:

Coordinator picks up copies of the offense report from the investigators, any photos of

shoot recreation with producer/director, Crime Stoppers coordinator, investigating officer

suspects/victims of crime and detailed description of clot;,ing, props, weapon, and

(if possible), victim (if possible), production crew (one cameraman and sometimes a "grip"

vehicles. Returns to office. Production meeting between the Crime Stoppers coordinator

for sound/lights), and actors. Sometimes on outdoor locations, a marked police car and

and the ?V producer.

uniformed officers are called in for "crowd control."

Discuss the merits of each case in terms of impact, need,

production problems (casting, properties, location, or special effects).

One crime with

are:

We

Normal production requirements

ENG camera, tripod (for static shots), full light kit, including lights, light stands,

one back-up will be selected. Crime Stoppers coordinator assigned to do the recreation

barn doors, extension cords, and socket converters, also, 2 dicroic filters for nighttime or

will obtain clearance from the victim or next of kin, permission to use crime scene, and

moonlight simulations, also 2 kinds of microphones -- a lavelier (that goes on ties) and a

find out what time to shoot the recreation.

shotgun mic that is highly directional.

Once clearance is given, TV producer will

If possible, sometimes a wireless mic is used to

check with Assignment Desk for confirmation on shooting time and set schedule for the

improve sound quality and overcome microphone cord problems.

recrE!ation.

closing stand-ups of narrator on camera.

TV producer will arrange for actors at 'this time and coordinate costume

Also shoot opening and

requirements.
DAY 6 (THURSDAY, OCTOBER 8)

DAY 3 (MONDAY, OCTOBER 5)

Producer checks videotape to make sure all shots turned out and that the audio is all

MORNING: Production

m~eting

up for the recreation.

Normally CRIME STOPPER coordinators will provide:

to assign responsibilities. Specific tasks will be divided

right. If retakes are n.ecessary, they are scheduled for Thursday night or Friday morning

weapon,

clearance for shoot, any vehiclesp and any necessaF'J crowd control at location.

TV

or early evening (during daylight) depending on time of day "Crime of the Week" occurred.
I

production will provide: actors, prol?s, costJ1mes, make-up, and special effects materials

DAY '1 (FRIDAY, OCTOBER 9)

(glass, bat blood, etc.).

MORNING:

However, these responsibilities may shift depending upon the

situation.
AFTERNOON:

Crime Stopper coordinator, TV producer, and investigat9r will scout the

I

Coordinator delivers a copy of the Crime-of-the-Week press release to the

TV station producer. Review what facts are to be included and excluded in the narration
and introduction to the Crime of the Week reenactment by news anchor person.

location and, if possible, talk with the victim or eyewitness. Particular attention will be

DAY 8 (MONDAY, OCTOBER 12)

made to precise logistics of what happened and in what order.

Also check for unt.:mal

MORNING: On camera coordinator comes to TV studio and records the audio portion of

lighting and sound conditions that may present problems for production. Especially check

the Crime of the Week. TV producer edits together the master version of the Crime of

for electrical outlets and electronic equipment that could create sound buzzing.

the Week.
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DAY 9 (TUESDAY, OCTOBER 13)

(6)

MORNING: TV producer writes introduction, writes up titling information which will be

Produce and direct actors and crew during the recreation (with the Crime
Stopper Coordinator having final approval of the scenes or segments)

superimposed on story, and if necessary preproduces "special effects" with freeze frame

(7)

Write script and edit the Crime of the Week -- TV version (See PD #9 above)

of suspect/insert camera cards of composite of suspects, etc.

(8)

Write introduction for anchorman

(9)

Final approval of segment for taste and compliance with community standards

Crime of the Week airs.

APPENDIX 4

C.

(10)

Maintain files on past Crime of the Week reenactments

(11)

Never jeopardizing the case by unauthorized release of facts

JOINT RESPONSmILITIES -- POLICE DEPARTMENT AND TV STATION

DIVISIONS OF RESPONSmILITY BETWEEN
POLICE DEPARTMENT AND TV STATION

(1)

Location of smaller pi'OpS for reenactment (to resemble stolen items, hand
carry props, etc.).

(2)

A.

POLICE

Securing or locating costumes for the reenactment (purchasing costumes to be
maintained by station out of funds provided by Crime Stoppers).

(3)

Genera.tion of pUblicity and public relations for the Crime Stoppers program.

(1)

Selection of Crime of the Week

(2)

Clearance of the reenactment with victims/locations

(3)

Securing an offense report

(4)

Selection of what information will be released in the Crime of the Week

(5)

Securing of large "props" like automobiles, vehicles, etc.

Crime Stoppers Program:

(6)

Securing of any weapons -- guns, knives, etc.

Board.

(7)

Securing of any blanks necessary

(8)

Arrangement of any security or traffic control for the recreation area

(9)

Final approval of script and video material in Crime of the Week for accuracy

Both for the station and for the program in general.
(4)

Maintaining the high quality and sta!ldards of the program both during the
Crime of the Week presentations and for follow-up stories on the program.

(5)

. Maintenance of a good working relationship between the three divisions of the

Media, Police Department, and Crime Stoppers

and completeness of detail
d,I,

B.

"t;

STATION

I

i;
i.;

'.i
"
"

(1)

Location of actors for recreation

•

(2)

Setting time for the recreation depending on the schedules of the production

il
~.

iJ

!7

crews and actors
(3)

l-i

II

Maintaining and applying make-up (includin~JNlgs and moustaches) to actors

~

!:\

(supplies paid for by Crime Stoppers)
(4)

Securing all TV production facilities".cCrew, mat~!,ials for the recreation

(5)

Provide a shot sheet prior tq

tn~

reenactment to the PD Crime Stoppers

Coordinator and Investigator

. :.'

i
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FUND RAISING
A.

Lawrence C. May and Jay M. Silverman, respectively,
Chairman and Executive Director of
Crime Stoppers, Inc., Minneapolis, and
Director and former Director of Crime
Stoppers - USA, Inc.

INTRODUCTION
One of the Crime Stoppers' pioneers, Coleman Tily, has said, "In the one or two

cases, out of many hundred, where the attempt to start a Crime Stoppers program has

Section
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failed, it has been the lack of leadership, not the lack of funds, that has caused the
failure."

INTRODUCTION
SOME WORDS OF CAUTION
SOLICITING CORPORATIONS
ELIMINATE THE NEGATIVES
SOME METHODS AND SOURCES
CONTRIBUTIONS IN KIND
MAINTENANCE OF RECORDS
GOVERNMENT
THANK YOU!
CONCLUSION

The very fact of this experience should instill confidence in potential fund

raisers.
Crime Stoppers programs which have been organized as nonprofit corporations in
the manner recommended in this manual, can receive a 501(c)(3) classification from the
Internal Revenue Service. This classification permits donors to treat gifts to the Crime
Stoppers program as charitable contributions for federal income tax purposes.
application on IRS Form 1023 is one of the first tasks to be done.

Filing an

(For details see the

section on Tax-Exempt Status in Chapter III).
APPENDIX

Arrangements with the local police and the media should precede any efforts at fund

BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU
HELPFUL INFORMATION SOURCES
WATER BILL MAILING
INDIAN ARTIFACTS STORE PROMOTION
PIZZA HUT HAT SALE
TACOMA DISC JOCKEY
AWARD CERTIFICATE

raising. Once their support is assured, it is time to plan.
There are undoubtedly some experts in the community who will volunteer to guide
this activity.

Get them on the committee.

They do not have to be board members,

although a first-rate fund raiser is generally a good choice.
apparent that Crime Stoppers is very easy to sell.

[n time it will become

Fund raising is perhaps the highest

priority of the board, and as such requires the full dedication and support of all board
members.
A wealth of information concerning fund raising can be found at the local public
library.

ideas with examples of special events, direct mail solicitation and proposal

writing are there waiting to be read.
News of your I]rogram will spread fast.

In Buffalo, Minnesota, word of mouth

publicity was so effective that the money was rolling in before the program even had a
board of directors.

In other communities calls to Crime Stoppers at the police

department have resulted in the solution of crimes before the program has formally

-
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begun. The best fund raising tool for Crime Stoppers is publicity about its suC',\cesses.
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CHAPTER VI
FUND RAISING
A=

INTRODUCTION
One of the Crime Stoppers' pioneers, Coleman THy, has said, "In the one or two

cases, out of many hundred, where the attempt to start a Crime Stoppers program has
failed, it has been the lack of leadership, not the lack of funds, that has caused the
failure."

The very fact of this experience should instill confidence in potential fund

raisers.
Crime Stoppers programs which have been organized as nonprofit corporations in
the manner recommended in this manual, can receive a 501(c)(3) classification from the

HThere is no kind of life, whether public or
private, at home or abroad, that is free of
obligation."

Internal Revenue Service. This classification permits donors to treat gifts to the Crime
Stoppers program as charitable contributions for federal income tax purposes.

Filing an

application on IRS Form 1023 is one of the first tasks to be done. (For details see the
section on Tax-Exempt Status in Chapter III).
Arrangements with the local police and the media should precede any efforts at fund
raising. Once their support is assured, it is time to plan.

I

There are undoubtedly some experts in the community who will volunteer to guide
this activity.
although a

Get them on the committee.

first~rate

They do not have to be board members,

fund raiser is generally a good choice.

apparent that Crime Stoppers is very easy to sell.

[n time it will become

Fund raising is perhaps the highest

priority of the board, and as such requires the full dediciltion and support of all board
members.

I

I

A wealth of information concerning fund raising can be found at the local public
library.

Ideas with examples of special events, direct mail solicitation and proposal
"

writing are there waiting to be read.
News of your program will spread fast.

In Buffalo, Minnesota, word of mouth

publicity was so effective that the money was rolling in before the program even had a
board of directors.

In other communities calls to Crime Stoppers at the police

department have resulted in the solution of crimes before the program has formally
begun. The best fund raising tool for Crime Stoppers is pUblicity about its successes.
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B.

SOME WORDS OF CAUTION

C.

Before undertaking any fund raising activity, determine what local laws might be
applicable, and whether a permit is necessary_

Be careful about becoming involved,

unwittingly, in an illegal lottery. Legal requirements are usually more strict where the
U.S. mail is involved. One police organization, planning to raffle off a pickup truck, had

Many corporations, usually larger ones, have a formal procedure for making
charitable contributions.

~ome

embarrassing publicity.

Learn about that procedure and begin from there.

worthy causes. Convince them that Crime Stoppers is one of the more worthy.
If the corporation does not allow personal visits, do not take that to mean that a
contribution will not be forthcoming.

Always keep in mind the mores of the community. In some parts of the country it
may not be advisable to have a project which involves gambling or the use of alcohol.
Understand the difference between "tax-exempt" and "tax deductible." Being tax

Don't set your initial dollar goals too high. The amount of money needed to start a
program will differ from community to community, depending largely on the population.
St. Cloud, Minnesota, with 20,000 people started with $2,000, while Albuquerque
(332,000) and Minneapolis/St. Paul (641,000) each began a program with $7500.

Indeed, submit a written proposal, following the

company's guidelines, and follow that submission with a phone call.· Stay in touch with the
corporate officer in charge of contributions. If someone on the Crime Stoppers board has
an "in" with the corporation, use it.

exempt does not necessarily mean that a contribution to that organization is tax
deductible. (See reprint from National Bette.\.' Business Bureau brochure in the Appendix).

When

approaching a corporation, remember that it receives a great number of requests for

publicized plans which, if carried out, would have violated the law. Fortunately, changes
were made in time, but not before

SOLICITING CORPORATIONS

If a negative reply is received to a funding request, do not take that as a permanent
"no."

The contribution budget may already have been committed.

Assume that the

potential donor now knows about Crime Stoppers and recontact it within six months -- or
even sooner if that seems appropriate. Put all of these potential donors on your mailing
list.

(Many Crime Stoppers programs have a regular newsletter which is sent to its

sponsors, law enforcement agencies and media.)

It may seem that the "easy way" to raise funds would be to hire a professional fund

raiser. Before making such a move, however, give the matter very careful consideration.

D.

ELIMINATE THE NEGATIVES

We do not know of any programs which have ta\(en this course of action. It costs money,
is probably unnecessary, and may alienate the public.

Most donors want to see their

money used in the program to which they contribute, not paid to third persons.
Be extremely careful about tying in with any organization which wants Crime
Stoppers to help it sell a product, a service or tickets.

Avoid telephone solicitation

campaigns of this nature, so often made to local businessmen, frequently with out-oftowners manning the phones.

Generally they are not very effective for the program.

They can build up SUbstantial resentment in the business community, and a major portion
of the funds will go into the pockets of the promoters.

certain objections which must be overcome before the product can be sold.

In many

instances the objections are real and a donation will not be forthcoming.

Don't be

discouraged. For every "no", there IS
, someone aroun d th e corner wal't'mg t 0 say " yes. "
Some of the objections which might be heard, and possible answers to them are:
"This has been a bad year for us and we really can't make any donations right now."
First of all, don't disagree with the person. Perhaps it has been a bad year. What
must be done with this objection though is to

Although the amount of a contribution is important, do not shun the small ones.
What a great story it is to report that a retired couple of very modest means has budgeted
$2 a month for Crime Stoppers.

Fund raising is basically the selling of a product. And in any sales effort, there are

The broader the base of contributors the broader the

recognition and credibility of the program.

p~int

out that times are bad all over, and

that the growing costs of crime are affecting everyone in the community. Try to educate
the prospect in the benefits to be received from the solution of more crimes, the
conviction of more criminals and the crime deterrent effect of the program.
"Our Committee doesn't meet until next month so I will call you back then."

The first step in any effective fund raising campaign is to know your subject.
Therefore, read this manual and learn all you can about Crime Stoppers.

Find out the

names of board members of programs in communities near, or similar to, yours and talk

Many large businesses have funding committees which distribute their annual
contribution budget. See if these procedures will permit you to have a few minutes to
present Crime Stoppers to the committees. If this is granted, you are half way there. If

with them.
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These are just a few of the "resistance" statements which might be raised as funds

not, try to give the chairman enough information about Crime Stoppers so that he can
brief the entire committee on the benefits of a donation.

are solicited. Often, the first objection is not that person's real one at all. The task is
to discover what the real objection is, to handle it, and receive a donation.

Unfortunately, many large corporations have a policy of not allowing a personal
visit! This, of course, is due to the large number of requests received. In most instances,

E.

however, you should be able to have a telephone conversation with the chairman or other
member of the committee.

SOME ME1'lIODS AND SOURCES

PERSONAL CONTACT--Definitely the most effective way. Use your connections,

Finally, if you do know someone who works for the particular company that has been

whenever possible, to get in the door. Be sure to acknowledge the visit with a letter.

targeted, consider having that person put in a word for Crime Stoppers. Often, this is the
key to receiving funding.

TELEPHONE CALL--This is the next best method in most instances.

"I don't care to donate to another police program."

ledgeable, courteous and concise.

This one should be easy to handle.

follow up the conversation with a letter.

Crime Stoppers is not just another police

Each segment of the community does its job.

Don't be afraid to ask for a fixed amount.

Again,

DIRECT MAIL--Some Crime Stoppers programs have had great success with direct

program. It is a community program which involves and benefits all citizens, the media
and the police.

Be know-

mail solicitation.

Citizens oversee the

But, there can be pitfalls. Be cautious about buying lists of names.

program and contribute, raise, invest and payout the reward money. Media take care of

Find someone who has experience in this area.

Tailor the campaign to suit the

pUblicity and promotion and police carry out their law enforcement responsibility.

community. Direct mailings by a city or utility with water or other bills, or by banks with

"I don't like cops!"

a monthly statement, have been effective in raising money and creating an awarer.ess of

When this is said, and it isn't often, it probably stems from an unfortunate

the program. (See Appendix.)

It might be appropriate to explain the overall

FOUNDATIONS--These may be a good source of funds, although there may not be

responsibilities of the police--to point out that they are understaffed and underpaid.

one located in the community where the fund raising is going on. The public library can

Stress the demands that we citizens place upon them. Point out that Crime Stoppers will
assist the police in solving cases and making the streets safer.
"I don't have time to talk to you.. n

help identify those foundations which are likely sponsors.

experience with one individual officer.

~
1.

,i

Many times, the hardest part of fund raising iS6'etting in the door. Ask the person,

I

the ball in his court. Make him realize he cannot afford to avoid this conversation. If you

1

cannot arrange a conversation. try a

It

"Have you ever known someone who has been the victim of a crime?" In other words, put
letter~

Don't take the first "no" as a final answer.

"We shouldn't pay persons for doing their civic duty."

f

Yes, that would be ideal--but, if this were an ideal society, there wouldn't be any
crime problem to address.

Also, it is estimated that in most Crime Stoppers programs

more than half of those who might be entitled to rewards do not wish them. They are
primarily interested in seeing justice done.
"This is just like Nazi Germany."
No it isn't. The. main difference is the nature of the laws sought to be enforced.
This question and others like the precedi~g one are addressed and answered in Chapter
VII: ETHICS AND MORALITY OF CRIME STOPPERS.

t

q
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Try and find someone in the

community who has had experience in preparing a grant proposal.
SPECIAL EVENTS--Funding and publicity are provided by hosting a special event.
Hard work by the board is needed to insure success. Some examples are included in the
following pages.
ORGANIZATIONS--Churches, service and veteJ;:Ilns' groups, realtors, insurance
agents, chambers of commerce, etc. are all likely sources. The local chamber can furnish
the names of these groups.

Arrange for the police coordinator and a board member to

speak to them. Use the 15-minute video tape about Crime Stoppers. Not only will these
organizations be contributors, their members will often develop into individual supporters.

Service groups looking for ways to serve their: communities are usually supportive of

1!

programs which provide proper participation in law enforcement activity.

1

them as part of a radio auction. Las Vegas, New Mexico has done this for at least three

~1
1f
I

i
~

U

11 .

MEDIA TELETHONS--Collect prizes from area merchants and citizens and sell

yellFs and hag raised approximately $7500 eaoh time, an amount limfficient to keep 'its
successful program operating in that community of 14,000 people.
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR --Finally, there is the possibility that a board of directors

t

I

(S)

will choose to hire someone to handle the fund raising and relieve the board of some of
that responsibility.

contributed a fixed amount for each house listed and for each house sold.

Great care should be given, however, in determining whether the

increased amount of money necessary to pay for this service is warranted.

For five years a large real estate company in a community of 350,000 has
Each

salesperson agreed to contribute a portion of the commissions. The company publicizes

The

that it is doing this, with the copy approved by the Crime Stoppers board. This company

Minneapolis/St. Paul :;>rogram has had an executive director since 1980, acting as a fund

is the second largest contributor to the program with a total of $15,000. This is not only

raiser and administrator.

very helpful to Crime Stoppers, it is good business,

Some examples of specific special events include:

(9) KOAT-TV in Albuquerque has not only taped and aired the "Cri.me of the Week"

(1) In 1983, the Minnesota Cri.111e Stoppers program hosted a "Put Crime on Ice" ice

every week since 1976, it has contributed the proceeds from the Ice Follies it sponsors

fishing contest. Using a sponsor to underwrite advertising expenses, the contest was well

each year, and ,solicited contributions from the general public through editorials and

publicized throughout Minnesota and 1500 posters with teall-off entry blanks were placed

public service announcements.

in convenience stores, bait shops and bars. The contest was a success, although not a big

Its cash contributions to the program are close to

$4 0,000.

money maker, and another will be held in 1984. With the experience gained, this one will
fare much better financially.

F.

CONTRffiUTIONS IN KIND

(2) The Tucson, Arizona SS-CRIME program conducted a direct mail campaign to
5,000 citizens on a political party mailing list. The letter, mailed with a self-addressed,

Many individuals and corporations are often able to make substantial contributions

stamped envelope, netted $14,000 within two months.

in the form of goods and services, and an active campaign should be undertaken to try and

(3) In Tacoma, Washington a local radio personality had himself arrested while on

fill some of the program's needs in this manner.

the air and vowed not to be released until at least $5,000 was pledged to Crime Stoppers.

computers or computer time; a "beeper" for the coordinator; telephone service; phone

The disc jockey did live interviews with inmates, jail officials and Crime Stoppel'

answering service; office 'equipment; bumper stickers, flyers, stationery and other printed

representatives While "serving his timell and received over $6,000 in pledges in less than

material; caps, T-shirts, mugs, pens and other promotions items; billboard space and

forty-eight hours. He also generated a lot of good publicity.
(4)

Donations in kind have included:

posters; stickers for phones and merchants stores; clerical and adm inistrative volunteers;

The annual bike race in Orlando, Florida is eagerly awaited by cycling

use of auditoriums, golf courses, tennis courts and other facilities for special events;

enthusiasts. The race benefits the eight-county Central Florida Crime Line program, with

refreshments and food; promotion on supermarket shopping bags and phone directory

its publicity and $1,000 net proceeds.

covers; and just odds and ends that can be sold at the flea market.

(5) Bank "cans" were placed throughout Rockford, Illinois for a two-week period in

The list is really

endless. Don't overlook this area.

1982, resulting in donations of more than $1200. Board members were responsible for can

placement and pickup.
(6)

G.

MAINTENANCE OF RECORDS

The Minneapolis/St. Paul program is anticipating $2,000 to $4,000 from a

"Run Against Crime" which is being sponsored oy the St. Paul Area Board of Realtors.

It is important to keep complete and accurate records of all donations whether they

The realtors are in charge of the whole event and Crime Stoppers will/receive the

are in caSh or in kind.

proceeds.

They are needed to maintain the program's 501(c)(3) IRS

classification, and to act as the basis for future solicitations. Many programs start out by

(7) In the spring of 1983, Albuquerque Crime Stoppers mailed letters to over 2,000

using 3x5 cards and this is fine. However, if it is a large community, the list will become

individuals and businesses who had previously contributed. Included with the letter were

substantial, {lUg it is a great help to hllve all Qf the information on u computer. You are

an informational brochure, a donor-Cbntribution card and a self-addressed envelope. With
a 25% response the mailing produced more than $10,000.

then able to produce data in a variety of ways and to print mailing labels,.

Direct mail solicitations by

have individuals and businesses willing to donate this service.

others may have produced more money, but the 25% return is probably unprecedented.
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GOVERNMENT

There has been no mention of government as a source of funds for Crime Stoppers.
The omission is deliberate. Crime Sto9pers is a people's progt.'am and it must remain that
way.

A lot of attraction for Crime Stoppers has come from the fact that it is an

extremely cost-effective method of catctdng felons and solving crimes.
Too often, money from the government brings with it unwanted interference and
hampering rules--those miles of red tape, reams of paperwork and other controls.

In

some communities, local laws provide that if government money is used for a purpose
such as this, oversight by the political entity is required. Although the cooperation and

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER VI

support of the politilJalleaders are sought and needed, control is another matter.

FUND RAISING

One county has amended its ordinance relating to the' "Disposal of Property" seized
by police to permit the funds from the sale of that property to b(lpaid to the local Crime
Stoppers program. It's a source worth considering.
Likewise, one of the District Court Judges in New Mexico has imposed sentences on
convicted commercial gam piers which include the payment of SUbstantial sums of money
to the Crime Stoppers program. Before imposition, the sentence has had the concurrenee
of the defense counsel and the prosecutor.

(See Section F, Chapter VIII: CRIME

STOPPERS AND TH:a: LAW on this subject.)
I.

THANK YOU!
It is not only appropriate tt, say "Thank You" for contributions, it is essential.

It

may take the form of a letter frotn the Chief of Police and from the Chairman of Crime
Stoppers.

In instances where the donation or contribution in kind has been particularly

significant, the "Thank You" might take the form of an award, presented at a banquet, or
other occasion, with attendant pUblicity.

Plaques and certificates are appropriate for

this. (Slee Appendix for a sample.)
J~

CONCLUSION

Once you are armed with the necessary tools, fund ralSmg can be an enjoyable
experience. It must be an on-going task. Do not wait until your fund is depleted before

't

stlll'ting again. Be creative! It is surprising now ttle simplest idea can produce a good deal

I

of

rrWnE:iy.

j
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Tax Exempt boesn't Always Mean
Tax Deductible
"\Ve are tax exempt" does not mean an organization has
the approval of the Internal Revenue Service. "Ta,,:
exempt" means the organization does not have t.o pay
taxes. "Tax deductible" means the donor can deduct
contributions to the organization on his or her federal
income tax return.
The Internal Revenue Code defines more than t~yenty
different categories of tax exempt organizations, but only a
few of these are also tax deductible. Principal among tax
deductible groups is the 501(c)(3) category, broadly
termed "charitable" organizations.
To obtain 50l(c)(3) status, an organization has to file
documents with the IRS which prove it to be organized and
operated for the charitable purposes specified by the
Internal Revenue Code. The IRS looks at these documents
only in terms of the code; it does not judge other aspects of
ilie charity's operation, such as the worthine:ls of the cause
or the charity's efficiency. When the IRS rules positively
on the application, the group receives a "Letter of
Determination" formally notifying it of its status. A copy
of this letter should be available from the organization as
v(~rification of its tax status. (Older charities may have a
1\)1(6) ruling, which corresponds to section 501 (c)(3) of
thie 1954 Code.)
Organizations in the IRS-designated 501(c)(3) category
include the following kinds of nonprofit groups: charitable,
educational, religious, scientific, literary, prevention of
cruelty to children and animals, and national or international amateur sports competitions. Contributions to these
organizations are deductible as charitable donations for
federai income tax purposes.
Generally, contributions to o'rganizations tax exempt
under sections 501(c)( 4), 501(c)(6) and other sections of
the Internal Revenue Code, are not deductible as charitable
donations, but may be deductible as a business expense.
If you are unsure about an orgaruzation's tax status, or
would like more information on tax exemptions and
deductions, contact your local IRS office.

Special Events and Direct Appeals
Bond Wheelwright Company. How to Succeed in Fund-rai8ing Today. Freeport, Maine: Bond Wheelwright
Company 04032, 1976. $6.95 paperback, $10.95 hardback.
This 225 page book provides numerous ideas for planning and conducting local fund raising events, e.g., auctions,
house tours, events with international or seasonal themes, etc.
League of Women Voters, Shaking the Money Tree. Washington, D.C.: League of Women Voters, 1730 M Street,
N. W., Washington, D.C., 20036. 1969. 35 cents.
This 20 page pamphlet describes money-making projects for organizations with little or no seed money.
Leibert, Edwin R., and Sheldon, Bernice E. Handbook of Special Events for Non-Profit Organizations.
Washington, D.C.: Taft Products, Inc., 100 Vennont Avenue,. N.W., Washington, D.C., 20005, 1974. i&12.95.
Actual cases studies and reports of over 100 events conducted by local and national organizations \~represented.
National Exchange Club. Money Raising Ideas. Toledo, Ohio: National Exchange Club, Toledo, Ohio, 43606. 35
cents.
This 32 page pa.mphlet discusses numerous money·raising projects under the general categories of entertaining the
public, sales, continuing business projects, direct appeals to individuals, and intra-club activities.
i)
Sperry and Hutchinson Company. WaY8 andltfean8 Handbook. Fort Worth, Texas: Sperry and Hutchinson
Company, Consumer Services Division, 2900 West Seminary Drive, Fort Worth, Texas, 76133.25 cents.
This 32 page pamphlet describes how to plan and conduct a wide variety of money-making projects, including fairs,
festivals, sales, tours, etc. Useful checklists and guidelines are presented.
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CRIME STOPPERS has shown that It works.
Keep It working •••
The CRIME STOPPERS Reward Fund is
composed solely of donations from you and
from other ci~izens concerned about crime. But
with the number of rewards being paid, the
Reward fund must be replenished.

Ple(l~e

help

PLUS ••• Ot~E OF THE LUCKY PEOPLE*
BECOMES A

~.t.:.~.

..

.,).':":

,
... J

Send a tax-deductible check for any amount to:

I

I

/

\

"CRIME STOPPER"
I

CRIME STOPPERS FUND
c/o Albuquerque National Bank
P.O. Box 1066
Albuquerque, N.M. 87102

CONTRIBUTOR
'-'

More and more people
can tel! you how well CRIME STOPPERS works ••••••

-BIEN MUR WILL DONATE

$1'000. I;AT~i
TO THE
,

OF THE WINNEFF

Albuquerque Crime Stoppers

AI1I Organization We Can All Be Proud to Assist!
h.. .----~~------------------_________;______u .___

This organization asked visitors to this store on the
Sandia Pueblo Reservation to fill in their name and
address for a drawing on an Indian necklace. No
contribution and no purchase required.
The above was used in Albuquerque by sending them out with the
water bills, by handing them out at meetings, trade fairs and
other events coordinators and board members attend.
Results
have been good.
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The News Tribune, Tacoma, Fri., Feb. 5, 1982 A-3

Disc jockey springs self
from slammer after raising
$6,000 for Crime Stoppers

OW. •

Radio disc jockey Mike Moran ended his self·
imposed jail sentence yesterday afternoon after
raising some $6,000 in donations to the Crime
Stoppers program, including one contribution
from a Pierce County Jail inmate.
Moran's day-and-a-half jail broadcast for
KTNT radio was aimed at raising money to provide rewards to people who give information
I,eading to the arrest of criminals in unresolved
Tacoma crimes.
Moran had agreed to broadcast from the jail
until $5,000 was raised from citizen donations.
Moran said that most of the prisoners were
not what he expected.
"They were nice guys, and very helpful," he
said. "They were happy to have ll'i¢ir routine
interrupted."
One prisoner contributed $10 to the Crime
Stoppers program.
"He said he thought crime on the streets has to
be stupped," Moran said. "I didn't ask him what
he was in for."
Moran reached his $5,000 goal at 3:13 p.m.
_
,
yesterday.
"When I went home, there was an enormousyellow ribbon on my front door," he said. "Some
of my friends wanted to give me coming-out
parties, but. I unplugged the ph~ne, locked the
door, turned off the lights and took a bathtub
bath and then the longest shower in history just
to wash the jail off of me."

BEA

(1lIHI, IIOPPIIl
Crime Stoppers works
to keep our city safe.
Now you can be part
of this civic effort by
buying and wearing
this all-sports-hat.
Your entire donation
goes to Crime
Stoppers.

$5 each DONA TION
AVAILABLE NOW ATeSANTA FE

~

RESTAURANTS

rI
I

500 Cerrillos Rd.

982-3654

1947 Cerrillos Rd. .,988-2874

Spsca paid for

'Pizza Hut.
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The News Tribune, Tacoma, Fri., Feb. 5, 1982 A-31

Disc jockey springs self
from slammer after raising
$6,000 ior Crime Stoppers

B.

Radio disc jockey Mike Moran ended his self·
imposed jail sentence yesterday afternoon afte[
raising some $6,000 in donations to the Crime
Stoppers program, including one contribution
from a Pi~rce County Jail inmate.
Moran's day-and-a-half jail broadcast for
KTNT radio was aimed at raising money to provide rewards ,t6 people who gl,ve information
leading to the arrest of criminals in unresolved
Tacoma crimes.
Moran had agreed to broadCast from the jail
until $5,000 was raised from citi\\en donations.
Moran said that most of the Iprisoners were!
not what he expected.'
"They were nice guytl, and very helpful," he
said. "They were happ,y to have their routine
(!
•
interrupted."
One prisoner contr\ibuted $10 t{) the CrIme
Stoppers program.
"He said he thought crime on the streets has to
be stopped," Moran said. "I didn't ask him what
he was in for."
Moran reached his $5,000 goal at 3:13 p.m.
yesterday.
"When I went home, there was an enormous
yellow ribbon on my front door," he said. "Some
of my friends wanted to give me coming-out
parties, but. I unplugged the ph~ne, locked the
door turned off the lights and took a bathtub
bath:and then the longest shower in histo'1 just
to wash the jail off of me."
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ABOUT THIS CHAPTER AND ITS AUTHOR
At
1980,

the Crime Stoppers

a

panel

of

First

experts (1)

Annual

examined

in Albuquerque in

Conference held
the

ethics

and

morality

of

Since no summary of the panel's discussion was reported,

Stoppers.

Crime
i t was

decided that a more formal study of the topic should be undertaken.
Coleman

Ti1g,

the

Chairman

of

Crime

Stoppers-USA,

Inc.,

met

with

Professor Jameson Doig, head of the Research Program in Criminal Justice at
the Woodrow Wilson School
University.
tion.

of Public and International Affairs at Princeton

This program is supported by a grant from the Guggenheim Founda-

Princeton University agreed to sponsor the research and preparation of

this a:r.tic1e.

~~Criminality

is one thing··a matter of law-and .... morality, ethics and religious teachings
are another. Their relations have puzzled the
best of men."

The

agreement signed by

the

University,

Inc.,

and

Ms. curtis in.c1uded the following provision:

"The research and writing will be primarily for the revised Operational Manual
which will be used by persons to start programs. Therefore, it should have
answers to those questions which might be raised so that the persons using the
manual may answer them. This, however, does not preclude the expression of
contrary views, for Linda should be ~Iomfortable with what she writes and be
satisfied with the intellectual honesty of what is to be published. If Crime
Stoppers does not believe it adequately presents the Crime Stoppers point of
view it may revise, with Linda's concurrence, or not publish in the Manual."

Jackson: Jordan V. DeGeorge,
341 U.S. 223, 241.

Crime Stoppers concurs with both 'the author's treatment and conclusions.

The author of this chapter,
Crime Stoppers -

t

USA,

Inc.

Linda L.

Curtis,

was jointly selected by

and Princeton University to undertake this study.

Ms. Curtis is a 1982 graduate of,\ Princeton University, A.B., Summa Cum Laude,

t

Phi Beta Kappa, and the recipi.ent of a Newton-Tatum (California Rhodes) Scho1 ...·

I

arsh.ip, under which she is studying jurisprudence at Ballio1 College of OX.ford

;

University in

!

Eng(~and,

and where she

to the law student who does best

:f.D.

rec~ived

j

I

,I

'1

I

1

the David Markham Prize a.warded

the examinations.

i
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was included in a photo lineup and shown tc several victims of the rapist, who positively

CHAPTER vn

identified him as the offender.
Based on their identification, a search warrant was issued and executed.

ETmCS AND MORALITY OF CRIME.STOPPERS
I

A.

Three hours after the call to Crime Stoppers, the offender was in custody.

INTRODUCTION

He was

eventually convicted of 13 rapes and sentenced to 300 years in prison. The informant was
paid a reward of $575.
Case 2: .Skb'masked gunmen forced their way into the home of a prominent

The first Crime Stoppers program was started in 1976 in Albuquerque, New Mexico.
It

~as

so successful and has been so well received in the community that Crime Stoppers

citizen, bound and' gagged him and the members of his family,then escaped with

has expanded into a national organization. There are now over 300 local programs, from

thousands of dollars in loot, including furs, jewelry, cash, and a coin collection.

Anchorage, Alaska to Miami, Florida.

investigating the case ran into a cold trail. Few clues were left behind by the offenders,

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the fundamental ethical and moral aspects
of the Crime Stoppers' procedures and programs. Is it ethical to:

and the victims were unable to help since they had been blindfolded.
Then, a call came to Crime Stoppers from a merehant who thought he knew an

I')

give information about a crime to a law enforcement agency?

(1)

(2)

offer and pay a reward for information about crime?

(3)

double the reward if an informant testifies in court?

:,)

'-

individual who 'had been trying to pawn furs. The police examined the suspect's traffic
citation file and found that he had several tJutstanding speeding tickets. Using these as a
ploy, they went to his home, were given permission to enter, and discovered the entire

Are the answers to these questions affected by the nature of. the crime or the age of the

cache of stolen goods

c

informant?

10

Police

He named his accomplices, and they wereaH convicted of

burglary. The informant was paid a reward of $400.
Case 3: One of a dozen eye witnesses to a brutal, drug-related murder at a

MORALITY, ETIDCS, AND THREE CRIME STOPPERS CASES

heroin "shooting gallery" identified the murderer (as well as himself) to Crime Stoppers.
His information, including the names of the other eye witnesses, enabled detectives to

"Morality: Pertaining to right conduct or duties of man; ethical.,,(2)

develop enough evidence for a grand jury indictment. The informant was paid a reward.

"Ethics: The principles of morality, or. the field of study of morals or right
conduct.

Subsequently, at the request of the prosecution, he agreed to waive his anonymity and

A particular ethical system; the rules of conduct recognized in respect to a

testify at the trial. Within hours after the defense learned the identity of the informant,

particular class of human actions; as medical ethics; moral principles, as of an

his apartment was the target of heavy gunfire while he und his wife were in it. The police

individual.,,(3) (See additional definition in note 3).

relocated them until the triU, at which he testified, and the defendant was convicted.

The difficulty of evaluating any human activity in terms of abstract morality

For waiving his anonymity and testifying, the informant's reward was doubled.

and ethics is obvious. However, certain concepts related to ethics are clear from these

Each of these situations creates many ethical·and. moral questions.

definitions: such concepts include right conduct, duty, obligation, and accepted standards

A

particularly active rapist is taken off the streets; burglars are apprehended, and stolen

of behaviQr. Consider the application of these concepts to the following Cdme Stoppers

property is recovered; a murderer is convicted after an informant risks his life by waiving

cases:

.1

Cas~:

A police department publicized a composite sketch of a rapist.

his anonymity to testify. In each case, the crimes would not have been solved without

A

Crime Stoppers and in each, justice has been done in a legal fashion. Is there, however,

citizen thought the sketch resembled an acquaintance of his and called Crime Stoppers.

some valid ethical or moral objection to the procedure of paying informants for their

The acquaintance had been arrested previously by the police department on some
narcotics-related charges, so his mug shot was in their identification files. His mug shot

r

information or testimony? In order to understand the moral and ethical aspects of Crime

f
f
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Until the reign of Henry II (1154-89), the use of juries was very rare. Instead,

Stoppers, it is essential to first examine the history of citizen involvement in fighting
crime. This is the topic of the next section.

•

\-

there were three main methods of determining whether a man was guilty of a crime:

"

1) compurgatio n (wher,e friends of the man SWOl"e oaths that he was innocent),

~) ordeal '

IDSTORICAL OVERVIEW

(where the accused was subjected to physical torture, and if he survived, he was mnocent),

Citizen involvement is intrinsic to law enforcement in the Anglo-Saxon common law
tradition upon which our legal system is based. Several elements of our tradition depend

3) trifil by battle (a system introduced by the Normans, under which the accused and
and
,,(5)"
his accuser fought to determine mnocence or guIlt).
.
Henry II recognized the primitive nature of -these forms of proof, and' in 1166

directly on citizen involvement: the "hue and cry", the jury system, the sherriff's office,

.required that 12 men be present at each county court session to present to

B.

hi~ j~stices the
names of persons suspected by them of serious crimes. This was t,he begmmng of (1~e

and the posse comitatus, literally, "the power of a county."
1.

.
although (at first) those accused by such juries were sent
grand Jury,
_ dIrectly to ordeal. ~
How1ever, in 1215 a ruling came from Rome that priests were no longer allowed to be

HUE AND CRY

prestmt at ordeals, and this decree robbed that method of trial of much of .it~

legiti~aCY"

The hue and cry was an old common-law process of pur.suing a criminal with

As a result, in 1219, during the reign of Henry III, the institut~on of thepetlt Jury to, JU,dge

"horn and voice." The practice originated in Anglo-Saxon times in England, and its use

innocence or guilt was ordered as a substitute for the ordeal. () Originally, the petIt Jury

was widespread during the Norman Age after 1066. Under the hue and cry system, it was

members, like the members of the grand jury, were to be neighbors of the accused and

the duty of any person who was the victim of, or witness to, a felony to raise the hue and

were to have some knowledge of his character or of the actual circumstances of the

cry. His neighbors were bound to turn out with him and assist in the apprehension of the

crime. Thus the first juries passed judgment on the basis of what they Ithemselves had

offender. All of those joining in the pursuit were justified in arresting the person pursued,

heard or

even if it turned out that he was innocent. The importance and usefulness of this process

cities and towns grew, it became more difficult to find 12 jurors who knew the accused

are demonstrated by the fact that the last of the various statutes relating to the hue and

the end of the 17th century, the principle was established that a verdict could be
we11• At
.'
(8)
reached only on the evidence presented 111 court.
,
The development of both the grand and petit juries is analogous to CrIme

cry were not repealed in England until 1827.(4)
Compared to the Crime Stoppers procedure today, the hue and cry was an

kne~,

and the use of witnesses developed only gradually. As the population of

extreme form of citizen participation in fighting crime. In medieval England, there were

Stoppers today.

no professional police forces -- so the hue and cry was not

process. Jury participation was -- and is --

&

supplement to law

Both involve extensive citizen participation in the criminal justice
11

duty of citizenship. It is in the origins of

enforcement; rather, it was law enforcement. Also, the concept of duty involved in the

the grand jury that the analogy to Crime Stoppers is clearest; it was up to th~se 12

hue and cry is important, for citizen participation was an obligation associated directly

citizens citizens to accuse those in their community whom t.hey thought had been guIlty of

with citizenship and membership in a community. Since Webster's definition of morality

crime. Those 12 individuals were usually the pillars of their communities; they were not

also involves duty, the act of informing in Anglo-Saxon times was, by definition, a iimoral"

called "snitches", nor "rats", and their function in law enforcement as informants "las

act.

-considered noble.

2.

l'HE COMMON LAW JURY

Another example of citizen involvemelJ.t in fighting crime is the development
of the common-law juries, grand and petit, Anglo-Saxon traditions which are still a part of

I

3.

SHERIFFS AND THE "POSSE COMITATUS"
The office of sheriff, like the hue and cry, originated in Anglo-Saxon times in

England.

Originally, the sheriff was an official appointed by the king to enforce royal

our legal system.
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justice, he d~tained criminals apprehended by the hue and cry; he instructed juries in their
duties, and

:~~s

generally in charge of order in his shire. (9)

.

One very important power of the sheriff was the calling out of the posse
comitatus, the shire's force of pl'ivate citizens, to assist in maintaining public order.
Failure to respond to the sheriff's call for a posse subjected one to a fine and
\\mprisonment. Although in the 19th century the sheriff ceased to be the main officer of
law enforcement, his power to call out a posse continued; an act of 1887 still required
e.'1Iery able-bodied person in a shire to be ready to assist at his call.(18)
Gradually, the office for sheriff in England was supplanted by professionally
organized police forces. In 1829, for example, a metropolitan police force was established
in the area around London.

I

Thus, Crime Stoppers fits in with the historical context of the Anglo-Saxon

I

I

legal/political system. II The next step is to explore the ethics and morality of the modern
Crfme Stoppers program in greater detail.

\

II

C. ETIDCS AND MORALITY OF CRIME STOPPERS TODAY

I
I

1.

WHY GMNG INFORMATION TO A LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY IS

MORAL

I

a.

Negative connotations of "snitch" and "rat"

The popular term for policemen in England, "Bobby", is
Why do words such as "snitch" and "rat" have negative connotations?

derived from the name of Sir Robert Peel, who was responsible for setting up this original
force.(ll)

Why is being a "tattletale" considered so bad? First, "snitch" implies a breach of trust. A
snitch is someone who goes to the authorities with something he has learned about a

The office of sheriff, like many parts of the English criminal justice system,
came to America in the 17th and 18th centuries. Like the Engli:~h sheriff, the American

crime -- often something that has

sheriff had the important power of calling out the posse.

someone who, fOl' whatever motive (reveK'ge, for example), tries to induce individuals to
"
say or admit things to him that he can then take to·the authorities. Also, part of the

This power was especially

effective in the American West. (12)

b~"(;m

'.;~--:.:.'-.

told to him in confidence.

He may also be

negative association involved in the word "snitch" may be a result of the nature of the

4.

crime involved. Opponents of Crime Stoppers might argue that encouraging informants or

SUMMARY

paying "snitchers" brings to mind the Salem witch hunts, Nazi Germany, or the world
To exclude citizens from the criminal justice

proc~lss

depicted in George Orwell's "Nineteen Eighty-Four."

would be an historical

anomaly falling outside the common law tradition. During the time the legal institutions

In Salem, people were prosecuted and convicted for "witchcraft"; in Nazi

of England and America were being shaped, the typical citizen played a large part in

Germany, for merely being reported as speaking out against Hitler; and in "Nineteen

helping to enforce the law and ensure public order: he participated in the hue and cry and

Eighty-Four", for expressing opposition to the existing government.

posse comitatus, if called upon, and he was a member of both the grand and petit juries.

examples involve "crimes" that would not be considered crimes today in this country.

With the increasing complexity, size, and mobility of society, professional law enforce-

However, a modern observer who failed to make a distinction between -those "crimes" and

ment institutions developed.

the felony crimes of today would be understandably uneasy abou,t encouraging "snitches. 1I

In a sense, the typical citizen hired such institutions

(through his taxes) to provide certain law enforcement services which he had performed

t

before.
The tradition of citizen participation still lies deep within this country's
constitutional system. Crime Stoppers is an avenue through which the average citizen can
begin again to make a direct contribution in fighting crime by giving information or
providing reward funds. In essence, he provides assistance t.o the policemen he has hired
for this purpose.
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All three of these

Finally, some members of society might have negative feelings toward
informants because society now has professional law enforcement agencies qualified to
investigate crimes and apprehend criminals.

This perspective is expressed by one

argument used against Crime Stoppers: "Why should we use informants or pay them to
help enforce the law? We already have police that do that."
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b.

the authorities when one has information relating to the breaking of any of the laws of a

The Logic of Informing

legitimate government.

Citizen involvement not only makes law enforcement more

The common-law history outlined in the previous section indicates that

effective, it has the very important side effect of encouraging respect for, and knowledge

the act of giving information to law enforcement agencies is very logical -- and mot'al.

of, the workings of the legal system, When the average citizen becomes a partner in law-

Professional law enforcement agencies are not SUbstitutes for, but supplements to, citizen

enforcement, rather than a bystander, the legal system is strengthened.

The community now "hires" policemen to

Thus, it is ethical to offer information to law enforcement authorities.

enforce its law, and it is not only logical, but essential, for citizens to help them where

But is it ethical for an organization like Crime Stoppers to pay citizens in order to obtain

involvement in the criminal justice process.

possible~(13)

This IS an argument

f~r vigilance,

\ the information?

"lot for vigilantes, for such groups, by one

definition: use force and operate outside the rule of law.

2.

An analogy might be helpful here. Say, for example, that a-boss employs

WHY OFFERING AND PAYING REWARDS IS MORAL

10 workers to make "widgets" on an assembly line. He then finds out about a new process

which will greatly increase worker productivity. Should he refuse to give information to

a.

Citizens do not Necessarily Participate Voluntarily

the workers about the new process on the grounds that making "widgets" is their job?
Certainly not!

It is a moral and social duty to provide information about crime to law

Considering the workers as policemen, and the boss as the public, the

enforcement agencies. However, the simple fact is that many people in America today do

analogy is complete.

not. One only needs to read the daily newspaper to learn about the apathy of the average

c.

citizen: "Girl murdered in subway while hundreds of commuters watch," "Store burglar-

The Sa.:i:ll Contract

ized in broad daylight," "Teenagers rob bus driver during rush hour."
Why don't people want to give information voluntarily? There are many

Giving infol.'mat.ion to a law enforcement agency is justified, and perhaps
even required, by the "social contract" between individuals and their government.

citizen has certain duties to his community, just as the community (through its
democratically-elected government) has certain duties to him.
This concept is best understood by looking briefly at the political
theories of John Locke (1632-1704), upon which so much of our constitutional system is
based.(14) In his "Two Treatises of Government" (1690), Locke maintained that individua13
create a society and form governments to preserve theii' property.

(Locke's view of

"property" was quite broad; for him, hum~n life itself was a man's "propertyP in his own
person). (15)

Thus, men give up a certain small amount tif their freedom in order to

preserve stability and order. If the government Joes not fulfill its part of the bargain, the
citizens are justified in throwing it out and forming a new one.

If the citizens do not

fulfill their part of the bargain, then anarchy reigns -- and no one alone can preserve his
life or property. (16)
In Lockean terms, citizen cooperation with legally instituted law
enforcement authorities is part of the "social contract." It is truly one's duty to inform
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reasons. First, the citizen may fear reprisal from the person or persons he is informing

A

II
1
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I
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I

on.

Second, the citizen may simply find informing inconvenient; he does not want to

spend a day away from work filling out papers at a police station. Third, the sad fact is
that many people are apathetic. Society is no longer made up of small towns and villages
in which everyone knows everyone else. In a sense, due to high mobility and sheer size,
community bonds have broken down.

If a prospective informant does not know his

neighbor, he will care less when his neighbor is robbed. And finally, a citizen may lack
respect for the criminal justice system. His attitude might be "If I inform, it won't do any
good anyway.

The police are corrupt, and the courts today are soft on criminals.

A

criminal I inform on will soon be back on the street.'!

t

1

b.

Crime Stoppers Provides Incentives for Moral Action

1

t;

Crime Stoppers addresses these deterrents to moral action by' two
means: guaranteeing anonymity and providing financial rewards.
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f.
\

co\mterb;~lancing incentive to the

loyalties, schoolchildren will develop their own code of silence. Grownups are to young

informant's fear of reprisal or involvement. However, this guarantee places a

children what law enforcement agencies are to society as a whole -- symbols of power

The 'prDmise of anonymity acts as a
prospec~ive

substantial moral obligation upon the officials of a Crime Stoppers program. If a program

and authority.

guarantees anonymity bJlt does not actually provide it, not only would that program's

children from "tattling," especially for minor offenses.

reputation be hurt, but Crime Stoppers programs across the country would be discredited.
In a closed society, such as a prison,

wher~

Thus, between playmates, a bond of trust may develop which prevents
Critics might argue that it is somehow morally wrong to give a $1,000

an informant system is used

reward to an eight-year-old boy. One aspect of this argument is that we should teach our

by the authorities to identify and punish violators of prison rules, the affirmative

children to· cooperate with the law enforcement authorities voluntarily rather than for.

obligation to protect anonymity is even greater. Disclosure of an informant there might

money.

well result in his death.
Financial rewards replace the community recognition;! which public-'

should be noted. One is that there is no practical way within the current Crime Stoppers'

spirited citizens once received. In Anglo-Saxon Englana, it was prestigious to be called to

system of anonymity to limit the payment of rewards to those informants over a certain

participate in a grand jury, in which each juror informed the royal authorities of all the

arbitrary age.

crime known by him. However, it is now considered a burden by many to b.e assigned to

boy. It is impossible to determine how many rewards have been earned by young children,

jury duty.

although the number is probably relatively small. Young children are less likely to know

This criticism may have some validity. However, a few important points

Capitalism has replaced those social rewards of yesteryear with financial

A 25-year-old woman may sound exactly on the phone as a 10-year-old

about Crime Stoppers and less likely to know how the program works than adults.

ones. Crime Stoppers' payments are just one example of this trend. Another example is

Another important point is that Crime Stoppers is generally limited to

the social duty of voting. Recently in California $5 million in prizes were given to people

felony crimes.

who voted -- and this giveaway was widely advertised before the election, to provide a

offender for jaywalking -- but what about for murder?

Society might have qualms about paying a young girl who turned in an

strong incentive to vote. All the prizes -- ranging from a trip to Hawaii to a lifetime
supply of french fries -- were donated by the companies providing them. Mr. Ed Shaw,

b.

Nature of The Crime

the designer of the sweepstakes, said "There'll probably be a few letters to the editor
saying, 'Isn't it disgusting that you have to reward people to vote.'

But this is the

The example of jaywalking versus murder points out the fact that crimes

American way.,,(17)
3.

TWO FACTORS: AGE OF INFORMANT AND NATURE OF CRIME
!

Two factors identified by Grime Stoppers itself may have .some influence on
the ethics or morality of the payment of financial rewards to informants. These are the
age of the informant and the nature of the c!lime.
a.

I

.~

l ~

(1

Age of Informant

I

A mother will often want to know, "who ate all the cookies'?" but she will
also admonish her children, "don't be a tattletale." As a result of conflicting impulses and

vary greatly in severity and nature. Society would not necessarily want to pay anyone for
turning in jaywalkers, regardless of age. The cost to Crime Stoppers and law enforcement
personnel (in terms of time, energy, and money) would far outweigh the benefit society
might derive from apprehending one jaywalker.

operation, and thus rewards, to informants in felony cases so that its resources are spent
on serious crimes, such as burglaries, assaults, rapes, arsons, and murders.
Importantly, variations in the severity of felony crimes are indeed taken
into account within the Crime Stoppers process.

More specifically, the nature of the

crime is an important factor which local Crime Stoppers boards use in determining the
amount of the reward to be paid. Thus the actual nature of the crime, in this country's

1

criminal justice system, has no real impact upon the morality of the Crime Stoppers'

j

process itself.

t!1
.J

!
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Crime Stoppers generally limits its
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In evaluating the effect that both age and nature of the crime have upon

a crime is a modern-day equivalent of the "hue and cry." It is simply the best means

the morality of the Crime Stoppers process, it is important to keep in'mind that no one is

possible at a given time for the mass communication of information. Media use is critical

ever arrested (much less indicted or convicted) upon the strength of a Crime Stoppers tip
alone.

to the success of a Crime Stoppers program just as the horn was essential to the success

The tip only serves as a "starting point" from which law enforcement officials

of the hunt for a criminal in Anglo-Saxon times.

learn where to look for more information. Inaccurate or invalid information cannot be

The media should not be paid to publicize the "Crime of the Week," or any other

supported by othel' evidence and thus is not rewarded. The fact that a financial reward is

Crime Stoppers activity. Not paying makes media participation a public service, as well

only given upon indictment (with ~ few minor exceptions, such as the apprehension of a

as a news story or dramatic presentation. If we assume that part of the reason for the

felon or recovery of stolen property) is a significant safeguard for both the accused and
the reputation of the

lo~al

existence of the media is to fulfill a "public service" role (The Federal Communications

Crime Stoppers program.

Act does more than assume this), then it is clear that media participation in a program
like Crime Stoppers is the fulfillment of an implicit duty to the community -- and is thus,

4.

WHY DOUBLING THE REWARD FOR COURT TESTIMONY IS MORAL

by definition, quite ethical.

Unless the informant's testimony is re:quir,ed for a conviction, it will not be
sought.

E.

In those few cases where it would be .admllssable (usually the information is

TO THE ARGUMENT

hearsay) and the informant agrees to testify, the payment of the additional reward is very
logical. Grime Stoppers is simply providing an additional incentive to outweigh additional
implicit "costs" borne by the informant.

AN ARGUMENT AGAINST THE ETHICS OF CRIME STOPPERS AND RESPONSES

1.

More explicitly, the informant gives up his

AN ARGUMENT AGAINST THE ETHICS OF CRIME STOPPERS

anonymity, increases the risk to his person, ~,nd incurs the inconvenience of spending a day
or more in court in return for additional payment.
There is no monetary incentive to the witness to lie.

In examining the ethics and morality of any human activity, it is essential to
take into account -- explicitly -- the major arguments, if any, against it. The following

He will be paid for

is a summary of the most common argument made against the morality of Crime Stoppers
by its critics. (18)

testifying whether 01" not the defendant is convicted.
Certainly, citizens should be willing to testify for no payment (other than the

From a Christian ethics standpoint, Crime Stoppers is immoral because it

fiormallow witness fee), just as they should be willing to cooperate with law enforcement

fosters impure motives on the part of some informants.

authorities by providing information voluntarily, but even some citizens who are willing to

In other words, providing

information voluntarily to law enforcement authorities is' inherently a moral act; however,

inform anonymously may not be willing to do it in a public forum because of the greater

doing so for a reward is inherently an immoral act, since an action is only moral if the

risk of reprisal or unwelcome notoriety.

motives behind it are pure. Given that the motives for Crime Stoppers informants may be

D. CRIME STOPPERS AND THE MEDIA

Is it moral or ethical for the media to be so closely involved with Crime Stoppers -for example, in its role of publicizing the "Crime of the Week?"

The answer to this

I
t

action by this definition.
The usual way of expressing the argument is that the ends of a Crime Stoppers
program (more effective law enforcement) simply do not justify the means (the payment

i

of financial rewards). To take the point a step further, it is argued that if society uses an

question is an unequivocal "yes." Again, looking at the program in its historical context,

immoral means to catch criminals, then it is no better ethically than the criminals

it is clear that the use of newspapers, radio, and television to broadcast information about

VII-14

civic-mindedness, greed, or a mixture of both, Crime Stoppers can lead to "immoral"

themselves.

I
I.
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there were police in an ideal society. However, an ideal society is not possible as long as

2.

human nature is imperfect, and one strength of the Crime Stoppers progr'am is that it uses

RESPONSES TO THE ANTI-CRIME S:rOPPERS ARGUMENT

an imperfect aspect of human nature (greed) for socially desirable results.
One response to the above criticism is simply the fact that a substantial

It is misleadingly idealistic to say that Crime Stoppers should not pay

percentage of Crime Stoppers' informants do indeed provide information voluntarily; that

informants because people should give information without pay. This is not an argument

is, they refuse the reward.(19) Thus, even by the Christian ethias definition of a "moral

that the ends of Crime Stoppers justify "immoral" or controversial means; simply, it is an

act," Crime Stoppers is providing an avenue through which such acts can be performed and

argument that the Crime Stoppers process is basically a moral one -- even if the motives

is thus encouraging at least some amount of moral action.

of individual informants are not always totally selfless.

The philosophic response to the argument is the doctrine of utilitarianism, best

F.

exemplified by the writings of John Stuart Mill (especially his "Utilitarianism," published

POSITIVE MORAL/ETillCAL ASPECTS OF CRIME STOPPERS

in 1863).(20) Utilitarianism is the ethical theory which holds that an action is right, or
moral, if it achieves the greatest good for the greatest number of people. (21)

The record

Having concluded that Crime Stoppers does not have any significant negative moral

of accomplishments of 'the Crime Stoppers programs demonstrate a very high rate of

aspects, it must then be determined whether Crime Stoppers b morally "neutral," or a

return per dollar spent in rewards. For example, in Albuquerque, for each. dollar paid out

system that can be characterized as morally"positive." In other words, are there facets

in rewards (well over $100,000), 12 dollars in narcotics and stolen property have been

of Crime Stoppers which tend to encourage (according to our original definition) the "right

recovered.(22} There are other statistics which demonstrate the impact and efficiency of

conduct or duties of man."
The answer to this question is a clear li yes."

Crime Stoppers. Through January, 1983, the program nationwide, with more than 150 of

Crime Stoppers encourages certain

its programs reporting, had assisted in the solution of over 25,000 crimes, over 95 percent.

actions and ways of thinking which all would generally agree are "ethical," or at least in

of them felonies, the recovery of more than $100,000,000' of narcotics and stolen

some way desirable. First, it enables the citizen to become directly involved in the law

property, and the conviction of 98 percent of the more than 7,600 Crime Stoppers-related

enforcement process, and one result of his increased knowledge about the system will

defendents tried. This compares quite favorably with the U.S. District Court conviction

probably be increased respect for criminal justice authorities. Crime Stoppers encourages

rate of 73 pMcent on felony charges.(28}

a spirit of voluntarism -- of picking up the phone and doing something instead of just

Thus from a utilitarian perspective, Crime Stoppers is an extremely moral
program.

complaining about crime.
This spirit would be helpfui in other areas of government administration, especially

The problem as to motives of the informants does not arise as a moral

difficulty, because it simply is not included as part of what determines whether the

given the severe budget constraints many agencies face.

program as a whole is ethical.

telegram to the second Crime Stoppers national convention:

As Ronald Reagan said in a

Another very important response to the "motives" argument is that giving
information about crime is always a moral act, independent of the motives of the
informant. In other words, this is simply
moral act.

Ii

broader definition of just what constitutes a

Giving information does help law enforcement authorities and

thus~ociety,

independent of whether an informant is giving information for financial reward, public
spiritedness, or a combination of both.
The foregoing "motives" argument is correct in that an ideal society would be
one in which people would assist the police voluntarily rather than for pay, if in truth

I

Selfless voluntarism such as yours substantially enhances the ability of local
law enforcement authorities to combat crime in our communities. Today,
more than ever, our nation needs the cooperation of individual citizens in the
fight to make America a safe and secure environment in which our families
may thrive. You can take great pride in your work and in the fine example you
set for all Americans'(24)
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CRIME STOPPERS AND THE LAW
INTRODUCTION

individuals.

With the possible exception of state statutes creating a Crime Stoppers Advisory
Council or a Commission (see Chapter IX), there is no body of law which applies

\

exclusively to the operation of a Crime Stoppers Program, so general kgal principles are

i

applicable. This chapter will cover such general rules. Since even these rules may vary

However, this reservation should not be used to prevent other

communities from starting Crime Stoppers pr('1grams using the "Crime

1

tl
1i

Incorporation under an approved name will

reserve the right to use the corporate name to the exclusion of other groups or

j
A.

Reservation of corporate name.

Stoppers" name.
It is not very difficult to incorporate a Crime Stoppers organization, and although an

attorney is not necessary, most programs can find a local one who will donate his time and
services.
The first important step in incorporating is the drafting of "Articles of Incorpora-

from state to state, it is imperative that local law be checked and legal counsel be

tion," which is the equivalent of a constitution.

consulted in order to ascertain whether there is a deviation from general law. Several

official, usually the secretary of state, who issues a corporate "Charter."

forms are found in this chapter, and again a word of caution is appropriate. These forms

corporation adopts its bylaws, or rules which are more detailed than the articles. These

are included as examples only.

Although you may reproduce them and adopt them for

bylaws set forth the more detailed proceGUres by which the corporation is run. Of utmost

your own use, you are encouraged to make any changes necessary to fit your own
particular needs or local law.

importance is the securing of recognition as a tax-exempt corporation from both the state
and federal government.

The articles are submitted to a state
Later,

t~e

Details of this procedure are found elsewhere in this manual

(Chapter III), as are other forms relating to incorporation.

B.

INCORPORATION

Once incorporated, the Crime Stoppers Program should be operated as a "business"
in a business-like manner with appropriate minutes and records being kept. Incorporation

There are several good reasons why a Crime Stoppers program should incorporate.
By incorporating, the following advantages can result:
(1)

is a serious matter and should not be used as a sham.

Limited liability. The acts and/or omissions would be those of the corporate

C. CRIME STOPPERS AND LIABILITY

entity. Any liability would be that of the corporation rather than that of the

(2)
{3}
(4)

individuals. Only the assets of the corporation would be subject to a judgment

The "persons" who could possibly be liable when things go wrong are:

for money damages, not the personal assets of the individual working for or
with the corporation.

governmental agency; public officials; law enforcement agencies; supervisors; employees;

Continuity. Due to the formalities and procedures, incorporation encourages

of the corporation; broadcasters and publishers; owners and managers of photographed

the perpetuation of the program.

premises; etc.

Tax exemption. Incorporating as a nonprofit corporation enables the organi-

liability of the board of directors of Crime Stoppers.

zation to attain federal (IR::) tax-exempt status more easily.

are routinely trained regarding civil and criminal liability, so their exposure will not be

Separation from government.

peace officers; agents; informants; nonprofit corporations; board members and officers

As a private corporation, the organization

becomes independent of identification with and control by the Government.

the

Perhaps most users of this manual are concerned with the potential
Police and news media personnel

treated here. It will be assumed that the local Crime Stoppers program is an incorporated
()

entity.

As will be seen later in this chapter, it is only because of thi~;~eparation that

As a general rule, the officers, directors, and shareholders of the corporation are

some of the legal procedures necessary to the operation of Crime Stoppers are

neither personally liable nor are they insurers of the corporation. So long as there is a

possible. A.lso, records will be free from government open records laws.

reasonable basis for making a certain decision and the board acts in good faith, courts are
reluctant to impose liability for mistakes in business judgment.
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Generally, the payment of Crime Stopper rewards to informants is not illegal. The

required is that of an ordinarily prudent man in managing his own affairs. This involves

reasons why such payments are not improper are:
(1)
The informant is being paid for "information" not for his testimony.

diligence, so the officers and directors must pay attention to corporate affairs.
Officers and directors, in order to show diligence and good faith in their decisionmaking, must regularly attend meetings, confer with fellow officers and directors at other

(2)

The reward is paid by the private organization of Crime Stoppers, not by the

(3)

Government or the Government's prosecuting attorney.
1'he informant need only give information which leads to an indictment, not a

times, examine the minutes and corporate records (especially financial statements), and
let their views be known (preferably in writing).

If management is pursuing improper

conviction. By the time of trial (after indictment), the witness who chooses to

policies and practices, a director cannot avoid responsibility on grounds of ignorance.
Should poor health, schedule conflicts, or other factors require absence regularly

testify receives an additional payment for waiving anonymity, but a conviction

from meetings, the best thing for both the director and the corporation is for the director

is not required so the payment is not an incentive to lie.
'rhere are other reasons, in addition to the reward, why a person would want to

(4)

to resign. If such a director will not voluntarily resign, it is in the best interests of the
corporation to employ a bylaw provision calling for automatic removal upon reaching a

give information to Crime Stoppers.

designated number of absences (excused or not).

vanity, revenge, repentance, jealousy, civic mindedness, gratitude, competi-

Examples of the different types of action which might involve claims, and thus
liability, include:

(5)

criminal conspiracy, false arrest and imprisonment, defamation,

properties such as copyrights, trademarks, tradenames, and service marks, theft of

rewards to informants.
Most states have always allowed private individuals and organizations to offer

(7)

rewards.
The fact that a witness has been paid a reward for information or for waiving

services or property from the Government, employment discrimination, advertising
violations, legislative lobbying without registration when required, illegal fundraising

anonymity goes to the weight or credibility of the witness' testimony, not to

activities such as lotteries, and solicitation when prohibited; and the list could go on and
I

Exposure to liability can be removed or reduced

through: incorporation; use of governmental immunities; reliance upon the qualified (good
faith) immunity of peace officers; insurance policies; bonds; and the use of waivers,
releases, and other legal instruments.
Additionally, all persons involved in Crime Stoppers can reduce the likelihood of

tion or the elimination thereof, and avoidance of punishment.
At least two states have enacted statutes creating Crime Stoppers programs.

(6)

or pay taxes, breach of contract, misappropriation or unauthorized use of protected

Do .not let this frighten you.

fear,

These statutes arguably create a "state policy" endorsing the use of cash

invasion of privacy, personal injury, loss of earnings or income, failure to file tax reports

on.

These other reasons include:

admissibility or inadmissibility, assuming that the witness is otherwise compe-

II'
I

tent.
On at least two occasions, defendents have attempted to appeal their convictions
based on the argument that Crime Stoppers informants have had their credibility damaged
because they have been paid.
In Arizona vs. Parker, 128 Arizona 107 (App. 1980) 624 p. 2d 304 (vacated on other

I

liability by becoming better educated about Crime Stoppers. This can be done by reading

grounds by Superior Court, 128 Ariz. 97 (1981)), the S~cond Division of the Arizona Court

this manual and by attending Crime Stoppers schools, the annual Crime Stoppers-USA

of Appeals affirmed the trial court's judgment in refusing to order the State to make an

D.

attempt to find the identity of an anonymous informant who cal1e d a '" crIme 1'"
me an d

t

conference, and regional meetings.

gave information in return for money.

The Appeals Court held that the information

supplied by the caller was not contingent on the payment of any money. The reward was

PAYING CRIME STOPPERS' INFORMANTS

arranged after the tip had been received. Further, the Appeals Court said that the money
t

Not all Crime Stoppers informants are interested in receiving cash rewards, but it is

was given in exchange for the information and not future testimony,

1)0

even if the

a motivating factor for many. The promise of cash rewards is an important part of the

informant was a witness at the trial, the money would have had no Ibearing on his

Crime Stoppers success but perhaps not as important as the promise of anonymity.

credibility.
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In Lovato vs. New Mexico, 580 p. 2d 138 (1978), the defendant claimed a violation of
the Canon of Ethics based on the payment of a Crime Stoppers informant.

embarassing if Crime Stoppers fundgaising" was illegally conducted.

The New

fundraising projects should not only be in good taste, but in accordance with applicable

Mexico Court of Appeals denied Lovato's request for a new trial, saying it would only have

law.

been a violation of the Canon of Ethics if the District Attorney's office had paid the
witness.

Since

th~

The most common situations where fundraising crosses the thin line are in

witness was paid by an independent organization (Crime Stoppers)

solicitations and drawings. Problems can arise when a solicitor does not comply with local

strictly as a result of Lovato's arrest and indictment and not for his conviction, no

ordinances or other laws regulating solicitation by mail, telephone, door-to-door, or at

\

I

violation occurred. Lovato's conviction for second degree murder was upheld.
In order to avoid disputes and controversy over rewards offered or paid by Crime
Stoppers, each program should have specific but flexible standing rules regarding the
reward system.

I

The rules should take into consideration the goals of Crime Stoppers.

Goals include the solution of unsolved crimes; the recovery of stolen property or
kidnapped or missing persons; the apprehension of fugutives; prosecution of criminals; the
deterrence of crime; and confiscation of narcotics and other contraband.
There is no real problem with the payment of rewards for information solving crimes
other than featured crimes.

[t

is the "Crime of the Week" that may cause some problems

if the rules for qualifying for the reward are not made clear to those persons who rely
upon the representation or the apparent "offer." In most jurisdictions, one who relies upon
the offer and acts unilaterally will be entitled to a reward pursuant to contract law if he
has performed the task.
A 1977 Alabama case may be of some consolation to the news media carrying Crime

Any and all

public places.

Violations may result from failing to register with local officials or to

secure a solicitation permit. Or, various methods used or the time of day or day of the
week may make the fundraising illegal.

As for "drawings," these are in many places

considered to be "lotteries" or illegal gambling. Local and Postal law should be studied,

i

for it would be a shock to have an anonymous person call Crime Stoppers to report an
illegal gambling promoter and then have Crime Stoppers pay a reward to the suspect!
Methods of fundraising are covered in Chapter VI.

,

F.

I

MAKING THE CRIMINAL PAY, EVEN IF THE CRIME DID NOT

There are several innovative programs and policies designed to aid Crime Stoppers
by making convicted criminals pay. Some of these practices have yet to be tested by the
applicable courts, so "proceed" with caution.
One method of making the criminal pay is to, by either Court Order or by agreement

Stoppers, even if it does not help the Crime Stoppers board. In Gadsden Times vs. Doe,

between the prosecutor and the defendant, have the criminal repay to Crime Stoppers an

345 So. 2d 1361, the newspaper had published articles referring to reward money that had

amount identical to the amount paid by Crime Stoppers to the anonymous informant who

allegedly been offered by various concerned citizens and/or city officials in return for

made it possible to prosecute the defendant.

i!lformation leading to the arrest and conviction of a murderer. Information was received

restitution."

and a conviction obtained. Following the conviction, city officials stated that they had no
knowledge regarding the reward money. The court held that the newspaper, as publisher,

probation.
Another method that is increasing in use is the ordering of defendants to make a

was not liable for payment of the reward.

monetary contribution to Crime Stoppers.

This is commonly known as "making

Restitution can usually be required by making it a condition of one's

Some judges are making the contribution a

The key in this area is to make it very clear that "Crime Stoppers" is offering the

condition for one to receive probation. These judges often do not discriminate but make

reward and that Crime Stoppers is a private organization, and not a newspaper, radio or

all offenders pay, whether they were apprehended through a Crime Stoppers tip or not,

television station, police agency, or governmental body.

and whether probation is granted or not.

There is a serious legal problem with this

method which should be resolved under local law before implementation. The problem is
E.

FUND RAISING -- KEEPING IT LEGAL

that many jurisdictions have codes of judicial conduct which prohibit the judiciary from
becoming involved in fundraising efforts.

One of the purposes of Crime Stoppers is to become such a successful tool in the
fight against crime as to deter crime.

It would be harmful to the cause and most

VIIl-8

Raising money for Crime Stoppers through

court orders or agreement may constitute a fundraising effort on the part of the judge.
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THE PRIVILEGE OF ANONYMITY

A similar method, that--avoids the judicial ethics and fundraising issue, is for a judge

By R. E. Thoml?son

to order the defendant to contribute his services to the local Crime Stoppers program.
This is a form of "community service" which is becoming more commonplace in

Law enforcement officers often learn of criminal conduct or the identity

sentencing. An offender might be used to wash cars at a fundraising car wash, or to stuff
of

and seal envelopes in a fundraising involving a mail-out, for example.
Judges may be approached by Crime Stoppers participants in order to ascertain the
judge's feelings about initiating such programs, but one should never discuss with a judge a

the

Communications

this

kind

conduct

are

from

necessary

communications

techniques

for

by

citizens.

sffective

law

a citizen often conditions his communications upon anonymity

However,

of

because

fear

or

because

Revelation

controversy.

ANONYMITY -- A KEY TO CRIME STOPPERS SUCCESS

of

criminal

enforcement.

particular case which is pending, for to do so would be unethical and maybe even illegal.

G.

of

perpetrator

of

of

a

the

desire

to

identity

avoid

of

involvement

the

person

in

legal

providing

the

information would discourage other citizens from assisting in law enforcement.

There is no question that one major reason for the success of Crime Stoppers

The common law has long recognized a privilege whereby law enforcement

throughout the nation is its ability to offer anonymity to informants. There is no hard and

officers may refuse to disclose the identity of persons supplying information

fast rule encompassing Crime Stoppers ability to accomplish this task. The easiest way

concerninq the commissi.on of crimes.

for a Crime Stoppers informant to remain completely anonymous is simply not to

(1894).

volunteer his name when calling the program.

widely

However, there are occasions when a

coordinator will learn of' the informant's identity -- either from the informant himself,
through

sub~equerit

investigation, by deductive reasoning, or otherwise.

The United States courts and most states have recognized what has become known

This privilege is well established in
recognized

in

the

state

courts

federal

throughout

the

532

court and is also
United

3

States.

Wharton's criminal Evidence 580 (13th edition, 1973).
The scope of the privilege and its application was the issue befor,,= the

This creates a

completely new set of circums.tances.

In re Quarles and Tubler, 158 U.S.

United States Supreme Court in McCray v. Illinois, 386 U.S. 300 (1967).

In

of Illinois

for

that

case

petitioner

McCray

was

convicted

by

the

State

McCray moved to suppress the heroin as evidence

as "The Privilege of Anonymity." Crime Stoppers program should always attempt to have

possession of narcotics.

the privilege used to protect the informer and the continuity of the program. It must be

against him, claiming that the police had acquired it in an unlawful search

understood, however, that the privilege is not absolute.

and seizure in violation of the Fourth and Fourteenth Amendments.

There are exceptions and

circumstances where a court may order the disclosure of the name and identity of the

At the suppression hearing, Officer Jackson stated that he and two fellow

informant. If so ordered, the disclosure must be made or one may be held in contempt of

officers had had a conversation with an informant on the morning of January 16

court. It is often better to have the prosecutor move to dismiss the case before getting to

in their unmarked police car.

the point of forcing a choice between revealing the informant or being punished for

him

contempt.

narcotics and had narcotics on his person and tha t he could be founa.. in the

Losing one case is preferable to losing the integrity of your program, the

respect of your informant, and your good name for being law abiding.

that

the

petitioner,

with

The officer said that the informant had told
whom

Jackson

was

acquainted,

vicinity of 47th and Calumet at this particular time."

"was

selling

Jackson said that he

Printed below, from the 1980 Crime Stoppers Operational Manual, is an excellent

and his fellow officers drove to that vicinity in the police car and that when

article on "The Privilege of Anonymity," written by R. E. Thompson, former United States

they spotted the petitioner, tj'le informant pointed him out and then departed

Attorney for the District of New Mexico. The article should be supplemented by the law

on foot.

in your jurisdiction.

with a woman, then separating from her and meeting briefly with a. man, then
proceeding
walk (ing)

Jackson stated that the officers observed the petitioner walking
alone,

and

finally,

between two buildings."

after

seeing

the

police

car.,

"hurriedly

"At this point," Jackson testified,

"my

partner and myself got out of the car and informed him we had information he
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had narcotics on his person, placed him in the police vehicle at this point."
Jackson stated that the officers t.ll.en searched the petitioner and found the
heroin in a cigarette package.
Jackson

t,estified that he had been acquainted with the informant for

approximately a year,

that during this period the informant had supplied him

with iJlformation about narcotics a.ctivities "fifteen, sixteen times at least,"
t.i'i2ti: the information had proved to be accurate and had resulted in numerous
arrests and convictions.

On cross-examination, Jackson was even more specific

as to the informant's previous reliability, giving the names of people who had
been convicted of narcotics violations as the result of infor.illation the
informant had supplied.
When Jackson was asked for the informant's name and
addre;ss, counsel for the State objected, and the objection was sUf:-=.ained by
the court.
Officer Arnold gave substantially the same account of the circumstances
of the petitioner's arrest and search.
The Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of the confidentiality of
the informant and delineated the fundamental considerations in its opinion,
stating:

'1I
j

"In permitting the officers to withhold the informa~t's id:ntity, the. court
was following well-settled Illinois law.
When the Issue IS not gUIlt or
innocence, but, as here, the question of probable c~use for an arr~st or. search,
the Illinois Supreme Court has held that police offIcers need not InvarIably be
required to disclose an informant's identit~ if the trial judge. is c.onvinced, by
evidence submitted in open court and subject to cross-eXaminatIOn, that the
officers did rely in good faith upon credible information supplied by a reliable
informant. This Illinois evidentiary rule is consistent with the law of many
other States. In California, the State Legislature in 1965 enacted a statute
adopting just such a rule for cases like the one before us:
'(I)n any preliminary hearing, criminal trial, or other criminal
procedure, for violation of any provision of Division 10 (commencing with Section 11000) of the Heal.th and Saf~ty Code,
evidence of information eommunicated to a peace officer by a
confidential informant, who is not a material witness to the guilt
or innocence of the accused of the offense charged, shall be
admissable on the issue of reasonable cause to make an arrest or
search without requiring that the name or identity of the informant
be disclosed if the judge or magistrate is satisfied, based ~pon
evidence produced in open court, out of the presence of the Jury,
that such information was received from a reliable informant and
in his discretion does not require such disclosure.! California Evid.
Code S 1042(c).
"'1'h~

r~a.soninQ'

of the Sunreme CQurt of New Jersey in judicially

adoptin-g-th~~~-~~--b~si~- e~identi;ry rule was instructively expressed by Chief
Justice Weintraub in State v. Burnett, 42 N.J. 377, 201 A. 2d 39:

"There can be no doubt, upon the basis of the circumstances related by
Officers Jackson and Arnold, that there was probable cause to sustain the
arrest and incidental search ir. this case. Draper v. United States, 358 U.S.
307. Unlike the situation in Beek v. Ohio, 379 U.S. 89, each of the officers in
this case described with specificity "what the informer actually said, and why
the officer thought the information W8$ credible." 379 U.S., at 97. The
testimony of each of the officers informed the court of "underlying circumstances from which the informant concluded that the narcotics were where he
claimed they were, and some of the underlying circumstances from which the
officer conclu0ed tl:lat the informant • • • was 'credible' or his information
'reliable.'" Aguilar v. Texas, 378 U.S. 108, 114. See United States v.
Ventresca, 380 U.Se 102. Upon the basis of those circumstances, along with
the officers' personal observations of the petitioner, the court was fully
justified in holding that at the time the officers made the arrest "the facts and
circumstances within their knowledge and of which they had reasonably
trustworthy information were sufficient to warrant a prudent man in believing
that the petitioner had committed or was committing an offense. Brinegar
v. United States, 3.38 U.S. 160, 175-176; Henry v. United States, 461 U.S. 98,
102." Beck v. Ohio, supra, at 91. It is the petitioneris claim, however, that
even though the officers' sworn testimony fully supported a finding of probable
cause for the arrest and search, the state court nonetheless violated the
Constitution when it sustained objections to the petitioner's questions as to the
identity of the informant. We cannot agree.

VIII-12

'If a defendant may insist upon disclosure of the informa~t in
order to test the truth of the officer's statement that there 1S an
informant olr as to what the informat related or as to the
informant's reliability we can be sure that every defendant will
demand disclosure. He has nothing to lose and the prize may be
the suppression of damaging evidence if the St~te cannot ~fford to
reveal its source, as is so often the case. And Since there IS no way
to test the good faith of a defendant who presses the deman~, we
must assume the routine demand would have to be routinely
granted.
The result would be that the State could use the
informant's information only as a lead and could search only if it
could gather adequate evidence of probable cause apart f~om t~e
informant's data. Perhaps that approach would sharpen the Invest 1gatorial techniques" but we doubt that there w~uld be enough
talent and time to cope with crime upon that baSIS. Rather, we
accept the premise that the informer is. a v~ta~ par~ of society's
defensive arsenal. The basic rule protecting hIS Identity r~sts upon
that belief.
'We must remember also that we are not dealing with the
trial of the criminal charge itself. There the need for a truthful
verdict outweighs society's need for the informer privilege. Here,
however, the accused seeks to avoid the truth. The very purpose of
a motier; to supp~ess is to escape the inculpatory thrust of evidence
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in hand, not because its probative force is diluted in the least by
the mode of seizure, but rather as a sanction to compel enforcement officers to respect the constitutional security of all of us
under the Fourth Amendment. State v. Smith, 37 N.M.481, 486
(1962). If the motion to suppress is denied, defendent will still be
judged upon the untarnished truth.

cases. See Hawkins v. United States, 358 U.S. 74. This is a task which is quite
different, of course, from the responsibility of constitutional adjudication. In
the exercise of this supervisory jurisdiction the Court had occasion 10 years
ago, in Roviaro v. United States, 353 U.S. 53, to give thorough consideration to
one aspect of the informer's privilege itself having long been recognized in the
federal judicial system.

'The Fourth Amendment is served if a judicial mind passes
upon the existence of probable cause. Where the issue is submitted
upon an application for a warrant, the magistrate is trusted to
evaluate the credibility of the affiant in an ex parte proceeding.
As we have said, the magistrate is concerned, not with whether the
informat lied, but with whether the affiant is truthful in his
recitation of what he was told. If the magistrate doubts the
credibility of the affiant, he may require that the informant be
identified or even produced. It seems to us that the same approach
is equally sufficient where the search was without a warrant, that
is to say, that it should rest entirely with the judge who bears the
motion to suppress to decide whether he needs such disclosure as to
the informant in order to decide whether the officer is a believable
witness.' 42 N.M., at 385-388, 201 A. 2d, at 43-45.

"The Roviaro case involved the informer's privilege, not at a preliminary
hearing to determine probable cause for an arrest or search, but at the trial
itself where the issue was the fundamental one of innocence or guilt. The
petitioner there had been brought to trial upon a two-count federal indictment
charging sale and transportation of narcotics. According to the prosecution's
evidence, the informer had been an active participant in the crime. He ilhad
taken a material part in bringing about the posses;sion of certain drugs by the
accused, had been present with the accused at the occurrence of the alleged
crime, and might be a material witness as to whether the accused knowingly
transported the drugs as charged."
353 U.S., at 55.
The trial court
nonetheless denied a defense motion to compel the prosecution to disclose the
informer's identity.

What Illinois and her sister States have done is no more than recognize a
well-established testimonial privilege, long familiar to the law of evidence.
Professor Wigmore, not known as an enthusiastic advocate of testimonial
privileges generally, has described that privilege in these words:

'The disclosure of an informer's identity . . . is relevant and
helpful to the defense of an accused, or is essential to a fair
determinaton of a cause, the privilege must give way. In these
situations the trial court may require disclosure and, if the
Government withholds the information, dismiss the action ...

'A genuine privilege, on ... fundamental principal •.. , must
be recognized for the identity of persons supplying the government
with information concerning the commission of crimes. Communications of this kind ought to receive encouragement. They are
discouraged if the informer's identity is disclosed. Whether an
informer is motivated by good citizenship, promise of leniency or
prospect of pecuniary reward, he will usually condition his cooperation on an assurance of anonymity -- to preclude adverse social
reactions and to avoid the risk of defamation or malicious prosecution actions against him. The government also has an interest in
non-disclosure of the identity of its informers. Law enforcement
officers often depend upon professional informers to furnish them
with a flow of information about criminal activities. Revelation of
the dual role played by such persons ends their usefulness to the
government and discourages others from entering into a like
relationship.
lThat the government has this privilege is well established,
and it soundness cannot be questioned.' (Footnotes omitted.) 8
Wigmore, Evidence S 2374 (McNaughton rev. 1961.)
"In the federal courts the rules of evidence in criminal trials are
governed 'by the principles of the common law as they may be interpreted by
the courts of the United States in the light of reason and experience.' This
Court, therefore, has the ultimate task of defining the scope to be accorded to
the various common law evidentiary privileges in the trial of federal criminal
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"This court held that where, in an actual trial of a federal criminal case,

'We believe that no fixed rule with respect to disclosure is
justifiable. The problem is one that calls for balancing the public
interest in protecting the flow of information against the individual's r'~ht to prepare his defense. Whether a proper bB;lance
renders Dvndisclosure erroneous must depend on the partICular
circumstances of each case, taking into consideration the crime
charged, the possible defenses, the possible significance of the
informer's testimony, and other relevant factors.' 353 U.S., at
60-61, 61. (Footnotes omitted.)

I

I
I

"The Court's opinion then carefully reviewed the particular circumstances of Roviaro's trial, pointing out that the informer's "possibly testimony
was highly relevant ••• ," that he "might have disclosed an entrapment •.• ,"
"might have thrown doubt upon petitioner's identity or on the identity of the
package ••. " "might have testified to petitioner's possible lack of knowledge
of the contents of the package that he 'transported' . . . ," and that the
"informer was the sole participant, other than the accused, in the transaction
charged." 353 U.S., at 63-64. The Court concluded "that, under these
circumstances, the trial court committed prejudicial error in permitt~ng the:
Government to withhold the identity of its undercover employee in the face of
repeated demands by the accused for his disclosure." 353 U.S., at 65.
"What Roviaro thus makes clear is that this Court was unwilling to
impose any absolute rule requiring disclosure of an informer's identity even in
formulating evidentiary rules for federal criminal trials. Much less has the
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"(b) Who may claim.--The privilege may be claimed by an appropriate
representative of the Government, regardless of whether the information was
furnished to an officer of the Government or of a state or subdivision thereof.
The privilege may be claimed by an appropriate representative of a state or
subdivision thereof. The privilege may be claimed by an appropriate representative of a state or subdivision if the information was furnished to an
officer thereof, except that in criminal cases the privilege shall not be allowed
if the Government objects.

Court ever approached the formulation of a federal evidentiary rule of
compulsory disclosure where the issue is the preliminary one of probable
cause, and guilt or innocence is not at stake. Indeed, we have repeatedly made
clear that federal officers need not disclose an informer's identity in applying
for an arrest or search warrant. As was said in United States v. Ventresca,
380 U.S. 102, 108, we have "recognized that 'an affidavit may be based on
hearsay information and need not reflect the direct personal observations of
the affiant,' so long as the magistrate is 'informed of some of the underlying
circumstances' supporting the affiant's conclusions and his belief that any
informant involved 'whose identity need not be disclosed •.• was "credible" or
his information "reliable.'" Aguilar v. Texas, supra, at 114. (Emphasis added.)
S,~e also Jones v. United States, 385 U.S. 206, 210.

"(c)

"(1) Voluntary disclosure; informer a. witness. -- No privilege exists under
this rule if the identity of the informer or his interest in the subject matter of
his communication has been disclosed to those who would have cause to resent
the communication by a holder of the privilege or by the informer's own
action, or if the informer appears as a witness for the Government.

"In sum, the Court in the exercise of its power to formulate evidentiary
rules for federal criminal cases has consistently declined to hold that an
informer's identity need always be disclosed in a federal criminal trial, let
alone in a preliminary hearing to determine probable cause for an arrest or
search. yet we are now asked to hold that the Constitution somehow compels
Illinois to abolish the informer's privilege from its law of evidence, and to
require disclosure of the informer's identity in every such preliminary hearing
where it appears that the officers made the arrest or search in reliance upon
facts supplied by an informer they had reason to trust. The argument is based
upon the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, and upon the
Sixth Amendment right of confrontation, applicable to the States through the
Fourteenth Amendment. Pointer v. Texas, 380 U.S. 400. We find no support
for the petitioner's position in either of those constitutional provisionl3".
A rule of evidence for Identity of Informers was proposed to the Congress
in 1975 for

use in

federal

court.

Congress elected

to allow common

law

development of privilege rules in criminal cases rather than to approve the
specific privileges proposed as rules.
The Supreme Court then adClpted "standards" r-lhich it believed reflected
These standards, for

the current "reason and experience" of the common law.
the most

part,

restate

the

law currently

applied

in

federal

court.

Weinstein's Evidence 5510(02).

Standard 510 states:
"IDENTITY OF INFORMER

(a)
Rule of privilege. -- The -dovernment or a state or subdivision thereof
has a privilege to refuse to disclose the identity of a person who has furnished
information relating to or assisting in an investigation of a possible violation
of law to a law enforcement officer or member of a legislative committee or
its staff conducting an investigation.
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Exception.

"(2) Testimony on merits. -- If it appears from the evidence in the case or
from other showing by a party that: an informer may be able to give testimony
necessary to a fair determination of the issue of guilt or innocence in a
criminal case or of a material issue on the merits in a civil case to which the
Government is a party, and the Government invokes the privilege, the judge
shall give the Government an opportunity to show in camera facts relevant to
determining whether the informer can, in fact, supply that testimony. The
showing will ordinarily be in the: form of affidavits, but the judge may direct
that testimony be taken if he finds that the matter cannot be resolved
satisfactorily upon affidavit. If the judge finds that there is a reasonable
probability that the informer can giv-e the testimony, and the Government
elects not to disclose his identity, the judge on motion of the defendant in a
criminal case shall dismiss the charges to which the testimony would relate,
and the judge may do so on his own motion. In civil cases, he may make any
order that justice requires. Evidence submitted to the judge shall be sealed
and preserved to be made available to the appellate court in the event of an
appeal, and the contents shall not otherwise be revealed without consent of
the Government. All counsel and parties shall be permitted to be present at
every stage of proceedings under this subdivision except a showing in camera,
at which no counselor party shall be permitted to be present.

2

"(3) Legality of obtaining evidence. -- If information from an infOl'mer is
relied upon to establish the legality of the means by which evidence was
obtained and the judge is not satisfied that the infi?rmation was received from
an informer reasonably believed to be reliable or credible, he may require the
identity of the informer to be disclosed. The judge shall, on request of the
Government, direct that the disclosure be made in camera. All counsel and
parties concerned with the issue of legality shall be permitted to be present at
every stage of proceedings under this subdivision except at disclosure in
camera, at which' no counselor party shall be permitted to be present. If
disclosure of the identity of the informer is made in camera, the record
thereof shall be sealed and preserved to be made available to the appellate
court in the event of an appeal, and the contents shall not otherwise be
revealed without consent of the Government".
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Skeptics believed that if the informant was anonymous, i.e., his identity unknown,
The New Mexico nCRIMESTOPPERS" program has utilized a similar New Mexico
Rule of Evidence,

"Identity of Informer,

n

as a basis of its success.

then it was impossible to prove the informer was credible. It is submitted, however, that

The

the second spur of the second prong could have been used to show that the information

identity of informants have remained anonymous if essential.

itself was reliable.

In the large majority of its cases, the courts have not required that the
identity of the informers be disclosed.

An example of the use of the "reliable" information portion of the

second prong can be found in the Texas case of State v. Dow, 626 S.W.2d 93 (1983). In

When disclosure has been ordered the

Dow, the defendant contended that the affidavit in support of a search, warrant was

informer has voluntarily elected to consent to the disclosure rather than see

defective because it failed to state sufficient underlying circumstances from which the

the prosecution dismissed.

affiant could have concl.uded that the unnamed information was credible. Although the
affidavit made no mention of the informant's credibility, it did show underlying circum-

In the appendix to this chapter is a copy of a motion prepared by U.S. Attorney foI'

stances which can be looked to for corroboration of the information from the unnamed

the District of New Mexico, James F. Blackmer, which was successfully used to prevent

informant. Eleven items listed by the homeowner as stolen matched eleven items seen by

the court-ordered disclosure of an informer's identity.

the informant listed in the search warrant application.

Because the details tended to

corroborate and show the reliability of the information, the Texas Court ot Appeals
H. THE "SPECIAL PROBLEM" WITH CRIME STOPPERS' INFORMANTS

upheld the validity of the search.
On June 8, 1983, the United States Supreme Court decided the landmark case of

Crime Stoppers owes much of its success to the program's use of information

Illinois v. Gates, _ _ U.S.

provided by persons whose identities remain "anonymous." There is a difference between

case, the decision centered around the use of information received from an anonymous

"anonym(iHS" and'confidential." If an informant is "anonymous," then his or her identity is

informant.
The Gates decision is important for the following reasons:

unknown to Crime Stoppers. A "confidential" informant, on the other hand, is one whose
identity is known to Crime Stoppers but is kept secret in order to protect the informant's

(1)

safety and usefulness.
Law enforcement uses confidential informants almost routinely.

tion, frequently contribute to the solution of otherwise 'perfect crimes.' While

of the opinion that information from anonymous informants was worthless in supplying

a conscientious assessment of the basis for crediting such tips is required by

"probable cause" for the issuance of arrest and search warrants. Much of this skepticism

the Fourth Amendment, a standard that leaves virtually no place for anony-

was caused by the existence of the so-called "two-pronged test" by which an affidavit for
a warrant was judged when it relied upon an informer's tip.

(2)

The two-pronged test was developed by the United States Supreme Court in the

information, and the credibility of the informer or the reliability of his

(1) Facts be disclosed which

information are considered as intertwined considerations that may illuminate

allow a judicial officer making a probable cause determination to reach a judgment as to

the probable cause issue, rather than as strictly separate requirements both of

whether the informant has a basis for his allegation, lind (2) Facts be provided the judicial
officer by which he may determine either that the informer is credible or

t~at

mous citizen informants is not."
The Court did away with the two-pronged test, and in its place adopted a
"totality of the circumstances' testll in which the basis of the informer's

decisions of Aguillar v. Texas, 378 U.S. 108 (1964), and Spinelli v. U.S., 393 U.S. 410Aguillal'-Spinelli was understood to require that:

The majority of the Court recognized the need for being able to use
anonymous information.
" .... such tips, particularly when supplemented by independent police investiga-

The use of

anonymous informants, however, is considerably more difficult. Many skeptics have been

(1969).

, 33 CrL 3109 (1983). Although not a Crime Stoppers

which must have been met.
" •••• we conclude that it is wiser to abandon the 'two-pronged test' established

his

information is reliable.

by our decisions in Aguillar and Spinelli. In its place we reaffirm the totality

'1
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of circumstances analysis that traditionally has informed probable cause
determinatiol'fS. "

reputation and credibility of the entire Crime Stoppers program is at stake.

Irrespective of the fact that Crime Stoppers everywhere have reason to be elated
with the Gates decision, there remains a need for caution. You should be aware of these
facts:
(1)

The decisions of the United Sates Supreme Court "have consistently recognized the value of corroboration of details of an informant's tip by independent
police work" (Gates).

Even though an anonymous informant's tip may

sometimes be sufficently detailed to prove reliability, it will always be far
better to couple the informant's tip with other information either already

Not all warrants secured by law enforcement officers using Crime Stoppers

I
I

I
I
!

information will be successful, just as there will be "dry runs" in executing
search warrants, suppressed evidence, and "Not Guilty" verdicts in other cases
from time to time. The law deals in "probabilities" not "certainties". As long
as you are honest and any mistakes unintentional, you have nothing to be
ashamed of, nor does Crime Stoppers.
ARREST, SEARCH, AND SEIZURE -- INFORHERS AND
OTHER ·PROB.ABLE CAUSE- SOURCES

known or that is later developed.
(2)

By James F. Blackmer

Courts will continue to disagree as to whether "probable cause" exists, even
where to most it ma¥ be "obvious" that an informer's tip is good. Remember
that in Gates three of the Associate Justices (Brennan, Marshall, and Stevens)
believed the tip still failed under the majority's new "totality of the circumstances' test."

(3)

Each individual State may, in interpreting its own State constitution, create or
retain a more precise or restrictive test for the use of anonymous information.
Gates decided only the federal issue under the Fourth Amendement to the
United States Constitution.

This was noted in Associate' Justice White's

concurring opinion.
A few final suggestions are in order.
(1)

Use as much information in your affidavit as possible without making it too
easy for the suspect to identify your informant.

(2)

Do not allow forms to dictate to you how much information you will allege in

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
James Blackmer has been a prosecutor ever since
he became a lawyer in 1973.
He was an Assistant District Attorney
in Albuquerque in charge of the narcotics prosecution division and
habitual criminal division and property crimes division in the Trial
Division of the District Attorney General's Office in Albuquerque.
He was the founder and chief trial counsel for the New Mexico
Attorney General's Office's Narcotics Task. Force (1978-l?80), . and
presently is it c;rim.i12al division attorney ~n the New Mex~co _~n~~ed
States Attorney's office, specializing in narcotics cases.
Eie nas
prosecuted well over 100 felony criminal cases, reviewed and
approved about 2,000 affidavits for arrest and search warrants, personally prepared several hundred such affidavits, ~d was himsel~ an
affiant in such affidavits on several dozen occas~ons.
He spec~al
izes in "Search and Seizure" cases in trial and on appeal (several
of his cases have created major appellate precedent), and teaches
classes on arrest, search and seizure, and informers, to police
departments and prosecutor offices without charge throughout the
West and Southwest, and provides free handouts at these classes.

your affidavit. If only four inches of space are provided for your allegations of
facts constituting probable cause, and need seven inches, do not leave out
facts that you think might not be so important. Instead, use an extra sheet of
paper and continue.

It is as simple as typing the words:

"Continued on

attached sheet of paper" and "Paragraph 5, continued." The additional facts
you provide in the affidavit's attachment may make the difference between
having a legal warrant and not having one.
(3)

Alwa~rs

be truthful in the information you provide and in the allegations

contained in the affidavits for warrants.

Not just your reputation, but the

GENERAL
This is not a detailed, comprehensive lawyer's dissertation on
the law of arrest, search and seizure.
Instead, it is intended as
a guide and quick checklist for police, prosecutors, or other
persons seeking valid warrants (or simply testifying in court about
a "probable cause" arrest, search, seizure, or "stop") to show a
judge that an ·informer or source of information is worthy of
belief -- and 01U5 to insure a valid arrest warrant, search warrant,
or valid warrantless arrest, search, seizure, or "stop." Nevertheless, for the convenience of prosecutors or police officers seeking
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to persuade a supervisor or prosecutor that a "stop," arrest,
search or seizure was lawful, some citations to appellate decisions
that a~e "on point" and substantiate these cllecklists are provided.
As an example, Thompson v. State, 298 A.2d 458 (Md., App .. , 1973) can
be found in volume 298 of the Atlantic Reporter (2nd ser~es) at page
458. It is a 1973 decision of the Maryland Court of ~pe~i~l Appeals
and includes an excellent discussion about the rel~abll~ty of an
unwitting informant -- an informant who does not realize he is p~o
viding information to a true police informant or undercover. p~l~ce
officer.
Other excellent and brief discussions about rellab~l~ty
and credibility of informers appear in the following:
Dawson ~.
State, 284 A.2d 861 (Md.! App., 1971) -- Volume 284 of the Atlant~c
Reporter (2nd series), page 861; King and Mobley v. State, 298 A.2d
446 (Md., App., 1973); Stanley v.
state, 313 A.2d 847 (Md.
App.,
1974); State v. Perea, 85 N.M. 505 or at 513 P.2d 128 (N.Mex., App.,
1973); and State v. Austria, 524 P.2d 290 (Hawaii, ~974).
.For. a
more detailed analysis on the la~' of Search and Se~zure, pr~ar~ly
for attorneys and judges reviewing cases in court, see the 3-volume
masterpiece, Search and Seizure:
A Treatise on the Fourth
Amendment, by Professor Wayne R. LaFave. Professor of Cr~inal Law
and Criminal Procedure (West Publishing Company, 1978, Wlth pocket
supplements).
Also, see Judge Moylan's excellent, sh~rte: I-volume
work The Right of the People to be Secure: An Exam~nat~on of the
Four~ Amendment available for $10.50 (including shipping) from the
National College' of District;; Attorneys, College of Law! University
of Houston, HGUScDu, TeKas, 77004. It contains a~d discllsses all Q~
the above cases, which can be found with the other references at any
law school or other major law library.

It is suggested that detectives, police officers, or other
persons preparing affidavits for arrest warrants or search warrants
make and keep a copy of the Checklists as set forth bel0.w. t~ help
assure that the affidavit shct'ls the reliability and cred~.b~llty of
an informant.
Remember, 1) the reliability and credibillty of an
informant, or sourCEl, or hearsay source must actually. be in ~e
affidavit for an arre~st warrant or search warrant -- or, ~f there ~s
a warrantless "probable cause" arrest, search, or seizure, the
police officer must actually testify at the motion hearing about why
he believed the informant or source ,.,as reliable and credible.
The
below checklist wiJLI help him show, in court testimony (or in. the
affidavit for a warrant) why the informant is reliable and cred~ble.
2) Then the affidarrit must show (or in-court testimony in a warrantless arrest or seclrch motion must show) how the informant knows or
acquired the i.nfoJC'mation.
3) Finally, in search o.r search .warrant
situations show Ii/hen the informant or source acqu~red the ~nforma
tion, but' not with an exact date; instead say; "within the past
three days," etc.
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NOTE:
These can be used, at times, for other informants, but
they most commonly apply when your' informant is a "good citizen,"
and not a criminal working off his charges.

Use several of the following, if possible and applicable.

!

I

!

1.

NAME THE SOURCE/Informant -- if he allows it. (i.e. "Jim Smith";
"Joe Serna"). (See United States v. DarenSbourg, 520 F.2d 985 at
988-989 (CA5, 1975); Mobley v. Stab;, 310 A.2d 803 (Md. App., 1973);
People v. Glaubman, 485 P.2d 711 (Colorado, 1971); People v. Ramey,
545 P.2d 1333 at 1336 (Cal, 1976).

2.

DESCRIBE HIS STATUS WITH RESPECT TO THE CASE (and name him
if he consents) -- i.e., "the victim of the burglary"; "An eyewitness t~
the robbery"; "an identified eyewitness to the murder"; or (best yet)
"Joe Smith, a self-stated victim of the below-described beating and
robbery", etc. (See the above-listed cases; also, United Sta~<!s v. Bell,
457 F.2d 1231 (CA5, 1972); United States v. Burke, 517 F.2d 377 (CA2
1975). King and MObley v. State 298 A.2d 446 (Md. App., 1973); Evans v:
State 274 A.2d 653 (2nd. App. 1972); Knight v. State, 254 A.2d 379 (Md.
App., 1969); Grim v. State, 251 A.2d 230 (2nd App., 1968); and Lomax v.
State, 298 A.2d 454 (2nd App. 1973.». Thompson v. State, 298 A.2d 458
(Met; Appwj 1973), involving "double hear-say" and ail !!unwitting informant" who did not even realize he was providing information about his
drug dealer source to a police informant.

3.

DESCRIBE HIS COMMUNITY STATUS: i.e., a school teacher, police
officer, security guard, banker, etc.
In short, show that he is an
upstanding citizen with a job or profession, legal income, etc ••. United
States v. Harris, 403 U.S. 573 599 91S. Ct. 2075 @ 2089 29 L.Ed.2d 723
(1971), and cases in ~ above, particularly People v. Glaubman, 485 P.2d
711 (Colo., 1971), and People v. Ramey, 545 P.2d 1333 (Cal. Supreme
Court, en banc, 1976). U.S. v. Kennington, 635 F.2d 1387 @ 1390-91
CCAI0, 1980). U.S. v. Flynn, 664 P.2d 1296 @ 1302-1304 (CA5, 1982).

4.

Describe how you know that the source " . • . is a citizen of this
community, a registered voter, owns a home or other real estate, is a
mid~le-aged ~dult with no known criminal record, head of a law-abiding
famIly, marrIed ••. " (or such of the foregoing as do apply). In short,
DESCRIBE HOW YOUR SOURCE IS AN UPSTANDING CITIZEN OF THE
COMMUNITY, NOT A MEMBER OF THE CRIMINAL ELEMENT. (see
above cases, especially United States v. Harris, King and MObley v.
State, People v. Glaubman, etc.).

5.

THE SOURCE GAVE THE INFORMATION VIA "EXCITED UTTERANCES" OR "DYING DECLARATION." (i.e., moments after the crime,

II
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he excitedly told an officer or bystander who committed the crime, or
described the vehicle or gun or offend~r, etc.} See King & Mobley v.
State, 298 A.2d 446 (Md. App., 1973); See also Rule 803 (1) and (2) and
Rule 804(b}(2} of the Rules of Evidence (Federal, and most states).
Indeed, other "hearsay exceptions" under. Rules 803 and 804 of the
Federal (and most State) Rules of Evidence provide other exceptions,
some of which are described below, tending to show your informant is
"credible" under the circumstances.
6.

7.

9.

MY SOURCE IS WILLING TO HAVE HIS/HER IDENTITY AND ADDRESS
REVEALED TO THE JUDGE WHEN HE READS THIS AFFIDAVIT. (Even
better if the Source has given a signed statement, and you point out in
the Affidavit that the Source was willing to allow the judge to read the
statement, or it was read by the judge.).

11.

The Citizen/source gave numerous details about the crime, many of
which were CORROBORATED BY (affiant; fellow police, etc . . . ) AS
FOLLOWS: (describe the details the source gave, and how they are
corroborated by police, victim, etc •••. ) Draper v. United States, 358
U.S. 307, 79 S. Ct. 329, 3 L.Ed.2d 327 (1959); United States v. Alexander,
559 F.2d 1339 (CA5, 1977); United States v. Canieso, 470 F.2d 1224
(CA2, 1972); State v. Perea, supra, 85 N.M. 505, 513 P.2d 1287 (Ct. App.,
1973). U.S. v. Campbell, 575 F.2d 505 (5th Cir., 1978).
The Citizen -- although remaining anonymous (if so) -- made longdistance phone calls to (affiant; affiant's police department) AT HIS
OWN EXPENSE, SPOKE AS A CONCERNED CITIZEN, DID NOT SEEK
MONEY QR OTFIER, PHYSICAL REWARD FOR THE INFORMATION,
AND SEEMED MOTIVATED ONLY TO HELP LAW ENFORCEMENT
AUTHORITIES ABOUT CRIMINAL VIOLATIONS. State v. Gerber, 241
N. W. 2d 720 (South Dakota, 1976); United States v. Afanador, 567 F.2d
1325 (CA5, 1978); United States v. Marcello, 570 F.2d 323 (CA10, 19'(8).

THIS CITIZEN ADVISES SHE/HE TESTIFIED UNDER OATH AT (Grand
Jury) (Trial) (other Hearing or Deposition) CONCERNING THE BELOW
(Same would apply to a signed, sworn, notarized
INFORMATION.
statement).

13.

THE SOURCE WAS PERSONALLY INVESTIGATED BY (affiant; affiant's
fellow police) AND FOUND TO HAVE NO OUTSTANDING CRIMINAL
ARREST OR CONVICTION RECORD. (Even better, point out that the
Source was not "under or working off any known criminal charges.") See
generally, the above cases under paragraphs 1-4.

14.

AFFIANT PERSONALLY ADVISED SOURCE THAT IF HIS/HER INFORMATION WAS A LIE OR FALSE OR INNACURATE, HE COULD BE
SUED, AND/OR CRIMINAL CHARGES FOR FALSE INFORMATION TO
POLICE COULD BE FILED AGAINST HIM. AFTER THAT WARNING,
SOURCE STILL STOOD BY AND REITERATED THE BELOW INFORMATION. People v. Clark, 426 NYS 2.d 692 @ 696-697 (N. Y. Supreme Ct.,
1980) •

15.

MY SOURCE IS A DOG TRAINED FOR MANY MONTHS .. - AND HAS
MANY YEARS EXPERIENCE -- IN (TRACKING PERSONS, DETECTING
AND IDENTIFYING (marijuana; Cocaine; heroin; explosives). State v.
Quatsling, 536 P.2d 226 (Ariz. App., 1975); State v. Harris, 547 P.2d 1394
(Ore. App., 1975); Annotation in 18 A.L.R.3d 1331; United States v.
Venema, 563 F.2d 10Q3 (CAIQ, 1977). PeoDle v. Coleman -- N.W. 2,d-(Md. App., 10/8/80).
. ...

16.

MY SOURCE IS A CITIZEN WHO PROVIDED THE BELOW INFORMATION IN THE REGULAR COURSE OF HIS BUSINESS OR PROFESSION
AS A (Department of Motor Vehicles records custodian/employee);
(medical records custodian) (laboratory chemist or forensic chemist);
(telephone company records custodian/employee).
See also Rule
803(6)-(18), Federal Rules of Evidence, which are also adopted in most
states. U.S. v. Flynn, 664 F.2d 1296 @ 1302-1304 (5th Cir., 1982).

17.

MY SOURCE IS A CITIZEN AND/OR PUBLIC EMPLOYEE PROVIDING
INFORMATION IN THE COURSE OF HIS DUTIES OR JOB REQUIREMENTS (i.e., doctor providing evidence on child abuse or gunshot wounds;
fingerprint analyst; coroner; auditor; bank examiner; certified public
accountant; building inspector; arson investigator ••• ) U.S. v. Flynn, 664
F.2d 1296 @ 1303-1304: (5th C.A. 1982). U.S. v. Ventresa, 380 U.S. 102,
85 S. ct. 741 @ 747, 13 L.ed. 2d 684 (1965); U.S. v. Hayles, 4th F.2d, 788
@ 793 (5th C.A. 1973); Brooks v. U.S., 416 F.2d 104 (5th C.A. 1969); U.S.
v. Black 344 F. Supp. 537 @ 539 (N.D. GA, 1972), Aff'd 476 F.2d 267. - -

18.

MY SOURCE IS A COMPUTER AT THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR
VEHICLES (or NCIC, or Master charge, or VISA, etc.) PROGRAMMED
BY TRAINED, EMPLOYED PERSONNEL TO MAKE AND HAVE

:
\i

THE SOURCE/INFORMANT GAVE A SIGNED, WRITTEN STATEMENT
TO (affiant; fellow police; the D.A., etc •••. ) ABOUT THE BELOWDESCRIBED FACTS OF THE (burglary; robbery; theft; drug-dealing; etc.
. . •). State v. Archuleta, 85 N.M. 146, 509 P.2d 134 (N. Mex. App.,
1971). See, in general, Dawson v. State, 276 A.2d 680 (1971). EVEN
BETTER, GET A SIGNED SWORN STATEMENT FROM WITNESS.
MY SOURCE IS WILLING TO TESTIFY IN GRAND JURY OR AT TRIAL
UNDER OATH. (Even better if the Source HAS testified under oath at
Grand Jury or in trial -- or at least has given a signed, SWORN
statement).

12.

1

THE SOURCE IS A CITIZEN PERSONALLY KNOWN TO AND TRUSTED
BY (the affiant; affiant's fellow police or supervisors; a judge or D.A.;
Governor or Mayor, etc.) AS A PERSONAT~ TRUSTED ACQUAINTANCE
(or friend) OR BUSINESS ASSOCIATE, . . . (etc.) •.. (United States v.
Harris, above, discussing a "prudent" citizen; People v. Glaubman).

8.

10.

~:

)

,
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ACCURATE RECORDS ABOUT (vehicles and their registered owners,
addresses, license numbers) (aircraft) (stolen VISA cards) (stolen cars and
firearms). THEY, IN TURN, RECEIVE THEIR INFORMATION "FROM
(car owners and citizens; DMV field offil"'ers issuing such records) (Courts
and victims of crime) (Police departments obtaining their information
from citizens, fellow police, and the Courts). United States v. Fendley,
522 F.2d 181 (CA5, 1975). U.S. v. Davis 568 F.2d 515. State v.
VanBuren, 217 Kan 182, 535 P.2d 456 (1975); U.S. v. McDonald, 606 F.2d
552 (5th Cir., 1979) (NCIC and "Wanted" flyers).

305, 513 P.2d 1287 (Ct. App., 1973); State v. Garcia, 90 N.M. 577, 566
P.2d 426 (N.Mex. App., 1977); State v. Austria, 524 P.2d 290 (Hawaii,
1974). See est·1ecially Thompson v. State, 298 A.2d 458 (Md. App., 1973).
U.S. v. Ashley,. 569 F.2d 475 (5th Cir., 1978).
4.

MY SOURCE GAVE ME A (signed) (oral) STATEMENT ADMITTING
PARTICIPATION IN THE BELOW-DESCRIBED (burglary) (robbery)
(murder) AND STORING THE ABOVE (stolen goods) (murder weapon)
(etc • • . . ) AT THE ABOVE PREMISES TO BE SEARCHED. THIS
ADMISSION CAN BE USED AGAINST THE SOURCE HIMSELF WHEN
THE CASE (goes to the Grand Jury) (goes to Trial). State v. Perea, 85
N.M. 505, 513 P.2d 1287 (Ct. App., 1973); State v. Archuleta, 85 N.M.
146, 509 P.2d 1341 (N.M. App., 1971); United States v. Harris, supra;
RULES 801 (D)(l) and (2) and ?04(b)(3) of Rules of Evidence.

5.

MY SOURCE MADE ADMISSIONS IMPLICATING HIS OWN RELATIVES
OR CLOSE FRIENDS (or business associates) IN THE BELOWIN MY EXPERIENCE, PERSONS DO NOT
DESCRIBED CRIMES.
USUALLY PROVIDE SUCH INFORMATION ABOUT RELATIVES OR
FRIENDS UNLESS IT IS TRUE.

6.

MY SOURCE IS NOT UNDER OR PENDING OR "WORKING OFF" ANY
CRIMINAL CHARGES THAT I KNOW OF OR CAN FIND, IN PROVIDING
ME THE BELOW INFORMATION. (If possible, put in other information,
also; i.e., the informant is not seeking and will not receive money or
other physical reward for the below information. Or, the Informant did
not then know he was providing the information to a police officer to
police informant, but, instead, apparently believes the informant (undercover officer, etc.) is a trusted criminal associate or drug dealer).
Thompson v. State, 298 A.2d 458 (Md. App., 1973); United States v.
Afanador, 567 F.2d 1325 (CA5. 1978).

7.

MY SOURCE IS NOT SEEKING AND (hopefully, but only if true) WILL
NOT RECEIVE MONEY OR OTHER PHYSICAL REWARD FOR THE
BELOW INFORMATION. (NOTE: this can be used even if the informant
IS lI working off" criminal charges, or is pending those charges. Try to
show other things showing credibility).

8.

MY SOURCE GAVE A SIGNED WRITTEN STATEMENT (or taperecording) TO POLICE ABOUT THE BELOW INFORMATION. (It is
especially strong if he is willing to ,swear to it or testify about it at
Grand Jury or trial, have it shown to the judge, or have it attached to
the Affidavit or signed and notarized).

9.

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION OR ADMISSIONS OF MY SOURCE IS
INDEPENDENTLY CORROBORATED BY (myself) (my fellow police
officers checking the informant's story). See Draper v. United States,
358 U.S. 307, 79 S. Ct. 329, 3 L.Ed2d 327 (1959), and cases cited at
Paragraph 9, above. State v. Jones, 96 N.M. 14, 627 P.2d 409 (1981).

CHECKLIST FOR "CRIMINAL" INFORMANTS
NOTE:
the following are most useful to show the "reliability
and credibility" of informants who are criminals or under crimina.l
charges, drug users, drunks, etc.
However, some of these can be
used for "good citizen" or "CRIME STOPPER" informants too.
If they
apply to your particular informant, use them, whether your informant
is a saint or a criminal.

1.

NAME HIM, if he allows it. (Try to put in other truthful, applicable
grounds to show his/her reliability or credibility). See cases at paragraphs 1-4, above.

2.

MY SOURCE'S WORK WlTH OR INFORMATION TO (me; fellow police;
law enforcement officers ) IN THE PAST (year; several months) HAS
RESULTED IN POLICE RECOVERY OF SEVERAL THOUSANDS OF
DOLLARS OF STOLEN PROPERTY (and/or ARREST'S OF SEVERAL
WANTED FELONS) (and/or POLICE ARREST OF SEVERAL HEROIN
DEALERS) (and/or INDICTMENTS (or trials or convictions) AGAINST
SEVERAL BURGLARS AND DRUG DEALERS) (and/or POLICE CLEARANCE OF SEVERAL BURGLARIES AND ISSUANCE OF ARREST OR
SEARCH WARRANTS FOR THE THIEVES, etc.). State v. Austria, 524
P.2d 290 (Hawaii, 1974); State v. Camargo, 530 P.2d 893 (Ariz. App.,
1975); State v. Garcia, 90 N.M. 577, 566 P.2d 426 (1977). (ARRESTS or
ISSUANCE OF SEARCH WARRANTS or INDICTMENTS RESULTING
FROM AN INFORMANT ARE SUFFICIENT; there need not be proof of
subsequent convictions -- State v. Austria, supra -- but if there were
convictions, say so).

3.

MY SOURCE MADE SEVERAL STATEMENTS AGAINST HIS/HER
PENAL INTEREST (i.e., admitting he is u thief or drug dealer, especially
if corroborated by needle marks or finding such drugs on him; admitting
he was part of the below-described burglary; admitting he sold stolen
property to the above-described defendant to be searched or arrested;
buyinf! "moonshine" whiskey from the defendant; admitting participation
in gambling at the target premises, etc.). United States v. Harris, 403
U.S. 573. 91 S. Ct. 2075, 29 L.Ed.2d 723 (1971); State v. Perea, 85 N.M.
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10.

MY SOURCE'S BELOW DESCRIBED STORY IS INDEPENDENTLY CORROBORATED BY THE VICTIM (and, if applicable, the eyewitnesses) AT
THE SCENE OF THE CRIME: (list some of the corroboration, such as
method of entry, items stolen, location of wounds, number of persons
involved, type of getaway car, clothing perpetrator wore ••• ) (See
Paragraph 9, immediately above, and "Good Citizen Informant" Paragraph 9).

11.

MY SOURCE #1 IS INDEPENDENTLY CORROBORATED BY A SEPARATE RELIABLE CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANT (#2) WHO INDEPENDENTLY GAVE (me; my fellow officer) ALMOST IDENTICAL
INFORMATION ABOUT (the Defendants; the stolen pro'perty in the
above premises to be searched; the heroin in the above car to be
searched; etc. . .). If applicable, state in the Affidavit/Court that
"SOURCE #2 PROVIDED THIS INFORMATION WITHOUT KNOWING
THE IDENTITY OF SOURCE #1 OR THAT SOURCE #1 ALREADY
GAVE POLICE THE SAME INFORMATION. State v. Garcia, 90 N.M.
577, 566 P.2d 426 (Ct. App., 1977); Huff v. Commonwealth, 194 S.E.2d
690 (Va., 1973); People v. Clark, 488 P.2d 565 (Colo., 1971). (Indeed, this
is even stronger if one or both of the Sources is a "good-citizen"
informer, or at least can be shown to be reliable by other methods too).
U.S. v. BruneI', 657 F.2d 1278 @ 1297. U.S. v. Hyde, 574 F-2d 856 @ 963
(5th Cirn., 1978) (Confidential informants in wiretap; U.S. v. McGlynn,
671 F.2d 1140.

12.

13.

MY SO URCE WAS PHYSICALLY SEARCHED BY (me; fellow police),
FOUND TO HAVE NO DRUGS ON HIM OR IN HIS VEHICLE, AND WAS
THEN PROVIDED WITH A SUM OF MONEY (don't specify the exact sum
because this may reveal informant's identity) AND KEPT IN CONSTANT
SIGHT AS HE/SHE ENTERED ABOVE PREMiSES; STAYED A FEW
MINUTES, AND THEN RETURNED WITH (heroin; marijuana; stolen
television .•• ). THE SOURCE SAID HE/SHE GOT THE (heroin, etc.)
FROM rNSIDE ABOVE PREMISES.
WE AGAIN SEARCHED THE
SOURCE, AND THE SOURCE HAD NONE OF THE MONEY WE GAVE
TO SOURCE, AND HAD THE (heroin) HE/SHE DID NOT HAVE BEFORE
GOING TO THE ABOVE (house; car; Defendant). State v. Camargo, 530
P.2d 893 (Ct. App., 1975); People v. Hitt, 401 NYS 2d 906 (NY App.,
1978); State v. Gieseke, 328 So.2d 16 (Fla., 1976); State v. Jansen, 549
P.2d 32 (Wash. App., 1976).
MY SOURCE IS AN "UNWITTING" INFORMANT WHO DID NOT
REALIZE HE/SHE WAS TALKING TO AN UNDERCOVER OFFICER (or a
true police informant; or a perso!1 who would later tell the information
to police). Thompson v. State, 298 A.2d 458 (Md. App." 1973); United
States v. Carter, 337 F. Supp. 604 (D., Minn., 1971); United States v.
Smith, 462 F.2d 456 (CAS, 1972); Neves v. State, 268 So.2d 890 (Miss.,
1972); Tyler v. United States, 298 A.2d 224 (D.C. App., 1972); State v.
Hartnell, 550 P.2d 63 (Wash. App.S 1976); State v. Hill, 550 P.2d 390
(Mont., 1976).

14.

MY SOURCE IS AN "UNWITTING INFORMANT" WHO ADVISED HE
HAD TO GO TO HIS SOURCE TO GET THE DRUGS. MY FELLOW
OFFICERS ADVISE THEY FOLLOWED HIM AFTER HE LEFT ME UNTIL
HE WENT INTO ABOVE PREMISES TO BE SEARCHED, STAYED
BRIEFLY, THEN LEFT AND RETURNED TO ME. HE TURNED OVER
(drugs; stolen property, etc ••• ) TO ME. (Also, it is valid if he returns
and says his source is still "cutting" the drugs or packaging them; or will
get drugs in tonight; etc.) See Paragraph 13, above for cases. See also
State v. Ashkar, 545 P.2d 912 (Ore., 1976).

15.

EXCITED UTTERANCES, STATEMENT OF RECENT PERCEPTION, OR
EVEN "DYrNG DECLARATIONS" BY THE INFORMANT.
(I.e., The
above Source came to me and stated very excitedly, "Man, you ought to
see all the heroin I just saw in that car across the street!", and pointed to
the above car to be searched. This situation likely will be more common
to a warrantless arrest or warrantless search of a vehicle or person). See
Paragraph 5 under "Good--Citizen Informants", above.

16.

MY SOURCE HAS WORKED WITH MY FELLOW POLICE OFFICERS,
AND THESE OFFICERS ADVISE ME THEY CONSIDER HIM VERY
RELIABLE AND TRUSTWORTHY (specify details or other grounds of
reliability, if possible) -- SO MUCH THAT THEY ARE WHOLLY
WILLING TO EXPEND THE MANPOWER AND EFFORT TO GET A
SEARCH WARRANT AND EXECUTE IT ON THE INFORMANT'S WORD,
FROM THEIR PAST RELIABLE EXPERIENCE WITH HIM. (This also can
apply to the affiant himself if he is willing to put in the Affidavit that he
himself would unhesitatingly trust the informant enough to expend that
manpower and effort.
If so, however, try to put in other above
statements of reliability -- prior arrest, drug seizures, convictions, etc.).

17.

MY SOURCE HAS WORKED WITH (me; my fellow officer~) IN THE
PAST (year; 2 years; several weeks; several months) AND I (or my fellow
officers) HAVE NEVER KNOWN OR LEARNED OF OR FOUND THIS
SOURCE'S INFORMATION ABOUT CRIME OR CRIMINALS TO BE A LIE
OR INACCURATE. People v. Cruz, 244 Cal. App.2d 137, 53 Cal. Rptr.
354; U.S. v. Busner 657 F.2d 1278 @ 1298 (D.C. Cn, 1981).

18.

MY SOURCE WAS ADVISED FORCEFULLY (by me; by my fellow police)
THAT IF THE SOURCE'S BELOW INFORMATION WAS A LIE OR
INNACURATE, HECQULD AND LIKELY WOULD BE PROSECUTED
FOR PROVIDING FALSE INFORMATION TO POLICE (or, HE WOULD
BE PROSECUTED FULLY ON A PENDING CHARGE) (or HE WOULD
NOT BE ALLOWED TO WORK WITH POLICE IN ANY OTHER CASE) (or
HIS IDENTITY COULD BE REVEALED) (HE COULD BE SUED ••• ).
People v. Clark, 426 NYS 2.d, 692 @ 696-697 (NY Supreme Court, 1980).

19.

MY SOURCE SWORE ON A BIBLE THAT HE IS TELLING THE TRUTH
IN GIVING ME THE BELOW INFORMATION AND (I know he is a
Catholic or devout Christian) (I observed he wears a crucifix).

!
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20.

MY SOURCE (took) (is willing to take) A POLYGRAPH TEST TO
VERIFY THAT THE BELOW INFORMATION HE/SHE GAVE TO ME IS
TRUE (and, if applicable, THE TRAINED POLYGRAPHER VERIFIED
THE INFORMANT WAS TRUTHFUL ABOUT •.• ).

21.

THE SOURCE IS NOT UNDER ARREST, AND MADE THE BELOW
ADMISSIONS TO OR IN THE HEARING OF A (trusted confederate in his
~rimes) (a valu?d drug customer who might cease dealing with the Source
If the Source lIes to or cheats him), AND THUS THE SOURCE HAS NO
KNOWN REASON TO LlE OR MISLEAD WHAT HE BELIEVES TO BE HIS
TRUSTED (criminal confederates; drug customer; "fence" of his stolen
property) (... ). Thompson v. State, 298 A.2d 458 (Md. App., 1973); see
other cases cited in paragraphs 13 and 14 of this section.

22.

23.

24.

appearance when he was with the officer prior to informant's going to
the target house). State v. Mireles, 84 N.M. 146, 500 P.2d 431 (Ct. App.,
1972).

The .Source provided the below information by speaking (ih affiant's
hearmg) to the Source's (confederates in the crime) ("fence" while trying
to sell stolen property) (drug source), in planning the below-descr'ibed
crime, or disposing of the fruits or evidence of the crime to (Defendant)
(D:f~ndant's above house).
See paragraphs 13 and 14 of this section.
ThIS IS usually the case where an agent is undercover {or he gets it from
a :-eal "police informer" present when the criminals were planning their
crIme}.

25.

THE INFORMANT IS WILLING TO WEAR A TAPE RECORDER, MEET
THE DEFENDANT (and, if applicable, introduce an undercover agent) TO
VERIFY THE BELOW INFORMATION.

26.

AFFIANT WATCHED AS THE SOURCE DIALED TELEPHONE NUMBER
xxx-XXXX (which telephone company records show is the phone installed
in the above premises to be searched?) AND AFFIANT LISTENED ON
AN EXTENSION PHONE WITH SOURCE'S KNOWLEDGE AND PERMISSION AS SOURCE AND DEFENDANT DISCUSSED QUANTITIES OF
(drugs; stolen property; etc.) DEFENDANT ADMITTED HE NOW HAS IN
HIS POSSESSION (at above house; in above car; with him now). (indeed,
if the call is taped, the tape will be admissable in evidence -- even
without the informer -- if the officer heard at least the informant's side
of the conversation, and, preferably, both sides of the conversation).
United States v. Lemonakis, 485 F.2d 941 (CA, D.C., 1973).

"CRIME STOPPERS" INFORMANTS

{Undercover operations, generally:} MY SOURCE'S WORK WITH AND
IN~ORMATION TO (me; my fellow police officers; me and my fellow
offIcers; to undercover police officers working with me) HAS DIRECTL Y
RESULTED IN NUMEROUS POLICE ACQUISITIONS OR PURCHASES
OF (heroin; stolen property; etc. . • ) AND PENDING (arrests; Indictments, etc.) AGAINST (numerous; over 20; etc.) HEROIN TRAFFICKERS
AND,"FENCES" OF STOLEN PROPERTY. (CAUTION: using the above
termmology -- especially in mentioning an undercover officer -- may
aler~ yo~r target of the warrant about an undercover operation, and he
or hIS frIends may flee thinking there is such an operation whether or
not there is such an operation). State v. Appleton, 297 A.2d 363 (Maine,
1972); State v. AustrIa, 524 P.2d 390 {Hawaii, 1974}. U.S. v. Bruner,
657F.2d 1278 @ 1298 (D.C. Cn, 1981).

NOTE:
It will be particularly difficult to prove reliability
or credibility for Crime Stoppers Informants who remain anonymous
and are unwilling to testify in Court or Grand Jury.
If they are
willing to be named, or are named, or if they are willing to testify
in Grand Jury or in court, this itself will be enough to show reliability or credibility as a "good citizen" informant or even a
"criminal informant."
However, many -- i f not most -- "Crime Stoppers" informants
will wish to remain anonymous, will call only by telephone, will not
give a name or address, and may even be criminals. Thus, it will be
harder to show their "reliability" and "credibility" because you are
not likely to meet them, see their demeanor, question them face to
face, etc.
However, if you can show IN THE AFFIDAVIT FOR THE
WARRANT -- or in court at a supression hearing in a wa.rrantless
arrest or search -- AS MANY OF THE BELOW FACTS AS POSSIBLE, you will
almost certainly show reliability ~r credibility sufficient in
itself to have a valid warrant, warrantless arrest, search, etc.
under the proper circumstances. If possible, proceed as follows:

AFT~R

(searching) (surveilling) THE SOURCE TO (above-described
to be searched) (above-described car to be searched) (abovedescrIbed Defendant) MY FELLOW POLICE OBSERVED THE SOURCE
EXIT AND RETURN TO (me) (my informant) (my fellow undercover
officer) AND ADVISE HE WAS NOT ALLOWED TO REMOVE OR TAKE
WITH HIM (heroin; a sample of stolen property, etc.), BUT MY SOURCE
HA? (a still-bleeding needle mark, a wet cotton with blood and heroin
resIdu,e; a detailed description of the stolen property, etc.). (This is
~specIally valuable where the dealer or "fence" does not trust the
mformant and'requires him to "shoot up" in the target house, or leave
the property there for later, delivery. If so, note the needle marks, any
cotton/cookers, or other eVIdence if the Informant is "high", unlike his
prem~ses

(I)
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Get your information first -- and in as much detail as possible. In
doing so, you likely will learn the informant's personality, his
motivation, any inconsistencies, etc. As a minimum, you will get a
"lead" on the case, even if the informer suddenly changes his mind.
about giving the information.
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(2)

Be sure and ask the Informant HOW HE KNOWS THE FACTS HE IS
TELLING YOU. This is critical, not only to determine whether he
should be believed, but also to show the "basis of knowledge" you
must show for ANY informant IN THE AFFIDAVIT (or in your
in-court testimony at the motions hearing if you act without a
warrant).

(3)

Point out that the Informer's identity need not be made available
to you or to the Court if the Informant so desires. However, if the
Informant is willing to be identified and testify in Grand Jury or
trial, the reward may double, or at least will help assure that the
suspect is apprehended. Don't press him to identify himself, if he
seems at all reluctant.

(4)

Try to obtain some information about why the informant is giving
the information. Before you do, be sure to reassure him that you
are not doing this to learn his identity, but merely trying to be sure
the information is good enough for an arrest or search that will
"stand up" in Court and assure a conviction. Ask the Source "DO
YOU REALIZE THAT ONLY IF YOUR INFORMATION IS TRUTHFUL AND ACCURATE AND ACTUALLY RESULTS IN (an arrest)
(Indictment) WOULD YOU RECEIVE ANY REWARD?"
Then
advise him that "IF YOUR INFORMATION IS FALSE, THIS NOT
ONLY MEANS NO REWARD FOR YOU, BUT COULD RESULT IN
A LAWSUIT AGAINST YOU} (ARREST OF THE WRONG PERSON).

(5)

(2)

How your source/"Crime Stopper Informant" acquired his information (preferably in personally witnessing something, smelling something, touching something, or hearing the admissions of the target
Defendant(s».

(3)

WHEN your source/"Crime Stol:lper Informant" acquired his information or made his observation. Do NOT put down an exact date or
time, except in the rarest of circumstances: you'll reveal your
informant's identity to the target (even if you yourself do not know
the identity of the informant). Use words such as " ..• within the
past 3 days, informant observed ••• ", or " .•• source advised that
it observed ••• in the period 14-19 June 1980", etc. See State v.
Garcia, 90 N.M. 577, 566 P.2d 426 (1977).

Use as many of the following as are applicable:
(I)

TWO DIFFERENT, INDEPENDENT (CRIME STOPPERS) INFORMANTS CALLED ME (or my fellow police manning the CRIME
STOPPERS line) AND PROVIDED THE SAME INFORMATION
DESCRIBED BELOW, INDEPENDENTLY OF ONE ANOTHER.
EACH OF THE INFORMANTS THUS CORROBORATED ONE
ANOTHER, APPARENTLY WITHOUT KNOWING THE OTHER
HAD CALLED tND GIVEN SUCH INFORMATION (and -- if
applicable -- without apparently knowing one another). Huff v.
Commonwealth, 213 Va. 710, or at 194 S.E.2d 690 at 693-694 (Va.,
1973), a 7-U decision by the Supreme Court of Virginia. People v.
Clark, 488 P.2d 565 (Colorado Supreme Court, 1971). State v.
Garcia, 90 N.M. 577, 566 P.2d 426 (1977).

(2)

THE (CRIME STOPPER) SOURCE IS NOT WILLING TO BE NAMED
IN THIS AFFIDAVIT, BUT DID GIVE ITS NAME TO AFFIANT AND
XS WILLING TO ALLOW AFFIANT TO ORALLY ADVISE THE
COURT OF THE INFORMANT'S IDENTITY WHEN CONSIDERING
THIS AFFIDAVIT. (Other similar words may be used or may apply
in this type of situation, such as:
"AFFIANT PERSONALLY
KNOWS THIS INFORMANT, AND KNOWS THE INFORMANT TO
BE A PRIVATE, LAW-ABIDING CITIZEN AND RESIDENT OF (city,
or county or State) WHO HAS A LAWFUL OCCUPATION (and, if
applicable) NO KNOWN CRIMINAL CONVICTION RECORD.
United States v. Harris, 403 U.S. 573, 91 S. Ct. 2075, 29 L.Ed.2d
723 (1971); King and Mobley v. State, 298 A.2d 446 (Md. App.,
1973); Thompson v. State, 298 A.2d 458 (Md. App., 1973), and cases
cited therein. United States v. Bell, 457 F.2d 1231 (CA5, 19'72).

(3)

THE (CRIME STOPPER) INFORMANT IS WILLING TO TESTIFY
UNDER OATH AT GRAND JURY (and/or trial) ABOUT THE
BELOW INFORMATION.

(4)

ALTHOUGH THE (CRIME STOPPER) INFORMANT IS TOTALLY
ANONYMOUS AND APPARENTLY WILL CONTINUE TO BE SO,
NEVERTHELESS, THE INFORMANT ADVISED THAT IT (informant) IS NOT UNDER OR "WORKING OFF" ANY CRIMINAL
CHARGES IN PROVIDING THE BELOW INFORMATION, DID NOT

i
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ASK THE SOURCE IF HE IS TRYING TO "WORK OFF" ANY
CRIMINAL CHARGES AGAINST HIMSELF IN GIVING THE INFORMATION (if not, this will be very helpful to you in showing the
informer's reliability and credibility). Also, ask him if he has
anything personal against the person he is informing on -- any
"score" he is trying to settle, or if he is trying to "fix" the man or
his family. If not, this is additional evidence you can use in your
Affidavit to show the informer is reliable and credible. Do as
much as possible to assure yourself that the source is being truthful
and candid, and that anything other than the total truth would only
prevent any reward from being paid or even considered for the
informant.

CHECKLIST FOR "CRIME STOPPERS" INFORMANTS
NOTE:
a~
in any other Affidavit for arrest or search
warrants -- or in testimony at suppression hearings i f you have
acted without a. warrant -- show IN THE AFFIDAVIT, for motions
hearings testimony:

(1)

Why your source/"Crime Stopper Informant" should be believed.
Use as many of the below methods as possible as long as they ar'e
applicable.
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ASK FOR ANY "BREAK" OR BENEFIT ON ANY CHARGES OR
TRAFFIC TICKETS. (and, if applicable, advises that it (informant)
is a resident of this community and trying only to help law
enforcement officers solve felony crimes. Even better is the
Crime Stopper is not seeking or does not want any money or other
physical reward for the information). (See paragraph 2, above; also
the cases cited in paragraphs 2-4 of "Good Citizen Informants").
(5)

(6)

(7)

THE ANONYMOUS (CRIME STOPPER) INFORMANT MADE (2, 3,
4, etc.) LONG-DISTANCE CALLS TO AFFIANT (or to affiant's
fellow officer who gave the information to affiant, if applicable)
AT INFORMANT'S OWN EXPENSE WITHOUT SEEKING REIMBURSEMENT OF THE COSTS. (Might show how you know it was
long-distance, such as the "long-distance sound" or the informant
saying they are calling long distance from out of state, etc.) (This
is especially good if the information is corroborated, at least in
part, by police).
State v. Gerber, 241 N. W.2d 720 (South
Dakota, 1976); United States v. Afanador, 567 F.2d 1325 (CA5
1978); United States v. Marcello, 570 F.Zd 323 (CA10, 1978).
'
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THE ANONYMOUS (CRIME STOPPER) INFORMANT IS NOT
SEEKING (and will not receive??) MONEY OR OTHER PHYSICAL
REWARD FOR THE BELOW INFORMATION. (if applicable, also
include the following, if true: INFORMANT APPARENTLY IS NOT
UNDER OR "WORKING OFF" CRIMINAL CHARGES BY PROVIDING BELOW INFORMATION BECAUSE INFORMANT DID NOT
ASK FOR ANY BENEFITS OR REDUCTION OR FAVORABLE
ASSISTANCE ON ANY PENDING OR ANTICIPATED CHARGE.)
(also, add the following, if applicable: AFFIANT ASKED THE
INFORMANT IF IT WAS PROVIDING THE BELOW INFORMATION
BECAUSE INFORMANT HAD A GRUDGE OR PERSONAL VENDETTA AGAINST- THE ABOVE DEFENDANT, AND INFORMANT
ADVISED IT HAD NO SUCH GRUDGE OR PERSONAL VENDETTA
AGAINST THE DEFENDANT IN PROVIDING THE BELOW INFORMATION. ALSO AFFIANT ASKED THE INFORMANT IF IT WAS
TRYING TO REDUCE OR "WORK OFF" ANY EXPECTED OR
PRESENTLY OUTSTANDING CRIMINAL CHARGES OR TRAFFIC
CITATIONS BY PROVIDING THE BELOW INFORMATION, AND
INFORMANT SAID IT WAS NOT UNDER OR EXPECTING ANY
CHARGES AND WAS NOT PROVIDING THE INFORMATION IN
ORDER TO REDUCE OR "WORK OFF" CRIMINAL CHARGES).
United States v.
Afanador, 567 F.2d 1325 (CA5, 1978).
Thompson v. State, 298 A.2d 458 (Md. App., 1973); United
States v. Marcelle, 570 F.2d 323 (CA10, 1978).

(9)

THE ANOMYMOUS (CRIME STOPPER) INFORMANT IS SEEKING
MONEY OR CRIME STOPPERS REWARDS FOR THE BELOW
INFORMATION.
HOWEVER, AFFIANT ADVISED THE INFORMANT THAT UNLESS THE INFORMANT'S INFORMATION WAS
TRUTHFUL AND ACCURATE AND ACTUALLY RESULTED IN
(seizure of the above-described evidence) (lawful arrest and Indictment of the above defendant or other persons involved in the
below-described crimes) (capture of the wanted fugitive) THE
INFORMANT WOULD NOT AND COULD NOT BE PAID ANY
REWARD OF ANY KIND. I ASKED THE CI IF, IN VIEW OF THAT
WARNING, WHETHER IT (CI) WAS STILL WILLING TO PROVIDE
AND VOUCH FOR THE TRUTH AND ACCURACY OF THE
BELOW INFORMATION AND THE CI RESPONDED THAT THE
INFORMATION WAS TRUTHFUL AND ACCURATE TO THE BEST
OF HIS KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF AND WOULD STAND BY IT
(and, hopefully, repeated it or parts of it to the affiant?)

~

\:

\i
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THE ANONYMOUS (CRIME STOPPER) INFORMANT GAVE THE
FOLLOWING DETAILS (about the crime; about the evidence he
saw; about the perpetrator, his appearance, clothing, getaway
vehicle, where he lives, etc.):
(List details observed by the
informant). MANY OF THOSE DETAILS ARE INDEPENDENTLY
CORROBORATED AS FOLLOWS: (i.e., such as by other eyewitnesses, or the victim; by the pathologist about cause of death or
number of wounds or caliber of gun; by fellow poli~e investigating
the crime scene and detecting the point of entry, method of entry,
items stolen, etc.). (This is especially useft, l if you can put in
above criteria of reliability in above paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4, and/or 5,
or other facets that lead you to believe the informant is being
truthful and accurate. See the "Good Citizen Informants" list of
credibility paragraphs or "Criminal Informers" lists of credibility,
for such factors that may also apply here). United States v.
Marcello, 570 F.2d 323 (CA10, 1978); Draper v. United States,
358 U.S. 307, 79 S. Ct. 329, 3 L.Ed.2d 327 (1959); State v. Perea, 85
N.M. 505, 513 P.2d 1287 (Ct. App., 1973); Thompson v. State, 298
A.2d 458 (Md. App., 1973); State v. Mireles, 84 N.M. 146, 500 P.2d
431 (Ct. App., 1972). State v. Jones, 96 N.M. 14, 627 P.2d 409
(1981).
THE ANONYMOUS (CRIME STOPPER) INFORMANT MADE
ADMISSIONS AGAINST PERSONAL OR PENAL INTEREST:
(describe them, such as admitting planning or participating in that
crime, or buying or concealing evidence of it, hiding the perpetrators, etc.). (Better yet, if victims or eyewitnesses can corroborate part of CI's admissions, or he goes into great detail, this adds
to the likelihood the informant is telling the truth). RULE 804(b)
of the Rules of Evidence; State v. Perea, 85 N.M. 505, 513 P.2d 1287
(Ct. App., 1973); State v. Archuleta, 85 N.M. 146, 509 P.2d 1341
(N.M. App., 1971); United States v. Harris, 403 U.S. 573, 91 S. Ct.
2075, 29 L.Ed.2d 723 (1971).

(8)

It
I

I

I

I
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Again, use as many of the above paragraphs (or parts of them) as
truthfully apply. The more you have, the more "credible" the
informant and his information is, and the more likely your warrant
(arrest and/or search warrant) will be valid and upheld. As a very
minimum, the information may provide you good "leads" which will
ripen into, enough for a warrant, or a valid "stop". See, e.g., Adams
v. Williams, 407 U.S. 143 at 145-146, 32 L.Ed.2d 612 at 616-617,92
S. Ct. 1921 at 1924-1925 (1972).

n
1

SAMPLES OF WARRANT AFFIDAVITS

NOTE:
The below examples are actual samples of applicable
parts of Affidavits for Search Warrants.
Use the same procedure and
rules for Arrest Warrant Affidavits -- except that you do not need
to show that the sought-after evidence is located in a particular
place, only th.at a crime was corr.mitted and this Defendant did it.

1.

"Good Citizen" Informant.

On July 7, 1979, I was dispatched to the scene of a reported burglary,
and met the victim, Ray Smith. Mr. Smith advised me that his apartment had
been burglarized sometime between July 4 and ,July 5, 1979, and that the
above-described property to be sought and seized was stolen from him in the
burglary. The victim gave affiant the above detailed description of the
property stolen from him in the above burglary.
On July 11, 1979, I met another citizen who had information to report
about the above bUl'glary. This citizen (who did not want to be named, yet, but
is willing to testify in Court and gave me her name and address) advised me
that she was personally inside the above-described Apartment 11 to be
searched, located at 3914 Robe Court, N.E., Albuquerque, New Mexico, in the
period 8-11 July 1979 (exact date not specified in order to protect the
citizen's identity). She further advised that while she was inside .i3.bove
described residence to be searched, she personally observed in the residence
several of the above-described items to be sought and seized in the Warra!1t"
and described the above Zenith color television set with a scratch on the side,
and stereo and speakers that match the description of those given me by the
victim, Mr. Smith.
She (informant) also observed other items generally
matching the above items stolen from the victim, and says they were
scattered throughout the house (3914 Robe Court, N.E.) when she was there in
the period 8-11 July 1979. She also stated she saw a quantity of marijuana in
said residence while she was there. I asked her why she thought it was
marijuana, and she said she has seen marijuana many times before, and this
marijuana was in clear plastic bags.
(Above Affidavit shows 1) Credibility of the TWO sources of information -- the victim, Ray Smith, and the informant; and 2) How these sources
know or acquired their information; and 3) ttfhen the information was acquired,
at least as to the confidential informant whose information is critical).
2.

"Criminal Informant".

During tPf; period 13-15 June 1977, affiant personally came into contact
with a reliable confidential informant. This informant is reliable and credible
because affiant worked with this informant for many months in 1977, and this
informant's information about criminal activity to affiant and fellow police
officers has resulted (directly as a result of informant's information) in police
seizures of quantities of controlled substances, hundreds of dollars worth of
stolen property, and the arrest (and some indictments) of persons possessing
and/or selling controlled substances. Affiant has never known or found this
informant's information to be a lie or mistake, and affiant greatly trusts this
informant.
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This informant advised affiant that during the period 12-15 June 1977,
informant was personally inside the above-described premises to bp. searched,
and observed persons known to informa.n~ only ?s. "Bruc.e" and "<?urtis"
(described above; informant gave me theIr descrIpt.IOns) In posseSSIOn of
quantities of marijuana, cocaine, and "crystal" methedr10e (a type of ~mphet.~~
mine) and was offering these drugs for sale. Informant kno~s. thIS by. ItS
(informant's) personal observa.tions. of such drugs at abo~e-descrIbed premIses
to be searched during the perIod 12-15 June Ig77, says 1Oformant: Informant
knows the drugs are marijuana, cocaine, and methamphetamme because
informant admits to affiant that it (informant) has observed and used such
controlled substances on various occasions, and recently purchased some
marijuana for personal use. Also, Bruce and Curtis were rep:esenting ~he
above drugs in informant's presence (in 12-15 June 1977 perIOd) as b~1Og
"crystal" (methamphetamine or methedrine), marijuana, and "coke" or cocaIne.
(The above is an actual portion of an actual Search ~ar.r?nt Affi?~v.it.
Again, note that 1) the Affiant showed the informant's rehabIlIty/cr~dIblht.y
immediately; and 2) the Affiant showed how the inf~rmant acqUIred hIS
information (by personal observation and also be hear10g th~ 'perpetr~tors
themselves discuss the drugs -- either of which would be suffIClen~ baSIS of
knowledge for the informer); and 3) the affiant showed when the Informant
acquired the information. THIS AFFIDAVIT IS ESPECIALLY GOOD BECAUSE
IT DOES NOT SPECIFY WHETHER THE INFORMANT IS A H.E OR SHE .-making it more difficult for "Bruce" or "Curtis" to narrow the fIeld of pOSSIble
informants -- AND ALSO SHOWED A PERIOD OF TIME DURING WHICH THE
INFORMANT WAS IN THE TARGET PREMISES, without specifying the exact
date or time in that period that would endanger the informant's identity).
3.

Double Hearsay "Good Citizen" Affidavit.

(See Thompson v. State, 298 A.2d 458 (Md. App., 1973); United
States v. McCoy, 478 F.2d 173 (CAI0, 1973), involving triple and even
quadruple hearsay from citizens and FBI agents).
Affiant is a full-time, salaried Assistant Distric~ Attorne:Y for the
Second JUdicial District and specializes in drug prosecutIOns. AffIant knows
Detectives Baird and Brown of the Albuquerque Police burg!ary/narcot}cs
division, by working and talking with them and seeing them testIfy and hav:ng
them testify in criminal cases. Detective Brown has ~.ver 16 years. narcotIcs
experience, and both detectives say they have seen marIjUana many tImes.
Detective Baird advised me that on 24 June 1977, a reliable confidential
information telephoned Detective Baird and advised Baird that it (informant)
personally observed the above-described vehicle to be searched, located at the
Phillips 66 Service Station at Lomas and San Pedro, N.E., Albuquerque .. The
informant, a private citizen (says Baird) and not a law enfo.rce~ent offIc:r,
advised that it (citizen) looked inside the above described vehIcle 10 the perIOd
23-24 Jun~ 1977 and observed several pounds of marijuana inside said vehicle.
The informant knows marijuana because (the above officers say) the informant
has had personal contact with marijuana on various occasions ~n-1977. a~d the
informant's information to Detective Baird and fellow APD offIcers wIth10 the
past 18 months has directly resulted in several police seizures of stolen
property, the police clearance of several burglaries and larcenies, and several
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indictments at least; (I believe convictions occurred, but cannot be positive).
Informant is reliable and credible for the above reasons. Also, Det. Baird says
informant has given Baird information that resulted in police seizures of
thousands of dollars of stolen property, some of which resulted in later
indictments. Informant advised Detective Baird (who advised affiant) that
informant observed the above vehicle now present at above service station at this
time (24 June 1977), because informant was watching the vehicle from a distance
while calling Detective Bah-ct.

informant could not and would not receiv~ any money or other rewar.d unless
the informant's information was truthful and accurate AND the murderer was
in fact indicted as a result of this truthful information by informant.
Informant said he/she realized this, and stated the following to Detective
Jones:

,

(This Affidavit is an example of an Affidavit prepared by an affiant near
a court while the police are going to the scene or on surveillance at the scene
waiting for the warrant, and sending another police officer to get the warrant
once the judge signed the Warrant submitted by the Assistant D.A.)

!,

II

(Again, NOTE that the Affidavit itself shows on its face 1) The reliability/credibility of the first "informers" (the named police officers) AND
ALSO THE CONFIDENTIAL INFORMER (the citizen speaking to the officers);
and 2) How the first "informers" (police) got their information -- from the
hearsay statements of the Citizen, and thus not personal, first-hand information that they would have to have if they wanted to get the warrant WITHOUT
the citizen; and also where the second informant ("citizen") got his/her
information, and 3) when the citizen acquired it. Note again that the sex of
the informant is not specified, nor is the exact date and time of the
observation, and both help protect the identity of the informant who made the
observation. RESULT: police seized 10 pounds of marijuana, over an ounce of
cocaine, and seized and confiscated a $9,000 brand new van. The offender was
a PhD graduate).
4.

i
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"Crime Stoppers" Informant.

(The following is an example of how a "Crime Stoppers" anonymous
informant can be shown to be credible enough for issuance of a warrant. This
is not an ACTUAL affidavit, like the above, but is a synthesis of facts from
actual cases).
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CI advised Detective Jones that it (Cl) knew where "Frito" or "Fredoll was
living and drove by his residence in the period 13-15 September 1978 and
observed the above-described car parked in the driveway of the residence,
11381 Grand, N.E., Albuquerque, where CI advises it has seen "Frito" or
"Fredo" staying in July-August 1978. CI further advised that while CI was in
the vicinity of above-described residence to be searched, 11381 Grand, N.E.,
Albuquerque, in the period 13-15 September 1978, it (CI) observed
"Frito"/"Fredo" exit the residence, go to the mailbox, retrieve apparent mail,
and re-enter the house without knocking -- i.e., showing (in affiant's
experience) that IIFrito/Fredo" was living at said residence, and likely keeping
his personal belonging there (including above-described firearm and
ammunition for it and evidence of ownership of it, such as holsters, boxes,
pal'ts J or warranty cards for it, etc.).
The CI advises it "might" be willing to testify in Court, but hasn't
decided yet, and will wait to be sure it (Cl) is safe from retribution if it
decides to testify.

On 16 September 1978, I was advised by Detective Jones -- who mans
the "Crime Stoppers" telephone -- that on 16 September 1978, an anonymous
"Crime Stopper" informant called on the telephone and spoke with Detective
Jones. Jones told me the following.
The IICrime Stopper" informant advised Jones that it (informer) was an
eyewitness to the shooting of a young negro male near Elm and Grand in
Albuquerque on 13 September 1978. (Affiant has been advised by a violent
crimes detective present at the shooting scene that there was in fact a
gunshot killing of a young negro in the 700 block of Grand Ave., N.E.~ near Elm
Street). The "Crime Stopper" informant advised that it (informant) is a
citizen/resident of Albuquerque, living in the area of the crime, and was a
citizen witness to the above shooting. Jones asked the "Crime Stopper" if
he/she was under or "working off" criminal charges in giving the below
information, and the Crime Stopper said that it (Crime Stopper) had "never
been charged with any crime in my life", advised Jones, and there wasn't
anything pending now. The Crime Stopper was seeking IICrime Stopper
reward" money for the information, and Jones advised the informant that the

It (informant) personally observed a person it (informant) knows as
"Fri'to" or "Fredo" arguing with a young black male near Elm and Grand on 13
September 1978. Then informer says he/she observed "Frito" or "Fredo" pull
out a short-barrelled pistol (CI thought it was a revolver but was not sure) and
fired twice, and the victim fell to the sidewalk. The CI advised Detective
Jones that CI then observed the assailant "Frito" or "Fredo" get into abovedescribed vehicle to be searched (and photographed as evidence for trial), and
sped off. The CI says it got the license number on said vehicle, but only
partially: New Mexico License AXX-60 O.

,1
i'

Affiant checked with the New Mexico Department of Motor Vehicles and
talked with an employee there to see what the full license plate could be and
to whom it was registered. The employee (whom I know by name) telephoned
back today (16 September) and advised that according to his review of DMV
registration records, there is a 1967 Ford Falcon, white in color- (matching
above CPs description of the car) with New Mexico License AXX-633 (i.e.,
first 4 characters match the description given by CI).
Also, says the
employee, such DMV records show that AXX-633 is registered to or in the
name of "Wilfredo Smith" at a different address in Albuquerque.
checked at that registered address, and learned from the
landlord/manager of that apartment complex that according to their records
"Wilfredo Smith" was nicknamed "Fredo" and moved out and left a forwarding
address of 11381 Grand, N.E., in June 1978 -- further corroboratiug the above
CIa Today I drove by 11381 Grand, N.E. and observed above-described car in
the driveway. Also, I checked with the violent crimes detective and learned
from him that when he checked the murder scene, he noted the victim had
been shot at close range twice, and later recovery of the death slugs showed
the bullets to be .38 caliber (which is almost always a revolver), further
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corroborating the informant. In my ~xperience, the assailant likely would keep
such gun and evidence of it (ammunition for it, holster or box for it" etc.) in
his personal vehicle or residence for easy access and use, and to keep It out of
weather or away from thieves.

Crime Stoppers personnel and informants, while the others concern tape recorder
answering service devices.

Most Crime Stoppers veterans agree that it is better not to

record Crime Stoppers calls. Callers will become inhibited if they know that their call is
By James Blackmer

being recorded. Also, keeping tape recordings may lead to the disclosure of anonymous or
confidential informants if the recordings fall into the wrong hands or if subpoenaed. As

I.

SAMPLE LIST OF QUESTIONS TO CRIME STOPPERS TIPSTERS

for answering machines using tapes, such devices are frowned upon. Answering machines
are no substitutes for a live and thinking Crime Stoppers person: Many telephone callers

NOTE:

This is just a sample of

qtlestioi1~

that convey

Ii

sense or thoroughness and

refuse to talk to a machine, hang up, and never call again.

politeness. These questions, when used with others, can tell you a lot about the reliability

From a legal standpoint, tape recording a Crime Stoppers telephone line is not

of the informant, such as his or her ability to remember details, etc.

"wiretapping" because it is done with the consent of one of the parties to the
conversation -- Crime Stoppers:

(I)

Are you calling "Long Distance?"

(2)

Where did you first hear

(3)

On what television

(4)

When did you see or hear the broadcast? (or read)

(5)

Did you watch the entire broadcast? (or read or listen)

(6)

What do you remember about the Crime Stoppers broadcast? (or article)

(7)

What information concerning the publicized crimes do you have?

(8)

Can you give me

(9)

Do you know this information as an actual eyewitness, or did you receive the

~bout

statkll~

an~'

recipient of the phone call. The tipster takes the risk that his call might be recorded by

Crime Stoppers?

an instrument at Crime Stoppers office.

or channel? (or radio/newspaper)

federal offense that could result in imprisonment for up to five (5) years and/or up to a
$10,000

fL.~,

if not done pursuant to court order.

Generally, if a telephone conversation is being recorded there must be a "beep tone"
to warn the caller that he is being recorded. If the Crime Stoppers phone line is a law

more details?

enforcement line, however, the beep is not l'equired although it is usually used anyway.
The beep tone rquirement is a federal law and is also enforceable by telephone companies
through their rules called "tariffs."

If you learned this information from someone else, do you think any other third

,
Again;
tape ,
recQrdmg calls, as well as the practlce

party knows ti1is information (other than the suspect)?
(11)

To place a recording device on the caller's

telephone or premises would be another matter entirely, and in most cases would be a

information from someone else?
(10)

The caller speaks at his own risk and must trust the

CLf

t'
t
a tt
__ em!;ung_Q

Itt_race "

telephone calls is not encouraged even when legal. To employ such practices will destroy

Even though you do not have to identify yourself or provide any additional

the promise of "anvnymity" which is a selling point and major reason for the success of

information to Crime Stoppers, if you are rewarded by the Crime Stoppers

Crime Stoppers.

Committee, would you under any circumstances or conditions be interested in
either making your identity known to the Waco Police Department as a

K.

USE OF HYPNOSIS

confidential witness or consider being a tl'ial witness? If so, what conditions?
(OPTIONAL?)
(12)

Do you have any questions or anything else that you would like to say?

(13)

Thank you for calling. You may telephone us again if you like.

J
r

Many unsolved criminal cases require extreme and desperate efforts on the part of
law enforcement officials.

Occasionally, crimes publicized by or reported to Crime

Stoppers lead to witnesses who have difficulty in recalling facts. Police, therefore, might
consider hypnotizing the witness in an attempt to obtain the information they need.

J.

TAPE RECORDING CRIME STOPPERS CALLS

very serious legal problem may arise later if the witness is needed to testify in court to
the information he told police after being hypnotized.

Many questions are asked about the legality of tape recording in-coming telephone
calls to Crime Stoppers. Some questions relate to the taping of conversations between
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The law regarding the admissibility of testimony from a witness whose recall was
hypnotically induced varies greatly.

A total prohibition on hypnotically induced recall

evidence has been imposed on some jurisdictions. If a witness has been hypnotized then
those jurisdictions do not allow the witness to later testify.

i

(3)

1

i

The Crime Stoppers reenactment did not name or identify the defendant,
therefore he could not be individually recognized or prejudiced.

(4)

It is unrealistic to believe that everyone in the community saw or heard Crime
Stopper pUblicity about a case.

Try as we do, we will never achieve such a

degree of saturation.

In other courts, rigorous standards have been established for the admissibility of
(5)

hypnotically induced evidence. And, in some states, there is no definitive ruling on the
admissibility of hypnosis-enhanced testimony.
In light of the lact of unifC!rmity of the iaw on hypnosis, and because hypnosis is

Other judicial remedies are available before ordering a change of venue. These
include:

education of jurors during the "voir dire" or selection process;

ahalhmg~

Qr strike of prospective juror because of prejudice; peremptory

highly vulnerable to attack because of the alleged inherent problems with hypnotic

challenge or strike of juror without reason; and instructions (verbal and

sessions, the following suggestions are in order:

written) to jurors.
Not only "Crime of the Week" type reenactments but other Crime Stopper activities

(1)

Research the law in your jurisdiction very carefully.

(2)

Even if hypnotically induced testimony is not prohibited in your jurisdiction,

can be the cause of concern.

consult the office of the prosecutor who will handle your case before you

Stoppers' personnel or board members can possibly constitute prejudicial pretrial pub-

attempt to hypnotize your witness.

licity.

If the decision is made to employ hypnosis, use every precaution possible to

jurisdictions, a defendant may receive a change of venue if he can show that there

avoid suggestibility, make an appropriate audio or audio-video recording of the

a "combination" of powerful and influential local citizens who are prejudi'!ed against him.

session.

As we know, Crime Stopper boards are often "blue ribbon" boards of local leaders having

Secure written releases from all persons placed under hypnosis.

great prestige, influence, and power.

(3)

(4)

Further up-to-date information regarding the legal status of hypnosis can be
obtained from the International Association for Forensic Hypnosis;

BOK

P.D.; Bridgewater,

New Jersey 08807.

For example, comments by and interviews of Crime

Statements should be carefully limited in their wording and scope.

exist~

Another potential problem is the defendant's

allegation that the pretrial publicity from Crime Stoppers' stories and reenactments were
overly suggestive in that they gave too many "facts" to witnesses or informants.

This

argument, although not to be taken lightly, is rarely successful. As a general rule, there
is a legal presumption that a witness is "competent" or qualified to testify.

L.

In some

PRETRIAL PUBLICITY PROBLEMS

Like any

other competent witness, his testimony's credibility is to be weighed by the fact finder
(judge or jury). The fact finder may believe "all, none, or some" of the witness' testimony.

Crime Stoppers is effective because it reaches the masses through the cooperation
of the print and electronic media. A criminal defendant may try to establish that Crime

Identification of the defendants by the witness may be made independently of Crime
Stoppers through in-court identification in most cases.

Stoppers through pretrial publicity has damaged his ability to receive a fair trial. He may
seek a "change of venue" to have the trial conducted elsewhere. Such a change can be

M.

BRIEF BANK AND LEGAL INFORMATION

very costly to the prosecution and an inconvenience to witnesses.
The following arguments can be used against a defendant seeking a change of venue:
(1)
(2)

The Crime Stoppers reward notice, information, or reenactment was used out

other Crime Stoppers programs. Please mail in any legal briefs, court decisions, articles,

of necessity, as a last resort to solve a crime.

or forms which relate to Crime Stoppers.

The crime itself had already been made known to the public in prior news

depository, we can create a "brief bank" or legal information center which can provide

reports, the reenactment added nothing to the news.

information and loan copies.
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Crime Stoppers-USA, Inc., needs your assistance so that it can better serve you and
By pooling our resources in a central
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THE USE OF RELEASE FORMS
In an effort to reduce potential liability for personal injuries, appropriation of

likeness, trespass, and other civil and criminal wrongs, it is strongly urged that Crime
Stoppers secure written documents from participants and concerned parties.

These

documents are often referred to as "releases," "waivers," "consent forms," "covenants not
to sue," "assumption of risk," etc. What they are called is not as important as what they
do. They do not prevent an injured or aggrieved person from slling, but they do serve 3.8 a
deterl'ent and can in many cases provide a defense to liability.

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER VIII

Releases should be obtained from: all volunteer actors; owners of private property

CRIME STOPPERS AND THE LAW

photographed or mentioned; and the victim or survivors of the crime victim.
The form examples in the appendix to this chapter are taken from forms actually
used by Crime Stoppers programs.

The text of some have been slightly revised for

improvement, and all identifying names have been removed for your convenience in
reproducing the forms or modifying them for your own use.
Examples of forms are:
a.

Authorization to Release Criminal Case Information
to Crime Stoppers Program

b.

Authorization to Use Private Property in the Filming of
the Crime Stoppers Cri me of the Week

c.

Actor's Release Agreement for Crime Stoppers

d.

General Release given by Crime Stoppers Participant

e.

Consent to Hypnosis

f.

Consent to Search

.~
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m THE U!\!'.!ED STi!I.':'ES DIST?!CT COURT
r\";

FOR THE DISTRICT OF 1,Ei'i !.2Y.ICO

1

2.
'J:GTi:D

STATES OF

~.l-SRICA,

Iifl

?laintiff
Vs.

II

CRIHINAL NUl-'..BER 80-1.98

I

and the law enforcement officers participating in the investigation of this causer hereby invoke the aforesaid "Informer's Privilege" in this causer in accorcance with Standard 510(a) and
510

KAS NARREN NELSON, et al.,
Defendants

Th: United States, by and through undersiged counsel

supra.

(p),

3.

See also Rule 501, United States Rules of Evidence.

The Defendant has not alleged or shown that any of the

exceptions to the informer privilege [510(c), supra] apply to his
case.

RESPONSE TO DEFEND;'_~T' S !-lOTION
TO IDENTIFY i!I~D PRODUCE INFOffi1ANT.

which i~

PLAINTIFF, United States of America, by and through

g

p-re~reguisit= to an in camera proceedin9 by this Court

under Standard 510(c) (2) or 5l0(c) (3), above.

The United States

undersigned counsel, resp\;ctfully submits and files the fol-

hereby moves the Court to DE~~ defendant's motion herein in all

lowing response to the above-.n2llled Defendant's "Motion to

respects and grounds in the motion unless and until the Defendant

Identify and Produoe Confidential Informer", and re~pectfully

and his coUnsel show each of the following to the Court, in the

I

moves this Court to ~ the motion in all respects alleged in
the Motion or argued to the Court herein, and for cause states:
1. The United States Supreme Court Standard 510 provides:
St3PREME COlJRT STA.~'DARD 510IDE!\TITY OF INFORMER

1:1 f:ruplions.
(1) Voluntary disclosure; informer 0 witness.-No privilege exists
under this rul~ if the identity of the informer or his interest in the

subject motter af his communication hos been 'disclosed to those
who would hove cous. to resent the communicotion by 0 holder
or the priviiege or by the informer's own oction, ar if the infonner
cpp"ars os ° witness for the government.

(21 ,,,stimony on merits.-If it eppeors from the evidence in the
ccse or from other showing by 0 porly thet en informer moy ~
ebl. to give testimony necessary to e foir determinetion of the
lnue of guilt or innocence in 0 criminol cese 01 of 0 meteriel issue
0 •. lne merils in e civil cose to which the govemment is 0 porty,
cne: the government in'O'oKes the privilege, the judge sholl give the
govemment en opportunity to show in camero focts relevent to
del.,mining ..... he'her the infonner con, in foet, supply thel testimony. 'Th. showing will ordinorily be h, the form of offidevits, but
the judge moy direct thet testimony be token i! he finds thet the
motter cenno: be resol.ed setisfactorily upon offidovil. If the judge
finds the: Ihere is e reesonoble probobility thot the informer con
give the testimony, ond the government elects not to disclos .. his
ioentily, Ihe judge on motion of the defenoont in 0 criminel cose
sh::11 dismiss the ~h!:1fges 10 whieh th .. testimony would Il:lote, tintl
the ju::ge mey de so on his own motion. In civil coses, he mey meke
'''Y oroer thet j.mice requires. Evidence submitted to the judge
,:;11 be seo:e:: en: ores."'e:: Ie be moo. ovoii::bl. to the epoe\.

(a.) Defendant and his attorney(s) must show by affir-

(and cannot find out with reasonable diligence) the identity of
the informant in this cause.

Nhe'!:l:"e'! the Defendant, and/or his

counsel know the identity of the informant, or by reasonable ef-

.

'(bl Who mey c/"im.-The privilege moy b. cloimed by on oppropri"te ;epresenlctive of the government, regordle .. of whether the
informetion '-'0' furnished 10 on oHicer of the ~ovemment or of 0
stet. or subdivision Ihereof. The pri~ilege moy be cloimed by on
o?;::IDpriete representotive of 0 stote or subdi~i.ion if the inronnotion wes furnished to on oHicer thereof, except thol in criminol
coses the privilege shell not be ollowed ii the govemment 'objects..

following order:

mative evidence that neither the Defendant nor his counsel know

leI Eu/" of priv/1"p~.-The govemmen! or 0 $t~te or subdivision
~hereof hes 0 privilege 10 refuse 10 disclose the identity of Co person
,-,ho he! furnished informotion relcling to or e ..isling in on investj.
gotio~ of Co pouibl. violetion of low to 0 low enforcement officer
0' member of 0 bg;'lctive committee or its $teff conducting on
in'Veltigutiofl.

He has not alleged nor shown any of the fcllowing, each of

.~}

EVIDENCE

510-:

lote court in the event of on o?peel, end Ihe contents .hell not
otherwise b. revealed wiihout consent of the governmenl. All
tcun.el on::! porties sheil be. permitted to be present ot every stoge
of proceeding. uneer this iubdivision except a ,ho,,",ing in cam .. ,c,
01 "'hi"h ne. cClurosel er pmiy ,hd! be permitted to b. pre,ent.
(3~ l"pa/ily 01 obtaining evidtmce.-If infonnetion from on in.
former is relied upon to eSloblish the legolity of the meons by .... hich
evidence we. obtained and Ihe judge is not. setisfied thol the
informatien .... received from on informer reasonebly believed to
be: relieble or credible, he moy require the identity of the infonner
to be disclosed. The iudge sholl, on request of Ihe go~emm~n:,
direC1 thl1t th= di.c1o.ure be mocl~ in <:ametn. All c~unsel ond
porties concemed with th~ im:~ of legolity sholl be pennitted to
~ presenl ot every stoge of proceedings under this subdivision
except 0 disclosure in camero, 01 "'hich no counsel,o'r porly sholl
b. permitted 10 be present. 1/ disclosure of tne identity of the
info.,ner is mcee in camera, the rl!cord ther"of :hell be seeled end
preserved 10 be mode ovoileble to the oppellote court in th. eyen!
01 en oppeol, end the content. shell net otherwise be reveeled
....i!~out o:onsenl of the govemment.

0.

o
[Source: 2 t'7einstein' s Evidence,
"Unitej States Rules 2" (1980)J.

fort can learn or discover the identity of the informant by themselves, there is no need to take the Court's

tL~e

try to get that which he already knows and has.

and effort to
United States

v. Herbert, Soi F.2d 890 at S92-893(CA10, 1974), cert. denied,
420 U.S. 931(1975).

And see detailed discussions on this point

in.J2.tate v. Grady, 215 N.~'i.2d 213 at 2l4-215(Iowa, 1974(5-0 decision); Peoule v. Marquez, 546 P.2d 482 at 484-485(Colo., en bane,
1~176); State v. Sheffey, 243 N.~\'.2d 555 at 560(Iowa, 1976), quoting

from Peoule v. Marouez and state v. Grady, supra, with approval.
See also Roviaro v. United States, 353 U.s. 53 at 62, note 12,
77 S. ct. 623 at 628, n. 12, 1 L.Ed.2d 639(1957), upholding 9th
CircuIt's refusal to reverse a conviction in US v. Sorrentino r
163 F.2d 627 at 629 (CA9, 1947) ,,·here Defendant kne\., informant's
identity and/or address.
~,

Accorc with above cases:

262 S.C. 466, 205 S.E.2d 376(S.c., 1974);

State v. Ricr-

,Tohnc:oo y.

State,

54 Alabama Crim. App. 187, 306 So.2d 55, cert. denied, 306 So.2d
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56(Ala., 1975), cert. deni~d, 421 U.S. 990(1975); Jackson v. State,

defense, or " ... IS

ESSENTli>.L to a fair determination of a cause

The burden is upon the Defendant to show how the informer

307 So.2d 188(Fla. App., 1975).
(b.) Defendant KAS NELSON and his counsel each should be

and his testimony would be use=ul to his defense, and that the

required to state under oath before the Court or by Affidavit =iled

informer privilege of the united States herein should be over-

of record in this cause that neither knows and cannot find out the

ruled.

informant's identity, and location, if either of them represents to
this Court that

he/~~ey

do not know and cannot (with due diligence)

learn the name/identity of the informant so they can subpoena him
or at least intervie,., him.
such

Qa~~(or

The United States will not use any

motion hearing tastimoftY of Kas Nelson) as substantive

evidence at the trial of this Cause 80-198, or for any purpose herein
other than

i~peachment

it after the

Gover~~ent

at such trial(if the Trial Court allows
so moves out of the hearing of the jury

before such impeachment evidence is elicited)--and not at all at
the trial of 80-198 if the trial Court so orders.

This specific

procedure is approved and discussed in State v. Gradv, supra,
215 N.W.2d 213 at 21'5(Io,",'a, 1974), and in State v. Sheffey, 243
N.W.2d 555 at 560(Iowa, 1976), supra.

The United States herein

will also observe and be bound by the similar strictures

of~

mons v. united States, 390 U.S. 377 at 394, 88 S. Ct. 967 at 976,

united States v. Eodoes, 493 F.2d 11 at l2-l3(CA5, 1974}:

[493 F.2d at 13]. Inteed, it would seem, as a broad proposition, that to hold ~~at need for ~, informer as a witness can
be met purely by speculations of counsel would be to defenestrate Roviaro[v. United states, sup=a].
[brackets added]
See also People v. Pena, 37 N.Y.2d 642, 339 N.E.2d 149 at 15l(~~,
1975) :
Recently in [2 other New York Court of Appeals cases], ..•
we made it clear that the INITI~.L BURDEN TO COMPEL DISCLOSURE
IS ON THE DEFENDA}~T.
As Judge "lachtler there put i t (p. 169,
356 N.Y.S.2d p. 575,313 N.E.2d p. 44), 'Bare assertions or
conclusoryallegations by a defendant tha~ a witness is needed
to establish his innocence will not suff~ce=
Instead, he
must SH0I"7 a basis IN' FACT to establish that his demand does
not have an improper motive AND is not merely an an~li~g ~n
desperation for possible weaknesses in the prose~ut~on s ~nves
tigation.' (citation omitted) . . . . A less restr~cted rule
than that [weakness in prosecution case against Defendant,
or issue of identification of Defendant is close], would result in too ready resort to demands for ~isclosure, not because a defendant has genuine reason to ~elieve that production or revelation of the identity of the inf.ormer would significantly aid rather than hurt his cause, but in pursuit of
a STRATAGEH TO E)''TRACT AN 'l.'l\!·jERITED DISHISSAL FROl-i A PROSECUTOR
WILLING TO PAY THAT PRICE TO PROTECT A RELIABLE INFORHER FROM
EXPOSURE.
[emphasis and [bracket material] supplied}.

19 L.Ed.2d 1247 at 1259(196B)--prohibiting substantive use at trial

See also, State v. Gradv, _State v. Sheffev, and People v. Marquez,

by the Government of Defendant's testimony at pre-trial motions.

supra (respectively, the unanimous decisions of the Supreme Courts

(c.) Roviaro v. United States, 353 U.S. 53

at 60-62,

77 S. Ct. 623 at 627-528, 1 L.Ed.2d 639(1957), supra, states:
[353 U.S. 60-61]: "lhere the disclosure of an informer's identity, or of the contents of his communication, ~ relevant
ru~D HELPFUL to the DE~~NSE of an accused, or is ESSBNTTAL to
a fair determination of a cause, the prvilege must give way.
[353 U.S. 62]: We believe that NO FTXED RULE with resoect to
disclosure ;s justifiable. The problem is one that calls for
balancing the public interest in protecting the flow of information against the individual's right to prepare his defense.
h'hether a proper balance renders nondisclosure erroneous must
depend on the PARTICULAR CIRCtn~TANCES OF EACH CASE, taking
into consideration the CRI1·jE CHARGED, the possible DEFENSES,
the possible sign~ficance of the informer's testimony, and
other relevant factors.
[emphasis supplied]
Defendant, K.t>.5 NELSON, has not alleged nor shown \.:hat his

of Io,.,a, Iowa, and Colorado).
(d.)

Revelation of the informer'S identity and requiring

the Government to produce the infor.ner in this case would end his
or her usefulness in futl!re investigations and ongoing investigations, and likely would endanger his/her life.

is prepared and willing to m~~e this showing to the Court in camera
(or by sealed affida\'its to the Court ::rom officers, the informer,
and, possibly, other non-law-enforcement p~rsons): to do so in
open court would likely reveal the informant's identity and reveal
ident:i,.ty of other persons who knoM of efforts or statements of Ras

defense is or likely to be--much less how the informant " ... 15

Nelson or his associates to find and "get"

relevant AND HELPFUL to the DEFENSE .•.. "

or 'vorse)

Defendant makes a mere,

unsupported declaration that he wants the informant's identity,
without specifying how it would be relevant
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ru~D

helpful to'the

The United States

(injure the informant

this informant.

(e.) If the Court aete:::T,\ines that Defendant Ras Nelson
has met and shown all conditions precedent above, in above paragrapr
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the United states asserts that
another wi tness--a "friendly"

Defe~dant
y.. i

(g.) If the Court rules ~elson has prevailed in above para-

Ras Nelson still has

tness--who can be called to

testify at trial on Nelson's behalf:
Defendant herein.

---------------------~----------------------------~------------~,~cP_----------------------~------------------

graphs(i.e., he does not know anc cannot find out identity or loca-

Larry Shryock, the co-

tion of informant to inte~view or subpoena him, and he shows Defen-

Shryock ,,·as present at and witness to the
dant's defenses or possible defenses and informer's helpfulness to

delivery of 9 ounces of cocaine (and witness to Nelson's delithem, etc.), the United States hereby moves the Court to hold an
very of another 1 ounce e:: cocai:1e) to the undercover agent
in camera hearing \-lith the officer(s) and/or the informant under
at the 1'1cDonald' s restaurant near Central and Tramway in AlbuStandard 510(c) (2), as fo11o",'s:
querque, and was with Nelson whe:1 beth were arrested. [The in for-

(1.) by AFFIDAVITS of the officers investigating this
case; and/or by J:...}"'FIDAVIT of the informer.

mant was not present at or witness to the delivery of these 10

ChN~AA t~$i:;i.mony BEFOFE THE COURT 1L~D ITS
COURT REPORTER ~ONE--",'i thout the prosecutor, defense
counsel, defendant, or any other persons present.
In such event, the Government will supply its
police offense reports to the court(sealeq, for
the Court's review and use in camera}, in order to
propound questions to ~~e informer and/or officers,
obtain or pin down details, and otherwise help the
Court to determine how "helpful" or "essential" the
informer would be to Defendant's defense herein.
The Defendant and his counsel may submit written
questions anc/or subject areas to the Court(and not
to the Government) to ask the informer and/or police
in the in camera hearing--but answers and results
of the hearing should not be made available to the
Defendant, his counsel, the Government, or other
persons. Such Government offense reports, Court
questions, and defense ques·tions should be used
solely to enable the Court--in the in camera hearing with the of::icer(s) and/o! i~former--to determine whether the informer's test~mony would be
" •.• relevant and helpful b:> the DEFENSE of [Nelson)
..• " and/or " ... ESSENTIAL •.• " to a fair determination
of Nelson's defense or alleged innocence.

(2. ) by IN

with the Defendants.

Indeed, infornant was at leust a mile away

in a motel room--where Defendant Nelson told him to stay while
Nelson and the agent were gone).

Larry Shryock will be available

as a witness for Nelson at Nelson's trial in either of two eventualities:
(1.) If Shryock enters a guilty plea before trial--which
has a deadline of 2 Court days before jury selection--,
he will be fully available to Nelson to call as his witness.
If he invokes any Fifth F~entment right following such plea,
(which L~e Government contends he would not be able to),
the Government will move the Court to grant Shryock "use
immunity" as to his testi!>lony at Nelson's trial(s) in this
particular case.
(2.) If ~hryock does not enter a guilty plea, and elects
to go to trial, the United States still will grant him
"use immunity" on his testimony at L~e Nelson trial (s) ,
to enable him to be available as a witness for Nelson.
The United States is willing(if necessary) to allow a
severance of Shryock's trial fro:n Nelson's trial to accomplish this (if Nelson asserts he will call Shryock at his
own Nelson trial (s}), anc tr\' Shrvock first to avoid any
possible violation- of "use iI:rnu~itY;'-grant~d -to -Sh~Yo~k·
when .he testifies at Nelson's trial(s), thereafter.
The United States will keep the Court apprised of any such plea
(wi th Nelson and/or Shryock) and any availability of Shryock as
a

witnes~

for Nelson at Nelson's trial(s) in this cause.

(f.) The informant was not present at, or

wi~nes5

to, the

delivery of Cocaine at the HcDonald's restaurant near Central and
Tramway, N.E., Albuquerque--the place where Shryock arrived in a
vehicle and brought 9 ounces anc delivered them for the undercover officer to inspect and buy,

a~d

where Nelson produced an

ounce of Cocaine himself and added it to the 9 ounces that Shryock
had just delivered.

Indeed, as stated above, Infc--rmant was at

least a mile away, in a motel roor.! :'.T l\!::LSON' S INSTRUCTION, ""hen
the Agent and Nelson departed fer !·::::Donalds and CocainE;
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(3.) If--and only if--the Court should determine by the
above in camera affidavits(l., above) or hearing
with ~he officer(s) and/or informer(2., above),
that the informer's identity and testimony would
be " •.. relevant AND HELPFUL to the [Neison) defense ..
or ~'.. ESSENTIAL to a fair determination of the
cause .•. ", the Court should give the Government
the following options:

(i.) Allow ~elson to have and to introduce
the in-camera testimony (without naming the
informant) of the informer, or his/her affidavit(deleting his/her name} at trial of this
~atter, and the United States waive its right
of cross-examination of said informer and the
testimony;
o~, if not acceptable to Court,
(ii.) Alle;'....· Government to have the informer
talk with Defendant's counsel
without reveaiinc informer's name, family name,
work or home acd~ess(es), etc
This telephone
inte~view can be taped by defense counsel, if
he/L~ey so choose. If Defendant wishes to introduce the ta~e at trial(or relevant portions
thereof}, D~ovide a copy of the proposed portion(s) of-the tape--or entire tape--to United
States, and United states likely will waive
its right cf confrontation/call~ng the inforrne~ at trial,
or, if not accep~able to Court,
tele~honicallv

(iii.) Allcw the Government to arrange a
meeting anc interview between Informant and
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Nelson's Counsel an~ undersigned Assistant ~~
Attorney(or other A~SA in his stead) at a private, guarded location of the choice of the
US Attorney, \O~i thin ~'~e\,· !,le:dco or Albuquerque.
The intervie\,' can be taped by defense counsel,
and offered in evide~ce at trial by defense
counsel (i£ he so chooses) \d thout having to
call the informant to authenticate it or testify again about that info~ation: the United
States •.'ill allol,' a~:otission of such tape(if it
is relevant and not a waste of time or prejudicial under Rules ~Ol and 403, F. R. Ev.).
The informant's true nawe, and ,the family and
personal home a~d work address (es) should not
be revealed i~ this interview--or (i.) and (ii)
above--, especially in open Court.

AUTHORIZATION TO RELEASE CRIMINAL CASE INFORMATION TO CRIME STOPPERS
PROGRAM

OFFENSE

DATE OF OFF.ENSE

(4.) If none of the above are satisfactory to the Court-c;AS~

if, and only if, the CQurt has conducted aiore§aid in camera

NUMBER

hearing under "Standard 510" and.has found the informant's
testimony/information to be "relevant

a~d

helpful to the defense"

NAME OF VICTIM

or "essential" or "neces:sary" to a fair determination of alleged
innocence-~then

the Court should give the United states its option

of (i.) calling the informant to Court(but not necessarily as a
Government witness) and

~~us

making CI

I, _________________~, ( ) victim, ( ) witness, ( ) business manager,

available to Defendant to

( ) property owner, ( ) parent, ( ) guardian; residing at _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

interview, or call as a witness at trial, or (ii.) allowing the
Defendant to subpoena the inforrr.ant by giving suc:.h subpoena to

business location

undersigned counsel at this Court's oreer, for service upon the

hereby authorize any and all law enforcement agencies to release information about the

informant and having informant available at the Courthouse for

above referenced criminal case to the news media.

I release this information with the

trial in response to the subpoena; or (iii) giving Defendant's
counsel a date and time and location ",here the informant can be
served with a subpoena by Defendant's counsel's process server
(wi thout giving informant' l;;

n~me

and hc:ne or v;o:ek address or that

of his/her family).
4.

In all events,

hOI~eve:::,

usefulness of the inforrnant(and
employer(s», the informant's

f.ic

;~acr'i!ss

horne and/or I,'ork

?rotec~

n~~e

trial (and at trial only if the

-fl'
the protect the safety and
informant's family and

should not be revealed before

Cou~t

so orders), and the speci-

(es) of 'che informant and info:=mant' s

£amily should not be =evealed at all.
?3SPECTFULLY SUBHITTED,
THONPSON
Uni ted states Attorney

BY:

R,E,

En: If7V-73lj-J

j

k.,..!4... Eft/b..At,{bf

\JAi1ES P. BLACKHER
C;;~t.:tlt6t_§:/ti/Attorney

0=

I hereby ce=tify that or. ~he cat:
filing hereof, a t=ue
and complete copy of this respo::se I,'as hand-delivered to the office
of opposing counsel of record, at 335 ~-e-:
=:erson, S .E., Albugyerque,
tJe'..; Nexico, 87108. (505~-~g2-2~~L
.-:;/1
4rfJl{4 p; ~/.4~.:/",
u
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understanding that it will be used for the purpose of furthering the investigative effort.

~

~

I

I
t

I
~~

I
L

DATE:
SIGNATURE

WITNESS

WITNESS

Original: Crime Stoppers File
cc: Complainant
cc: Case File
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AUTHORIZATION TO USE PRIVATE PROPERTY IN THE FILMING OF THE

ACTOR'S RELEASE AGREEMENT FOR CRIME STOPPERS

CRIME STOPPERS CRIME OF THE WEEK
DATE:
PROPERTY

NAME:

PHONE:

ADDRESS:
CRIME OF THE WEEK

As a volunteer actor in the production of the Crime Stopper "Crime of the Week," I
have prior to said date assumed and hereby do assume all risks of injury to my person
I,

- - - - - - - - - - - - -_ _ _ _, owner of the above described property,
residing at
hereby

arising out of or in any way incident to mentioned Crime of the Week production; that my
role in the production of the Crime. of the Week has been described and explained to me

authorize Crime Stoppers the use of the above described property in the filming of the

and I understand clearly what I will be called upon to do, and with this knowledge I assume

Crime of the Week. I hereby release to Crime Stopp~rs, and participating news media full

whatever risk such production may entail to or accrue to my person; and that I, the

permission to use films, slides, sound tracks, photographic prints, or other reproductions

undersigned, for the abovementioned consideration have covenanted and hereby do

from all negatives or master records involving the above described property.

covena:nt never to sue or bring any legal or equitable action in any court whatsoever
against Crime Stoppers or any person working for or with Crime Stoppers, any

DATED:

governmental unit, or any officer or employee of any governmental unit for any such
injury.
SIGNATURE
Executed this _ _ day of _ _ _ _~=~_..."...._-, 19_ _•

WITNESS
SIGNATURE

I

WITNESS

WITNESSESt~,

( r

Original: Crime Stoppers File
cc: Property Onwer .

I
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CONSENT TO HYPNOSIS

'.
Investigator:
GENERAL RELEASE GIVEN BY CRIME STOPPERS' PARTICIPANT

i,
i

Witness:

I

Address:

I

Phone No. (Work):

;
THE STATE OF _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ X
COUNTY OF _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ X
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:
THAT I, ____________________________________________________

I
lI

of
.
'
for and in consideration of the benefits to be derived by me from my participation in the
Crime Stoppers program, and other good and valuable considerations, do hereby authorize
Crime Stoppers, any and all participating news media, any and all participating law
enforcement agencies and their respective agents, employees, and assignees to use my
name, picture, voice, personal expressions for the purpose of producing public service
Crime Stoppers programs to be broadcast and published. Any such photographs, film, or
audio/video tapes produced in connection therewith may be edited without restriction to
provide satisfactory material, which becomes the joint property of the Grantees of this
Release for unlimited broadcast use and publication for an unlimited period of time.
I, furthermore, authorize the said grantees and their assignees the right to record
audio-video tape and take photographs on, of, and in my home or business if such place was
the scene of an unsolved crime which is the subject of the Crime Stoppers program. Such
productions, my name and the name of my establishment, and the names of my employees
(if applicable), may be used in the said program, but will in no way constitute a
commercial endorsement either of me or my business, nor an endorsement by me or my
business of the Grantees or their assignees who br.oadcast or publish such productions.
SIGNED

thi~i,

I

I

i

Phone No. (Res.):

Date:

Time:

I, the undersigned witness, have been advised that Crime Stoppers and law
enforcement officials are currently investigating the following described offense to which
I may be a material witness:

-----------------_.__-----------------------------------.

I

I consent to investigative hypnosis to be performed by the undersigned criminal
I am aware that th~ investigator is not a licensed physician, and that the
hypnOSIS wIll not be for medical treatment or diagnosis.

I

I .und~rstand th.at the investigator will avoid post-hypnotic suggestions, and that the
hypnOSIS wIll be confmed to the following areas of injury:

investi~ato.r.

I have been advised that a person with a history of heart trouble should not be
hypnotized without direct medical supervision, and I do not have any history of heart
trouble. I have also been advised that persons subject to hysterical seizures should avoid
hypnosis without medical supervision, and I am not subject to hysterical disturbances.

the _ _ _ _ day of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , 198_.

GRANTOR

ADDRESS

BUSINESS NAME (If Applicable)

I have been informed that I am free to refuse permission for hypnosis, but I
voluntarily, intelligently, and freely consent to the investigative hypnosis to be performed
by the undersigned investigator.
I have been apprised of the risks and possible
psychological side effects of hypnosis, and I have been warned that the session might
reveal emotions and information of which I am not consciously aware and might wish to
keep private.
I freely and voluntarily agree to undergo hypnosis and to be interviewed under hypnosis
in order to assist Crime Stoppers and law enforcement officials with the above-described
criminal investigation wr:ch is in progress. I hereby waive any claim of harmful effects
which may be caused by this investigative hypnotic procedure.

WITNESS

WITNESS

WITNE,SS

Above two signatures executed in p~ ... ~.';,,~e of:
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CHAPTER IX - STATE AND REGIONAL PROGRAMS

_ _ _ _ _ _~_ _ _ _ _ _ _
By:

Greg MacAleese

, having been informed by the

I,

hereafter named law enforcement officer that I have a constitutional right to be free

Section

from having him or other officers make a warrantless search of the hereafter mentioned
premises, buildings, or vehicles under my control and also a constitutional right to refuse
to give him or any other officer consent to make such a search and that such rights are
guaranteed to me both by the state and Federal Constitutions, do hereby voluntarily waive
these rights and authorize the following named officer, to-wit: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
and any other officers working with him to conduct a complete search of the following
premises, buildings, and vehicles located in the above county and state, at and namely:

I

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

NEW MEXICO CRIME STOPPERS COMMISSION
TEXAS CRIME STOPPERS ADVISORY COUNCIL
OPERATING A STATE-WIDE PROGRAM
ST ATE- WIDE PUBLICITY
DELA WARE CRIME STOPPERS
IOWA CRIME STOPPERS
REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS OR NETWORKS
CRIME STOPPERS AND RURAL CRIME

IX-3
IX-S
IX-S
IX-8
IX-9
IX-I0
!X-12

IX-12

APPENDIX
New Mexico Legislation
New Mexico Procedures
Reward Program
Standing Committees
Policies and Rules
Log Sheet for Callers
Cover Letter for Questionnaire
Status Request
Disposition Record
New Mexico "Crime of the Week" - 7/20/83
Pl:'ess Release
Radio ;:'~eed
Texas - Generic "Crimes of the Month"
Press Release
Radio Feeds
Iowa Policy Statement
Florida News Letter

and to seize and take therefrom or from me any item of personal property. they may
believe to constitute evidence in a criminal investigation which is the subject of a tip to
Crime Stoppers.
I have given this consent on my own free will and accord and without being subject

to any threats, promises; compulsion, or persuasion of any kind. I know that any item of
personal property seized by the above named officer or other officers with him and taken
by them from such premises can and may be used as evidence against myself or others in
criminal proceedings.

SIGNATURI~

WITNESSES:

DATE:

:.\

TIME:
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CHAPTER IX
STATE AND REGIONAL PROGRAMS

State and regional Crime Stoppers networks are relatively new developments that
owe their roots to the phenomenal growth of local programs throughout the United States
and Canada.
Currently, two states have formal, legislated state-wide programs -- New Mexico
and Texas. As of this writing, at least six more states have bills under consideration by
their legislatures and Delaware has a state-wide program established by the Governor.
Copies of the New Mexico Legislation and the Commission's procedures are in the

(~Stil1 as in the days of Ed,vard I, the citizenry
may be called upon to enforce the justice of the

Appendix.
Loosely-knit associations of local programs exist in five regions. And the State of
Iowa has a Crime Stoppers organization currently operating out of the Iowa Public Safety

State, not faintly and with lagging steps, but
honestly and bravely and with whatever
implements and facilities are convenient and at
hand."

Department's Crime Prevention Unit.
Clearly the trend appears to be heading toward the creation of state-wide or
regional organizations. In this chapter, we will examine these types of programs, discuss
their strengths and weaknesses, with a view to whether or not they can be applicable in
your area.
A.

Benjamin Cardoza; In the matter of Barington v.
Yellow Taxi Corp. (1870.1938) 250 N.Y. 14, 17

NEW MEXICO CRIME STOPPERS COMMISSION

r

I

It's only natural that New Mexico, which had the nation's first Crime Stoppers
program, would also have the first state-wide program.
The New Mexico Crime Stoppers Commission was born out of a campaign pledge by
Governor Bruce King. During hin 1978 gubernatorial campaign, King noted that crime was
increasing in the rural areas of the state. Seeing the success of the Albuquerque Crime
Stoppers program, he decided that if he was elected to a second term he would initiate a
state--wide operation.
Governor King contacted Greg MacAleese, founder of the Albuquerque program, and
asked him for some advice about implementing such an operation state-wide. MacAleese
told him that a program was feasible, but would have to be established in such a way that
it woud enhance and not harm existing local programs.

lX-2
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On September 2, 1979, the first state-wide "Crime of the Week" was publicized in 55

MacAleese suggested four goals for a state-wide effort:

newspapers throughout New Mexico and broadcast on 60 radio stations.

(1)

The creation of new local or county-wide programs.

(2)

Establishing close ties with existing programs so that mutual projects such as

In its first 46 months of operation, calls to the New Mexico Crime Stoppers
Commission had resulted in the solution of 577 cases and the recovery of $9,046,025 worth

training, fund-raising and publicity could be developed.
(3)

of stolen' property, narcotics and court-ordered restitutions in welfare fraud cases. Out of

Creating a toll-free telephone exchange so that citizens from throughout the

146 defendants tried in court, 145 had been convicted.

state could call the state-wide program with information about criminal activity -- with
special priority on rural crime.
(4)

B.

Establishing liaisons with other state investigatory agencies such as State

TEXAS CRIME STOPPERS ADVISORY COUNCIL

Police, Organized Crime Com mission, Attorney General's Office, Alcoholic Beverage
Control, Human Services Department and the Livestock Board so their priority cases

The Texas Crime Stoppers Advisory Council was created on June 10, 1981, through

~

House Bill 1681.

Shortly after Governor King took office in January, 1979, he asked the City of

1l

Stoppers Advisory Council within the Criminal Justice Division of the Governor's Office.

Albuquerque to lend MacAleese to his staff. The governor said he wanted MacAleese to

j

establish and direct the New Mexico Crime Stoppers Commission.

1

could be publicized by media throughout the state.
These remain the Commission's priorities to this present day.

The Commission was officially created through House Bill'361,
Rep. William O'Donnell, D-Dona Ana.

sponsored by

King, called for the creation of a ten-member Crime Stoppers Commission with six of the
members representing existing local Crime Stoppers programs. Four members were to be
appointed at-large. All ten members would serve for two-year terms.
It was understood that members of the Commmission would act in the same capacity
as the board of directors of a local program.

In that regard, Commissioners would

establish policy for the operation of the state-wide program, raise a reward fund and
determine amounts of rewards to be paid to informants. In addition, each Commissioner
would be assigned specific areas of the state where they would stay in close contact with
local programs and assist them with any problems they might have.
The legislation also contained an initial budget of $85,000 to pay operational
expenses for a three-person staff. The Commission was to be an independent agency with
the director reporting directly to the governor. The measure passed by wide margins in
both the New Mexico House of Representatives and Senate.
On March 28, 1979, Governor King signed the Crime Stoppers act into law. It began
operation on July 1, 1979.

Within two months, the Commission had hired a staff,

established a toll-free telephone system, cajoled another state agency out of some office
equipment and raised $15,000 for its initial reward fund.

IX-4
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The bill, enthusiastically supported by Governor

The legislation, which went into effect on September 1, 1981, created the Crime
The Council consists of five members, appointed for two-year terms by the
Governor, with the advice and consent of the Texas State Senate. At least three members
of the Council must be persons who have participated in local Crime Stoppers programs.

1

The Advisory Council is charged with the following responsibilities:

jl

(1)

Advise and assist in the creation of local Crime Stoppers programs.

(2)

Foster the detection of crime and encourage persons, through the state

1I

i

I
I!11

program or otherwise, to come forward with information about criminal activity.
(3)

inform the public on the functions of the Council.
(4)

~

I

Assist local Crime Stoppers programs in channeling information, reported to

those programs concerning criminal activity, to appropriate law enforcement agencies.
In its first 22 months of operation the Advisory Council has received information

Jl

Ii

Encourage the news media to promote local Crime Stoppers programs and to

leading to the arrests of 131 persons and the recovery of $3,536,756 worth of stolen
property and narcotics.

The Council also has assisted in the creation of 45 new local

Crime Stoppers programs in Texas.

I

:1

~

~

I
I

C.

OPERATING A STATE-WIDE PROGRAM

Obviously, there are some similarities and also some major differences between
operating a local Crime Stoppers program as opposed to a state-wide program.

IX-5
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competition between local and state programs, both Texas and New Mexico keep their
The internal operations of both the New Mexico Crime Stoppers Commission and the
Texas Advisory Council are very similar to those of local programs.
anonymous and are given code numbers.

reward amounts consistent with their brethern at a local level.

Callers remain

This also prevents

informants from "shopping around" to see where they can make the most money.

In order to differentiate between local Crime

The reward fund for the Texas Advisory Council is comprised of money from a block

Stoppers code numbers and state code numbers in New Mexico, the Commission's staff

grant using state funds. Because of this, a special payoff procedure has been developed.

allocates code numbers with the prefix "NM." Thus, NM-1400 is easily recognized by all

Rewards are technically viewed as contracts between the Governor of the State of Texas

coordinators as being a Commission code number. A sample log sheet is in the Appendix.

and the informant.

The report forms are remarkably similar to those used by local programs as is the

Specific reward amounts have been estabished by the Advisory

Council and approved by the Governor.

For instance, in narcotics cases either a base

questioning of informants by staff members. However, because of the scope of state-wide

reward amount or a percentage of the recovered narcotics is determined as the roward

programs, it is very difficult to screen the calls for authenticity. Often, staff members

amount to be paid.

must call a local law enforcement agency to verify the information it has received.
Occasionally, information must be transmitted that cannot be verified at all.

Payoffs are made through a contract with the Texas Department of Public Safety.

This is a

Under this contract the Advisory Council staff sends a request for a reward to the

potential problem that continues to plague state-wide programs and has not been

Governor. Upon his approval, a written request is made to the Texas State Treasury for a

satisfactorily resolved.

New Mexico has recognized this problem and routinely advises

check to be made payable to the DPS sergeant in the area where the informant lives. The

everyone who receives one of its questionnaires that the information is unverified and

sergeant selects another DPS officer as a witness, then cashes the check, is contacted by

should be treated strictly as "raw" intelligence. A copy of this cover' letter is included in

the informant for a meeting place and upon proper recognition through code numbers,

the Appendix.

etc., the payoff is made. The sergeant and witness sign a form indicating the payoff has

A second problem concerns a rare informant who tries to "double dip" reward monies

been made and it is sent back to the State of Texas.

by calling both the state-wide program and a local program. This can be easily avoided by
passing all information received by the state-wide program directly back through the local
Crime Stoppers office.

Most coordinators will quickly recognize the information as

somethin 6 ' they have already received.

I

New Mexico's reward fund is comprised of tax-deductible contributions, making it
very similar to local programs.

However, the Commission takes great pains to avoid

competing with local programs for contributions.

Most fund raising is done through a

solicitation letter from the governor to firms whose corporate offices are outside New

The third problem involves feedback from investigators.

This is a much more

Mexico and who conduct business within the s.tate. If there are any fund raising conflicts

difficult situation than the same problem faced by local programs. Since both the New

with local programs, the Commission will defer to the local operation. This has worked

Mexico and Texas state programs deal with hundreds of local and state agencies, you ca.n't

out very well in New Mexico, but it takes a great deal of planning and communication to

always just pick up a telephone and talk directly with the prime investigator in a case.

avoid cOmpliC8\tions.

New Mexico has developed a procedure that is somewhat successful. After a one-month

Since most of the callers in New Mexico do not live in the same area where the

period, if no disposition has been noted on a case the Commission's staff will send out a

state-wide progTam is located, special arrangements must be made for the payoffs.

brief memo asking the local coordinator or agency head to advise us about its status. A

New Mexico this often means that the Commission will mail a check for the appropriate

copy of the memo is included in the Appendix.

reward amount to the nearest local Crime Stoppers coordinator, who then will make the

A fourth major difference is the payment of rewards. Both state-wide programs in

payoff in cash using his program's payoff procedures.

In

Occasionally, a member of the

New Mexico and Texas have noticed a large amount of their informants never pick up

Commission's stMf must make the payoff. And sometimes a money order is mailed to an

their rewards. In New Mexico, this amounts to a surprising 65 percent of all callers, as

informant, who Clan then cash it locally. No record is kept of this money order.

compared to about 25 percent in a majority of local programs.

IX-6
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Both approaches have worked well and coverage has been excellent. Copies of press

STATE-WIDE PUBLICITY

releases and radio feeds are included in the Appendix.

Differences between local and state-wide programs also surface in the area of

E.

publicity.
Due to its very nature, state-wide programs should concentrate on publicity that is
of interest throughout the state.

I

New Mexico and Texas approach this problem in

different directions. The New Mexico State Commissior selects an unsolved case every

I

week as its "Crime of the Week." However the case must have state-wide implications or
be tied to a case being worked by a local Crime Stoppers program. By tying a state-wide
case with a local Crime Stoppers program, this accomplishes two objectives --

II

I

it

on how a program of this magnitude shQuld be developed:

community in a Crime Stoppers effort.

This will eliminate any inter-

It may be that the Crime Stoppers operational

office, including the telephone, be in a neutral, non-police setting.

as rural crime or cases that are being investigated by other state agencies such as welfare

"It should be added that the telephone should be an 800 toll-free number.

fraud, child abuse, corruption by public officials or organized crime-related.

This

allows free access from people outside the dialing range. Otherwise, people will have to

The state-wide "Crime of the Week" is sefit to some 60 daily and weekly newspapers

pay long distance rates (and have a telephone record of the call) or call collect, which is

Two radio feeds -- one about two minutes in length and the

both awkward and intimidating (the operator asks for a name or telephone number).

other about 30 to 45 seconds -- are taped and then relayed to about 50 radio stations by

"The state or regional police or police chiefs organization should be contacted prior

telephone.

to approaching the media and made an ally. With this support, the media are much more

The Commission does not reenact its crimes for television because it is cost-

inclined to cooperate with the development of the program and donate resources.

prohibitive. However, the IICrime of the Week" is carried as a spot news feature by two

It is

also effective to be representing the state··wide police organization when seeking a

Albuquerque television stations during their weekend news shows.

planning board to help develop your program from the community at large.

In Texas, the Advisory Council decided to publicize crimes on a monthly basis and

While the

planning board is being formed, have meetings. with the police community to determine

use generic subjects in order to avoid the semblance of competition with local programs.

operational procedures concerning the various departments. Consensus can be reached on

The Council, through a contract with an advertising firm, develops a 60-second film spot

such things as "Crime of the Week" submission forms, crime tapes to be submitted,

of a particular type of crime such as narcotics smuggling, burglary or oil field thefts, as

recommended crime selection criteria, etc.

well as radio feeds ranging from 15 seconds to 60 seconds about the subject. These are

crime stlbjectin more detail.

Sam McKeeman, Executive Director of the Delaware program, offers his thoughts

departmental jealousies or rivalries that can obscure the major goal of involving the whole

The Com mission also concentrates on cases that fall within its state priorities, such

month. A press release also is sent to the newspapers in the state, explaining the general

state or regional program can be started.

as well as direct a large-area Crime Stoppers program.

This can be especially true when dealing with

sent to television and radio stations throughout the state for random airing throughout the

1983. It is the only program in the state and is an excellent example of how an effective

"First, a civilian, not a police officer, will probably have to coordinate the planning

transient criminals.

throughout New Mexico.

The Delaware Crime Stoppers program has been in existence since the spring of

to increase the chances of success. These may vary according to the local circumstances.

We have found on more than one occasion that

publicizing a local "Crime of the Week" on a state-wide basis produces information from a
citizen living in a different locale.

DELAWARE CRIME STOPPERS

"State-wide or large-area Crime Stoppers programs requires some additional efforts

continues to develop cooperation between the state and local programs and it also gives
local programs additional publicity.

4
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"Operational procedures for conference calls need to be agreed upon. Remember,

r

with the telephone in a single, perhaps neutral, locati!)n, calls will have to be
'conferenced' to detectives in many different depArtments.

Departmental wishes may

vary on this procedure. Some may want all calls to come to a liaison officer, or desk

IX-B
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sergeant. Other departments may allow any detective to answer and take the call. Still

grant and a $15,950 supplement from the rowa State Patrol to pay for operational
expenses and staff salaries~

others may choose to receive the information after the fact, not having a three-way
conversation between informant, program director and d::::tective at all.

Beverly Richardson,coordinator for the Iowa program, tells about her operation:

"When approaching the media, remember that a large area program will exceed the
broadcast range of most, if not all, television and radio stations.
exceed the coverage of anyone newspaper.

"The state Crime Stoppers program has been organized to be a cooperative crime

It win also probably

solution effort between the law enforcement agencies, the media and the citizens of Iowa.

You might initially ask for some media

The program was organized under the combined auspices of the Iowa Crime Prevention

coverage of the Crime Stoppers organizational efforts already underway. These can be

Coalition, Inc., the Iowa Sheriffs and Deputies Association, and the Iowa Chiefs of Police

used when seeking other media and business support.
'~Seek,

and Peace Officers Association and is mandated to stimulate and help the organization of

at least in the beginning, radio stations with different formats and target

audiences. Then get newspaper coverage

~-

local Crime Stoppers programs in communities throughout the state.

daily and weekly -- in all population areas.

"Our staff is located in the Crime Prevention Center of the Department of Public

Finally, television coverage will follow naturally even if you only end up with one major
network.

Of course, this order of progression is not essential.

Safety, the Wallace State Office Building, in Des Moines, Iowa.

It just seems that

"In terms of operating procedures, I do the following:

television coverage can often be difficult to arrange without displays of cooperation from

(1)
Work along with our Community Services Officers of the Iowa State Patrol
throughout the state.

the other types of media.
"Let the planning board evolve into the '.'olOt.rd of directors. It is important to argue

(2)
Do presentations and technical assistance on local sites and by phone and mail
throughout the state.

effectively for one board of directors. You may want, or have thrust upon you, the idea
of creating regional or local boards.
su~h

But the central board should make basic policy on

things as reward payment criteria, reward amounts, 'Crimes of the Week' texts, and

decisions on promotional and fund-raising literature. The single board should direct the
staff to avoid the inherent problems of serving many masters.

With several boards all

"Since a large geographical area is involved with many police departments and

,

media outlets, it is important to commence the prr)gram with a 'media event' such as a

r

the four corners of the area and allow the police, media, business community and the
board of

dire~tors

to notice each other's commitment to Crime Stoppers. It also allows

i

F,

ibo statistical analysis of types of crimes referred to us by our callers.

(5)

Keep a large map of local Crime Stoppers organizations throughout the state.

I

(7),

Provide periocpcpress releases about Crime Stoppers. '.

I

(8)

Prepare quarterly video public service announcements in conjunction with the

Department of Public Safety Training Department.

f

(9)

Submit a monthly activity report to the Commissioner of the Department .of

Public Safety and to each Iowa Crime Prevention Coalition board member.

While they should not be directly involved, it is wise to keep the politicians

informed about the program and involved from the wings."

(4)

(6)
Issue a basic packet of Crime Stoppers information each time an area
expresses interest in the program.

the politicians who choose to come to the banquet, and many will, to monitor the level of
support.

I~eep a graph of monthly calls on the staJe Crime Stoppers telephone.

Our aim is for county-wide programs throughcLlt the 99 counties in Iowa.

demauding autonomy and trying to dh'ect the staU-, chaos can result.

banquet, which is worthy of news coverage. This cansICrve to bring together people from

(3)

(Editor's Note: Although the Iowa State Crime Stoppers program has a toll-free

f

end, the Iowa program has been extremely successful. 'In just 18 months, a total of

t

'27 local Crime Stoppers programs have been created.)

hotline that citizens can call, its main purpose is the creation of local programs. To that

J

IOWA. ~RIME STOPPERS

!

The Iowa Crime Stoppers Program was officially ereated by then-Governor
Robert D. Ray in January, 1982. The program was initially funded by a $34,050 federal
1
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G.

REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS OR NETWORKS
board of directors of Crime Stoppers-USA. In the following article, Ms. Ekberg discusses
rural crime and how Crime Stoppers can help combat it:

In the past two years, loose-knit associations or networks have sprung up in five

" ••• Rural areas are experiencing some trends that should be of great interest and/or

states -- Maryland, North Carolina, Montana, Texas and Florida. Still another association

concern to the people who live there.

of programs, Mid-American Crime Stoppers, was started last year and encompasses

"For many years the population indicated that a migration was occurring from rural

programs from Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin.
These organizations have several things in common -- they hold meetings to

areas to urban areas, but the 1970 census and the more recent census clearly showed a

exchange ideas, communicate regularly about mutual cases or problems of interest and

marked return to rural America, Rural areas are growing at a 40 percent greater growth

usually have no formal structure.

than urban America.

They are also experiencing significant economic and demographic

changes that create new demands and problems.

The Florida Association of CrimeLines Anonymous, Inc., is a little more exotic. The

One of the major changes that has

organizatioi"i meets quarterly at various locations throughout Florida, has a newsletter

occurred in rural areas in recent years has been a dramatic increase in the growth rate of

called the "Crimeliner" and even has a set of bylaws. A copy of the newsletter is included

crime.
"Statistics are often unavailable or unsuitable for comparison usage.

in the Appendix.

There have

been, however, several recent and important studies on rural crime published.

The Florida group was formed in March, 1982, and encompasses all the reward

The

programs throughout the state variously called Crime Watch, Crime Stoppers, Silent

Federal Bureau of Investigation's statistics indicate that since 1973 the crime rate in

Witness, Crime Trac, etc.

Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas has increased at th2 rate of 2.5 percent annually.

Among the subjects covered at the quarterly meetings are fund raising activities,

In rural areas the crime rate has increased over 40 percent on an annual basis. Dr. Joseph

crime reenactments, procedures for determining reward amounts, and pra!blems and

Donnermeyer, Director of the National Rural Crime Prevention Center at Ohio State

solutions encountered by other programs. Another objective of the association Ilis to assist

University, has; indicated their studies have shown a 400 percent increse in rural crime

other cities or counties in establishing programs of their own.

since 1959.

Member organizations maintain complete control of their own activities. However,
they support the minor administrative costs of the association through a dues systems.
Associations like Florida CrimeLines Anonymous are an excellent avenue for

.I

I

"The National Rural Crime Prevention Center estimates the cost of vandalism,
burglary, theft and arson to American farmers is from one to three billion dollars.
Vandalism is the most frequently occurring crime and, in dollar 'value, makes it the

coordinators and board members from different programs to get together to socialize and

number one problem. Property offenses are 90 to 95 percent. Larceny-theft is the second

exchange ideas. We heartily recommend this type of organization to all Crime Stoppers

most frequently:: occurring crime in rural America, with fuel being the most popular

programs in the country.

target.

Burglary rates approach, or are slightly higher, than that ,of large metropolitan

areas.

Then there is trespassing and littering -- which seems to be increasingly

H.

bothersome to landowners,

CRIME STOPPERS AND RURAL CRIME

"The increase in crime does not yet seem' to have reached a plateau. The study of
rural crime has indeed been a neglected area of criminology.

The Montana Farmers Union, headquartered in Great Falls, has been very active in

. -mcreases1 'this crime at our back doorstep is clearly an emergent social problem that we

the spread of Crime Stoppers in rural areas of the state.

must confront.

Sandra Ekberg, Editol.' of "Montana Grass Roots" -- the Union's monthly publication -- is a member of the Great Falls Crime Stopper.s program and also serves on the

f

~II

J

"The 'whys'of these dramatic increases include many factors: petter transportation
~

and greater accessibility to rural areas; consolidation of rural

1I
It

II

,

~-lnools;
!
1

~

,

extensive use of

increasingly expensive farm machinery; increase of population; the relative geographic

I
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isolation of rural residents; inadequate law enforcement resources and long response
times; high absenteeism from rural residences; and the growing affluence of rural
residents.
_ "Beyond that, the attitude or rural people also contributed to their own victimization.

People felt immune to such problems so took little precaution to protect

themselves ••••
"Who are these ()ffenders? Well, 74 percent are under the age of 30; 16-19 year olds
are the most often 8',rrested age group; 87 percent are male; 27 percent are students;

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER IX

45 percent are arrested in a group of two or more; 23 percent are intoxicated and
93 per1cent are white;

:n

percent have previous records involving similar activies known to

STA.TE AND REGIONAL CRIME STOPPERS

police ••••
"There needs to be an attitude change. There needs to be some strategy developed.
Perhapl3 the criminal justice and the law enforcement system need to be reformed.
Definitely, regarding law enforcement ,aspects, it is necessary to improve education and
traininf; for law enforcement people and to sensitize them to the needs and traditions of
rural aJreas. Rural people have a

tenden~~y
:1

to rely on informal means to gain restitution

and alSI!) informal means of social control.!;.
"The most effec1:ive crime prevention program for rural crime! is the creation of
neighborhood or community watches. Cl1ime Stoppers is the most widely recognized and
successful law enforcement program. It can work effectively in rural areas •..•
"Major farm oganizations including the Farmers Education and Cooperative Union of
America (National Farmers Union) and the American Farm Bureau Federation are well
aware of these situations, what can be done and how to do it. They have instructional
manuals on crime prevention programs and resource ties to other people and programs.
Coordination of these programs on a state-wide basis would also speed the goal of reduced
rm~al

crime.
"The Montana Division of the Farmers Educational and Cooperative Union of

America has helped host a state-wide leadership conference of Crime Stoppers chairmen,
coordinators and law enforcement personnel.

Their involvment was to suggest a focus on

rural crime •••
"Be aware that existing Crime Stoppers programs in towns and cities across the
nation are there for the benefit of both rural and urban citizens. These programs work.
They have outstanding success stor.ies and will be proud to bring this program into the

f

j",

Ii

I
!

countryside."
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State of New Mexico
34TH

Legislature, 1ST Session

I
I

CHAPTER 142
HOUSE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR
HOUSE BILL 361, AS AMENDED

CHAPTER 142

AN ACT
RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A CRIME STOPPERS COMMISSION' MAKING AN ApDRO
-,
~
PRIATION.
BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO:
Section 1. COMMISSION-CREATION -COMPOSITION _ V ACANCIES-SALARIESA. !here' is crl~ated the "CRIME STOPPERS commiss~~n." The commission shall consist of ten
members, SIX of whom !Shall be appo~nted from local CRIME STOPPER programs and four of whom shall be
members at large. All member.s ~f the CRIME STOPPERS commission shall be appointed by the governor
!or two-year terms. The commISSIOn shall elect from among its members a chairman and any other officers
It deems necessary.
B. Any vacan~y. on, th.e com~ission shall be filled for the ul'lexpired term by the governor. A
vacancy on t~e ~ommissIOn !.-nall not Impair the right of the remaining members to exercise all the powers
of the commISSIOn.
.
C. Members of the ~ommission shall receive per diem and mileage as provided in the Per Diem and
MIleage Act and shall receIve no other compensation, perquisite or allowance.

Sect~on 2. PURPOSE OF COMMISSION.-The purpose of the com~ission is to assist in the creation
~amtenance of local CRIME STOPPER programs and in their promotion and exposure through the
~edIa, a~d to help law enfor<;eIJ:\ent agencies detect and combat crime, by increasing the flow of

advise and assist in the creation and maintenance of local CRIME STOPPER programs;

(4) foster the detection of crime and encourage the citizenry, through a reward program or
otherwise, to come forward with information which will promote the prosecution of criminal activity;
(5) encourage the media of this state to promote the functions of state and local CRIME
STOPPER programs;
(6) arrange for the channeling of information collected through the various CRIME STOPPER programs to proper law enforcement agencies and personnel; and

LAWS 1979

Introduced by

(3)

I

(7) accept, with the approval of th~ commission, gifts, endowments or bequests. Funds
received pursuant to this paragraph may be deposited in one or more banks and expended by checks drawn
by the exe~(ltive director with the approval of the commission. Funds received pursuant to this paragraph
may be expended without submission of vouchers, purchase orders or contracts to the department of
finance and administration as otherwise required by Section 6-5-3 NMSA 1978. Such funds are not subject
to audit or to the provisions of the Public Purchases Act.
B. Each member, officer and employee of the commission shall give bond as provided in the Surety
Bond Act. The commission shall pay the costs of such bonds.
Section 4.

CONFIDENTIALLY-PENALITY.-

A. It is unlawful for any member, officer or employee of the commission, except in furtherance of
its purpose, to reveal to any individual, other than the proper law enforcement agencies, any information
of a criminal nature gained through the commission's activities.

B. Any member, officer or employee of the commission who reveals to another individual any
information which he is prohibited from lawfully revealing by provision of Subsection A of this section is
guilty of a i1lisdem~anor anq, shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined not more than one thousand dollars
($1,000) or,'imprisorled not m:pre than one year, or both, together with costs of prosecution, and shall not be
employed'by the state for a period of five yers after the date of the conviction.
C. The records, reports and files of the commission are not subject to the provisions of the Public
Records Act or Sections 10-15-1 through 10-15-4 NMSA 1978.
D. The records, reports and files of the commission shall not be subject to subpoena except by order
of the supreme court of New Mexico.
Section 5. APPROPRIATION.-Eight-five ,th.:;,'l~,and dollars ($85,000) is appropriated from the general
fund to the CRIME STOPPERS commission for expenditure in the sixty-eighth fiscal year for administrative expenses in carrying out the provisions of this act. Any unencumbered or unexpended balance
remaining at the end of the sixty-eighth fiscal year shall revert tl:! the general fund.
'\

and

Section 6.

EFFECTIVE DATE.-The effective date of the provisions of this act is July 1, 1979.

mformatIOn to law enforcement agencies and by stimulating and encouraging such flow between and
among law enforcement agencies and personnel.
Section 3.

Reward Program

POWERS AND DUTIES OF COMMISSION-SURETY BONDS.-

OF THE
NEW MEXICO STATE CRIME STOPPERS COMMISSION

A. The powers and duti'es of the CRIME STOPPERS commission shall be to:
purpose;

(1) formulate, approve and adopt policies and rules under which it will carry out its

.
(2) a?-~oint,. with t~e approval of the governor, an executive director who shall be the chief
executive and admInIstratIve offIcer of the commission;
.
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GENERAL POLICY

f

The State CRIME STOPPERS Reward Program is ,established for the purpose of obtaining information,
which might not otherwise be obtained, about criminal activity and fugitive felons thrQughout the state. It.
is designed to assist local CRIME STOi)PER programs and law 1"11(,'""rcement agencies. Care will be taken tb
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guidelines determined by the Commission. This reward may be coordinated with a local CRIME
STOPPERS program.

preclude an informant from obtaining more than one reward, for the same information, from different
programs, and an informant will be discouraged from "shopping" among reward programs in an effort to
obtain a higher reward.

B.

Efforts will be made to have the weekly state crime widely publicized.

The Commission recognizes that, under ideal conditions, all citizens would report information about
crimes to the proper authorities. It also recognizes, that for a variety of reasons - fear of involvement and
apathy being paramount among them - many citizens do not come forth with such information. Programs
which preserve the anonymity of the caller and also provide financial rewards go far to counteract these
reasons. Since obtaining this information is one of the Commission's primary purposes, it has adopted this
reward program.

Purpose and

I

1.

NEW MEXICO CRIME STOPPERS COMMISSION

Standing Committees

CRIMINAL ACTIVITY INVOLVED
A. Felony crimes.

II

CRIME STOPPER Programs in New Mexico
To maintain list of programs, key personnel, addresses and phone numbers.

B.

Fugitive felons.

C.

Other crimes or violations of state or federal law as determined by the' Commission.

To assist programs in operating effectively by receiving and transmitting data relative to fund raising,
organization, media use and relations with local law enforcement agencies.
To assist in creation of programs in new areas.

ELIGIBILITY FOR REWARD
2.

A. Any person, except as restricted below, who directly and initially contacts State CRIME STOPPERS and gives information which leads to:
1.

The arrest and indictment of an adult for a felony, or the equivalent in the case of a juvenile, or

2.

The arrest of a fugitive felon, or

Law Enforcement Personnel
To maintain list of local, state and federal law enforcement agencies, key personnel, addresses and
phone numbers.
To assist such agencies in their relations with local and state CRIME STOPPERS programs by receiving
and transmitting pertinent data.

3. A successful solution to a case' as determined by the Commission, will be eligible for a reward.

To encourage .the key personnel to :;upport and participate in existing programs and help in the
creation clf new ones.

B. Commissioned law enforcement ()fficers and member~1 of their immediate families, the victim of
the crime and the fugitive felon are not eligible for a reward.

3.

C If two or more persons have furnished information relative to the same crime, the Commission
shall determine whether a reward shall be paid to one or more persons, based on the relative merits of the
information received.
D.

R~sponsibilities

Fund RaiSing
To raise funds to be used in carrying out the purposes of the Commission, and in exercising its powers
and fulfilling its duties; and, in so dOing, as practicable, to avoid being directly competitive with fund
raising a~ti:vi~i~s of. ~ocal programs.

The reward shall be doubled if a. recipient testifies in court in the case involved.

To arrange for appropriate acknowledgment to all donors; for whom ltecords shall be maintained.

III AMOUNT OF REWARDS • PAYMENT

To recommend and arrange for presentation of awards to donors, and othersJ who have made unique
cQntributions, in helping the Commission carry out its purposes.

A. At each regular board meeting the Executive Director shall present to the Commission pertinent
data concerning cases where individuals are eligible for rewards. The Commission shall determine if a
reward shall be paid and in what amount. Rewards shall range from $25 to $5,000, and shall be predicated
on the nature of the crime, the quality of the information, the value of the property or narcotics recovered,
the number of other crimes solved as a result of the information, and the recommendation of the Executive
Director.
B. Payment of rewards shall be made in such manner and under such circumstances as the
Commission shall direct.
IV WEEKLY REWARD
A. Each week the Executive Director is authorized to select a cr.~me or a fugitive felon as the target for
the reward program. The amount of the reward shall be established by the Executive Director within

f

4.

To bring to the attention of appropriate legislators the accomplishments and needs of the Commission.

j'
'\

I

Legislative Liaison

, To advise the Commission of any Legislative activity that might affect the Commission's operation.
5.

State Government Liaison

I

To .;lssist in the establishment of effective relationship between appropriate personnel in State
Government and the Commis!;lion, particularly from those agencies working with the Commission on a
regular basis.

I,

To advise the Commission of activities in the government and in such agencies that might affect the
activities of the Commission.

I
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6.

Media

B.

A term of OffiCE' shall begin on July 1st, or when the officer is elected, and shall end the
following June SOth, or when a successor is elected. An officer may serve two or more
consecutive term!;>.

C.

Because of the necessity for the Commission and the Executive Director to work closely
together, the Exe(:utive Director, after consultation with the members of the Commission, shall
present a candidatte for each office to the Commission at its July meeting in ~d~-numbered
years, and at its June meeting in even-numbered years. Any three C~mmlsslOners .may
nominate, at that meeting, an additional candidate for each offIce. VacancIes among offIcers
shall be filled promptly in the same manner. The election for any contested position shall be by
secret ballot.

To assist in publicity and promotion of local CRIME STOPPERS programs through all of the media.
To assist in the publication of monthly CRIME STOPPERS Bulletin.
NEW MEXICO STATE CRIME STOPPERS COMMISSION
(Created by:

34th Legislature, 1st Session
Laws 1979 - Chapter 142)

Policies and Rules
I.

V.

MEMBER OF THE COMMISSION
A.

A.

The Commission consists of ten members, six of whom are from local CRIME STOPPER
programs and four of whom are members at large. All members of the Commission are
appointed by the Governor for two-year terms, or, in the case of a vacancy, for the unexpired
term.

II.

B. The Vice-Chairman shall:
1. In the absence of the Chairman, preside at all Commission and Executive Committ-ee
meetings.
2. Assume such duties as may be assigned by the Chairman.
3. Be an ex-officio member of I.rach committee.

Each member shall perform the~uties of any office to which he is elected and shall serve on
such committees to which he may be appointed.

MEETINGS OF THE COMMISSION
A.

C.

The Commission shall hold no less than ten regularimeetings during each fiscal year. An effort
will be made to hold these meetings throughouf the state so that local CRIME STOPPER
representatives can attend.

III.

D.

Be custodian, with the Executive Director, of all funds accepted by the Commission under
Section 3. A. (7) Chapter 142, New Mexico Laws 1979.
2. Make a financial report at each regular meeting of the Commission.
3. When required, co-sign, with the Executive Director, checks on funds deposited in Commissio1), accounts.
4. Disburse rewards in such manner as the Commission may direct.

1

CON~MISSION

,

A.

B.

IV.

The Commission shall appoint, with the approval of the GQvernor, an Executive Director who
shall be the chief executive and administrative officer of the Commission (Sec. 3 A(2), Enabling
Legislation) and an ex-officio, non-voting member of each committee. Any designee of the
Executive DirE!ctor may attend any committee meeting.
The other powers and duties of the Commission are set forth in Section 3, Chapter 142, New
Mexico Laws 1979.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS
A.

The officers of the Commission shall be a Chairman, a Vice Chairman, a Secretary, and a
Treasurer.
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The Treasurer shall:
1.

A quorum shall be a majority of the Commission, excluding vacancies.

POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE

The Secretary shall:
1. Record the proceedings of all meetings of the Commission and the Executive Committee
and provide each member of the Commission with a copy of the minutes of each meeting.
2. Assumes such duties as may be assigned by the Chairman.

B. Special meetings of the Commission may be called by the Chairman or by the Executive Director
with at least forty-eight hours notice, or by any three members with at least five days written
notice. Such notices, whether oral or written, shall include the purpose of the meeting as well as
the date, time and place.
C.

The Chairman shall:
1. Preside at all meetings of the Commission and the Executive Committee.
2. Create such special committees as he may deem necessary.
3. Appoint the chairman and members of all committees.
.
.
4. When required, co..:,~ign, with the Executive Director, all checks on funds deposIted 111
Commission accoun\~.
.
5. Be an ex-officio member of each committee.
6. Co-sign, with the Executive Director, all contracts not involving appropriated funds.

B. If a member is absent from thX\~e consecutive regular meetings, or from five regular meetings out
of any twelve consecutive meetings, the Commission shall automatically recommend to the
Governor that such member's appointment be terminated. However, such member may file a
petition with the Commission at or before its regular meeting, next following the third or fifth
absence, setting forth the reasons for the absences and requesting that the recommendation not
be made. If six members, not counting the petitioner, vote in favor, the petiti~n shall be granted.
C.

POWERS AND DUTIES OF OFFICERS

VI.

COMMITTEES
A.

(,'1

There shall be standing committees to deal with:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

CRIME STOPPER programs in New Mexico.
Law enforcement personnel.
Fund raising.
Legislative liaison.
State ~overnment liaison.
Media coordination.
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VII.

B.

Special committees may be created by the Chairman.

C.

Only the Chairman of each committee need be a member of the Commission.

D.

The Chairman of each committee shall, after consultation with the Chairman and Executive
Director of the Commission, submit to the Commission, for adoption, the purposes and
responsibilities of the committee.

E.

There shall be an Executive Committee, composed of the four officers and one additional
Commission member appointed by the Chairman, which, in an emergency declared by the
Chairman or the Executive Dire!=tor, shall have all the powers of the Commission between
regular meetings. A majority shall constitute a quorum and meetings may be called by the
Chairman, or by any two other members of the Executive Committee.

A.

All gifts, endowments or bequests accepted by the Commission shall be deposited in banks and
may be expended by checks drawn by the Executive Director with the approval of the
Commission. Such checks shall be countersigned by the Chairman or the Treasurer.

B.

The Commission shall raise funds to be used in carrying out its purposes, exercising its powers
and fulfilling its duties. In this process, the Commission shall, as practicable, avoid being
directly competitive with. fund-raising activities of local CRIME STOPPERS programs.
One specific use of the funds may be to pay rewards for information related to criminal activity.
Such pa}lments shall be made in accordar.ce with a Reward Programs which shall be promulgated and adopted by the Commission.

PARLIAMENTARY AUTHORITY
Robert's Rules of Order, newly revised, shall be the parliamentary auth01;ity for all matters or
procedures not covered by legislation or policies and rules adopted by the Commission.

IX.

,

!t
,I

FUNDS - ACQUISITION AND DISBURSEMENT

C.

VIII.

'"
Ii
~

J
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I
I
I

AMENDMENTS
These Policies and Rules may be amended by the Commission at any regular meeting, or at any
special meeting that is called for that purpose.
Approved and adopted by the Commission.
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STATE OF NEW MEXICO
CRIME STOPPERS COMMISSION

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
CRIME STOPP.ERS COMMiSSION

4137 MONTGOMERY N.E.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO B71 09
841-6556 - TOLL FREE: 800-432-6933

4137 MONTGOMERY N.E.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87109
B41-6556 - TOLL FREE: 800-:432-6933

/, ~,\

TONEY ANAYA

GREG I\1IAcALEESE

TONEY ANAYA

GOVERNOR

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

GOVERNOR

GREG MACALEESE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

II

April 20, 1983

I

April 8, 1983
,I

I

Captain Hiller
NMSP
Narcotics Division
P.O. Box 1628
Santa Fe, NM
87501

i·ir. Sammy Hartinez
ABC
Executive Plaza
Albuquerque, NN
87109

Dear Captain Miller:

Dear Mr. Mar~inez:

Enclosed please find a copy of a questionnaire containing information
called in to the State Crime Stoppers Commission. ~ This information
pertains to a case under your agency's jurisdiction.
This information should have already been passed on to your agency
by telephone.
It should be stressed that this information is unverified by the
State Crime Stoppers Commission and should be treated strictly as
raw intelligence.
If an informant's name or telephone number
appears on the questionnaire; your personnel may feel free to
contact him.
We would appreciate hearing back from your a'gency as soon as possible
with a disposition on the information so that we can determine if
a reward~s to be paid.

".

!\'
<

,

S,o that we may up-date oui: records and evaluate ou~ infbrmation
for,pc;>ssib1e payment of rewards, would you inform us of the dispos~t~ons of your investigations in which informants NM-1177 and
NM-1224 may have played a part? Enclosed are copies of the original questionnaires.
For your convenience, a disposition form is enclosed for each
case.
Please complete and forward them to our office immediately.
Or, phone us with the dispositions,
Thank you for your assistance.
Sincerely,

If you have any further questions, please feel free to contact us
at 1-800-432-6933.

!::l~

Sincerely,

Enclosures - NM-1177 and NH-1224

Executive ,Director
(\,

GRE MacALEESE
Executive Director
Enclosure - NM-1363
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GREG MACALEESE

TONEY ANAYA

EXECUTIVE OIRECTOR~

GOVERNOR
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GOVERNOR

PRESS RELEASE

GREG MACALEESE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

CRIME OF THE WEEK
7/20/83
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

STATE CRIME STOPPERS COMMISSION
IHFORHATION DISPOSITION RECORD

CERILLOS, N.~. -- It was like a paige out of the past.

DATE:

A trio of armed robbers recently turned back the clock to
the wild" and woolly days of Billy the. Kid and Pat Garrett when
they robbed the Gold fields Mining Company of Cerillos on June 30.

CASE NUNBER NM:- ~/t:j
IS CLEARED

- - - - - - -BY ARREST

--------

,;i

Police believe it was the first major gold robbery in more
than a century in New Mexico.

---------INDICTMENT
-------CONVICTION

The well-planned caper began about 3: 30 a.m., when a pair
of armed men surprised Richard Madrid, who was working in the gold
processing house at Gold Field's Ortiz Mine.

---------:AWAITING TRIAL

Madrid said he was standing on a ladder washing out a gold
recovery tank with a garden hose when someone yelled at him from
behind to get his attention. He said when he turned around, he
saw two persons standing below him with pistols pointed it.\ his

INVESTIGATION IS CONTINUING _ _ _ _ _ __
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Madrid was ordered to get down from the ladder and 't'las forced
to lie flat on the floor. His hands w'ere tied and then he was taken
to another part of the processing building and told to lie face down
again. The offenders bound his legs and hands to a pipe and he was
told to remain quiet.
,
At about this time, security guard Charles Blanton arrived at
the processing house for a routine check.
Blanton said three armed men wearing ski masks, gloves and
jackets confronted him just as he entered the building through an
open back door.. After a short struggle, Blanton was taken into a
bathroom and his hands and legs wet:'e bound with rope.
The security guard said he could hear the offenders pounding
on the door to the gold recovery room with some type of heavy object.

WHO SHOULD WE CONTACT FOR ADDITIONAL

INFOR}~TION?

f:.lAME

TELEPHONE

----------------~
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After forcing open the door, the offenders collected some 756
ounces of gold that had been processed in sheet or foil form. Company officials say the gold was about 80 to 90 percent pure.
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RADIO FEED
CRIME OF THE WEEK
7/20/83
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
GOLD ROBBERY
LONG FEED: COUNTER # 5-86 TIME: 2:00 MIN
SHORT FEED: COUNTER #100-ISU TIME: :45

The robbers apparently used Blanton's vehicle to make their
getaway. It was found about three miles from the mine on an abandoned fenceline road.
The security guard's empty holster was found -in the front
seat and traces of gold were found in the back of the truck.

A TRIO OF ARMED ROBBERS RECENTLY TURNED BACK THE
CLOCK
TO THE ~.JI LD AND WOOLLY DAYS OF BI LLY THE KID AND
PAT
\ GARF~ETT ~"HEN THEY ROBBED THE GOLD FIELDS 1"1I N I NG COMPANY OF
~. CER i LLOS ON ,.TUt-JE 30TH.

State Police reports describe one of the offenders as being
about 5-11 to 6-0, and 170 pounds. He was wearing a1hooded sweat
shirt, blue jeans, a back pack, and high-topped basketball shoes.
The second offender was about 5-6 to 5-7, 140 pounds, and was
wearing a green army fatigue jacket and blue jeans. The third offender was about 5-8 to 5-9 and 165 to 170 pounds.

1\

~\

Gold was initially discovered in the area in 1828, triggering
the first gold rush west of the Mississippi River. Soon some 4,000
people had swarmed to the area to seek their fortune.

8'LANTON SAl D THREE AR!"lED !"lEN WEARING

SKI MASKS, GLOVES
THE BUILDING
THROUGH AN
OPEN BACK DOOR.
AFTER A SHORT STRUGGLE, THE
SECURITY GUARD WAS TAKI::.N I!,!TO A BATHROOM AND HIS HANDS AND
LEGS l.-JERE BOUND WITH ROPE.

AND JACKETS CONFRONTED HI 1"1 JUST AS HE ENTERED

At the Ortiz Mine there are no gold veins or nuggets. Those
vanished long ago. Instead, what remains are tiny particles of
gold disseminated throughout har~ volcanic rock which compan~ ~ffi
cials say lends itself to open Plt rather than underground mlnlng.

THE
OFFENDERS THEN FORCED OPEN A DOOR
RECO',,'ERY ROOM l.-.II TH SOME TYPE OF HEAVY OB,JECT.

The gold is removed from ore through a highly innovative
chemical process.

TO THE

GOLD

THE ROBBERS
COLLECTED SOI'-lE 756 OUNCES OF GOLD THAT HAD
BE Et'l PROCESSED INTO THIN FOI L FORt'l.
COtvlPANY OFFI CIALS SAY
THE GOLD ~AS ABOUT 80 TO 90 PER CENT PURE.

For each ton of ore developed through blasting, about 1/20th
of an ounce of gold is recovered. In its final form, the gold
appears as a thin foil.
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TOLD TO REt1A I N

~~T ABOUT THE SAJviE TIt1E, SECURITY GUARD
CHARLES BLANTON
ARR}VED AT THE PROCESSING BUILDING FOR A ROUTINE CHECK.

But in the 1970's another effort was made to recover gold in
the area. Gold Fields Mining Corporation took out a long-term
lease in the Ortiz Mountains and production began in February, 1980.

IJIffflf

l.-JAS THE FIRST MA ..JOR GOLD ROBBERY IN

!"lADR I D t,...IAS T I ED WITH ROPE TO A PIPE AND
QUIET.

By the 1880's, however, most of the gold had been played out.

Anyone who might have information about this case, or about
any serious crime committed in New Mexico, is asked to call St~te
Crime Stoppers at its toll-free number, 1-800-432-6933, or thelr
local Crime Stoppers program. In all cases, callers do not have
to reveal their identities.

IT

THE WELL-PLANNED CAPER BEGAN ABOUT 3:30 IN THE MORNING
ON JUNE 30TH ~.JHEN A PA I R OF ARMED MEN SURPRISED RICHARD
MADR I D, WHO WAS l/JORK I NG IN THE GOLD PROCESSING BUILDING AT
GOLD FIELD'S ORTIZ MINE.

The robbery was a unique chapter in the l50-year history of
mining in the Ortiz Mountains south of Santa Fe.

This week the State Crime Stoppers Commissipn is offering a
$1 000 reward leading to the solution of the June 30th robbery of
th~ gold mine. An additional $10,000 reward is being offered by
Gold Fields Mining Corporation for information leadi-t<;.g to the
arrests and indictments of the offenderfl>.
-

POL I CE BEL I EVE

'~10RE THAN A CENTURY I N NE~·J MEX I CO •

l
I

THE
OFFENDERS APPARENTLY
USEr> THE
SECURITY GUARD"'S
VEHICLE TO MAKE THEIR
GETAWAY.
IT WAS FOUND ABOUT THREE
1"11 LES FROtvl THE t1INE ON AN ABANDONED FENCELINE ROAD.
OFFENDERS AS
STATE POLICE REPORTS DESCRIBE ONE OF THE
BEING ABOUT
6-0, 170 POUNDS, At-..JD WAS ~.JEARING A HOODED SWEAT
SHIRT~ BLUE JEANS, A
BACK PACK AND HIGH-TOPPED BASKETBALL
SHOES.
THE SECOND
OFFENDER WAS ABOUT 5-6 TO
5-7,
140
POUNDS,
AND ~.JAS l.-JEARING A GREEN f.,)Rl"lY FAT I GUE
JACKET AND
BLUE ,JEANS.
THE THI RD OFFENDER t.JAS ABOUT 5-8 TO
5-9, AND
165 TO 170 POUNDS.
THI S l.-JEEK THE STATE CRltvlE
STOPPERS COt1MI SSI ON
IS
OFFER I NG A $1,
REl.-JARD FOR
I NFORMAT ION LEAD I NG TO THE
CRIME.
THE MINING COMPANY
IS OFFERING A
SOLUTION OF THIS
$10,000 REWARD OF ITS OWN FOR
INFORMATION LEADING TO THE
ARRESTS AND INDICTMENTS OF THE THREE OFFENDERS.

°°°
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PRESS RELEASE

)1)1)1~11S

ANYONE WHO COULD HELP POLICE SOLVE THIS CASE, OR ANY
OTHER SERIOUS CRIME COMt"lITTED IN NEW MEXI CO, I S ASKED TO
CALL
STATE CRII"IE STOPPERS
AT ITS
TOLL-FREE NUMBER,
1-800-432-t.933; OR THEI R LOCAL CRIME STOPPERS PROGRAM.
IN ALL CASES,
IDENTITIES.

CALLERS

DO

NOT

HAVE

THI S I S GREG I"IACALEESE
COMI"1! S8I ON.

OF'

THE

STATE

TO REVEAL THEIR
CRII'1E STOPPERS

I

SHORT RADIO FEED:
THI S WEEK THE STATE CRIME STOPPERS CCtt'1I'11 SSI ON IS
OFP'ERING A $1 ,000 REl.oJARD FOR I NFORMAT I ON LEADING TO THE
SOLUT ION OF THE ...TUl'lE 30TH ARI'1ED ROBBERY OF THE GOLD FIELDS
MINING COMPANY ORTIZ MINE IN CERILLOS.

FEBRUARY CRIME OF THE MONTH

I

THREE ARfv1ED 1"1EN l,JEARING SKI l'1ASKS, GLOVES AND \.TACKETS
SURPRISED Tl.oJO EMPLOYEES AT THE MINE AROUND 3:30 A.M.
WITHIN TEN MINUTES, THE EMPLOYEES HAD BEEN TIED UP AND THE
OFFENDERS HAD BROKEN THROUGH A DOOR WHERE THE GOLD WAS
SECURED.
THE OFFEt'mERS ESCAPED WITH 756 OUNCES OF GOLD THAT HAD
BEEN PROCESSED IN THIN SHEETS OR FOIL FORM.
THE GOLD WAS
-ABOUT 80 TO 90 PER CEhlT PURE.
ANYONE l.oJITH I NFORMAT I ON ABOUT THI S CRIME I S ASKED TO
CALL STATE CRII'1E STOPPERS ANONYMOUSLY AT
ITS TOLL-FREE
NUMBER,
1-800-432-6933,
OR THEI R LOCAL CRU1E STOPPERS
PROGRAt1.
THE t-1INING COl"1PANY IS OFFERING A $10,000 REWARD OF ITS
OI.JJN IN THI S CASE.
THI SIS GREG 1"1ACALEESE OF STATE CRIt1E STOPPERS.
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Felony fugitives cost
Texans millions of dollars
each year and untold
amounts of sorrow.
A fugitive is an individual who has an outstanding Felony Warrant
for his arrest. Felonies can
include such violent
crimes as' Murder, Rape,
Armed Robbery and
Aggravated As~auIt,
along with other 'crimes
such as Burglary, Auto
Theft and the selling of
Illegal Narcotics.
These f~!gitives may
still be hiding in the same
area where the crime waa
committed or may have
fled to another city in
Texas, Wherever they are
hiding, fugitives are in
constant fear of being
arrested and often commit
more crimes to support
themselves.

Drug traffickers are robbing our:. kids of their future.
Over 17,000 Texas high
school seniors are daily drug
users ... an alarming statistic that merely scratches the
surface.
Kids from age twelve to
seventeen are the victims.
Their innocence earns these
criminals easy money. Now is
the time to shut down this
business in Texas. It won't be
easy. Dealers are just the bottom of the drug dealing pyramid. These pushers get their
drugs from the kingpins ...
those at the top of the network ... the drug traffickers.
Drug dealing to minors is
a hideous crime and those
criminals must be stopped. A
joint effort by law enforcement and concerned citizens
is necessary in declaring war
on drug traffickers.
There are no absolute answers but a major step has
been taken. A statewide anti-

Because of the potential danger to citizens, the
Governor's Crime Stoppers
Advisory Council is focusing its efforts filr the
month of July on felony
fugitives.
Any citizen withinformation concerning the
whereabouts of a felony
fugitive is asked to call
their local Crime Stoppers
program or Texas Crime
Stoppers at 1-800-252TIPS. Cash rewards are
available for information
leading to the apprehension of felony fugitives.
Citizens do not have to
give their names, and all
calls are kept strictly
confidential.
Local Crime Stoppers
programs and Texas
Crime Stoppers also offer
rewards for the arrest and
felony indictment of individuals involved in other
criminal activity.
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i~rime hotline is answered 24hours a day. This hotline is
designed to aid law enforcement in a crackdown on drug
traffickers.
For the month of February, the Crime Stoppers Advisory Council is focusing its
statewide "Crime of the
Month" on drug traffickipg.
Any citizen having information about major drug trafficking is asked to call Texas
Crime Stoppers at 1-800-252TIPS. Cash rewards are
available for information
leading to the arrest and indictment of criminals. Citizens do not have to reveal
their names, just their information, and they will be
given a unique code number
for identification purposes.
Call 1-800-252-TIPS today with any inform;:.tion on
major drug trafficking in
Texas. Help stop this growing
menace to young people of
our state.

Month of July
Fugitives

.-

, 4
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POLICY STATE11ENT
IOvIA CRINE STOPPERS PROGRAM
Crime Prev.ention Center
Department of Public Safety

RADIO FEED

Client; Ip.,x.a~ Jrim~,~.tOpp"e~L_.,_ .~ _

"t, .... Texas
Crimestoppers
Chen,
_..._________
........ __ . ____. _
Television/Radio
• _ _.. ___ .. _. . __ ._ _ . ___ _
Med'lurn: _ _
Title:

Drug Smuggling
'--,,--=:"_--

The Iowa Crime Stoppers Program was established in January,
1982, under the auspices of the Imva Crime Prevention Coalition, Inc., The Iowa Sheriffs and Deputies Association, and
the Iowa Chiefs of Police and Peace Officers Association. The
program is located within the Crime Prevention Center of the
Department of Public Safety in the Henry A. Wallace Building,
Des Moines.

Title:_£l,lgi ti v.es _______,_

Length/Size: __:_30___________

__________

Length.:Size:.....!:~3~O

Writer: __B_T__________

Writer: .-.:::;B-!.T_ _

Dole: ._M_a...:.y_l_O.:..,_1_9_8_3_______

~ple:

May 10. 1983

PURPOSE

Each year, hundreds of tons of illegal drugs

Many criminals avoid punishment by running _

are smuggled into Texas.

running from the law, running from justice.

The program has been organized to be a cooperative effort
between the law enforcement agencies, the media, and the citizens of Iowa to increase the solution of crimes and the apprehension of criminal offenders.
THE STAFF

Drug smuggling is a multi-million dollar
business in our state.

The staff of the program is composed of a Coordinator, and a
Secretary. From it will come the information and technical
assistance to help the formation of a network.of Crime Stoppers
programs in local communities throughou~ the state of Io~a. _
Also, if necessary, the state program w~ll extend somef~nanclal
aid in the form of posters and other media materials in the
development of fund raising campaigns for local reward systems.

They hide, sometimes in plain sight.

A business whose

,.\.Desperate, they are likely to commit more

cost in human lives is a price too high

crimes to keep hiding.

for Texans to pay.

Texans suffer.

~ltimately,

all

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
If you have information on the transport of
illegal drugs in

T~lxas,

call Crimestoppers.

The Board of Directors of the State Crime Stoppers Program shall
be composed of the members of the Executive Board of th~ Iowa
Crime Prevention Coalition, Inc. The members of the Cr~me Stoppers Board of Directors shall.serve terms concurrent ~ith their
terms of office on the Execut~ve Board of the Iowa Crlme Prevention Coalition, Inc.

If you have information concerning the
location of a fugitive from justice, call

You don't have to Yleveal your identity.

Crimestoppers.

You don't have to reveal

Crimestoppers wi 11 p'ay for information

your identity.

Crimestoppers will pay for

leading to arrest and felony indictment

information leading to the apprehension of

of drug .smugglers in Texas.

fe 1ony fugi ti ves •

./

I
Call 1-800-252-T-I-P-S or your local

Call 1-800-252-TIPS, or your local

Crimestoppers program.

Crimestoppers Program.
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The members of the Crime Stoppers Board will use their business
expertise to stimulate the receipt of funds from the private
sector and to encourage adequate media coverage of the activities ~f the program. They als'o will be responsible for deci.sions on the amounts of rewards to be paid to eligible informants.
Meetings between the staff of the Crime Stoppers Program and the
Board of Directors shall be convened only as needed.
Each member of the Board will receive a monthly report from the
program Coordinator.
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SOUTHWEST FLORJ,DA CRIMESTOPPERS PROGRAM -- Congratulations from all of us for
your successful first year's celebration in September I Commun~ty support of
this program was~very evident; everyone seemed to be pleased w1th the progress
which Dennis Du£f~la and his board has made.

!/

'

) PROGRAM STATISTICS -- Pam sent hers in -- where are yours? We'll come up with
r a special form to di.stribute to everyone when we start receiving statistics from
all of you. Let's share our successes with each other.

Volume 1, Number 2

DECEMBER 1982
Thomas O. Morgan, Editor
University of Central Florida
P.O. Box 25000
Orlando, F10ridn
32816

MARK YOUR CALENDARS!
As you have been informed, the next meeting of the Florida Association of Crime
Lines Anonymous will be held in Orlando at the Sheraton Twin Towers on Thursday
and Friday, January 13 and 14. The meeting will begin at 10:00 a.m. SHARP on
Thursday. The first session will be about an hour in length, so let's not waste
time! Let's get the job done, and then be ready for the surprise we have planned.
If you haven't already sent in your registration materials, please do so immediately! Call Peg or Jim (305) 894-2461 if you have any questions.
If any of you have some dynamite fund-raising ideas, bring them to the meeting

(in writing -- with enough copies for each program). Also, if you have experienced some problems in this area, let's talk about ~t.
Here's a challenge: Has anyone come up with a good way to get police agencies to
report back to us with results of our calls to them?
CRIME STOPPERS OF PALM BEACH COUNTY and Sgt. Pam Stanley report that, as of
September 30, their program (a little over a year old) has cleared 96 cases with
the arrest of 51 criminals, recovered $165,378 worth of stolen property and
$131,235 in drugs. Nice going, guys!
CRIMEWATCH (ORLANDO) -- Jim Bishop will fill in everyone on the big stolen car
ring which one of our callers helped to break up. Luxury autos were stolen in
one state, titled in another, and then sold in a third state. CRI~mWATCH received
a lot of good publicity in the local paper and on television.
CRIME SCAN (WALTON COUNTI)-- Captain Tom Pagels, an old friend of the Orlando
program as cartoonist and former board member~ reports that CRIME SCAN is responsible for the big marijuana bust in Red Bay, Florida. We hope to see Tom at the
January meeting.

FE

ALL SHOULD HAVE THIS PROBLEM -- Houston, Texas, CRIMESTOPPERS Board members
have to raise $25,000 EVERY MONTH just to keep up with the reward monies needed by
their program!
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SOUTHWEST FLORIDA CRIHESTOPPERS PROGRAH -- Congratulations from all of us for
your successful first year's celebration in September. Community support of
this program was very evident; everyone seemed to be pleased with the progress
which Dennis Duffala and his board has made.
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CHAPTER X
CRIME STOPPERS - USA, INC.

f

I

A.WHAT IS ITS PURPOSE?

r

r"

I

Crime Stoppers-USA, Inc. is a nonprofit corporation, formed in August 1979 under
the laws of the State of New Mexico, with 50l(c)(3) tax-exempt status from the United
States Internal Revenue Service. (Copies of the Articles of Incorporation, bylaws and IRS
status letter are in the Appendix.)

UAmerican citizenship should be a sure guaranty
of safety... in which every citizen of the United
States might stand erect in every portion of its
soil, in the full ertjoyment of every right and
privilege belonging to a freeman, without fear of
violence of m.olestation."

The purpose of Crime Stoppers - USA is twofold:
\, (1)
(2)

To furnish services to existing Crime Stoppers programs.
To help in the creation of new ones.

Initially, this twofold purpose was carried out in several different ways. The first
way was to hold a national Crime Stoppers conference in Albuquerque from October 8-11,
1980. Among the 228 attendees from 38 states and Canada were officials from state and
local governments, many law enforcement persons including police coordinators from
existing programs, and members of the media.
Because the Crime Stoppers' concept properly involves citizens in the law enforcement effort of apprehending criminals, the conference was able to attract as its guest

Justice Joseph Bradley (1831-1892) Slaughter
House Cases, 16 Wall. (83 U.S.) 36,123

speakers: William H. Webster, Director of the FBI, who has written the Foreword to this
Manual; John Evans, Regional Director of DEA; and Milton G. Rector, President of the
National Council on Crime and Delinquency, now President Emeritus of that Council and
Chairman of the Advisory Board of Crime Stoppers - USA.
When this conference was held there were perhaps 60 programs in operation
throughout the country and thirty-four of ,these were in New Mexico. At this writing -two conferences and less than three years later -- there are close to 400 programs
operating in the U.S. and Canada, with new ones starting every week.

In the Appendix

there is a chart showing the growing accomplishments of the collective programs which
report their statistics to the USA office. Also included is a list of those programs which
are now in operation or are expected to begin before October of 1983.
Two other major ways of carrying out the purpose of Crime Stoppers- USA were the
publication of the first Operational Manual and the production of a 30-minute video tape
documentary. These were introduced at the first conference. More than 1200 copies of
this manual have since been distributed. There has been great demand for the video tape,
and even more for a shorter presentation prepared by station KVUE-TV of Austin, Texas,
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in October 1982. The manual and the new tape continue to be great aids in starting new

presented there. They have also made presentations to both the Crime Prevention group

programs and in training persons who become involved in Crime Stoppers.

and the Legal Officers Section of the International Association of Chiefs of Pollce.

member should have easy access to a manual, perhaps his own copy.
excellent for use in fund raising.

Each board

TIle video tape is

Tily has made a presentation to the Coupon Security Committee or the American
Society of Industrial

Secu~ity

(18,000 members) and has been asked to participate as one

Two other successful conferences have been held. Austin Crime Stoppers was the

of three panelists in a seminar at the Society's national conference in September 1983.

host program for the second one in October 1981, followed by Maryland's Montgomery

The subjeCt of the seminar is "Coupon Fraud - It's a Crime." And it is a crime which may

County Crime Solvers in Washington, D.C. Atlantic County Crime Stoppers will welcome

cost manufacturers alone over $250 million a year.

all of us ror the 1983 conference in Atlantic City, New Jersey.

There hd.ve been two

Crime

Stopper~'

- USA is a member of and supports the Crime Prevention Coalition,

successive conferences on the east coast because of the need to increase the number of

the national organization which promotes "McGruff" and his "Take a Bite Out of Crime"

programs in the Northeast, where representation has been relatively low.

message.

The 1984

conference is planned for Tucson, Arizona, with 88-CRIME, our Associate Program there,
as host.

B.

CRIME STOPPERS IN SCHOOLS

Since J976, Greg MacAleese and Coleman Tily have helped indoctrinate coordinators
and others in the operation of a program.

They have visited many individual cities to

explain to local and regional representatives how Crime Stoppers works.

Crime Stoppers has long recognized the serious problem of crime in schools,

Some of the

particularly in the areas of narcotics, vandalism and petty crime.

cities and states which have received this indoctrination are:
U.S.

'.

crrms

The solution of this

problem is seriously hampered by the existence, among students, of a code of silence.
This code, which dictates that it is wrong for students to report a crime, inhibits students

U.S.

crrms

STATES

CANADA

from doing their civic duty, not only while in school, but in later life. This problem will

Anchorage

New York City

Delaware

Calgary

be solved only through the education of students in their responsibility to society in the

Atlantic City

Omaha

Idaho

Edmonton

solution of crimes.

Austin

Ontario, CA

illinois

Hamilton-Wentworth

Cleveland

Phoenix

Iowa

Dallas

Rochester, NY

Kansas

Denver

Rockford, IL

Montana

Durango, CO

Rockville, MD

Nebraska

El Paso

South Bend

North Carolina

Houston

Stockton, CA

Wyoming

Lake Charles

Tacoma

Miami

Waterbury

Minneapolis

Waukegan

Nashville

Wichita

There may be a great logical temptation to adopt the Crime Stoppers concept in
schools. This has been done in perhaps a dozen instances, with varying degrees of success.
However, strong words of caution are in order.

Two major principles must be

followed in any such effort:
(1)

The individuals receiving the calls from informants should be law enforcement
personnel or directly under their control. Students and school administrators
should not be used for this purpose. It is recommended that the calls be made

. ,

to the regular Crime Stoppers phone number.
(2)

In a somewhat closed society, such as a school, it is critical that rules for
maintaining the anonymity of the informant be developed and strictly

r
I

Similar activity has been carried out by individual programs throughout the country.

}

They and others have appeared on five occasions at the Texas Crime Prevention

I

Institute in San Marcos, Texas, to help instruct in the twenty-hour Crime Stoppers course

I

observed.
If a school wishes to have a program, it should try to develop it in conjunction with a
t

local Crime Stoppers program.

It is recommended that the school program include a

board composed of students, administrators and parents.

perhaps a student, should serve on the local Crime Stoppers board as well as on the
school's.

X-4

One of these board members,

X-5
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The school board should perform the following functions:

publicity and promotion;

11

selection and pUblication of a school "Crime of the Week" (occasionally generic subjects

II

such as drug dealing or vandalism); recommendation to the local board of the amount of

(5)

information about the U.S. Supreme Court opinion of June 8, 1983 in Gates v.
illinois, dealing with anonymous informants and the issuance of search

I

i

reward when earned; and fund raising with proceeds to the local program.

warrants, was mailed soon after the decision), fundraising successes and

1

Often, the mere existence of a program in a school has a deterrent effect on

expected national

j
i

criminal activity, and a positive effect on those individuals who want to help make their
schools safer places in which to live and learn.

I
!

f';
C.

l)

Crime Stoppers - USA has been a natural and logical entity to organize and serve

H
-1

Any program which is operated

II

Associate Program of Crime Stoppers - USA, Inc., at no charge.

11,

reproduced and submitted to the Crime Stoppers- USA office.

Separate forms may be

Ii

Also included is a statistical form which an Associ~te Program agrees to

1j

!r!

tics on the operation of Crime Stoppers is the best method of measuring its effectiveness.
Being an Associate Program of Crime Stoppers - USA carries with it the following
advantages:

Stoppers - USA and capitalize on the continental publicity it generates.

1

For

I
.ll

example, 88 CRIME of Tucson uses the phrase on its letterhead: "Associated
With Crime Stoppers - USA."
The right to receive monthly pUblications of "THE CALLER"

I!

with national

statistics. Samples of this publication alnd the statistics released with it are in

Individuals involved with Associate Programs have the right to call and discuss
questions about Crime Stoppers with the USA office. It will do its best to find
and give satisfactory answers.

(4)

Information about other local programs is available and periodic lists will be
furnished.

\tt
,t,{

fi

/1

Each member has special expertise in the

criminal justice field. These members are:
Milton G. Rector, Chairman - President Emeritus, National Council on Crime and
Delinquency.
Maurice Acers - Chairman, Texas Crime Stoppers Advisory Council.
Jerry

N.

Jensen -

Director, National Training Institute,

Drug Enforcement

Administra tion.
John E. Otto - Executive Assistant Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
for Law Enforcement Services •
The Honorable Orm J. Ketcham - Retired Superior Court Judge, Washington, D.C.
and Senior Fellow, Washington Law Institute, The American University.
William F. Quinn - President International Association of Chiefs of Police (1980-81).
Brigadier General P. Neal Scheidel - Chief, United States Air Force Security Police.
The cooperation and support of these individuals and the organizations which they
represent have added greatly to the credibility and acceptance of Crime Stoppers - USA
and to the local programs associated with it.

rI

II

j

d

JI
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talented and well respected Advisory Board.

IJ

Each program is urged to

duplicate "THE CALLER" for wider local dissemination.
(3)

ADVISORY BOARD OF CRIME STOPPERS - USA
Crime Stoppers - USA has been extremely fortunate in putting together a highly

I.iq
1.

There is also provision for submitting especially intel'esting

data about local happenings for pUblication.

D.

I

An individual program is able to identify itself as associated with Crime

the Appendix.

With ever-increasing demands for the

services offered, it may soon become necessary to limit them to Associate Programs.

n

'I

complete and submit on a monthly basis. The keeping of accurate and consistent statis-

(2)

whether or not they have become associates.

.

An application form to become an Associate Program is in the Appendix. It may be

(1)

p. central source of data related specifically to Crime Stoppers and other

ji

substantially in accordance with the principles outlined in this manual may become an

requested.

(7)

As of this writing, many of these services are being furnished to all programs,

I

Crime Stoppers programs throughout the continent.

Reduced prices on items such as manuals and video tapes.
criminal justice matters.

II

I,

publicit~.

(6)

I)

ASSOCIATION OF CRIME STOPPERS PROGRAMS

Programs will receive special reports on such items as new law (e.g.

I~ I!

lo!
t1

jI

j

I

Ll

E.

NATIONAL PUBLICITY
Since it has the most data about the operation of local Crime Stoppers programs,

the USA office is best able to furnish information to media representatives who want to

X-7
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publicize Crime Stoppers. For example, MacAleese and Tily have met on two occasions

Other Income (net)

I

with a writer for Readers Digest and it is anticipated that an article will appear iu the

Receipts from manuals, video tapes,

,
r

November or December issue.
Likewise, discussions are currently being carried on which might result in a national

1980 Conference and for services in

i

connection with contract to develop

Crime Stoppers television show with Crime Stoppets- USA acting as the technical

national television show

consultant on criminal justice matters. Such a show might feature solved cases from a

$16,000

TOTAL

$66,000

number of different local Crime Stoppers programs and USA would play an important role
Crime Stoppers - USA has been able to operate on this small net income ($15,000

in identifying and selecting those cases.
It has been largely through the USA office that pUblicity has been generated in

per year) because of substantial contribution in kind from the State of New Mexico, from

national print .and TV media.

others in the development and production of the original manual and video

(TV Guide, Elks magazine, The FBI La.w Enforcement

magazine, The Wall Street Journal, Police Chief, Kiwanis magazine and The Richard

tape~

and

frou;~

the volunteer services of its original President and Chairman.

Simmons Show, CBS News, Today Show, Good Morning America, Nice People and PM

The need for an assured source of funding for USA is clear.

Where and when that

source will be found is not so clear. Funding has been a major topic of discussion at the

Magazine.)

last several USA board meeHngs and a number of options are being explored, Suggestions

F.

are encouraged.

WHAT ARE THE SOURCES OF USA FUNDS?

The subject of whether or not dues should be charged for local programs has been
For almost four years, the main operation of Crime Stoppers - USA has been in

aired at a number of conferences and meetings.

The general consensus has been that

Albuquerque, New Mexico in the same small office (450 square feet) that houses the New

support from individual programs should be on a voluntary basis. However, there has not

Mexico Crime Stoppers Commission.

been a concerted effort to advise local programs of the continuing benefits they receive

At no charge, the State of New Mexico has

furnished USA with space, clerical, telephone and other office services.

from a strong and effective Crime Stoppers-USA with a national headquarters, nor to

Some of the substantial amount of time spent by Greg MacAleese, Director of the

elicit financial support from them. This will be pursued.

Commission, has been contributed by the State, and the balance has been donated by him

G.

as a volunteer. It is estimated that the total contribution from the State of New Mexico,

BOARD OF DmECTORS

if purchased, would have been in the six-figure range.
Since it began in 1979 total cash net income to Crime Stoppers has been
approximately $66,000 from the following sources:

Two of the three original incorporators and board members, MacAleese and Tily, are

,

r

I

Contributions

still members of the board of directors of Crime Stoppers- USA. The other present board
members are listed in the Appendix as are all of those who have served.
Board members have been elected and agree to serve because they have a strong

BDM Cor.poration, Exxon-USA, Junior
League of Albuquerque, Marriott,
McGraw-Hill Foundation, Mobil Foun$42,500

dation, RCA and three individuals

I
I

4,650

16 Local Crime Stoppers Programs

belief in the principles of the Crime Stoppers' program.

nominating committee of the board take into consideration the need for appropriate
geographic distribution, and for the expertise needed in the fields of law enfci."cement,
media and business.
Nominations usually are the result of recommendations received from local program
representatives.

2,850

Miscellaneous

Candidates should have the time, the interest, and the local support,

financial and otherwise, necessary to serve the interests of Crime Stoppers- USA. Board

$50,000

X-8

The selections made by the
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members are expected to attend two meetings a year, none of which is generally held at
the time of the national

conference~

There is presently a need for board members with

national fund-raising capability. The practice of the nominating committee has been to
solicit such nominating information from all Crime Stoppers programs.

Suggestions for

nominations are welcome at any time.
The board has the "responsibility for selecting the site of the national conference and
this is done based on:

a)

the amount of support offered by the local Crime Stoppers

program; b) the nature and cost of convention facilities and rooms;

c)

ease of

!I.
I

I11

~

transportation to the site; d) probable attraction of site for existing and potential Crime
Stoppers. An effort is being made to have the site selected two years in advance. A site
selection committee has been appointed to make recommendations to the board.

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER X
CRIME STOPPERS - USA, INC
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ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
OF

to motivate members of the public to cooperate with their respective law

CRIME STOPPERS-USA, INC.

conp0ht\ iiON A!·\t)
FRANCHISE TAX DU>TS,

enforcement agencies; d) by stimulating and encouraging the flow of
information to, among and between various law enforcement agencies; e) by

In compliance with the requirements of the "Konprofit Corporation Act",

creating and circulating films, video and sound tapes, and printed material

Section 51-14-43, ~ ~., New NeXiCo\l, Statutes Mmot.ated (Supp. 1975), the

about crime prevention and Crime Stoppers Programs, and otherwise promoting

undersigned, all of whom are of lawful' ;:!g~" have this day voluntarily asso-

such programs; and f) by visiting places where existing or potential Crime

ciated themselves toget.her for the purpose of forming a corporation not

Stoppers Programs are located to advise concerning the operation thereof.

for profit, and do hereby certify as follows:
,(

The name of the

ARTICLE IV

ARTICLE I

REGISTERED OFFICE

~~';;~1~~,~,
/' /('
\\ ~\

c;>:-P~;",::'~S1(;iS

CR\\1 STOPPERS-USA,

The registered office of CRIME STOPPERS-USA, INC. is located at 5208
INC.

Chambers Place, NE, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87111.

-'~ICLE r':t~\ ,
';\

Dml.~~rC'~

ARTICLE V

1/

REGISTERED AGENT

The duration of CRIME STOPPERS-USA, INC. shall be perpetual.

The registered. agent of CRIME STOPPERS-USA, INC., whose address is the

ARTICLE III

same as that of the registered office of CRIME STOPPERS-USA, INC., is H.

PURPOSES

Coleman Tily.

The purposes for which CRIME STOPPERS-USA,INC. is founded are to promote
!;h~ welfare of communities throughout the count"!"}' and .t.O less.en t.he 1>l!niens of

BOARD OF iiIRECToRS

federal, stat.e and local governments a) by assisting their respective law

The affairs of CRINE STOPPERS-USA, INC. shall be managed by a Board of

enforcement agencie~ in the apprehension and conviction of criminals,

Directors, the number of members of such Board of Dire~tors to be fixed from

primarily through the establishment and support of new and presently existing

time to time by the Bylaws, but at no time shall the Board be less than three (3)

state and local Crime Stoppers Programs, modeled after the Albuquerque Crime

members nor more than twenty-five (25).

Stoppers Program, Inc., which programs will !1Ia)<'e., funds available for use in

The names and addresses of the persons

who are to act as the initial Board of Directors and Officers of CRINE STOPPERS-USA,

offer ing rewards for information about crimes; b) by tr'aining and adViSing law

INC., and until their successors shall have been selected are:

enforcement pers0nnel and ot.hers who participat.e in such programs; c) by helping

H. Coleman Tily, Chairman
5208 Chambers Place, NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87ill
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Gregory B. }lacAlees e, Pres ident and Secre tary
4137 Montgomery, NE
.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87109

4

-j

I

Arnold E. Olson, Vice President and Treasurer
6705 Barnhart, NE
Albuquerque, New ~It!xico 87109
The selection process for Board members as well as their terms,

1,1

INC. and to applicable provisions of law, be distributed, as directed
by the Board of Directors of CRIME STOPPERS-USA, INC., to or among anyone
or more corporations, trusts, community chests, funds 'or foundations described
in Section

501(~)(3)

of the Internal Revenue Code or any successor provision.

removal and duties shall be as provided for in the Bylaws of CRIME STOPPERS-USA,

ARTICLE IX

INC.

AMENDMENTS

))

!

tli.:.l.1

ARTICLE VII
INCORPORATORS
The names and addresses of the incorporators are as

1\

follo~4s:

seventy-five percent (75%) of the members of the Board of Directors of
CRIME STOPPERS-USA, INC., then in office voting at a special meeting of the
Board of Directors called for that purpose.

H. Coleman Tily

tJ.·

5208 Chambers Place, NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87111
\1

Gregory B. MacAleese
4137 Montgomery, NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87109

L

ARTICLE X

1

FUNDING
{-

In order to carry out its purposes, CRIME STOPPERS-USA, INC. shall be
funded pr imarily by pr ivate donations of money, goods, or services from

Arnold E. Olson

6705 Barnhar t, NE

members .of the publ ic, including individuals, corporations, clubs, associations

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87109

and other organizations.

ARTICLE VIII

t.:;leral! .s.l:nt:e ane! local governments as long as the rece ipt of such funding does

STOPPERS may be dissolved upon the affirmative vote of two-thirds (zijj

not violate any law or cause CRIME STOPPERS to lose its tax-exempt status under

of the members of the Board of Directors of CRIME STOPPERS-USA, INC., then in

the United States Internal Revenue Corle then in effect.

office, taken at a meeting of the Board of Directors called for that purpose,

ARTICLE XI

or upon the written consent of all members of the Board of Directors entitled
to vote thereon.

Upon the dissolution or other termination of

)

Hhen deemed appropriate by the Board, CRIME STOPPERS-USA,

INC. may also receive funding in the form of money, goods or services from

DISSOLUTION
CRI~

Amendments to these Art icles shall require t,ie affirmative vote of

~~IME

INC., no part of the property of CRIME STOPPERS-USA, INC., nor any

at

ORGANIZATION

STOPPERS-USA,

The affairs of CRINE STOPPERS-USA, INC. shall be managed by its Board

the proceeds

thereof, shall be distributed to, or inure to the benefit of, any of the members

of Directors and a majority of the number of directors then fixed by the Bylaws,

of the Board of Directors of CRIME STOPPERS-USA, INC., but all such property and

excluding vacanCies, shall constitute a quorum; provided, however, a quorum shall

proceeds shall, subject to the discharge of valid obligations of CRIME'STOPPERS-USA,

not be less than one-third (1/3) of the number of directors then fixed by the

\

Bylaws.

The officers of eRnIE STOPPERS-USA; INC. shall bEl a chairman, a

-3-4-
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, for the purpose of forming CRIME STOPPERS-USA, INC.
president, a vice president, a secretary and a treasurer, and such other
officers as may be provided for in the Bylaws.

under the laws of the State of New Mexico, the undersigned, constituting the
incorporators of CRIME STOPPERS-USA, INC., have executed these Articles of

CRUIE STOPPERS-USA, INC. shall use reasonable efforts to have a person,

Incorporation this

-Z~!i'day

of

with law enforcement experience, assigned or employed to provide professional

'<-/(tf.J,{.J~

,

1979.

/~. ~ ~~ ~

advice.

H. COLEMAN TILY

ARTICLE XII

C . '\

RESTRICTIONS
.:r

.....

GRfGo1fY'~aC~EESE

No part of the net earnings, if any, of ~IME STOPPERS-USA, INC. shall
inure to the benefit of or be distributable to its directors, officers, or
other private persons, except that CRIME STOPPERS-USA, INC. shall be authorized
and empowered to pay reasonable compensation for services rendered to it by
employees or otherwise, and to make payment of rewards and awards in furtherance
of the purposes set forth in Article III hereof.

No substantial part of the

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
SSe

COUNTY OF BERNALILLO

activities of CRIME STOPPERS-USA, INC. shall be the carrying on of propaganda,
or otherwise attempting to influence legi'_lation, and CRIME STOPPERS-USA. INC.
shall not participate in, or intervene in (including the publishing or dis-

The foregoing Articles of Incorporation were acknowledged before me
this

Jt·t~ day of

----~,~{~~~LI~.{J~~~~--------------, 1979, by the above

iT'dividuals.

criollt inn of statements) any political campaign on behalf of any candi.date for
puu1ic office.

The income of CRIME STOPPERS-USA, INC. for each taxable year shall
"

be distributed at such time and in such manner as not to be subject to tax
under Section 4942 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 and CRIME STOPPERS-USA,
INC. shall not engage in any act of self-de.aling (as defined in Section 4941 (d)

Notary Pub lic

My Commission Expires:

/~? •
/ ', )11'.,....L:=

of such Code), retain any excess business holdings (as defined in Section 4943(c)
of such Code), make any investments in such manner as to subject CRIME STOPPERS-USA,
INC. to tax under Section 4944 of such Code, or make any taxable expenditures (as
defined in Section 4945(d) of such Code}.
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8YLAWS

Section B--ANNUAL AND GENeRAL MEETINGS.
An annual
meeting of the Board for the election of Directors and
officers shall be held at such place and at such time as may
be fixed by the Board, usually in March, but pref~~~bly not
at the same time as the Crime Stoppers national conference,
when a general meeting may be held.

OF
CR I !"1E STOPPERS - USA, INC.

ARTICLE I

Section A--MEM8ERS.
have no members.

Section C--SPECIAL MEETINGS.
Special meetings of the
Board shall be called at any time by the Secretary upon the
request of the Chairman or no less than one-quarter of the
Directors then in office.

GENERAL

Crime Stoppers -

USA, Inc.

shall

Se c t i cln 8--8ECOM I NG AN ASSOC I ATED PROGRAM. A s tat e or
local Crime Stoppers program which is organized and operated
substantially in accordance with the format and methods
recommended in the "Crime Stoppers Manual" shall, upon
appl ication on the form provided, become an Associated
Program of Crime Stoppers - USA and will be entitled to:
1.
A certificate stating that it
is an Associated
Program,
2.
Identify itself as associated with Crime Stoppers
- USA on its stationery and in other promotional material,
3.
Receive mail ings
of "The Caller" and
other
per i odl c publ i cat ions, wh I ch wi 11 i ncl ude nat I onal and local
statistics and information about new p~e§~ams, fund=~aising
successes, and matters of 1 ega 1 interest.
4.
SeeK and receive assistance
in problem solving
~rom
the employees, officers, and Board members of Crime
Stoppers - USA, and
5.
Discounts on materials offered for sale, such as
manuals and video tape cassettes.
Sec: t i on C--ADVI SORY BOARD. An Adv i sory Board is her'eby
establ ished and shall
consist of
individuals who have
~.pec i al exper·t i se I n areas useful
to Cr ime Stoppers - USA.
Persons who agree to serve shall
become members, upon
invitation, with the approval of the Executive Committee or
the Board of Directors.

ARTICLE II

BOARD OF DIRECTORS - MEETINGS

Section
A--MANAGEMENT. The affairs and the property
of the Corporation shall
be managed by the Board of
Directors (hereinafter sometimes referred to as the Board).
The Directors shall act only as a Board and individual
Directors shall have no power as such.

X-1B

Section D--PLACE OF MEETINGS. The 80ard may hold any
meeting at such place within or out of the state of
incorporation, as shall be specified in the notice of the
meeting or waiver thereof.
Section E--NOTICE OF MEETINGS. Notice of every meeting
of the Board shall be given each Director af far in advance
as practicable, but not less than 3 (three) days before the
meeting. Annual and General meetings of the Board shall be
open for the transaction of any business within the powers
of the Board without notice of any matter which may come
before the Board except to the extent notice of a particular
matter
is otherwise required by law, by the Articles of
Incorporation or by the 8ylaws. Notice of special meetings
shall state the ouroose or purposes for which the meeting is
call~d. The n~tice' of ever.>, meeting ~.hall
state the time
when and the place where it is to be held.
Section F--QUORUM.
A
majority of
the number of
Directors then
in office shall constitute a quorum for the
transaction of business by the Board. The act of a majority
of the Directors present at a meeting at which a quorum is
present shall
be the act of the Board unless the act of a
greater number is required by appl icable law, the articles
of incorporation or these Bylaws.
Section G--VOTING. Except for election of Officers and
Directors, when an absentee ballot may be used, a Director
must vote
in person and not by proxy. Any Director may
participate
in a Board meeting by means of a conference
telephone or similar communications equipment by means of
which all persons participating in the meeting can hear each
other at the same time.
Participation by such means shall
constitute presence in person at the m~eting.
Section H--NUMBE:R OF DIRECTORS. The number of Directors
on the Board shall be not less than fifteen (15), subject to
Article IV, Section B-5, nor more than twenty-fiue (25), as
the Board may determine f~om time to time, by resolution or
by the actual election of members.

X-19
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Section I--ELECTION OF DIRECTORS. A term of clffice,
starting with the annual meeting in 1984, shall beglh upon
the election of a director and shall
normally be for a
period of three (3) years.
At the 1984 annual meeting, and
thereafter,
the
term of each candidate nominated for
Director shall be specified as one (1), two (2), or three
(3) )'ears b)' the Nominating Committee,
the objective bei'1g
to have no more than one-third (1/3) of the Directors/ terms
end at anyone time. A Dire~tor may serve as such for two or
more consecutive terms and may vote for his own reelection,
provided, however,
that the number of directors nominated,
at any annual election .of Directors, to serve consecutive
terms shall, not equal 100% of the number of Directors to be
elected at that time. Each person elected a director shall
continue in office until the annual meeting next after his
election and until
his successor shall
have been duly
elected and
qual ified, or
unti 1 his earl ier
death,
resi gnat i on or removal in accordance wi th the By1 aws. At any
meeting of the Board called for the purpose, the Board may
elect a Director to fill a vacancy caused by an increase in
the number of Directors or by the death, resignation or
removal of a Director.

I

~.

I
necessarily incurred by him in connection with the defense
of such action, suit o~ proeeeding, Or in connection with
any appeal
therein, except in relation tv matters as to
which
it shall be adjudged
in such action, suit or
proceeding that such person is 1 iab1e for neg1 igence or
misconduct in the performance of his duties. The foregoing
right of indemnification shall be deemed exclusive of any
other rights to which any such director t officer or employee
may b'e entitled as a matter of law.

I

!

ARTICLE III

Section A--NUMBER OF OFFICERS. The officers of the
Corporation shall be a Chairman of the Board, a President,
one or more Vice-Presidents, a Secretary, and a Treasurer,
and such Assistant Secretaries and Assistant Treasurers as
the Board may determine, from time to time, are needed by
the Corporation. One person may hold two or more offices,
except that the same person may not be both President and
Secretary. With the exception of the Chairman of the Board,
no officer need be a Director.

Section J--RESIGNATION AND REMOVAL OF DIRECTORS.
Any
Director m~y be removed at any time, wi th our without cause,
with at least three (3) days notice at any meeting by a vote
of the majority of the Directors. Any Director m~y resign at
an>' time.

Section 8--ELECTION OF OFFICERS. The officers shall be
elected annually at each annual meeting of the Board, from a
slate presented by the Nominating Committee as provided in
Article IV Section 2 hereof, and they may succeed themselves
in office. Each person elected an officer shall continue in
office until the next annual meeting after his election and
the election of his successor
Or his earl ier death,
resignation
or removal.
Vacancies caused
by
death,
resignation, removal or the creation of a new office may be
filled at a special meeting of the Board called for that
purpose or at any general meeting of the Board.

Section K--NO MEETING REQUIRED.
Any action which is
required or permitted to be taken at a meeting of the
Directors, or a committee, may be taken without a meeting if
a consent in writing, setting forth the action so taken, is
signed by all clf the Directors, or members of the committee.
The consent shall have the same effect as a unanimous vote.
Such action shall be effective as of the date specified in
the consen t .
Section L--COMPENSATION.
The Directors shall
not
receive compensation for their services as such but the
Board may authorize reimbursement for expenses incurred by
Directors in connection with the performance of their
duties; provided, however,
that nothing herein contained
shall be construed to preclude any Director from serving the
Corporation in any other capacity or receiving compensation
for any such services.
Section M--INDEMNIFI CAT I ON. Any person made a party to
any action, suit or proceeding by reason of the fact that he
is or was a director, officer,
or
employee of the
Corporation, or of any corporation for which he served as a
director or an officer at the request of the Corporation,
shall
be
indemnified by the
Corporation against the
reasonable expenses, including attorneys/ fees, actually and
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OFFICERS

I

Sec t i on C--REI"10VAL OF OFF! CERS. Any off i cer may be
removed at any time, with or without cause, with three (3)
days notice, by a vote of the majority of the Board at any
meeting of the Board.
Section D--CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD. The Chairman of the
Board shall be the principal
officer of the corporation and
shall preside at all meetings of the Board. Subject to the
provisions of Article V Section 4 of these Bylaws the
Chairman shall
have the authority, when approved by the
Board
or Executive Commmittee,
to execute any deed,
mortgage,
bond, contract or other
instrument for the·
Corporation. The Chairman shall have such other pow~rs and
duties as may be assigned to him by the Board or as
prescribed by these Byfaws and shall
generally do and
perform all
acts incident to the office of the Chairman of
the Board.
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Section E--PRESIDENT. The P~esident shall be the chief
administrative officer of the Corporation and shall have
gene~al supe~vision
ove~ the affairs
and p~operty of the
Co~po~ation
and ove~
its seve~al
office~s,
and shall
gene~allY do and pe~fo~m all acts
incident to the office of
P~esident.
In the absence of the Chai~man of the Boa~d, the
P~esident shall
p~eside
at all meetings of the Boa~d and
shall have such othe~ powe~s and duties as may be assigned
to him f~om time to time by the Board o~
its Chai~man O~
p~esc~ibed,
by these Bylaws. When exp~essly autho~ized by
the Boa~d,
the P~esident may execute deeds, mo~tgages,
bonds, cont~acts o~ othe~ inst~uments fo~ the Co~po~ation.
Section F--VICE-PRESIDENT. The Vice-P~esident shall be
the Chai~man of the Nominating Committee and shall pe~fo~m
all
the duties of the President at his ~equest o~
in his
absence o~ disabil ity, and if mo~e than one Vice-P~esident
is elected, they shall
se~ve in the o~der designated by the
Boa~d, o~ by the P~esident if no o~de~ has been specified by
the Boa~d. When so acting, a Vice-P~esident shall have all
the powe~s of and be subject to all the ~est~ictions upon,
the P~esident. A Vice-President shall pe~fo~m such othe~
duties as f~om time to time may be assigned to him by the
Boa~d,
its Chai~man o~ the P~esident~
Section G--TREASURER.
The
T~easu~er
shall
be
fo~ the funds of the Co~po~ation and shall keep,
be Kept, accu~ate and adequate records of the
assets, 1 iabil ities and t~ansactions of the Co~poration. He
shall be responsible fo~ safegua~ding the funds and for
p~ope~ cont~ols on thei~ disbu~sement.
He shall pe~fo~m all
the duties no~mally incident to the office of Treasu~er and
such othe~ duties as may f~om time to time be assigned to
him by the Board, its Chai~man o~ the President. If required
by the Boa~d, the T~eaku~e~ shall give a bond fo~ the
faithful discha~ge of his duties in such sum and with such
su~ety o~ su~eties as the Boa~d shall determine. The expense
of such bond shall be paid by (he Co~po~ation.

~esponsible
o~ cause to

Section H--SECRETARY.
The Sec~eta~y
shall
act as
sec~eta~y of, and keep the minutes of, all
meetings of the
80a~d
and wheneve~ ~equi~ed by the P~esident, he shall
perfo~m 1 ike duties fo~
any committee; p~ovided that in the
absen~e of the
Secretary, the majority of the Directors
present at any meeting thereof may designate any person to
act as Secretary for such meeting. The Sec~etary shall
see
that all notices are given in accordance with these Bylaws
and as ~equired by law.
If the Corporation adopts a seal,
the Secretary shall be custodian of
it and shall affix and
attest the seal
to any document for which the Board shall
have authorized execution by the Corporation unde~ its seal.
The Secreta~y shall have cha~ge of the books, reco~ds and
papers of the Corpo~ation ~elating to its o~ganization as a
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and shall see that all reports, statements and
other documents ~equi~ed by law a~e p~ope~ly kept or filed,
except to the extent that the same are to be kept or filed
by the T~easure~. He shall pe~form all the duties normally
incident to the office of Sec~eta~y and such other duties as
may f~om time to time be assigned to him by the Boa~d, its
Chairman or the President.
Co~po~ation

ARTICLE IV

COMt'1ITTEES

Section A--EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. At each annual meeting,
the Board shall appoint an Executive Committee consisting of
not 1 ess than five Di rec tors, to serve un til the nex t annual
meeting of the Board and, the election of its successor. One
of the members of the Executive Committee shall
be the
Chai~man of the Boa~d,
and a second shall
be the President
p~ovided he is a Director. The other members shall be f~om a
slate
presented by the Nominating Committee.
If the
P~esident
is not a Director, he shall
nonetheless be
entitled to notice
of all meetings of the Executive
Committee and to attend and participate in them; but he
shall not be a membe~ of the Executive Committee, shall not
be entitled to vote on any matte~ befo~e the Executive
Committee and shall not prossess o~ exe~cise any authority
o~ powe~s
of it or its members. Vacancies on the Executive
Committee may be filled by the Boa~d at any meeting. Any
vacancy on the Executive Committee may be filled by the
Board at any meeting. Any membe~ of the Executive Committee
may be ~emoved from membership on the Committee at any time,
with o~ without cause, by a vote of the majority of the
whole Boa~d at any meeting of the Board.
The Executive Committee shall, during the
intervals
between meetings of the Board, possess and exe~cise all of
the powe~s of the Board in the management of the affai~s and
prope~ty of the Corporation except as otherwise
provided by
law,
the Bylaws or ~esolutjon of the Board denying o~
1 imiting the Executive Committee's exercise of such power.
The p~esence of a majority of
the membe~s of the Executive
Committee shall be necessary and sufficient to constitute a
quorum, and the act of a majority of the members of the
Executive Committee present at a meeting at which a quo~um
is p~esent shall be the act of the Executive Committee. The
Executive Committee shall keep full and fair records and
accounts of its p~oceedings and transactions. All actions by
the Executive Committee shall
be ~eported to the Board at
its next meeting succeeding such action and shall be subject
to revision and alte~ation by the Board, except that no
revision o~ alteration, shall affect any ~ight o~ inte~est
which has already accrued to a third pa~ty by reason of the
Executive Committee's action.
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Section B--NOMINATING COMMITTEE.
1.
MEMBERSHIP. The Nominating Committee shall consist
of a Vice-President as Chairman and two (2) other members of
the Board of Directors, one (1) selected by the Chairman and
one (1) selected by the President, with the approval
of the
Board.
2.
INPUT ON CANDI DATES.
At appropr i ate times the
Committee shall sol icit from Board members their desires
con~erning reelection.
It shall also sol icit from Board and
Advisory Board members, and from Associated Programs, and
others it may select, the names and biographical material of
proposed candidates for Board membership and/or offices. At
least one member of the Board shall be a law enforcement
officer who is or has been directly associated wi th the
operation of a Crime stoppers
Program
as a
pol ice
coordinator. (See Article XI, Paragraph 2 of the ARTICLES OF
INCORPORATION which reads: "CRIME STOPPERS - USA, INC. ,=.hall
use reasonable efforts tO,have a person with law enforcement
experience, assigned or employed to provide professional
advice.")
3.
NOTICE OF PROPOSED SLATES.
At least fifty (50)
days prior to the annual election the Committee shall submit
to the Directors a notice setting forth the following:
a.
A proposed single slate of candidates for any
Office position to be filled.
b.
A proposed slate with at least one candidate
for each Directorship to be filled.
c.
Biographical material for each new Board
member and ~ st~tement th~t the nominee is ~w~re of the
commitments involved in attending two (2) meetings annually
and that the nominee has agreed to arrange for payment of
his own expenses, unless, in a particular case, the Board
has decided otherwise.
4.
ADDITIONAL NOMINATIONS. Additional nominations for
Directorship may be made by petition signed by three (3)
Directors and submitted to the Nominating Committee at least
twenty-five (25) days prior to the annual election.
The
petition shall
include the material set forth
in (c)
immediately above.
All such nominees shall be included on
the slate presented to the Board for election. The same
three Directors may jointly sign anyone such petition for
anyone election.
5.
LACK OF QUALI FI ED CANDI DATES. I f
the Nom ina t i ng
Committee,
in its judgment, after including the nominees
submitted by other Directors, does not have sufficient
appropriately qual ified candidates to make a slate of the
number of Board members which may then be fixed by Board
resolution, it shall submit a slate with less candidates.
Sect i On C--STANDING Cot ll"llTTEES. There shall be stanoi ng
committees to deal with the following subjects:
1.
Associated Programs
2.
Fund Raising
3.
Publ icity and Promotion
y
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4.
5.
6.

Bylaws
National/Regional Conferences
Awards

Section D--OTHER
COMMITTEES.
The Board,
or
the
Executive Committee, may from time to time constitute such
other committees as the Board
or Executive Committee
determines may be needed or helpful, givding each such other
committee the functions, powers and duties as the Board or
Executive Committee shall determine; except that no such
other committee shall possess or exercise any power of the
Board to manage the affairs and property of the Corporation.
Section E--COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP. The Chairman of the
Board shall appoint the Chairman and members of standing and
other committees and these persons shall not be 1 imited to
Directors, officers or employees of the Corporation.

ARTICLE V

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

Section A--OFFICES. The Board may establ ish, from time
to time, one or more offices of the Corporation at any place
or places within or out of the State of New Mexico and may
maintain such office or offices for such period or periods
of time as it may deem expedient.
Section 8--FISCAL YEAR. The fiscal year of the Corporation shall end on November 30 in each year.
Section C--EXECUTION OF CONTRACTS. Unless so authorized
by these Bylaws or by the Board, no officer, employee or
agent shall have any power to bind the Corporation by any
contract or engagement or to pledge its credit or to render
it 1 iable pecuniarily for any purpose or in any amount.
Section D--LOANS. no loan shall be contracted on behalf
of the Corporation unless authorized by the Board.
Section E--NOTICES. Except as may otherwise be required
by law, any notice required to be given under these Bylaws
shall not be construed to mean written, hand-del ivered
notice; but such notice may be given by mail, by depositing
the same in the U.S. mails, in a sealed postpaid wrapper or
envelope, addressed to the person entitled thereto at his
last postal address appearing on the records of
the
corporation, and such notice shall be deemed to have been
given on the day of such deposit. In addition, such notice
may be given by telegram to such person at such address, by
telephone, or by speaking directly with such person. Any
notices requried to be given under these Bylaws may be
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Internal Revenue Service

Department of the Treasury

District Director

waived by the person entitled thereto in writing (including
telegraph, cable, radio or wireless), whether before or
after the meeting or other matter in respect of whi~h such
notice is to be given, and !n such event such notice need
not be given to such person.

Date:

Our Letter Dated:

APR 30 1982

FEBRUARY 11, 1980
Person to Contact:

EO TECHNICAL ASSISTOR
Contact Telephone Number:

ARTICLE VI

(214) 767-2728
EO: 7215: 713 :JH
DAL:EO:82-1383

CRIME STOPPERS USA INC.
5208 CHAMBERS PLACE NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM
87111

I>

At-1ENDt-1ENT OF BYLAWS

These Byl aws or any of them ma>' be a1 tered, amended or
repealed, or new Bylaws may be made, only by a majority of
the vot.e of the Board at a regular or special meeting,
provided that notice of such alteration, amendment or repeal
shall be included in t~e notice of such meeting.
This modifies our letter of the above date in which we stated that
you would be treated as an organization which is not a private foundation
until the expiration of your advance ruling period.

ADOPTION OF BYLAWS

Based on the information you submitted, we have determined that you
are not a private foundation within the meaning of section 509(a) of the
Internal Revenue Code, because you are an organization of the type described
in section 170(b) (1) (A) (vi). Your exempt status under section 501(c)(3) of the
code is still in effect.

The foregoing Bylaws have been duly adopted by the
Board of Directors of the Corporation on the 26th day of
March, 1983.

_j~L

Grantors and contributors may rely on this determination until the
Internal Revenue Service publishes notice to the contrary. However, a
grantor or a contributor may not rely on this determination if he or she was
in part responsible for, or was aware of, the act or failure to act that
resulted in your loss of section
509(a)(1)
status, or acquired
knowledge that the Internal Revenue Service had given notice that you would
be removed from classification as a section
509(a)(1)
organization.

__~Ol_~~J~~£!~ ____________ _

Chairman
/S/ H. Col eman T!.ll___________ _
---------~------

Secretar'Y

Because this letter could help resolve any questions about your private
foundation status, please keep it in your permanent records.
If you have any questions, please contact the person whose name and
telephone number ar'e shown above.

Sincerely yours,

~~

r

I!
,
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R. C. Voskull
District Director

~

1100 Commerce St., Dallas, Texas 15242
rj
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letter i050 (~O) (7-77)

\
Department of the Treasury

Internal Revenue Service
District Director

Date:

FEB 11 1980

If your sources of support, or your purposes, character. or method of operation
chango. please let us know so we can consider the effect of the change on your
exompt. status and foundation status. Also, you should inform us of all changes in
~our name or address.

I'::mployer Identification Number:

Genorally, you are not liable for social security (FICA) taxes unless you file
n waiver of exemption certificate as provided in the Federal Insurance Contributions
Act. If you have paid FICA taxes without filing the waiver, you should call us. You
are not liable for the tax imposed under the Federal Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA).

go-- e>27!TI 7G>

Accounting Period Ending:

November 30
Foundation Status Classification:

170(b)(1)(A)(vi) and 509(a) (1)
Crime Stoppers USA, Inc.
5208 Chambers Place, NE
Albuquerque, NN 87111

f

Organizations that are not private foundations are not subject to the excise
taxes under Chapter 42 of the Code. However, you are not automatically exempt from
other Federal excise taxes. If you have any questions about excise, employment. or
othor Federnl taxes, please let us know,

~

Donors may daduct contributions to you as provided in section 170 of the Code.
Bequests, legacies, devises, transfers, or gifts to you or for your use are
deductible for Federnl estate and gift tax purposes i f they meet the applicable
provisions of sections 2055, 2106, and 2522 of the Code.

Advance Ruling Period Ends:

November 30, 1981
Person to Contact:

Judy Hitchcock
Contact Telephone Number:

(512) 397-5716
,/- <-/
AUS:EO a/I..1~~~-..J

I

II

Dear Applicant:
Based on information supplied, and assuming your opera "'.ions will be as stated
in your application for recognition of exemption, we have determined you are exempt
fro~~ Federal income tax under section 501(c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code.

III}
II

Because you are a newly created organization, we are not now making a final
determination of your foundation status under section 509(a) of the Code. However,
I':e have determined that you can rea.sonably be expected to be a publicly supported
organization described in section 170(b) (1) (A) (vi) and 509(a)(l).

!:r'

Accordingly. you wil: be treated as a publicly supported organization. and not
as a private foundation, during an advance ruling period. This advance ruling period
beEins on the date of your inception and ends on the date shown above.
Within 90 days after the end of your advance ruling period, you must submit to
us infofl~:ation needed to determine whether you have met the requirements of the
applicable support test during the advance ruling period. If y~u.establish th~t you
have been a publicly supported organization, you will be classlfled as a sectlon
509 I a)(1) or 509(a)(2) orgahization as long as you continuo to meet the requirements
of
applicable support test. If you do not meet the public support require~ents
during the advance ruling period, you will be classified as a private foundatlon for
future periods. Also, if you are classified as a private foundation, you will be
treated as a private foundation from the date of your inception for purposes of
sections 507(d) and 4940.

ihe

Grantors and donors may rely on the deternination that you are nat a private
fO'J;:c1;Jtion until 90 days after the end of your advance ruling period. If you submit
the required informaU 011 wi thin the 90 days, grantors and donors may continue to
rpl~ on the advance deteDaination until the Service makos a finnl determination af
YOU~ fOUlldation status, Howover, if notice thnt you ~ill no 10nRer be treated as ~
ser.UO:l 509(a) (1)
orr;anization is puhlished in the Internal Revenue Bullehn,
gra~lors nnd donors may not rely on this detcr~ination after the datc of such
publication. Also, a grantor or donor may not rely on this dotc:utination if he or
she ·..:as in part responsible for, or was aware of, tht> act or fallure to nct that
n:sulted in your loss of section 509(a) (1)
status. or acquired knowledge that
t~~ Internal Revenue Servico had ~iven notice that you would be removed from
claRsification as a soction
509(<1) (1)
orEanization,
3CO E. 8th St., Austin, Tex. 78701

(over)

I)
1

I

I

You are required to file Form 990, Return of Organization Exe~pt from Income
Tnx, only if your gross receipts each year are normally more than SlO,OOO. If a
returll is required, i t must be fillQd by the 15th day of the fifth month after the
ond of your annual accounting period. The law imposes a penalty of $10 a day, up to
n maxil~allil of $5,000, when a return is filed late, unless there is reasonable cause
for the delay.
You are not required to file Foderal inco~e tax returns unless you are subject
to the tax on unrelated business income under section 511 of the Code. If you are
subjoct to this tax, you must file an income tax return on Form 990-T. In this
let.ter, we are not determining whether any of your present or proposed activities
are unrelated trade or business as defined in section 513 of the Code.
You lleed an employnr identification number even if you have no employees. If
Ull employer identification number was not entered on your application, a number will
he assigned to you and you will be advised of it. Please use that number on all
returns you file and in all correspondence with the Internal Revenue Service.
Because this lettel' could help resolve any questions about your exempt status
and foundation status, you should keep it ill your permanent records.
If you have any questions, please contact the person whose name and telephone
nur.:h'3r al'e shO'.'.'D in tho headin~ of this letter.
Sincerely yours,

I

n
Robert M. McKeever
District Director

ij

[
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CRIME STOPPERS PROGRAMS AS OF JULY 31, 1983
PROGRESS CHART - NATIONAL STATISTICS STARTING 9/8/1976
(CUMULATIVE)

The city where the coordinator is located is shown even though the porgram
may have a different name and cover a larger area. A few programs may not
be operational at this time.
ALABIWl (4)

PERIOD
ENDING

CASES
SOLVED

STOLEN PROPERTY &
NARCOTICS RECOVERED

-----------

PROSECUTION~
CONVICTIONS

9/1980

4,683

$ 12,870,633

1838/1826 - 99 %

6/1982

16,526

$ 53,533,879

4517/4438 - 98%

6/1983

32,373

$ 128,178,654

9055/8867 - 98%
-\_'1

Birminghm
Florence
Nontgooery
Tuscaloosa

S

ALASKA

2051254-2129
764-7271
834-7187
349-2121

(4)

----------

Anchorage
Fairbanks
Juneau
Kodiak

_.
~

9071274-7867
456-8205
5B6-4243
486-3113

CcttlECTl CUT

AR]Z~ (4)

----------1.

2.

3.

In the first four years approximately 60 Crime Stoppers programs
had helped attain the results in the first row.
Less than two years later, those figures had quadrupled in two
categories, with about 300 programs operating.
One year later the figures had virtually doubled, with about 390
programs operating.

NOTE: The difference between the number of cases solved and the
number of prosecutions is caused by three factors: a) a number of cases
are solved or cleared, but there isn't enough evidence to prosecute, b) an
average of3 to 4 cases are solved or cleared for each defendant tried, and
c) some of the programs do not report prosecutions and convictions.

,
I

Flagstaff
Phoenix
Tucson
Yuma

60V779-6111
261-8600
792-B887
782-7463

824-3535
575-2378
247-1112
224-2424

GEORGIA

(2)

Atlanta
Nacon

404/588-1770
91V744-7500

Honolulu (city)
Honolulu (county)
Kauai
Hauai

808/955-8208
961-2264
245-9740
242-6966

2~3-0024

641-1242
725-3344
3B4-2525
867-2461
264-2131
542-7867
42B-1546

IDAHO

(5)

(2)

Hartford
Waterbury

2031527-1866
574-5131

D.C. (\)

20V727-4883

DE~RE (I)

30V571-3436

Boise
Idaho Falls
Nampa
Poca te 110
Twin Falls

2081377-6677
522-1983
466-4682
232-4311
733-0860

!

II

I
,

I

AR~SAS

ILLlNOIS

(I)

-----------!.i tt 1e Roc k

CALJFORNIA

5011371-4636

FLORIDA

(9)

----.----------

Hantec:a
Ontar i0
Pa 1m Spr ings
Placervilh
Sacr anllm to
San Jose
Stock tOil

Tracy
Upland
COLORADO

209/B23-4636
714/98B-6481
61 9/323-Bl 37
9161622-7828
9161449-5635
4081277-4133
209/946-0600
209/B35-4550
71419~6-7867

(16)

------------AI amosa
BaYfield
Boulder
Colorado Springs

X-30

Craig
Denver
Durango
Fort Coll ins
Grand Junction
GUhnison
Hot Sulphur Springs
La Junta
Horgan County
Pagosa Springs
Pueblo
Westminster

3031589-4111
884-2300
440-STOP
634-7B67

(3)

Ch i pley
Defuniak Springs
Ft. Lauderda 1e
Ft. Hyers
Ga i nesv ill e
Jacksonu ill e
Ki~si!l(Dee

Himi

Orlando-Central
Panama Ci ty
Tallahassee
Tallernier
West Palm 8each

X-31

904l638-TIPS
904/892-3033
3051765-8084
813/332-5555
904/374-2441
9041633-6059
3051847·'0176
3051326-8477
3051849-2461
904l7B5-4351
9041222-0765
3051852-3211
3051689-11 PS

(14)

Blocnington
Crystal Lake
Des Plaines
Freeport
Joliet
HoI ine
Naperville
Peoria
Roche 11 e
Rockford
Springfield
Shrl ing
!:Ircmore
Waukegan
IND]~

South

. 309/B28-1 i 11
8151459-4800
31V699-7867
8151235-9831
8151740-2200
3091762-9500
31V420-6006
309/673-9000
8151562-5000
81519B7-5863
2171788-8427
8151625-4505
8151895-3272
31V336-0990

(1)

~end

2191288-7867
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lllil (28)
-------State
Al toona
hiles
Anamosa
Atlantic
Clarinda
Clinton
Counc iI BI uffs
Davenport
Dubuque
Fairfield
Glenwood
Johnston
Leon
Maquoketa
Mason City
Muscatine
Ona\lla
Osceola
Oskaloosa
Red O~k
Rockwe 11 City
Sidney
Sioux City
Storm Lake
Tama
Tipton
West Des Moines

~RYIJt4D

5151281-8395
5151967-5131
5151232-9366
319/462-4371
7121243-2204
7121542-5193
3191242-9211
7121328-4780
3191324-8888
319/589-4422
515/472-4146
7121527-4871
515127B-2345
5151446-4313
3191652-2212
5151423-3512
3191263-3131
7121423-1379
5151342-2914
5151672-2557
7121623-5107
7121297-8332
7121374-2424
7121279-6353
7121732-5366
5151484-3223
319/886-2121
5151224-4000

9131537-1234
9131825-0571
9131234-0007
3161267-2111
(3)

-----------Covington/Cincinn~ti

L~xingtol!

Loui su i lle

5131352-3040
6061254-4447
5021588-2014

LOUISI~ (7)

Alexandria
Baton Rouge
Bossier City
Jennings
Lake Char'l es
New Orleans
Shreveport

3011337-9770
879-2101
641-3101
863-5557
228-3101
758-1101
822-3101
735-1111
663-3101
994-2773
739-2101
373-2350
932-6909
729-2101
475-8001
862-2001
398-8101
486-3101
535-1400
651-3101
872-4392
840-2585
749-3101
398-8101

3181993-7867
504/389-3310
3181746-0252
3181824-0423
318149H320
504/527-6900
3181226-6170

Anaconda
Bi 11 ings
Boulder
Bozeman
Butte
Chester
Chinook
Di 11 on
Fort Benton
GlasglM
Glendive
Great Falls
Hamilton
Hardin
Havre
Helena
Ka 1ispe 11
Missoula
Polson
Scobey
ShelbY
Sidney
Superior
WoH Point

~SSACHUSrnS (2)

NEBRASKA (11)

-----------------

-------------

Taunton
Worcester (pendiug)

Berni dj i
2181751-9111
Brainerd
2181829-2805
Buffalo
6121682-5976
Minneapolis/St. Paul 6121379-7050
6121255-1301
St. Cloud
6121235-3888
Wi 11 liar

Bellevue
Chadron
Cozad
Fremont
Kearney
Lincoln
Nebraska Ci ty
North Platte
!naha
Scotts BI uff
West Point

MISSISSIPPI (1)

NEVADA

617/822-1111
754-3208

(6)

-------------

6011428-1010

Laure 1

406l563-B477
245-6660
225-3323
586-1131
782-7336
334-3161
357-2010
683-4355
622-3225
228-4333
265-9111
727-8477
363-6666
665-2050
265-4444
442-9440
257-8477
721-4444
883-2022
487-2691
434-5585
434-6666
822-4654
653-2811
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4021393-1999
308/432-2121
3081784-1234
4021727-4000
3081237-3424
402l475-360D
4021873-7496
3081532-3210
4021444-5595
3081632-7176
4021372-5802
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Las Vegas
Reno

i'

\1
l:

!I
{
l,

7021386-3213
7021322-4900

r
1

NEW HAMPSHIRE (2)

------------

3141875-5050
8161421-8102

Columbia
Kansas City

----------------Hanchester
Merrimack

'

I,

(2)

----------

-----'"'! ....--------

MISSOURI (2)

_ _ ..-l _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

(24)

------------

Bal t illore
,Belair
Berlin
Cal ifornia
Cambridge
Centreville
Easton
Forestville
Frederick
Great Hills,
Hagerstoom
HollY\11ood
La Plata
Lavale
Leonardtown
Lexington Park
North East
Pikesville
Prince Frederick
Princess Anne
Ridge
Rockvi lie
Salisbury
Westrainster

MIrtlESOTA

----------

KENTUCKY

MIM~

-------------

KANSAS (4)
Manhattan
Salina
Topeka
Wichita

(24)

!

I,

ti

H

6031624-404D
424-2424

II

fI

II
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f{
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NEW JERSEY (5)

NORTH CAROLINA (22)

-------------Atlantic County
Bergenfield
Middle Toomship
Plainfield
Vineland

6091625-2276
201/385-7340
609/465-7803
201/533-1650
6091691-4111

NEW MEXICO (36)
----. .:.--------state
5051841-6556
Operation Game Thief
827-7934
Alanogordo
437-2505
Albuquerque
842-8000
Artesia
706-2704
Aztec
334-9456
Belen
865-5443
Carlsbad
885-2111
Carrizozo
520-3226
Ch ilDayo
753-2277
Clayton
374-9800
Clovis
769-1921
Delling
546-3011
Espanola
753-7385
Ft. Sumner
355-7752
Gall up
722-2321
Grants
285-4627
Hobbs
397-2431
Las Cruces
526-0207
Las Vegas
425-7504
Lordsburg
542-8827
Los Alamos
662-4176
Lovington
396-2813
Iiora
728-6221
Portales
356-4405
Raton
445-9727
Red River
5B6-0212
Rio Rancho
892-0113
Ro~ell
622-5511
Ruidoso
257-?365
Santa Fe
988-S'601
Si her Ci ty
538-3724
Socorro
835-USO
Springer
483-2404
Taos
758-2216
Tucullcari
461-2160
NEW YORK

(2)

Asheboro
Ashevi lle
Bur I ington
Chape I Hi 11
Char lotte
Durham
Elkin
Gastonia
Goldsboro
GreensbQro
Highpoint
Lenoir
Lexington
Monroe
Mooresv i II e
lit. Airy
Rockinghan
SIIithfieldiSelma
Sta tesv i 11 e
Wadesboro
Wi 1/1 ington
Yadkinville
NORTH DAKOTA

1.1

r'
"

II

! I
f
3!
i

~j

9191229-710~

RHODE ISLANO (2)

704/929-9000
704/334-1600
9191683-5223
9191835-2231
704/861-8000
9191735-2255
91913n-l000
7041889-4000
7041758-5141
7041243-2400
7041283-5600
7041663-7066
9191786-4000
919/349-9683
9191934-8660
704/873-1981
704/694-2525
9191763-38B8
919/468-2500

2J2I577-TlPS
716/428-6790

7171264-4131

---~------------

Ashton
Cranston

4011333-2222
944-0333

SOUTH CAROLINA (7)

-----------------Charleston
Conway
Colullbia
Florence
Greenv i11 e
North Charleston
Sumter
TOOESSEE

8031577-7434
922-STOP
799-9001
665-3177
232-7463
534-5700
773-1100

(4)

------------BrCMnsv il le
Jackson
Iiemphis
Nashv iIll'

9DlI772-2274
901l424-TIPS
9011528-2244
6151742-2274

(J)

Will iston

TEXAS (96)
7011572-377B

OHIO (8)

-------Bowling Green
Cincinnati
CI eve land
CollllDbus
Greenv ill e
Mar ietta
Middletown
Toledo

419/352-0077
5131352-3040
2161871-8338
6141222-4700
5131547-1661
614/374-2583
5131425-7766
4191247-6238

OKLAHIm (5)

-----------Lawton
Muskogee
Okl ahOOla City
Tulsa
Wooruard

4051355-4636
9181683-0381
4051235-7500
9181585-5209
4D51254-5999

---------STATE
Abil ene
Alpine
fnari 110
Anderson
Austin
Ba 11 inger
Bastrop
Baytown
Beaulllont
Bedford
Beev ilie
Big Spring
Bonham
Brownsv i II e
Brownwood
Bryan
Burnet
Canyon
Center

5121475-3001
915/676-B477
9151837-3333
8061374-4400
409/873-2DOO
5121472-8477
9151365-3591
5121321-3927
7131422-8371
7131833-8477
8171283-5531
5121358-0042
9151263-7311
2141583-2141
5121541-TIPS
9151646-5170
409177S''''UPS
51217!i6-TIPS
8061656-3691
409/598-4244
.!

OREG~ (2)

---------Klamath Falls
Portland

5031884-4188
248-5610

:{,~
,'>

!

r;

l i

Chanbersburg

-----------New York City
Rochl!ster

(I)

----------------

9191629-1590
7041255-5441

----------------

1 i
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U
Clarksl/ille
Conroe
Corpus Christi
Dalhart
Dallas
Del Rio
Denison
Edinburgh
EI Paso
Farmers Branch
Floydada
Fort Stockton
Fort Worth
Fredericksburg
Fruport
Gall/eston
Garland
Georgetown
Gorman
Grand Prarie
Greenuille
Groesbeck
Groues
Har I ingen
Hereford
Houston
Killeen
KingslJ i11 e
La Harque
Lampasas
lake Jackson
Laredo
League Ci ty
Levelland
liberty
L~cKhart

LonglJiew
Lubbock
Lufkin
McAllen
Midland
Mineral Wens
Honahans
Nacogdoch!s
Nederland
Orange
Pall'stine
PaIlpa
Pearsall
Pecos
Pharr
Port Arthur
RichrDond
Rising Star

2141427-3B36
7131750-0571
51218BB-TIPS
8061249-5544
214/670-3192
5121775-0505
2141465-2422
51213B3-7411
9151543-6009
2141247-3131
8081983-5200
9151336-8525
817/469-TIPS
5121997-7585
4091239-1211
4091762-6666
2141272-Tl PS
5121255-0522
8171734-2317
2141264-2222
2141455-5310
8171729-5760
7131962-4471
514/425-8477
8061364-3700
7131222-8477
817/634-4047
5121592-4311
409/935-2455
5121556-3644
7131238-2374
5121727-1151
7131332-2566
806/894-5500
409/336-5666
5121398-FREE
2141236-STOP
8061741-1000
409/634-6611
51216B7-TIPS
9151685-1190
817/325-3322
9151943-3254
409/564-0404
4091722-4965
409/883-8477
2141729-2254
8061669-2222
5121334-3311
9151455-4911
5121781-2454
4091983-7171
7131342-6116
8171643-3324

915/653-5961
5!21225-STOP
5121353-TIPS
2141868-CLUE
8061828-6211
9151573-3558
7131499-i695
8061229-8241
8061998-5145
8171774-8477
2141793-1141
214/597-2833
817/552-5011
5121573-2727
4091769-4561
8171753-4357
2141937-8522
817/594-8733
7131480-STOP
409/345-5121
409/532-T1PS
817/322-9888

San Angelo
San Antonio
Siln Marcos
Sherllan
Slaton
Snyder
Stafford
Sundwn
Tahoka
Temple
Texarkana
Tyler
Wrnon
Victoria
Vidor
Waco
Waxahachie
Weatherford
Webster
West Columbia
Wharton
Wichita Falls
VERt1C«T

WYCNlNG

II

(5)

----------Casper
Cheyenne
Douglas
Kel'llllerer
Pwell

4137 Montgomery NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
APPLICATION TO BECOl:'l£ AN ASSOCIATE PROGRAM

~DA (4)

Name of Program

---------Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta
Hamilton, Ontario
Lethbridge, Alberta
C~lgilrYj

403l26B-8735
4031433-5881
406l522..,iJPS
4031320-8477

Address
Phone Number __________________________________________________________
Law Enforcement Agency(ies) involved ________________________________

VIRGIN ISLANDS (1)

----..\-------------

St. Thmas

8091776-4444

8urlington
Montpelier
VIRGINIA

Name of Police Coordinator
Are you incorporated?
(Please attach copies of documents
governing your operation, e.g., Constitution or Articles of Incorporation, bylaws, Standing Rules$ etc.)

8021862-7777
6021223-5300

(9)

-----------7031838-4858
7031691-2918
7031241-5055
804/727-6556
703/471-6050
7031632-7463
8041441-2316
8041625-1616
8041427-4101

Alexandria
Fairfax County
Fall s Church
Hampton
Leesburg
Mart. inSIJ i11 e
Noriolk
Portsmouth
Virginia Beach
WASHINGT~ (4)

-------------Centralia
Mercer Island
Spokane
Tacma

206J736~3375

2061232-7463
509/456-2206
2061588-5959

Date program began _____________

Number of Board Members

Name of Chairman ______________________________________________________
Address
Phone Number __________________________________________________________

*(None in Maine, Michigan,
S. Dakota or Utah.)

What is the source of funds for rewards
,

I

What is the name and network affiliation of the TV station(s)
handling Crime Stoppers?

What is the name of the radio station(s) handling Crime Stoppers?

!

----------------WI SC~SIN

Do you have a 50l(c) (3) tax--exempt status letter from the IRS?
416 Programs
in 46 States*,
D.C., Virgin Islands
and Canada.

r

WEST VIRGINIA (1)
Keyser

Population ________________

Geographic Location

(2)

----------

CRIME STOPPERS - USA, INC.

3071235-8259
637-6506
358-4009
877-3971
754-2212

What is the name of the newspaper(s) handling Crime Stoppers?

3041788-11 0I
(2)

------------6081362-7963
414/679-3292

Be I oi t
New Berlin

(continued)

X-34
X-35

·

-~--------

, 4

Will you be willing to compile and furnish on a monthly basis to
Crime Stoppers - USA statistics and other material pertaining to
your operation?

lH)HJJlNA'lOHS l\llli I®JVES'l'EU 'IU SEND 'I'III!; M,lN'J'III.Y I,El'lll<'l' I:Y 'l'lii':
10th OAY UF 'lHE M.)Nl'H '10: ClUME S'LOI'L'EI{!J-IISI\, 4137 f\-'lJN'IU)fI1I.::J{Y,

NE, ALI300UERQUE, NM

87] 09

It is understood that upon approval of this application you are
entitled to identify yourself as being associated with Crime
Stoppers - USA, Inc., and to receive its assistance.
no charge for this.
SUBMJ:TTED BY:

H.JN'n l]'y I<EPUI<L'

There is

fur

.-_.. - --... -... '.

APPROVED BY:

Chairman
Coordinatpr

Date

Crime Stoppers - USA, Inc.

Date

Date

(d)
(e)

(f)

(g)

PROGRAM NAME:

C1lAIl~""il\N :

POPlJIA'l'ION 0)VEREl): • ___._ _ ._. _ _ _ .•.

INCEP'l'IUN)

NUMBER OF CODE NUMBERS ISSUED
CASES SOLVED:

Required Criteria:

(c)

'l'ELEPIION'!!: NO. :

'IUl'AL (FHCN

ASSOCIATED PROGRAMS

(b)

moHDlNA'IDR:

-- -(STA'l'E-)S'l'l\R'I'ING DATE OF PROGRAM: _ _ _ ._ __

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

(a)

19

HOMICIDE
RAPE

Non~profit corporation, whose purposes are substantially in
accord with those of the Albuquerque Crime Stoppers, Inc.
(see Operational Manual).

ARMED roBBERY
AGGRAVATED ASSAUL'f

~

i

Anonymity for sources.
Rewards, if sources wish, where information leads to the
solution of felony (br misdemeanor at discretion of board),
apprehension of a fugitive, or recovery of stolen property
or narcotics.
Solution should not mean conviction, but might
be arrest, indictment, or administrative action.

I

Furnishing of data and cooperation with Crime Stoppers - USA,
Inc., and other affiliated programs.
Rewards should come from the private sector;
Over half of the Board of Directors should be from the private
sector, and i t is strongly recommended that candidates or
holders of publiu offices not be on the board.
It is strongly recommended that the coordinator be a member of
an involved law enforcement agency.

BURGLARY
LARCENY /'l'HEF'T
Auro THE:E"l'

ARSON
NARCG'TICS
FORGERY /FRAUD

FUGITIVES
OI'HER (SPECIFY)
'lDTAL CASES SOLVED

-'-

TRIALS/CDNVICl'IOOS

---/--_.-

--_/_--

$ VALUE RECOVERED PROPERlY
$ VALUE RECOVERED NAROYrICS
$ 'TOTAL

(

$ lTh"WARDS PAID
CASES SOLVED - NO REWARDS

I

PLEASE USE THE SPACE BE-WW FOR ANY QUES'l'~ONS, PROBr.J~ un C'OM.MENTS. IF YOU HAVE HAJJ
AN INTERESTING C.Z\SE OR A sroRY YOU FEEL WOULD BE APPROPRIATE FOR OUR NEWSLEITER,
PLEASE WRITE A BRIEF SYNOPSIS AND A'rrACH NE\'lS' CLIPPINGS.

i

._------.
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I

he
EXPLANATION:
1.

2.

3.

CASES SOLVED; Include all crimes which are solved or "cleared," under
regular police procedures, with the help of information from Crime
Stoppers. One call might account for many "cases solved."

________________________________________________~J~UNE 1983

~I_SS_U_E_N_O_._1_2

TRIALS/CONVICTIONS: Record the number of defendants who are tried
with the help of information from Crime Stoppers. Do not enter the
number of counts or charges on which the defendant is tried or convicted. This will require liaison with the prosecutor·s office.

!

$ VALUE RECOVERED NARCOTICS: Use wholesale value as published by the
Drug Enforcement Administration.

i

I

!I

I
I

!

l
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IISTOPPER II OF THE MONTH

One of the very few heroin labs in operation in the United States is out of the
business now -- thanks to a IInosy" janitor and his call to Crime Stoppers in Bouldl'~Y',
Colorado. Boulder County Coordinator, Larry Weida, said about $7 million worth of
opium and heroin was seized in May when police raided a home in Longmont, Colorado,
owned by Ronny Lynn Jones, 38.
Police say they knew about three months ago that there was a lab in Longmont
. that was converting opium to heroin, but did not know its exact location until the
: Crime Stoppers informant came forward.
Weida said thp. informant told him he had been hired to clean Jones· house with
the exception of a basement "photo lab. 1I Curiosity got the best of the janitor and
he gained entry to the "photo lab ll and discovered a large amount of drugs. After
calling Boulder Crime Stoppers, the janitor took a sample of the narcotics to the
Longmont Police Department. A search warrant was issued the next day.
Po 1ice sei zed 267 grams of heroi n that was tested as 85 to 95 per cent pure
and more than a pound of raw opium. An arrest warrant has been issued for Jones.
Indications are that the opium had been smuggled into the United States from India.
Federal Drug Enforcement Administration officials say the heroin lab was the
first ever discovered in the Rocky Mountain area and one of the few in operation in
the United States.
Congratulations to Larry Weida and Boulder County Crime Stoppers on one of the
major busts in Crime Stoppers history!
------------------------~---------------------------~---------------------------------

CROOK READS HIS PRESS CLIPPINGS . . .
Obviously, Antonio Rubio was proud of his work. When Palm Springs, California,
police raided Rubio·s residence in March after receiving a Crime Stoppers tip, they
found two newspaper clippings of IICrimes of the Week ll underneath his mattress. The
clippings implicated him in two rapes.
At the time they were publicized, it was thought the two rapes were unrelated.
Then on March 15, the Crime Stoppers film crew was getting ready to re-enact a residential burglary. But prior to filming the case, Crime Stoppers received a tip
implicating Rubio in one of the earlier rapes that had been featured as ··Crime of the
Week. II The information was good enough to obtain a search warral~t. When the warrant
was execllted~ police found evidence connecting Rubio to several other rapes. They
also found property from the yet unfilmed residential burglary.
X-39
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Oh well, back to the drawing board, says Detective Fred Donnell, the Palm
Springs Crime Stoppers coordinato~
And back to prison for Mr. Rubio who will be
serving 16 years for three counts of rape, one count uf attempted rape'and one count
of burglary. He'll have plenty of time to read his clippings.
- - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ w; _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

THE LONG ARM OF THE LAW . . .
Two recent cases highlight the cooperative nature of the national Crime Stoppers
netvwrk.
A tip to Boise, Idaho, Crime Stoppers in April led to the arrest of an 18-yearold Belen, New Mexico, man and two juveniles wanted in connection with the March 1983
burglary of the Belen Cream Queen Restaurant.
Belen police said Boise Crime Stoppers provided information that led to the
arrest of Damian Gardner, 18; Daniel Saiz, 16; and Robert Sowash, 16, all of Belen.
I~ the .burgl ary, $250 in cash and $4·5 worth of goods were taken by the offenders.
~hy Bo'! se Cn me Stoppers r~cei ved the call about a crime some 850 mi 1es away, no one
1S saY1ng. But the folks ln New Mexico sure appreciated the help!
The same kind of situation occurred recently in Rockford, Illinois. Detective
Chuck Jackson of the Rockford Crime Stoppers program reports that a local auto parts
store suffered a burglary in which several thousand dollars worth of equipment was
taken.
The case was highlighted as a ""rime of the l4eek on February 28, 1983, and
resulted in a quick call that identii1ed Donald L. Richardson Jr. as a suspect.
On March 28, Richardson again was the subject of a IICrime of the Week. A short time
later, Rockford Crime Stoppers received a tip that Richardson was hiding out in
Lufkin, Texas.
Oet. Jackson quickly contacted Lufkin Crime Stoppers and Richardson was apprehended the same night. The fugitive also was implicated in several cases in Lufkin.
IIThis just reaffit'ms my belief in the great organization we are all involved
with,1I Det. Jackson says. IIIl m extremely proud to be a part of it."
Welre proud to have you, Charlie. And good work, y1all, in Lufkin.
ll

II

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------GOOD CITIZEN HONORED . . .
The 88-CRIME program in Tucson, Arizona, has been doing something very unique for
few years. Coord~nator Susan Moore says that her program honors outstanding
cltlZen:; who go out of thelr way to get personally involved to stop a cdme or assist
in the apprehension of a felon.
Such an "Outstanding Citizen" was Jack Solano, 28, who helped save the life of
one of his emp10yees at the Kinney Shoe Store he managed in Tucson.
On June 23, 1982, an armed robbe~ entered the shoe store and demanded that the
safe be opened. Solano refused until the robber produced two steak knives and ordered
the manager and his employee to lie face down on the floor.
t~e.past

X-40

The offender than stabbed the employee, Robin Clark, in the back. Solano
attacked the robber with his bare hands and shoved Clark out Of the way. Solano
suffered six stab wounds, including one that pierced an artery in his heart and another
that collapsed his lung. But he kept on fighting, until the offender fled the scene.
A tip to 88-CRIME a few days iater led to the arrest of Greg Stanhope, 19, of
Tucson. He was convicted of armed burglary, two counts of kidnapping, two counts of
armed robbery and two counts of aggravated assault in connection with the case.
Solano was presented with the "Outstanding Citizen" award by the board of
directors of 88-CRIME at a recent meeting. He received a plaque and a $100 check.
This type of award has given 88-CRIME an excellent image as a community-based
program. You might want to consider it for your program.

RICHARD SIMMONS SUPPORTS CRIME STOPPERS . . .
Richard Simmons, the darling of the daytime TV exercise set, has become the
latest fan of Crime Stoppers. Simmons, famous for his diet recipes and strenuous
exercises, recently devoted 10 minutes of his show to tell his viewers about Crime
Stoppers. Using a clip of a Rockford, Illinois, IICrime of the Week ll to explain the
program, Simmons then talked to Crime Stoppers founder Greg MacAleese by telephone.
Following his interview with MacAleese, Richard produced a check for $250 to
be used lito publish your Crime Stoppers Operational Manual.
He also provided viewers
with the Crime Stoppers - USA address and telephone number so they could call if they
were interested in getting a program started in their area. To date, more than 75
inquiries have resulted from this publicity.
Thanks, Richard.
By the way, the manual will be completed -- finally -- by summer's end. Bids
are now being taken from printers for the massive job. This is a total revision of the
old manual and is much more comprehensive. Greg MacAleese and Coleman Tily have been
heading the project. Greg, for one, says the day the manual is pr;nted~ he's going
to be popping the cork on the largest champagne bottle he can find!
1I

IS YOU THE REAL TEX MARTIN?
The new coordinator Qfthe Texas Crime Stoppers Advisory Council is Tex B. Martin,
who earned his spurs as co-coordinator of the Montgomery County Crime Stoppers program
based out of Conroe, Texas.
Tax is a veteran police officer and well-known and respected by his fellow Crime
Stoppers coordinators throughout Texas.
He's the third pers0n to take on the demanding task of running the state-wide
program. Everyone welve talked to says Tex was an lIexcellent" choice.
Since the Texas Crime Stoppers Advisory Council began operation in late 1981,
a total of 2,341 calls have been received, resulting in 124 arrests and the recovery
of $3.4 million worth of stolen property and narcotics. But even more important,
there now are 92 Crime Stoppers programs in operation throughout Texas.
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Incidentally, the Texas Crime Prevention Institute will be holding its three~
day Crime Stoppers Seminar once again in July with another seminar planned for
December. Sgt. George Vanderhule of Austin Crime Stoppers; G.G. Lively of Houston
Crime Stoppers; Richard Carter, Legal Officer of the Waco Police Department; Judge
Olen Underwood; and Roy Faires, Special Projects Director at KVUE-TV in Austin join
Greg Mac Aleese in putting on this informative training session.
For more information, write to:
Texas Crime Prevention Institute
Institute of Criminal Justice Studies
~outhwest Texas State University
San Marcos, TX 78666-4610
512/392-0166

------------------.-------------------------------------------------------------------ODDS 'N ENDS . . .
HOUSTON CRIME STOPPERS just finished solving their 2,OOOth case and passed the
$20 million mark in recoveries, becoming the first program in the country to achieve
these milestones . . . There's a familiar face on a Crime Stoppers brochure being
distributed in Houston. It's Houston Oiler running back Earl Campbell, who says
"Crime Stoppers works." Earl should know. One of his brothers is a police officer
. . . Lt. Ron Frost is the new coordinator of the ATLANTIC COUNTY CRIME STOPPERS
program. And already Ron is producing some amazing results. The county-wide operation services some 25 police agencies in the Atlantic City area and in updating the
program's results, Ron discovered that since September, 1982 through June 1,1983 a
total of 137 cases had veen solved and $243,000 worth of stolen property and narcotics
had been recovered. That more than doubles Atlantic County's output in the previous
four years. Keep up the good work, Ron . . . Speaki ng of Atl anti c Ci ty, don't wait
too late to register for our NATIONAL CRIME STOPPERS CONFERENCE scheduled October 9-13.
We're expecting a record turnout this year . . . Did I mp,ntion NEW YORK CITY? No,
but I will now. It looks like the Big Apple wl11 kick-off its Crime Stoppers program
in August. WABe-TV in New York will handle the television end of the operation, with
the New York Ci~y Partnership -- a non-profit corporation comprised of business and
civic leaders who are trying to do something to make New York a better place to
live -- acting as the spearhead to get the program started . . . We're in the process
of revi si ng our Crime Stoppers stati sti ca 1 summary. Dave Lane, Deputy Di rector of
the New Mexico Crime Stoppers Commission, has developed a new computer program that
should facilitate matters. Dave has been an unsung hero of Crime Stoppers. One
of the original members of the Board of Directors of ALBUQUERQUE CRIME STOPPERS, he
joined Greg MacAleese in operating the State of New Mexico Crime Stoppers Commission
when it started up on July, 1979. You can thank him for the current statistics. By
the way, speaking of stats, did you send yours in . . .

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CRIME STOPPERS - USA, INC.
4137 Montgomery NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
505/841-6556
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PROGRAM
ABILENE, TX (3181)
ALAMOGORDO, NM (6/81)
ALEXANDRIA, LA
ALBUQUEROUE, NH (9/76)
AMARILLO, iX (7179)
ANCHORAGE, AK (9/81)
ARTESIA, NM (2181)
ATLANTIC COUNTY, NJ (10/78)
AUSTIN, TX (10/79)
BATON ROUGE, LA (11/82)

CASES
SOLVED
311

40
69
1,712
479
121
3
195
1,645
79

284,763
36,650
51,474
2,469,560
63),522
1,730,200
0;000

704,305
3,039,660
35,638

BAYT~, TX
BEALtHID, TX (11181)
BELOIT, WI (4/82)
BIRMINGHAM, AL (1/81)
BLAINE CEffiY, MT (3/82)
BOISE, 10 (7/81)
BOULDER VALLEY, CO (9/82)
BRAZOS COUNTY, TX (2182)
BR~~RD COUNTY, FL (OBlBl)
BR~SVILLE, IX

65
470
119
213
3
176
74
83
342
9

63,200
358,629
21,219
706,338
4,500
139,19B
7,637,930
293,5a4
10,184,200
420,270

BURLINGTON, NC (3/81)
BURLINGTON, VT (1/81)
CALDWELL COUNTY, TX
CALGARY i ALBERTA, CANADA (B/B2)
CARLSBAD, iii (9i78)
CASPER, WY (8/82)
CENTRAL FLORIDA/ORLANDO (7/77)
CHEYEl'tlE, WY (12181)
CINCINNATI, OH (2181)
CLEVELAND, OH (10/81)

103
43
2
378

24,244
56,000
5,100
560,770
27,813
79,825
5,364,170
150,000
619,311
25,760

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO (Bl81)
COLUMBIA, HO (3/82)
COLUMBIA, SC (5/82)
COLUHBUS, OH
CONROE, TX (3/82)
CORPUS CHRISTI, IX (12181)
CRANSTON, RI (7/82)
CURRY COUNTY, NH (3/80)
DALLAS, IX (10/80)
DARKE COUNTY, OH

174
47
315
230

76

116
723
53
605
19

63

471
IB
67
428
3

180,000
20,450
7,290,630
0
144,034
478,912
75
79,050
772,945
1,400

PROSECUTI ctlS
ICotNI cn ctlS
155 I 155
29 I 27
0/0
340 I 338

o!

0

21 I
2I
44 I
381 I
5I

21
2

44
379

5

0/0

18 I 18
23 I 23
11/11

1I 1
215 I 178
10 I 10
oI 0
0/0
oI 0
78 I 7B
27 I 25
0/0
oI 0
'10.
~1

,

I

~n

~7

41 I 41
175 I 173
01 0
184 I 180
10 I 10

oI 0
29 I 29
24 I 23
50 I 46
14 I 14
58 I 58
oI 0
41 I 35
0/0

~
~
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PROGRAM
DEKALB COUNTY, IL (4/82)
DELAWARE STATE-WIDE (4/83)
DEMING, ttl (9/79)
DENVER, CO (1/82)
DURANGO, CO (4/78)
EL PASO, IX (9i76i
ESPIWOLA, ttl (lI79)
FAIRBlWKS, AK (11/81)
FAl RFAX COUNTY, VA <10179
FAIRFIELD, IA (12181)
FAllS CHURCH, VA
FLAGSTAFF, AZ (4/78)
FORT BEND COUNTY s 1X
FORT WORTH, 1X
FT. COLLINS, CO (3182)
FREEMOO, NE U2I8l)
GALLUP, ttl (1/79)
GOLDSBORO-wAYNE CO, NC (11/82)
GRANO CO~Y, CO (2183)
GREAT FALLS-CASCADE CO j HT (11/8

" ,

,

\!

Ii
I

CASES
SOLVED

STOLEN PROPERTY AND
NARCOTICS RECOVERED

44
17
46
19
51
632
8
0
352
3

47,520
1,000
23,541
16,155
11,250
7,250,170
20,075
0
343,508
500

B

52
0
290
11
13
22
46
3
114

4,375
72,795
60,000
200,231
131,000
10,175
7,460
34,457
6,500
79,686

649
61
5
10
20

631,811
119,220
375
6,390
9,800

B

7 ann

GREENSBORO, NC (1/81)
GREGG CO, 1X (8/81)
GRIMES COLffiY, T)(
GUNNISON, CO (2182)
I-fAliPT~, VA (7/B2)
HIGH COUNTRY! NH (1/81)
HOB8S, ttl (1/80)
HONOLULU, HI (4/81)
HOUST~, T)( (lI81)
IOWA STATE-WIDE (1/82)

83
61
2,155
18

51,236
172,000
23,128,400
7,973

JACKS~, TN (4/83)
JACKSONVILLE, FL (8/79)
JEFFERSCN COltfTY, 1X
JENNINGS, LA (I21Bl)
KANSAS CITY, NO (10/81)
KILLEEN, TX (00/00)
KINGSVILLE, 1X
LAKE CWIRLES, LA (9/BO)
LAREDO, TX <3/Bl)
LAS CRUCES, NH (1/78)

32
107
35
13
111
108
19
255
24
288

13,950
54,723
61,625
1,900
5,422,300
53,439
5,950
116,546
83,000
282,994

. ''''''''

PROSECUTIct4S
ICINJI CTl ~S
30 I
01
46 I
oI
25 I

30
0
42
0
23

219 I 212

3I 3
0/0
170 I 170
1I 1
3I 3
11/11

oI 0
01 0
11 I 11
6I 6
29 I 28
17 I 17
0/0
41 I 41

PROGRAM

I

i

1

I

I!
i

I

206 / 206
31 I 31
0/0
11/11

0/0
'1
/;

rI "/;

3I
40 I
779 I
3I
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3
40
779
3

9I 9
89 I 89
3I 3
0/0
15 I 15
0/0
0/0
81 I 77
1I 1
131 I 131

CASES
SOLVED

STOLEN PROPERTY AND
NARCOTICS REC~JERED

no
156
155
1

76,621
357,867
363,548
800

PROSECUTI~S

ICIA'Nl CTl ~S

LAS VEGAS, ttl (lI79)
LAWTON, OK (5/81)
LINCOLN, NE (9/80)
LORDSBURG, ttl (1/81)
LOS AL4HOS, NM (1/81)
LOUISVILLE, KY (00/00)
LOVINGTct4, NH (1/81)
LUBBOCK, TX (4179)
LUFKIN, 1X
MANCHESTER, NH

1

0

0
3
743
34
72

0
2,000
1,068,68D
8,350
72,000

0/0
3I 3
241 I 231

MANHATTAN-RILEY CO, KS (10/82)
IWITECA, CA (12181>
MAQUOKETA, IA (8/81)
MARTINSVILLE/HENRY COUNTY
MARYLAND CRIME SOLVERS
MEMPHIS, TN (8/81)
MERCER ISLAND, WA (1/82)
MESA COUNTY, CO (1/83)
MCALLEN, 1X (4/82)
tiCCULLOCH, 1X

16
8
30
29
94
781
37
104
100
20

10,000
600
6,485
38,700
18,389
767,764
135,946
27,455
76,358
0

0/0
1I 1
22 I 22
21 I 20
1I 0
128 I 125
24 I 24
49 I 41
0/0
0/0

MCLEAN CO, IL (lI79)
MIAMI, FL (9/81)
HIDDLE TOWNSHIP, NJ (4182)
HINNESOTA CRIME STOPPERS
HOFFAT COUNTY, CO (2182)
MOLINE, IL (3/82)
H~HANS, 1X
MONTANA CRIME STOPPERS
MONTGOMERY COUNTY, NO
MOORESVILLE-SOUTH IREDELL, NC (B

190
250
1
394
19
81
.,_.12
77

20,355
3,653,000
4,000
604,309
B,690
40,480
5,800
665,578
65B,300
17,260

42 I 42
0/0
125 / 124
107 I 106
13 / 13

HORA COlffi)', ttl O/Bl>
MUSCATINE, IA (00/00)
NACOGDOCHES, TX
twiPA, 10 (2181)
NAS!-NILLE, TN
NEW HANOVER, NC (5/82)
NEW MEXICO CcttlISSI(t.I (9179)
NB..J MEXICO IWiE THIEF
NEW .!lRLEANS, LA (1182)
NORTH OLHSTED, OH (2182)

7
22
4
12
47
133
565
532
86
3

3,000
1,100
16,000
6,500
27,318
19,785
9,010,030
140,430
13,467
20,260

3I 2
8I 8
0/0
9I 8
2I 2
22 I 22
146 I 145
472 / 464
15 I 15
4I 4

.. /0

401

107 I
50 I
4I
1I

106
50
4

1
1i i

010
0/0

101 I
93 I
4I
79 I

100
92
4
78

01 0
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; 1

!I

It

PROGRAM
NORTH PLATTE, NE (10/81)
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK (8/79)
CffiHA, NE (3182)
!mARIO, CA (5/81)
OR.ANGE i l'X

CASES
SOLVED

STOLEN PROPERTY AND
NARCOTICS RECOVERED

151
955
121
32

41,000
4,715,740
195,805
177,075

18
11

4~i627

PROSECUTHNS
IC[NJICTI~5

43 I 43
267 I 264
64 I 55
1I 1
o! 0

PAGOSA SPRINGS, CO (1/80)
PALM SPRINGS, CA (7/82)
PEORIA, IL (5/82)
PHOENIX, AZ (3l79)
PORTALES, ttl (9/78)

41
55
679
15

PORTSMOUTH, VA (S/SD
PRINCE GEORGE'S CO., HD(11/79)
RATON, ttl (1180)
RIO RANCHO, ttl (9/80)
ROCKFORD, IL (1/81)
ROSWELL, NH (1/78)
SACRAMENTO, CA (00100)
SAN ANGELO, TX (6/81)
SAN ANTONIO, TX
SAN HARCOS, TX

525
191
4
3
561
195
0
353
7
14

739,251
4,960
15,935

139 II 133
4I 3
0/0

SANTA FE, ttl (1/77)
SANTA ROSA, tfi (1181)
SAN Jl.Vtl COlMY, ttl (9177
SHREVEPORT, LA (3181)
SILVER CITY, NH (1/79)

917,300
16,500
800,875
1,148,050
27,572
6,225
31,800
3,000
20,175
43,350

201 I 201
2I 2
154 I 151

SOCORRO, NH (1/78)
SPRINGER, NH (6/79)
STATESVILLE, NC (12180)
STEPHENSON COUNTY, IL

323
3
689
247
98
16
20
4
51
179

S1. MARY'S COUNTY, ND
STOCKTON, CA (4/81>
SUHITER, SC (10/81)
TACOMA, WA (9/91)
TAOS, ttl (1178)
TARRANT COlMY, TX
TAIMON, HA (1182)
TEXARKftJA I TX
TEXAS CRIME STOPPERS
TOLEDO, OH (B/B1)

17
176
191
200
43
16
24
29
148
977

7,600
224,000
37,555
162,36B
384,270
60,654
57,908
121,428
3,450,960
352,950

16 I 16
107 I 106
35 I 35
48/48
17 I 16

SLAi~,

TX

X-46

0
17,000
116,827
3,182,850
3,700
728,016
203,255
5,000
14,000
480,037
29,060
0

01 0
11 l
11 I
01
3I

7
10

0
3

132 I 126
0/0
1I 1

0/0
223 I 202
85 I 85

°°

°

I
14 I
oI
1I
3I
61
179 I

I)

!I

r[
!
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PROGRAM

CASES
SOLVED

STOLEN PROPERTY AND
NARCOTICS RECOVERED

TOPEKA, KS (9/81)
TRI-CONHUNITY, NJ (10/82)
TUCSON, AZ (7/80)
TUCltICARI, If1 (10179)
TULSA, OK (2179)
TYLER, TX (3181)
~ION CO~, NC (7/81)
~H ON COLtIT'(, ttl (1182)
URANIItt COlNTRY, ttl (118O
VALENCIA COLNTY, ttl (1179

52
12
447
238
797
289
10
1
37
14

236,270
28,050
6,474,710
203,426

VERNON, TX
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA (5182)
WACO, TX
WATERBURY,CT (11/82)
WAUKEGAN, iL (5181)
WEST POINT/CLt1ING COLNTY, NE
WHARTON, TX
WICHITA, KS (6/80)
WICHITA FALLS, TX (2181)
WINSTON-SALEM, HC (4/81)

3

593
183
40
563
22
8
679
229
829

8,200
224,832
236,159
29,574
639,817
648
18,118
1,066,390
382,471
363,263

22

43,827

YI.ffi, AZ (5I8D
TOTALS

34,011

1,904,950

199,409
6,985
0

32,550
20,750

131,929,044

PROSECUTI~S

IC(NJICTIIl-lS
3I
12 I
3I
55 I
1?1 !
75 I
3I

3
12
3
53
130
74
3

0/0
27 I 27
2I 2
0/0
203 I 203
01 0
0/0
252 I 248
2I 2

°

01
235 I 229
0/0
428 I 426
7I 6
9,294 I 9,101

0

14

0
1

3
6
179

01 0
15 I 15

°

01
I 0
139 I 133

°
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PAST AND PRESENT BOARD MEMBERS
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~

PAST:

PRESENT:

"Gus" Gustafson (1981-82)
Montana Crime Stoppers

Dr. Roy L. Soloff - Chairman
Atlantic County Crime Stoppers, NJ

Duncan Jennings (1980~81)
Phoenix Silent Witness

Lt. Col. Thadeus L. Hartman - PreS.
Fairfax County PD, VA

Jim Leinen (1981-82)
Houston Crime Stoppers

Marvin Guth - Vice Pres.
Lake Charles Crime Stoppers, LA

il

Richard Mathys (1980-81)
Austin Crime Stoppers

H. Coleman Tily - Sec./Treas.
Albuquerque Crime Stoppers, NM

f

Betty Anne McDermott (1980-82)
V.P. C/E Corp., Albuquerque

Richard W. Carter, Esq.
Waco PD, TX

Gail M. Meiering (1980-81)
Albuquerque Junior League

Sandra Clark Ekberg
Great Falls Crime Stoppers, MT

Susan L. Moore (1980-82)
88-Crime, Tucson

Stanley E. Harrison
BDM Corporation, VA

Arnold E. Olson (1979-82)
Albuquerque Crime Stoppers

G. Daniel Hearn
Statesville Crime Stoppers, NC

Herb Rolph (1980-82)
El Paso Crime Stoppers

Charles E. Jackson
Rockford Crime Stoppers, IL

Charles L. Saunders (1980-81)
Rodey Law Firm, Aibuquerque

Joe Jerkins
Austin Crime Stoppers, TX

Jay M. Silverman (1980-82)
Minneapolis Crime Stoppers

H. Stuart Knight, Director
U.S. Secret Service (1973-82)
Lawrence C. May
Minneapolis Crime Stoppers, MN
Dr. Thomas O. Morgan
Central Florida Crime Watch
Al Sledge
Montgomery County Crime Stoppers, MD
Greg MacAleese, Director
New Mexico Crime Stoppers Commission
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